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A Note on Translation

In cases where the text's English version does not appear in the bibliography and no 

page numbers are included after the quotation, the translation is mine. 

Otherwise, the English version is quoted from printed sources. 
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Some of the information included in this book was previously published in the article 

"Sino-Peruvian identity and community as prison: Siu Kam Wen's rendering of 

self-exploitation and other survival strategies" (Afro-Hispanic Review 

27.1 [Spring 2008]: 73-90) and the book chapter "Latin America and the 

Caribbean in a Sinophone Studies Reader?" (Sinophone Studies. A Critical 

Reader. Ed. Shu-mei Shih, Chien-hsin Tsai, and Brian Bernards.. 

Irvington, New York: Columbia University Press, 2013).

Foreword 
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Eugenio Chang-Rodr guezí

Graduate Center, City University of New York

(Translated by Ignacio L pez-Calvo)ó

We must thank Ignacio L pez-Calvo, Professor of Latin American ó

Literature at the University of California, Merced and author, editor, 

and co-editor of eleven thoroughly researched books, for writing Tus n á

Literature and Knowledge in Peru, a well-documented study. Bringing to 

fruition this in-depth analysis of the most significant Sino-Peruvian 

literary creations, he allows us to understand and appreciate better these 

works. This book takes up the study of Sino-Peruvian literature and culture 

initiated by Maan Lin's 1997 doctoral dissertation "Writers of the Chinese 

Diaspora: Siu Kam Wen in Peru" and by Beatrice C ceres-Letourneaux's 1997 á

L' uvre de Siu Kam Wen  Lima. R alit  et imaginaire de la communaut  chinoise œ à é é é

du P roué  (Siu Kam Wen's Opus in Lima. Reality and Imaginary of the Chinese 
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Community in Peru). In so doing, L pez-Calvo provides a better ó

understanding of Sino-Peruvian cultural identity. Because there appears 

to be no nineteenth-century Sino-Peruvian works, he limits his analysis to 

twentieth and twenty-first century publications. Of the authors included in 

L pez-Calvo's study, only A. Kuan Veng and Siu Kam Wen were born in China; ó

the remainder were born in Peru.

The first Chinese workers arrived in Peru aboard the Manila Galleon in 

the seventeenth century. Most made the journey through deceit or force. Some 

took part in the construction of the Puente de Piedra (Stone Bridge), near the 

Casa de Pizarro (Pizarro's House), which was later turned into the Palacio 

de Gobierno (Government Palace; Eugenio Chang-Rodr guez, í Entre dos fuegos 

1, 164). In the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries, their 

Peruvian-born descendants were forced to do manual labor, with no time left for 

intellectual self-expression. Anti-Chinese prejudice and racial 

discrimination were among the worst exhibited in Latin America. Such hostility 
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led the Chinese and their Peruvian descendants to limit themselves to their own 

urban areas, neighborhoods isolated from the rest of the city. 

The construction of Lima's Barrio Chino began in 1860. It is the third oldest of 

its kind in the Western Hemisphere, preceded only by those in San Francisco, 

California, and Havana, Cuba.1 At the beginning of the second half of the 

twentieth century, Lima's Chinatown included Calle Cap n,ó 2 Jir n ó

Paruro, and nearby streets. One of its most emblematic buildings is the 

Beneficencia China or Sociedad Colonial de Beneficencia China (Chinese Charities, 

or Colonial Society of Chinese Charities) founded in 1886 by Zheng Zaoru, the Chinese 

Emperor's emissary. Nearby, the Chinese built three temples, each belonging 

to a corresponding Chinese society: Cu Con Chau, Punyui, and Tung Sing. Inside, 

as in China, those in attendance worshipped their ancestors and held important 

social events, such as weddings, funerals, civic debates, the New Year 

celebration, and the Spring Festival. In 1982, the Centro Cultural 

Peruano Chino (Chinese Peruvian Cultural Center) was founded in Lima, far 
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from Chinatown. Three Lima newspapers are published in Mandarin: La Voz de 

la Colonia China (originally supported the constitutional party, the Chee 

Kung Tong), the Man Shing Po (founded in 1911, it is the oldest newspaper to 

support the Kuomintang in the Americas), and the Diario Comercial Peruano 

Chino. Two other journals are published in Chinese and Spanish: the weekly Ch'iao 

Pao and the monthly magazine Oriental (Tonfu Yipo) which, published for the 

first time in April 1931, is the oldest uninterrupted publication of the 

Sino-Peruvian community.

Since Tus n Literature and Knowledge in Peruá  focuses only on literary 

works, it therefore does not include academic works by Sino-Peruvians, 

e.g., those of Victor Li Carrillo or Emilio Choy. The reader will also notice a 

lacuna between the last publications by Pedro Zulen and A. Kuan Veng in the mid-

1920s and the publication of Sui Yun's first poetry collection in 1977. The reason 

is that, to our knowledge, no significant literary works were published by 

Sino-Peruvian during these years. In the remaining pages of this foreword, I 
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will provide an overview of the most significant authors and works analyzed in 

L pez-Calvo's outstanding study. ó

Pedro S. Zulen (1889-1925) is the first noteworthy Sino-

Peruvian writer.3 He was the oldest son of Pedro Francisco Zulen, a thirty-

three-year-old merchant from Guangdong Province, China, and Petronila 

Aymar, a seventeen-year-old mestiza from Lima. From 1900 to 1905, he 

studied at the Colegio de Lima. On October 14, 1904, he published his first 

article, entitled "La religi n y la ciencia a trav s de libros recientes" ó é

(Religion and Science through Recent Books), in the journal La Prensa. Zulen 

would later learn German to be able to read Kant and other German philosophers 

in their native tongue, and Quechua so as to better defend indigenous rights in 

Peru. In 1906, at the age of sixteen, he joined the School of Sciences at the National 

University of San Marcos (NUSM). Two years later, he took his first math 

course, "Fundamental Analytical Theories," and served as a "meritorious 

secretary"4 at the School of Sciences. According to Jorge Basadre's 1926 
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"Noticia biogr fica" (Biographical Note), he also took courses at the School of á

Humanities in 1909, 1913, and 1914.

At NUSM, he participated in student debates at the University 

Center and published articles about life at the university in the Lima press. 

On November 15, 1909, he suggested the creation of the Patronato Nacional 

Pro-Ind gena í (Pro-Indigenous National Patronal). This led to the creation 

of the Asociaci n Pro-Ind gena (Pro-Indigenous Association) decided at a 20 ó í

November 1910 meeting with V ctor Andr s Bela nde, Alfredo Gonz lez í é ú á

Prada, Alberto Ulloa y Sotomayor, and Jos  de la Riva-Ag ero, among é ü

others. Zulen served as the Association s secretary general until 1915, ’

though his resignation was not announced until the following year. On January 6, 

1910, Zulen  (the project s initiator), Senator Joaqu n Capelo,’ í 5 and the 

writer Dora Mayer called the first session of the Asociaci n Pro Ind gena's ó í

executive committee. There, Zulen set forth the Association's principles, 

which aimed at defending the "social interests of the indigenous race" throughout 
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Peru. 6 From October 12, 1912 through 1916, he wrote for El Deber Pro 

Ind genaí , the official monthly publication of the Asociaci n Pro-Ind genaó í , 

directed by Dora Mayer.

Zulen's article on Jos  Mar a Eguren's poetry, "Un neo-simbolismo é í

po tico" (A Poetic Neo-Symbolism),é 7 appeared in Ilustraci n Peruanaó  on 

November 22, 1911. From 1912 through 1913, Zulen also worked as an 

assistant at the NUSM library. On July 17, 1913, he was named honorary 

secretary of the Association of Chinese Merchants in Peru; he declined the 

position, claiming that his many commitments would not allow him to "serve with his 

usual dedication."8 According to Basadre's "Noticia biogr fica," Zulen á

studied law and political science from 1914 to 1915. That last year, he 

participated with Jos  Carlos Mari tegui in a journalistic debate over the é á

contents of James Bryce's book La Am rica del Suré  (South America). That same 

year, he founded La Autonom aí , a journal through which he led an energetic 

campaign in favor of the administrative and political decentralization of 
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Peru. In 1916, he travelled to Santiago, Chile, to visit his brother scar Ó

and to interview the historian Jos  Toribio Medina. Zulen also visited Buenos é

Aires before moving to Cambridge, Massachusetts, to study at Harvard 

College (Harvard University). In his suitcase, he carried copies of Joaqu n í

Capelo's 1912 social novel Los menguados (The Diminished) and of Jos  Mar a é í

Eguren's 1911 poetry collection Simb licasó  (Symbolic). At Harvard, he 

took graduate courses in philosophy but, soon afterwards, he returned to Peru 

because of his worsening consumptive condition. Zulen chose to move to Jauja, a city 

with a dry climate in the province of Jun n, where he unsuccessfully ran as an í

alternate for a provincial council seat. His political opponents accused him, 

before the election, of being an anarchist who instigated a local peasant uprising 

against the government. Consequently, he was arrested and imprisoned in 

Cerro de Pasco, the provincial capital. 

In November 1919, he earned a Bachelor of Arts degree from 

NUSM s School of Humanities, after defending his thesis titled "La filosof a de lo ’ í

http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerro_de_Pasco
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inexpresable: bosquejo de una interpretaci n y una cr tica de la filosof a de ó í í

Bergson" (The Philosophy of the Ineffable: Outline for an Interpretation and 

Criticism of Bergson's Philosophy), published in Lima the following year. In 

August 1920, after his health improved, he returned to Harvard to study 

library science, as well as to buy bibliographic materials and to ready a report 

on the improvement of the library's catalog and organization for the NUSM's 

chancellor. Back in Peru in October 1923, he was named first cataloger and 

interim director of NUSM's library. Henceforth, he would devote his time to 

cataloguing bibliographic holdings, editing the Bolet n Bibliogr ficoí á , and 

reorganizing the library. Aurelio Powsan Ch a, a prominent Chinese merchant í

and then director of the Pow Lung company, donated two hundred Peruvian pounds 

for the cost of cataloguing NUSM's library holdings. 

On July 22, 1924, Zulen was named professor of psychology and logic, 

and was hired to replace Ricardo Dulanto, a NUSM professor. On November 16 

of the following year, he earned the degree of doctor of philosophy from NUSM, 
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after defending his doctoral dissertation, "Del neohegelianismo al 

neorrealismo. Estudio de las corrientes filos ficas en Inglaterra y los Estados ó

Unidos desde la introducci n de Hegel hasta la actual reacci n neorrealista" ó ó

(From Neo-Hegelianism to Neo-realism. A Study of Philosophical Movements 

in England and the United States from the Introduction of Hegel to Today's Neo-

Realist Reaction). Zulen died in Lima on January 27, 1925. Today, he is 

considered among the founders of Peruvian library science and, since 2002, 

NUSM's Central Library bears his name.

While L pez-Calvo notes that an intellectual lacuna exists between ó

Zulen's opus and that of the 1970s Sino-Peruvian writers like Sui Yun, Mario 

Choy Novoa, and Siu Kam Wen, he does analyze the works of Zulen s contemporary ’

A. Kuan Veng. Born in 1900, Kuan Veng published several short stories in the 

journal Correo before publishing a 1924 collection of narrations, Mey Shut, 

poemas en prosa (Mey Shut, Prose Poems). In this book's prologue, scar Ó

Mir -Quesada, director of the journal ó El Comercio and NUSM professor, 
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explains that Kuan Veng was born in China and that he is a journal collaborator. 

Indeed, there are parables and moralizing short stories in Kuang Veng's 

collection. Several writers pointed out his literary relevance. Jos  é

Galvez, for example, praised this work "saturated with parables and 

allegories;"9  Jos  Santos Chocano admired the soothing spirituality of his message, é

which he compared to that of Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) and the 

traditional literature of India and China; and Francisco Villaespesa praised 

the serene aesthetic qualities of his prose. L pez-Calvo analyzes texts by Kuan ó

Veng, such as "Idealidad" (Idealism), "El mar" (The Sea) and "Nocturno" 

(Nocturne), to show his idealism and his deep observation of nature. He finds in 

"Contraste" (Contrast) a parable of the omnipresence of perspectivism in 

life and in "Las fuentes de la inspiraci n" ó (Sources of Inspiration), advice 

for aspiring poets. L pez-Calvo also points out the influence of Confucianism in ó

"Voces maternales. S  sencillo" é (Maternal Voices: Be Unassuming), where 

Kuan Veng recommends modesty and purity. Along these lines, "Plegaria" and 
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"Madre m a" are marked, according to L pez-Calvo, by filial piety, and í ó

"Amor ideal" (Ideal Love) and "Simb lico," by Taoism. In turn, L pez-Calvo ó ó

adds that "Corderillo" (Little Lamb) and "Las nubes" (Clouds) are parables 

about justice and that "El primer beso" (The First Kiss) shows the author's 

double vision. 

An important Sino-Peruvian intellectual is V ctor Li Carrillo Ch a í í

(1929-1988), who earned two NUSM degrees: a B.A. in philosophy in 

1958 with the thesis

Plat nó  ,   Herm genes y el Lenguajeó   (Plato, Hermogenes, and Language), and 

a Ph.D. in philosophy, with his dissertation Las definiciones de El Sofista (The 

Sophist's Definitions), which he defended it in 1958. It was published 

posthumously in 1996. Li Carrillo enrolled in graduate courses in philosophy and 

linguistics at the University of Paris (1951-1953) and at the 

University of Fribourg (1953-1955 and 1956-1958). Martin 

Heidegger and Hugo Friedrich were two of his professors at the latter 
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university. From 1965 through 1968, he enrolled in undergraduate 

mathematics courses at the Universidad Central de Venezuela. 

Li Carrillo taught at NUSM and at the Universidad Central de Venezuela 

in Caracas, where he served as Dean of the School of Basic Studies. He was honored by 

the Venezuelan government for his excellence in teaching. He was also professor of 

ancient history at NUSM, and served as Publication Department director and 

as Philosophy Department chair. Li Carrillo published numerous works in 

journals and magazines in Peru and abroad. He received Peru's National 

Philosophy Award in 1963 and founded the Peruvian Center of Philosophical Studies 

(1973-1975), which published the magazine Apor aí  (1979-1984). Li 

Carrillo died in Lima in 1988, after publishing eight books on philosophy.

Another noteworthy Sino-Peruvian intellectual was Emilio Choy Ma 

(1915-1976). Born in Callao to a family of Chinese immigrants, Choy was known 

as an autodidactic social anthropologist who led a Peruvian social research 

movement that, according to Pablo Macera, was "a Marxist historiography" 
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(20). He published numerous articles on history, linguistics, sociology, 

anthropology, and archeology in Idea and Revista del Museo Nacional. According 

to Luis Lumbreras, Choy was the father of social archeology in Peru (152). 

Choy's evolutional model for the study of Andean social development, where modes of 

production are pivotal, was influenced by Gordon Childe. Among his favorite 

research topics were the Neolithic Andean revolution, the emergence of social 

classes, and government-sanctioned slavery. Taking historical materialism 

as a point of departure, he contributed significantly to the development of the 

social sciences in Peru. He encouraged and influenced, through his research, 

several generations of NUSM students. In 1979, this university began to 

publish posthumously much of his research under the title of Antropolog a e í

historia (Anthropology and History). He was known for his intelligence, 

humility, and generosity. As proof of his generosity, Choy gave a significant 

donation to NUSM to purchase lands in Pocopampa, district of Chota (in the 

province of Cajamarca), where archeological research under the supervision 
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of the Seminario de Historia Rural Andina (Seminar on Andean Rural History) 

was to be undertaken. Consequently, the Dama de Pacopampa s grave (Lady of ’

Pacopampa, 800-900 BCE) was discovered in 2009.

Another Sino-Peruvian writer who enjoys international acclaim is Siu 

Kam Wen. Born in 1951 in Zhongshan (Chungsan), Guangdong Province, he and 

his mother migrated in 1959 to Peru to reunite with the father. When Siu 

arrived in Lima, he knew no Spanish and had to learn it while studying Mandarin 

at the Diez de Octubre Chinese school. He later studied at the Ricardo Bent n night í

school and at NUSM, where in 1978, at his father's request, he earned a 

degree in accounting; he then reassumed his literary career. Siu became known as 

a short-story writer. In 1981, "Historia de dos viejos" (Two Old Men's 

Story) won an honorable mention in the prestigious Cop  Award. Two years é

later, he became a finalist with his "Azucena" in the contest "El cuento de las mil 

palabras" (The One-Thousand-Word Short Story), sponsored by the magazine 

Caretas. Siu has published three short-story collections, an essay on 
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contemporary art, and four novels. One of his most important works, El 

tramo final (The Final Strech, 1985), is a short-story collection covering 

the Chinese community's difficulties with cultural assimilation in Peru during 

the nineteenth and twentieth century. His novel, the autobiographical La 

vida no es una t mbolaó  (This Sort of Life 2008), is also well known. On March 5, 

2009, I had the honor of participating, along with Ricardo Gonz lez Vigil, in the á

presentation of this book at Lima's Porras Barrenechea Institute. Several of 

Siu's old classmates from NUSM's Schools of Accounting and Humanities 

participated in this emotional event.

Like other authors of his generation, Siu shifted from writing short 

stories to writing novels. In Viaje a Itaca (A Journey to Ithaca, 2004), the 

author focuses, using an exquisite writing style, on a trip to northern Peru 

at the time when terrorism was threatening the Andes as well as Lima. This work 

may be considered a good example of the political novel and of the novel of violence 

genres. The political debate between the writer Mario Vargas Llosa and the 
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then future president Alberto Fujimori during the 1990 presidential 

elections is the background against which the narrator describes his tragicomic 

experiences. A chapter is devoted to Francisco Pizarro's historic and 

military role. In 2004, Siu published, in English, his essay Deconstructing 

Art and, in Spanish, La estatua en el jard ní  (The Statue in the Garden), a 

nouvelle that creatively describes nineteenth-century Paris. His short 

stories, published in prestigious cultural magazines (e.g., La casa de 

cart nó , Or culoá , Caretas, Debate, or Renacimiento) have been 

translated into several languages. They recently appeared in a collection 

that includes the stories in El tramo final and La primera espada del imperio, 

along with six previously unpublished stories written between 1997 and 1998. 

Among his last publications are his novels El furor de mis ardores (The Fury of My 

Ardors, 2008) y El verano largo (The Long Summer, 2009). Literary critics 

from Peru, the United States, and Europe have praised Siu's literary 

style. His short stories are included in anthologies such as En el camino.   Nuevos   
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cuentistas peruanos (In the Path. New Peruvian Short-Story Writers, 

1955), edited by Guillermo Ni o de Guzm n, and ñ á El cuento peruano (The 

Peruvian Short Story, 1984, 1992), edited by Ricardo Gonz lez-Vigil. á

Along with these authors, L pez-Calvo mentions lesser known Sino-ó

Peruvian writers. He writes, for example, several passages praising 

Enrique Chang-Rodr guez's (1922-1999) works, which include his poetry í

collections Para ella (For her, 1958) and La palabra perdida (The Lost 

Word, 1980), the novels El Dorado (1960) and Pobre Juli ná  (Poor Juli n, á

1961), and the collections of essays El mito Osiris (The Osiris Myth, 1964)  

and La leyenda hir micaá  (The Hiramic Legend,1975).  

In conclusion, L pez-Calvo's study will attract readers interested ó

in the trans-Pacific relations between the Western Hemisphere and China, now 

the world's second largest economy. It should be translated into Spanish for those 

readers who are familiar with the cultural contributions of five million Latin 

Americans of Chinese ancestry, including the Cuban painter Wifredo Lam 
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(1902-1982); the Cuban writers Nicol s Guill n (1902-1989), Regino á é

Pedroso (1896-1983), and Severo Sarduy (1937-93); the Dominican 

historian Mu-Kien Adriana Sang Ben (1955-); Mexico s  Government ’

Minister (Secretario de Gobernaci n) Miguel Ángel Osorio Chong (1964-); ó

and Costa Rica s career diplomat Elena Wachong de Storer, among many others.’
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Introduction

When analyzing the importance of the discourse of ethnic minorities in Latin 

American societies, it is preferable to avoid generalizations, essentialism, 

or the reductionist choice of opting for placelessness and ignoring local 

circumstances. This book presents a case study of a Peruvian minority and 

migrant group that negotiates cultural difference through its literary and 
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cultural production. At the same time, its decolonial knowledge repositions 

contemporary Peruvian culture as transnational. As will be seen, Sino-

Peruvian writing ultimately provides its community with a voice and a 

collective agency. 

In spite of the unquestionable influence of the Chinese community in Peru's 

history and culture, the study of Chinese and Sino-Peruvian cultural 

production in Peru has been, for the most part, overlooked. The few times it has 

been addressed, it has primarily involved the representation of the Chinese or 

tus n á (second-generation Chinese Peruvian) by non-Asian Peruvian 

authors, rather than analyzing their self-representation.10 Instead of 

conceiving them as native informants or passive objects of study who allow 

outsiders to speak for them, this book considers the Chinese and tus n as subjects of á

their own cultural and identitarian definitions. Chinese and tus n authors á

become speaking subjects who articulate their own history and subjectivity. 

However, of the authors included in this book, only Siu Kam Wen and the briefly 
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mentioned A. Kuan Veng were born in China, which means that, for the most 

part, the story of the Chinese diaspora in Peru has been told by tus n descendents of á

the first Chinese immigrants or by non-Asian Peruvian writers. 

Incidentally, as I noted in The Affinity of the Eye: Writing Nikkei in Peru, this is 

also the case of the Japanese diaspora in Peru, where, to my knowledge, Seiichi 

Higashide is the only known Japanese-born writer from Peru to have published a 

significant text. And, of course, I am also aware that as a person who is not a 

Peruvian tus n, I run the risk of "speaking á for others" (to borrow part of the 

title of Linda Alcoff's article), even if I have tried my best to speak with/to 

others or to allow the texts to speak for themselves. In any case, as Alcoff 

suggests, we must always consider the effects of a discursive practice and 

question whether it will "enable the empowerment of oppressed peoples" 

(29). Although it would be unfair to label today's Chinese/tus n community in á

Peru as oppressed (in fact, I would argue that Asians in general enjoy a 

certain social prestige), I am convinced that the effects of this study can be 
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positive for the empowerment of this social group, as long as it somehow 

contributes to the full citizenship of its cultural production, i.e., to the 

incorporation of some of these works to the Peruvian literary canon. 

Building on my aforementioned study on Nikkei cultural production in 

Peru, Tus n Literature and Knowledge in Peruá  also explores the influence of a 

Chinese ethnic background or lack thereof in the writing of several contemporary 

century Sino-Peruvian authors (the only non-contemporary author included 

in this is study is Pedro Zulen, a predecessor of today's Tus n writers, who á

founded Chinese Peruvian writing half a century earlier). In 

particular, it reveals the deployment of different strategies to signify 

cultural difference and to inscribe alterity. The texts under consideration 

are tools of individual and collective representation, political 

empowerment, and selfhood whose objective is to produce a diasporic minority 

identity. As James Clifford has argued, however, collective identity is "a 

hybrid, often discontinuous inventive process" (10). Together, these 
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authors draw a discontinuous picture of cultural hybridity and borderline 

existence: depending on the subject position, one will find negotiations of nationness 

within national borders (Zulen, Siu) or in the interstices between national 

borders (Julia Wong, Sui Yun). Tus n writers' enunciation of cultural á

distance, therefore, presents their literary and cultural texts as tools 

for political struggle and strategic positioning. They assert, like other 

minority groups, their right to signify from the periphery of official and 

mainstream discourses. As will be shown, while at times the symbolic capital of 

the inherited ancestral cultures may be strategically evoked in their social 

articulation of difference, at other times authors turn their backs on their 

parents' ancient traditions to enunciate instead their rightful cultural 

belonging within the Peruvian national project. 

As stated, following my approach in The Affinity of the Eye, in this study I 

concentrate not so much on the representation of the Chinese and tus n in Peruvian á

cultural production, as on their self-representation as a tactic of 
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empowerment and a claim to national or cosmopolitan belonging. Rather than 

letting themselves be signified upon, both Nikkei and tus n writers present á

their oppositional counter-narratives to the image of their ethnic groups in 

Peruvian cultural production. The representation of the Chinese by 

Peruvian authors perhaps belongs within the frame of cultural diversity and 

the multicultural exotic that sees this community as an object of study and 

knowledge. By contrast, tus n self-representation must be viewed from the á

perspective of cultural difference, as an empowering process of enunciation 

of their own culture and of production of a minority cultural identity. In Homi 

Bhabha's words, "The aim of cultural difference is to rearticulate the sum of 

knowledge from the perspective of the signifying position of the minority that 

resists totalization" (161). 

Readers may wonder why one should focus on the cultural production of these 

minority groups that represent only a small fraction of the Peruvian 

population. Yet, as Bhabha has acutely posited, "increasingly, 'national' 
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cultures are being produced from the perspective of disenfranchised 

minorities" (5-6). Bhabha further adds that "where once the transmission of 

national traditions was the major theme of a world literature, perhaps we can 

now suggest that transnational histories of migrants, the colonized, or 

political refugees--these border and frontier conditions--may be the 

terrains of world literature" (12). In the case of Peru, the 

articulation of Asian identitarian discourses brings additional heterogeneity 

to the traditional notion of a Peruvian bicultural nation, disrupting the 

criollo-indigenous binary logic and what Juan E. de Castro has termed the 

"Discourse of mestizaje."11 Perhaps another surprising aspect of this study is 

the decades-long lacuna between Pedro Zulen's last publications and the 

appearance in the late fifties and early sixties of poetry collections and essays by 

the tus n á Enrique Chang Rodr guez's í (1922-1999) and in the late 1970s and 

early 1980s of texts by Sui Yun, Siu, and Mario Choy Novoa. The reason for this 

long parenthesis is the absence, at least to my knowledge, of noteworthy literary 
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production by Chinese and tusanes during this period in Peru. Incidentally, this 

gives us an idea of how much ahead of his time Zulen was in many respects. Since this 

book concentrates on cultural production, I will not concentrate on the academic 

writing of the self-taught archeologist and historian Emilio Choy Ma (1915-

1976).

As Anthony Appiah points out, philosophers have emphasized that "we 

make sense of our lifes through narrative, that we see our actions and 

experiences as part of a story. And the basic human capacity to grasp stories, 

even strange stories, is also what links us, powerfully, to others, even 

strange others" (The Ethics 257). Tus n Literature and Knowledge in Peruá  

looks at these narratives and stories told by tusanes and Chinese immigrants in 

Peru. It also contrasts Peruvian Nikkei's stories--their use of 

testimonials and literature within the context of cultural nationalism, 

identity politics, and the politics of cultural belonging--with the 

comparatively less political literature produced by most tus n authors.á 12  
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This book does not assume that the authors under consideration present a cohesive 

worldview or cultural identification. While their works share numerous 

thematic points of connection, there is also a drastic difference between, for 

example, Siu's Chinese immigrant consciousness and Julia Wong's mestiza 

consciousness. Thought and discourse are usually related to place. Regardless 

of whether their Chinese ethnic background is a major source of literary 

inspiration or not, these authors display a situated knowledge: while Sui Yun's 

celebration of nature, for instance, is inseparable from her upbringing in the 

Amazonian city of Iquitos, Siu's cityscapes reflect his childhood and youth in 

Lima's working-class neighborhoods. There is one approach, however, that 

four of these authors (Zulen, Siu, Julia Wong, and Sui Yun) share: a 

decolonial outlook that refuses to accept uncritically a Eurocentric 

management of knowledge and worldviews. Against a Criollo episteme that is 

presented as the norm, they offer their own alternative tus n (Julia Wong and á

Sui Yun), Chinese (Siu), or oppositional (Zulen) episteme.
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Although it is tempting to use a postcolonial approach in the analysis of 

these texts, the fact that China was never fully colonized by Western powers, 

and that the tus n discourse's Other, the dominant criollo discourse, is in itself á

the voice of a community that was formerly colonized by an imperial power (later 

by economic neocolonialism) further complicates the choice of describing these 

communities in terms of postcoloniality. In addition, Sino-Peruvian 

authors, including Siu, who was born in China, do not always identify with Chinese 

cultural customs, be it for generational reasons or because their outlook is more 

attuned to the mainstream culture of Peru. Rather than a postcolonial 

perspective, therefore, the paradigm that is perhaps more useful is that 

of "internal colonialism," since Peruvian mainstream society did oppress the 

Chinese, particularly during the "Coolie" period, and their descendants for 

decades.13 According to Walter Mignolo, the concept of internal colonialism 

describes "the mutation of imperial into national management in the ex-European 

colonies. What is 'internal colonialism' if not the persistence of the coloniality of 
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knowledge (and therefore the control of authority and economy) under nation-

building processes after decolonization?" (162). The Chinese and tus n á

community was internally colonized by a criollo society that was itself formerly 

colonized. As Benedict Anderson points out, criollos "constituted 

simultaneously a colonial community and an upper class. They were to be 

economically subjected and exploited, but they were also essential to the stability 

of the empire" (58). The term "internal colonialism" is sometimes used to 

explore the uneven development and the structural inequalities among 

different regions within a nation state. However, it can also be invoked to 

describe the marginalization and exploitation of minority groups by mainstream 

society, which reflects the exploitative relationship between the imperial 

Western metropole and its colonies. In this book, I use the term in this second 

sense.

Whether explicitly (Zulen and Julia Wong) or implicitly (Siu and Sui 

Yun), these authors propose an "decolonization of knowledge and of being," to use 
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Mignolo's phrase (xxx). Although the tus n thinker Zulen never á

complained, at least not in his writings, about the violent attacks suffered by 

Lima's Chinese community, he vehemently opposed the imposition of a criollo 

culture on indigenous Peruvians and, above all, the exploitation of this 

community. Likewise, Siu, Julia Wong, and Sui Yun infuse the power of 

cultural difference in their literary works, sometimes opening readers' eyes 

to a new worldview or a new version of national history through cultural 

translations of a quasi-anthropological nature, while at other times simply 

proclaiming their epistemic privilege and denying non-Chinese readers access to 

a closed space they would be incapable of understanding. In this sense, Bhabha has 

assigned a deeper meaning to these types of cultural translations: "Cultural 

translation desacralizes the transparent assumptions of cultural 

supremacy, and in that very act, demands a contextual specificity, a 

historical differenciation within minority positions" (228). Without openly 

denying their Peruvianness (rhetorically or not, both Julia Wong and Sui Yun 
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sometimes distance themselves from Peruvian national projects), these 

authors proclaim their right to a decolonized mind, to be able to think for 

themselves beyond mainstream society's views and values. Rather than claiming 

to possess the Truth, however, they simply propose another type of truth, one 

with a lower-case "t." Their peripheral epistemologies emerge from 

particular life experiences, cultural backgrounds, and loci of enunciation: 

they present alternative knowledges and plural ways of being in the world, 

which emerge from their Asian-Peruvian bodies and from a border thinking 

emerging at the margins of national projects.

From this perspective, in several narrative passages by Siu and poems 

by Julia Wong it is evident that they sense a criollo gaze that "otherizes" them, 

sometimes making them feel abject. In their respective works, after stages 

plagued by all sorts of ontological insecurities, there is a progressive 

evolution toward an eventual self-affirmation of ethnocultural pride; at 

times, they even return the gaze to the criollo or European subject. These 
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authors refuse to assimilate, affirming, instead, their own cultural 

specificity, beyond the category of social class. To signify difference, they 

occasionally switch to untranslated Chinese words or phrases. These linguistic 

choices provide a sense of liberation from the internal colonialism that has affected 

minorities in Peru since the times of the Viceroyalty. Janus-faced, looking to the 

past and to the future, they overcome a double vision and consciousness that had 

hitherto prevented them from feeling at ease. In the cases of Julia Wong and Sui 

Yun, they create an imaginative geography in their poetry that takes them 

beyond the constraints of national borders and into a rooted cosmopolitanism that 

they find liberating. Their knowledge continues to be situated, but now outside 

the borders of the nation-state. 

This type of border thinking is obviously not characteristic of all Sino-

Peruvian authors. It may be contrasted to that of the more or less mainstream 

Peruvian knowledges offered by Mario Wong's and Julio Le n's narratives, ó

Julio Villanueva Chang's chronicles, and Enrique Ver stegui's poetry. á
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Although Mario Wong and Villanueva Chang have published texts addressing 

their own Chinese cultural heritage, overall their respective oeuvres do not 

draw from their ethnic identity as a source of inspiration. Likewise, it would be 

quite difficult to unveil, within these works, signs of a specifically tus n á

consciousness in the content or narrative style. The literary discourse of Mario 

Wong and Le n can be as political as those of Zulen, Siu, Julia Wong, or Sui Yun. ó

They, however, do not necessarily confront criollo mainstream society, but the 

culprits of the state of chaos and hopelessness created by 1980s political 

violence. In this context, when I asked Mario Wong about the absence of tus n á

issues or characters in his works, he replied: "With respect to the Chinese 

world, although I was involved in Lima for a while with its Chinatown, that 

experience had no impact on me; I'm more interested in the vision of emptiness and 

pictorial art, questions of flows, transparencies and blossomings."14 Even 

though he lives in Paris, Mario Wong--like Le n, who lives in New York, or ó

Villanueva Chang, who lives in Lima but often travels abroad--feels no need to 
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affirm his epistemic rights or to link his worldview to a feeling of rooted 

cosmopolitanism or "unhomeliness," which, according to Bhabha, is "the condition of 

extra-territorial and cross-cultural initiations . . . a paradigmatic 

colonial and post-colonial condition " (9).15 As I explained in The Affinity of the 

Eye, this epistemic shift between explicit identification and disengagement with 

an Asian cultural heritage is also noticeable among Nippo-Peruvian 

writers.

Therefore, like Nippo-Peruvian cultural production, Sino-

Peruvian writing inserts a "pluriversal" (as opposed to a Eurocentric 

outlook with claims of monocultural universality) subjectivity to a Peru that 

claims to be proud of "Todas las sangres," the title of Jos  Mar a Arguedas's é í

1964 novel, translated as Blood of All Races. It reminds readers that their 

alternative, disavowed knowledges are equally valid, even if they are tied to 

an-other subjectivity and history delinked from (internal) colonial designs. 

Alongside poet Doris Moromisato's Okinawan ethnic pride, we find Julia 
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Wong's counter-narratives of Chinese cultural affirmation, albeit 

without the former's openly nationalistic overtones. Along these lines, Siu and 

Julia Wong propose, like the Nippo-Peruvian author Augusto Higa, an-

other history: these authors bring past anti-Asian abuses to the present to 

ensure that they do not disappear from the national collective memory. By so 

doing, they engage in a sort of epistemic disobedience that disengages their discourse 

from official, national narratives. These denied Chinese knowledges--like 

other decolonial discourses at the border of the nation, including indigenous, 

Afro-Peruvian, Nikkei, and Jewish ones, among other hyphenated 

identities--share the common experience of internal and external colonialism. 

Together, their particular histories present a genealogy of decolonial thought 

that asserts their right to live in a world with different imaginaries, 

beliefs, and worldviews, hence modifying and disrupting the official 

narrative of the nation as well as universalistic, Eurocentric discourses. 
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As noted earlier, while authors such as Siu and Julia Wong avowedly rely 

on their Chinese cultural heritage for inspiration, which sometimes brings 

their literature closer to ethnographic discourse, most of the other tus n á

authors, including Zulen, Sui Yun, Mario Wong, Le n, Villanueva Chang, ó

Enrique Ver stegui, and á Mario Choy, choose, more or less deliberately, other 

sources of inspiration and identification. In light of this fact, one may wonder why 

tus n writing is seemingly less connected with Asian heritage than Nikkei á

literature, and why Nippo-Peruvian cultural production is more 

explicitly political and non-conformist than the Sino-Peruvian one. The case 

may be made that the arrival of the Chinese coolies in Peru half a century before 

massive Japanese immigration might be reflected in tus n authors' stronger á

assimilation to the criollo world. Moreover, the abuses committed against the 

Japanese community during the Second World War are more alive in their 

collective memory than the earlier suffering of the coolies or the massacres of 

Chinese nationals during the War of the Pacific (1879-1883).
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Changing Times for Chinese Ethnic Communities

The sociopolitical weight of Chinese ethnic communities in Latin America may soon be 

changing. The new geopolitical and economic influence of the People's Republic of 

China in the world, and particularly in Latin America and the Caribbean, 

could have a noticeable impact on how Chinese and Sino-Latin American communities 

see themselves and are perceived by others in the region. One may safely assume 

that, by extension, their cultural production will also be seen in a different 

light. The Chinese and their descendants seem to be well aware of this new symbolic, 

as well as real, power. By way of example, while describing in our interview 

her childhood feelings of exclusion from mainstream society, the tus n poet Sui Yun á

posited: "When China did not enjoy its current worldwide influence, we, the 

'jalados' ['slanted,' a racial epithet for Asians], were considered to be 

from another planet, and that traumatized me"16 (my emphasis). Likewise, 

Julia Wong's 2012 novel Doble felicidad (Double Happiness) includes several 
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articles on the Chinese community in Argentina, some emphasizing its political 

influence in local matters: "They are economic actors of the first order, they 

exercise influence on political processes and they constitute a central factor in 

the definition of cooperation and economic exchange strategies between Argentina 

and China."17

Indeed, the situation has changed dramatically. In the last decade, China 

has signed free trade agreements with Chile (2005), Peru (2009), and Costa 

Rica (2010). Today, 8 percent of Latin American exports are destined for 

China; it is, in fact, the first destination for Brazilian and Chilean exports, 

and the second for Peruvian, Argentine, Costa Rican, and Cuban ones. In 

2010, China became the third major investor in Latin America and the 

Caribbean, after the United States and the Netherlands. Whether it is an 

indirect result of these commercial activities or a political and military 

strategy planned by the Chinese government, the increase in exchange of official 

visits between Chinese politicians and those of Latin American and Caribbean 
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countries has also been impressive. In his eye-opening book China in Latin America 

(2009), R. Evan Ellis exposes the widespread and rapidly expanding economic 

and political influence of the People's Republic of China in Latin America and the 

Caribbean basin. The new Chinese relevance, he explains, is reflected in the 

increase in sister-city relationships, Chinese-language programs, 

Confucius institutes, and China-oriented business programs throughout Latin 

America. Chinese corporations, banks, and state enterprises are investing 

heavily, sometimes through joint ventures, to secure reliable sources of 

primary products. In some cases, trade, such as buying oil from Latin 

America or providing this region with telecommunications satellites and other 

technologies, has contributed in part to sustain governments with well-known 

anti-US foreign policies, such as those of Venezuela, Ecuador and Bolivia, or to 

influence Latin American countries' diplomatic relations with Taiwan, as 

was the case with Costa Rica. Ellis also addresses military exchanges between 

China and Latin America, through military visits, officer exchanges, and 
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sales or donations of military hardware. As China emerges as a superpower, it 

is trying to secure strategic alliances in competition with the United States. 

Some Latin Americans, adds Ellis, see the Chinese influence as a way to 

counterbalance the traditional political, economic, and institutional 

dominance of the United States: "China has important symbolic appeal to a group of 

Latin American leaders on the left side of the political spectrum, through what 

may be termed 'nostalgic radicalism'" (30). 

Peru, like Chile, is a member of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation 

forum and is very effective in its trade-promotion activities in China. It 

currently has a trade surplus with respect to China, where it exports 

fishmeal, metals, and minerals. Peru is also of interest to China because of its 

Pacific ports, natural gas, oil, and its fishing and mining resources. As in 

the case of Argentina, Chinese companies own Peruvian mines. In addition, 

Peru's strategic geographic position in the middle of the Pacific coast of Latin 

America has generated interest in the inter-oceanic highway project.18  Ellis 
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predicts that Latin America's economy will be increasingly tied to China's, and 

that Chinese corporations and, more importantly for this study, Sino-Latin 

American communities will participate more intensely in local politics. 

Considering that a very important factor in these commercial undertakings is 

the ability of local companies to do business with China, the presence of ethnic Chinese 

communities in a Latin American country can help build links between both 

countries. From this perspective, Peru, which has the largest ethnic Chinese 

community in Latin America, is in a privileged position. Isabelle Lausent-

Herrera, in her study of identity struggles within the Asociaci n Peruano ó

China (Chinese Peruvian Association, ACPH), led by Erasmo Wong, the 

influential founder of the Wong Supermarket chain, has also pointed out the 

strategic position of the Sino-Peruvian community with respect to China's new 

economic might:

Why would the descendents of the Chinese Peruvians, known throughout Peru 

as the Tusans and particularly well integrated, their visibility 
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growing ever since the era of the Fujimori government and the success of the 

Wongs, need to reconstruct an identity around the theme of integration? 

One wonders if the desired integration is one which would position them for 

globalization, making them the necessary intermediaries between China and 

Peru? ("Tusans" 173)

Therefore, Lausent-Herrera's conjectures coincide with Ellis's, when she 

implies that this struggle for integration and recognition "should break down the 

sense of isolation felt by certain Chinese descendants who are prisoners of their 

milieu, and who should now prepare themselves for the globalization in which China 

is an important player" ("Tusans" 173). She considers the Asociaci n Peruano ó

China to be the "answer to the ever growing presence of China in the Peruvian economy 

and the new immigrant entrepreneurs" (172). In any case, it is clear that 

there is currently a power struggle between the tus n group of the Asociaci n á ó

Peruano China and other Chinese associations led by Chinese immigrants and 

supported by the Chinese government.
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             In Lima, the increasing presence of the Chinese government is highlighted by the 

Instituto Confucio (Confucius Institute) of the Pontificia Universidad 

Cat lica del Per . Created in 2009 and directed by Rub n Tang, it provides ó ú é

courses on Mandarin language and Chinese culture, including activities such as 

calligraphy, tai chi, and origami. Considered the flagship of all Confucius 

institutes in Latin America, it currently has over eight hundred students and 

it offers Peruvian students one-semester scholarships to further their 

studies in China. It also organizes cultural activities and conferences on China-

related topics. Lausent-Herrera observes that "The Chinese Embassy in 

Peru, which in the past had been little inclined to support cultural 

activities, is now encouraging them notably in the establishment of the Confucius 

Institutes which control the teaching of Chinese and cultivate the young from the 

new generation of Tusans" (179). There are three other Confucius institutes in 

Peru: at the Universidad Ricardo Palma in Lima, the Universidad Cat lica de ó

Santa Mar a in Arequipa, and the Universidad de Piura.í
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While visiting Lima's Casa de la Literatura Peruana (House of 

Peruvian Literature) in March 2010, I was glad to see Asian Peruvian 

literature symbolically represented by Nikkei poet Jos  Watanabe who, as a é

member of the Generation of 1960, was featured in an exhibit. Yet the pluralism 

intended in an exhibit in another room, which was dedicated to "All our bloods," a 

reference to Jos  Mar a Arguedas's novel, did not include "all" é í

representative Peruvian groups. While recognizing oral and ethnic 

(Afro-Peruvian, Quechuan, Aymaran, and Amazonian) literatures, 

it did not acknowledge Afro-Peruvian author Gregorio Mart nez Navarro í

(1942-), Jewish Peruvian Isaac Goldemberg (1945-), or Zulen, 

Siu, and other Asian Peruvian writers. Along with my book The Affinity of the 

Eye: Writing Nikkei in Peru, the present study aims at canonizing or at least 

drawing critical attention to Peruvian authors of Asian ancestry whose 

writings have contributed to building a more inclusive Peruvian national 

identity, closer to Arguedas's title of Todas las sangres.
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Tus n writing coincides with Deleuze and Guattari's idea of a "minor á

literature," as presented in Kafka: Toward a Minor Literature: "A minor 

literature doesn't come from a minor language; it is rather that which a 

minority constructs within a major language. But the first characteristic of 

minor literature in any case is that in it language is affected with a high 

coefficient of deterritorialization" (16). By deterritorializing 

language, minority literature frees it from its usual codes so that it is able to 

address minority cultural issues better. A second characteristic pointed out 

by Deleuze and Guattari is the strong connection between the individual author of a 

minority literature and politics: "its cramped space forces each individual 

intrigue to connect immediately to politics" (17). And the third one is the fact 

that texts seem to have originated from the collective voice of the minority group 

and, therefore, they produce an active sense of solidarity: "in it everything 

takes on a collective value. Indeed, precisely because talent isn't abundant in 

a minor literature, there are no possibilities for an individuated enunciation 
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that would belong to this or that 'master' and that could be separated from a 

collective enunciation" (17). Of these three characteristics, only the first 

and the third seem applicable to Sino-Peruvian literature. As stated, 

when compared with Nippo-Peruvian writing, Sino-Peruvian writing is 

less concerned with "Chinese" topics, social contestation, and political 

solidarity. This may correspond to the additional half century that people of 

Chinese ancestry have had to assimilate into mainstream Peruvian society and to 

the fact that the abuses committed against the Nippo-Peruvian committee are 

more recent (World War II). 

Tellingly, Siu, who was born in China, seems to be the most concerned with 

identitarian issues related to language, place, and displacement. His 

ostensible "unhomeliness" finds a refuge precisely in Spanish-language 

writing. It is also in Siu's writing where we find a more recurrent use of 

language borrowing, often without translation, as a way to mark cultural 

difference and the inability of the Spanish language to describe certain cultural 
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experiences. In this way, his writing becomes a socially and politically symbolic 

act that inscribes alterity. Some of his characters' profound alienation 

reflects a concern with issues of self-image and cultural authenticity. Yet as 

Clifford acutely observes, "Cultural or artistic 'authenticity' has as much 

to do with an inventive present as with a past, its objectification, 

preservation, or revival" (222). In any case, whether it has to do with 

their Asian phenotype or unfamiliarity with Spanish, several of Siu's 

characters struggle to find an easy relationship between self and place. Their 

diasporic identity has forced them to adapt to fluid identities and subject 

positions.

The effects of dislocation have also marked the writing of Julia Wong and Sui 

Yun, even though they were born in Peru and voluntarily left their country for 

several years. These authors' sense of self, as reflected in their poetry, goes 

through the same crises and sense of alienation as Siu's characters. This sense of 

marginality, of racial and cultural otherness had an effect on the worldview 
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and the writing of several Chinese and tus n authors, including Zulen, Siu, á

Julia Wong, and Sui Yun. In different ways, they all defend their subjugated 

counter-knowledges and, in Zulen's case, those of indigenous Peruvians as 

legitimate. They refuse to belong to that "homogeneous, empty time" (25) so 

fundamental in forming a national consciousness, as Anderson (quoting Walter 

Benjamin) puts it. Their local, counter-hegemonic narratives refuse 

therefore to allow the ancient cultures they have inherited to be disqualified as 

inadequate, either by universalist, Eurocentric claims, or by the official 

discourse of mestizaje. Incidentally, tusanes' and nikkei's inheritance of 

ancient respective cultures is often evoked as a source of pride, sometimes 

approaching the rhetoric of nationalistic discourses. As Anderson has 

underscored, "If nation-states are widely conceded to be 'new' and 

'historical,' the nations to which they give political expression always loom out 

of an immemorial past" (11). On the other hand, if we follow Michel 

Foucault's premise that all forms of knowledge inevitably generate power 
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through discourse, tus n authors' claim to alternative knowledges will be á

intrinsically related to a will to power. Writing becomes, therefore, a tool 

in the production of not only cultural but political agency as well. It is, 

following Fredric Jameson, a socially symbolic act that, responding to the 

political unconscious of the Sino-Peruvian community, rewrites a prior 

historical or ideological subtext. In Jameson's words, "The assertion of a 

political unconscious proposes that we undertake just such a final analysis and 

explore the multiple paths that lead to the unmasking of cultural artifacts as 

socially symbolic acts" (Political Unconscious 20). Through their 

publications, these authors claim their right to signify. After all, as James 

Clifford avers, "'Cultural' difference is no longer a stable exotic otherness; 

self-other relations are matters of power and rhetoric rather than of 

essence. A whole structure of expectations about authenticity in culture and in 

art is thrown in doubt" (14). Yet, as will be seen, at times Sino-Peruvian 

authors do resort and appeal to exoticizing perspectives.
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As previously noted, although several works herein analyzed share a 

culture of social contestation, overall tus n writing and self-á

representation tend to lack the denunciatory and performative nature of some 

Nikkei Peruvian texts. These include, for example, explicit denunciations or 

demands for redress and official apologies from the Peruvian government for 

abuses committed against the Japanese community during World War II, 

particularly, the 1940 anti-Japanese riots and the deportations to U.S. 

internment camps. Instead, tus n writing is less politically charged, á

limiting itself to presenting counter-narratives to the essentialist and 

homogenizing identities of the nation, and leaving aside the potential advantages 

of identity politics. It also lacks the explicit nationalism, whether Okinawan 

or Japanese, that is noticeable in the writings of such Nikkei authors as Doris 

Moromisato, Ricardo Ganaja, or Juan Shimabukuro. While Nikkei authors and 

characters at times recall those periods of persecution and oppression to their 

community in order to question, albeit temporarily, their allegiance to 
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Peru, rarely is this the case among Chinese and tus n writers, even though their á

community was subjected to semi-slavery, Sinophobic riots, and several 

massacres or pogroms. To my knowledge, only Siu and Julia Wong have briefly 

rescued this history of oppression from oblivion. For the other authors, their 

weaker or stronger identification with Peruvian culture seems not to be tied to 

traumatic historical episodes. 

Tus n and Nikkei writing coincide in some of their approaches, á

worldviews, and topics, including the celebration of their cultural identity 

and the tradition of honoring parents, ancestors, and the elderly. Likewise, 

both literatures often condemn the racialization of their respective ethnic 

groups and their traditionally Orientalist image as intruders in the 

Peruvian body politic. Some tus n and Nikkei authors and characters express in á

similar terms their identitarian uncertainties and the associated 

contradictions. These uncertainties make them fluctuate, at times 

strategically, between their affiliation with Peru and with the ancestral 
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land, choose a more fluid transnational or (post-)national identity, or 

simply dwell in a limbo devoid of any sort of national allegiance. 

As seen in the analysis of Zulen's political writings and Julia Wong's 

poetry, another coincidence between tus n and Nikkei writing (Ricardo á

Ganaja's comparison of the Andean Day of the Dead with similar Okinawan 

practices such as Shiimii-sai is an example) is the association of Chinese or 

Japanese cultural traits with those of Andean people, which represents a key 

strategy for claiming cultural belonging in Peru and for creating cultural 

links that are sometimes fictitious. In my view, these either unconscious or 

strategic comparisons, e.g., similar experiences of racialization, 

represent a veiled attempt to find cultural acceptance within Peruvian 

mainstream society. 

Another key topic that Tus n writing shares with Nikkei literature is á

the representation of the processes of de-ethnification and sometimes re-

ethnification that affect both authors and characters. Like Nikkei authors 
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Augusto Higa and Ricardo Ganaja, Chinese and tus n writers such as Siu, Julia á

Wong, Sui Yun, and Villanueva Chang, have confessed, in their writings, to 

undergoing these complicated processes. Zulen's can also be considered a case of 

de-ethnification. In some cases, they eventually go through an ensuing re-

ethnification. Their own writing in Spanish, in these cases, may be understood as 

a tool to claim national belonging in Peru or to imagine a Chinese or Japanese 

political community within the Peruvian state. If one agrees with Anderson 

that "from the start the nation was conceived in language, not in blood, and that 

one could be 'invited into' the imagined community" (145), it follows that 

these authors' writing in Spanish warrants such an invitation--the Spanish 

language is the window used for the numerous cultural translations 

characterizing tus n and Nikkei writing.á

Several of these texts represent the overall articulation of cultural 

difference by an ethnic group that occupies an "in-between" liminal space in 

Peruvian society. Their subject positions vary drastically depending on 
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gender, sexuality, period, location and other circumstances, but they could 

legitimately be read as a communal and inter-subjective strategy for the 

construction of a diasporic minority identity. This identity shields them against 

the foreignness assigned to them by mainstream society (stereotypes associated 

with the "yellow peril," the coolie's inscrutability, the lying or effeminate 

Asian male) or the "mixedness" and impurity that Chinese-born members of the 

community may associate with tusanes. These texts translate their authors' 

cultural identity for readers and negotiate a space sometimes inside the national 

project, others outside, but always marked by hybridity and 

transculturation. 

Besides producing a minority consciousness and sensibility, together with 

an articulation of the cultural politics of diaspora, tus n writing á

contributes to an alternative narration of Peru's contemporary history: one 

written from the margins, from the liminal perspective of Asian immigrants 

and their descendents. Some texts considered in this study reopen, from a liminal 



space with respect to national society, the question of national belonging, while 

others simply bypass it, opting instead for post-national or cosmopolitan 

affiliations. The Chinese and tus n experience in Peru is also spatialized through á

the chronotope of the shop counter that divides two seemingly irreconcilable 

worlds. As we see in Siu's narratives, for example, at the family's grocery 

counter, time and space merge to define social relations within and outside the 

Chinese community. The world beyond the grocery counter awaits the "liberation" of 

the young Chinese or tus n, the victim of his family's self-exploitation.á

Although it would be too far-fetched to consider Siu or Julia Wong Chinese 

nationalists, they do resort to some strategies that are reminiscent of those used 

by nationalist discourse. One of them, for example, is their emphasis on the 

ancient nature of their inherited cultures. By the same token, their 

remembrance of the massacres suffered by the Chinese community is used to combat 

their condition as a dehistoricized social group. This brings to mind Anderson's 

claim that "If the nationalist imagining is so concerned [with death and 
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affinity is by no means fortuitous, it must be useful to begin a consideration of the 

cultural roots of nationalism with death" (10). Nationalism, therefore, 

provides death with a sense of immortality, as citizens become part of a community 

that continues to exist even after they die. Paradoxically, although, as 

mentioned earlier, it is my impression that there is a stronger structural 

organization and ethnocultural solidarity within the Japanese/Nikkei 

community in Peru than within the Chinese/tus n community, Nippo-Peruvian á

writers focus more explicitly on sub-ethnic and cultural differences 

(particularly on the Okinawan-Naichi divide) than their Sino-Peruvian 

peers. By contrast, though there are obvious divisions within the heterogeneous 

Chinese community of Peru (intergenerational power struggles between 

Chinese-born immigrants and tusanes, as well as political confrontations 

between people of Taiwanese descent and sympathizers of the People's Republic of 

China), Sino-Peruvian authors rarely reflect these dilemmas in their 
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writings. Only Siu echoes, sometimes recalling his own differences with his 

father, generational gaps, and political misunderstandings within the 

community, as exemplified in his short story "El discurso" (The Speech). 

Nonetheless, much of tus n writingá  reflects a palimpsest of ongoing 

identitarian sedimentations and cross-cultural heterogeneity.

Organization of the Book

After a review of the social and historical context of this cultural production in 

Chapter I, the study is divided into three more chapters, each one dealing with 

the works of two Chinese or tus n authors. á The second chapter addresses the 

cultural politics of difference "within" the nation in the works of Zulen and Siu. 

Rather than resorting to a cosmopolitan or post-national approach, as do 

Julia Wong and Sui Yun, Zulen's and Siu's contestation of the mainstream 

criollo discourse goes in different directions. In the case of tus n author Zulen, á

whose works are examined in the first subchapter, his sociopolitical involvement 
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and counter-narratives attempt to lend a voice to the oppressed indigenous 

masses. As will be seen, in his articles and chronicles Zulen proposes a radical 

alternative to traditional criollo politics, one that would incorporate the 

majority indigenous population to the national project. As interesting as it is to 

have a tus n young man being part of the Peruvian intelligentsia of the first á

decades of the twentieth century, more interesting is that, in spite of devoting 

all his energy to defending the indigenous underprivileged, Zulen never 

protested the mistreatment and persecution of his own ethnic community. In 

turn, Siu, in the second section of Chapter II, does not question his own 

Peruvianness; instead, he presents a veiled denunciation of the discrimination 

he endured for being Chinese-born when he was denied Peruvian citizenship. 

Simultaneously, several of his writings criticize the exaggerated work ethic of 

his own social group, which results in self-exploitation within the 

shopkeeper's family. His fiction offers a unique insider's look at the world of 

Lima's Chinatown and at the cultural politics of diaspora.
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Chapter III, looks at the poetry and prose of two tus n women á

writers, Julia Wong and Sui Yun, who reflect their Chinese ethnic 

background, but often from a cosmopolitan and post-national approach. 

Julia Wong, in her fiction, also shows the inner workings of family relations among 

Peruvian tusanes. As will be seen in the last chapter, not all tus n writers á

find inspiration in their ethnocultural memory or use their writings as a tool to 

claim their right to signify, to defend their community's alternative 

knowledges. After all, tus n writing is part of Peruvian writing and as á

such, shares many characteristics with non-Asian Peruvian literature. 

With Mario Wong and Le n, it is political violence, seen from the viewpoint of ó

those suffering it as well as from that of the perpetrators, which becomes the 

main inspiration for their prose. In contrast with authors considered in 

previous chapters, references to their own Chinese ethnic background are 

rare or inexistent in their works. Mario Wong and Le n instead focus on the ó

dramatic effects of political violence on the national psyche. While Le n ó
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presents the perspective of the terrorist and provides death as poetic justice 

in most of his short stories, Wong's novels explore, through a narrative style 

marked by fragmentation, the traumatic psychological disorders and fear that 

political violence in the 1980s left on innocent victims.

Chapter I. Immigration, Resistance, and the Emergence of a Tus n Discourse á

Amerindians (45-47 percent) and mestizos (32-37 percent), followed by 

people of European ancestry (12-15 percent), dominate Peru's ethnic 

composition; blacks and mulattos19 (2 percent), and Asians (Japanese and 

Chinese; 1 percent) together represent only about 3 percent of the 
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population (approximately 250,000 persons of a total of almost thirty million 

inhabitants, according to B atrice C ceres é á "L'emergence" 151). 

However, it is important to take into account the complexity of ethnic self-

identification in Peru. In many cases, for example, the definition of indigeneity 

is as much cultural (related to social practices) as it is racial. In this 

sense, David Sulmont Haak finds that individuals are often identified 

"according to certain ethnic or racial stereotypes"20 and suggests that the 

Peruvian census should "acknowledge the existence of correlations between 

certain sociocultural characteristics and situations of exclusion, 

domination, discrimination, and social deprivation."21 In any case, Peru is 

the Hispanic country with the largest Asian population and it has, along with 

Brazil, the largest Chinese community in Latin America. Furthermore, 

according to Humberto Rodr guez Pastor, between 15 and 17 percent of the í

Peruvian population has Chinese blood (Herederos 27). 
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In his historical study Extremo Oriente y el Per  en el siglo XVIú  (The Far 

East and Peru in the Sixteenth Century, 2005), Fernando Iwasaki notes how, 

during the sixteenth century, several sangleyes (Chinese merchants living in 

the Philippines), along with Filipinos, Japanese, and even East Indians, 

arrived in Acapulco, aboard the Manila Galleon. From Mexico, many of them 

later traveled to the Peruvian port of Callao, often under the condition of 

slaves. On the same note, several historians have pointed out how a Japanese 

citizen named Miguel de Silva and several Chinese nationals participated in the 

construction of the Puente de Piedra (Stone Bridge) near the Government 

Palace in Lima at the beginning of the seventeenth century (Sakuda 12, Chang-

Rodr guez, í Entre dos 164). According to Iwasaki, by 1613, there were 

114 Asians residing in Lima. He underscores the case of a Chinese slave named 

Diego Yndio who, in 1575, filed a lawsuit requesting emancipation. Iwasaki 

adds that in the streets of the newly founded Lima, one could find exotic Chinese 

products, travel books referring to voyages to China, and members of religious 
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orders who had lived in the Far East. Silver pesos minted in Lima and Potos  í

circulated in Japan, China, Macao, and the Philippines. Iwasaki even 

claims that Chinese and Japanese warlords, having heard about the destruction 

of the Inca Empire, did not trust Spanish religious orders and ambassadors. 

But massive Chinese migration to Peru would take place much later. 

Several push and pull factors contributed to the exodus of over seven million 

people from Southern China after the 1830s. Among these factors featured the 

universal need for cheap labor in plantations, as a result of the gradual 

abolition of African slavery by the 1807 British-induced ban on the Atlantic slave 

trade.22 Walton Look Lai maintains that another pull factor was the labor 

demand created by the British and American industrial revolutions 

("Introduction" 2). As to the push factors, overpopulation, extreme 

poverty, famine, political instability, the Opium Wars (1839-

1843, 1856-1860), the Taiping Rebellion (1850-1864), the Sino-

Japanese War (1894-1895), and the Boxer Rebellion (1898-1900) 
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also made the migration prospect more enticing. To these factors, Look Lai adds 

regional ethnic strife and the "systematic recruiting in the South China region 

carried out by a multitude of private and government-sponsored agencies, 

both Chinese and Western" (3).

In his groundbreaking study Chinese Bondage in Peru (1951), Watt 

Stewart provides the date when the massive Chinese migrations to Peru began: 

"Manuel E. de la Torre, member of the Chamber of Deputies, presented to the 

chamber in 1847 a bill for the encouragement of immigration" (12). After the 

so-called Ley china or Ley chinesca (Chinese Law) was enacted in 1849 (two 

years after a similar one in Cuba),23 Domingo El as and his business partner í

Juan Rodr guez, two large landowners, managed to receive four-year í

exclusive rights for the subsidized and most lucrative importation of Chinese 

"coolies." They earned thirty pesos for each coolie brought to Peru (Rodr guez í

Pastor, Hijos 36). Two years later, the first Chinese coolies were given 

eight-year labor contracts: "With the passage of the 'Chinese Law' the stage 



was set for the introduction into the country of the Chinese laborer, or coolie, 

frequently, though incorrectly, referred to as a 'colonist.' His history in 

Peru . . . falls into two rather definite periods, the first …  from 1849 to 

1856, the second from 1861 to 1875" (Stewart 14).24 Therefore, facing an 

unprecedented shortage of cheap labor due to the gradual abolition of African 

slave labor (slavery was abolished in Peru in 1854) and the refusal of 

Europeans and Andean people to work under such adverse conditions, Peruvian 

landowners decided to follow the 1806 British example that initially imported 

192 Chinese coolies to Trinidad. They brought Chinese contract laborers, mostly 

from Gwangdong and Fujian provinces, to end the labor crisis on the Peruvian 

guano islands, in the sugar and cotton plantations and, beginning in 1868, in 

railroad construction. It was in the guano fields of the Chincha islands, off the 

southern coast of Peru, where working conditions were the harshest and where, 

consequently, suicides were more common. By contrast, it is well known that 



coolies working in railroad construction as well as those employed as urban domestic 

servants had considerably better living and working conditions.

The first seventy-five Chinese immigrants arrived at the port of Callao 

aboard the Danish ship Frederick Wilhem on October 15, 1849, whence they 

were sent to the province of Ca ete, in the Ica district. On February 17, ñ

1850, El as brought 241 more coolies to Callao aboard the ship Lady Montague, í

minus the 109 who died during the trip (Trazegnies, En el pa sí  86). Two other 

voyages, adds Fernando de Trazegnies, suffered mutinies and the coolies 

returned to China after killing the captain of the ship. Shockingly, the 

Peruvian government admitted in 1856 that nearly one third of the coolies died 

during the journey (Trazegnies, En el pa sí  101, 108). Ships transporting 

Chinese unskilled manual labor (huagong) flew flags from various countries 

(including American, English, French, Danish, German, Dutch, 

Spanish, Irish, Italian, Russian, Austrian, Peruvian, 

Salvadoran, Chilean, and Mexican), making the Coolie Trade (also known at 
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the time as the "Yellow Trade") indeed an international enterprise. Watt 

Stewart observes that, "According to the official report of Peru's 

Minister of Government in mid-1853, between the dates of February 25, 

1850 and July 5, 1853, 3,932 colonists were brought, of whom 2,516 were 

Chinese. From another Peruvian source (C sar Borja's é La inmigraci n chinaó  

Lima, 1877) is derived the statement that in the years 1850-1859 the Chinese 

introduced numbered 13,000" (Stewart 17). Incidentally, Stewart 

shortens the embarrassing title of C sar Borja's Sinophobic 1877 B.A. thesis é La 

inmigraci n china es un mal necesario de evitaró  (Chinese Immigration Is an Evil 

That Needs to Be Avoided), in which he tries to reveal the dangers of Chinese 

immigration for Peru. In Borja's view, blacks work twice as well as the 

Chinese, but he believes that the primary solution is to promote Irish 

immigration for farm work and for colonization, German.

After several international commissions denounced the coolies' inhumane 

living and working conditions in Peruvian haciendas (large estates or 
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plantations), the Tientsin (Tianjin) Treaty of Friendship and Commerce 

officially ended the Coolie Trade on June 26, 1874. Between 1849 and the arrival 

of the last 351 coolies aboard the ship Lola, approximately 100,000 contract 

laborers, mostly single males, arrived in Peru to work, at several 

historical moments, alongside African slaves, free blacks, Indians, and 

mestizos. As Rodr guez Pastor notes, "when the first Chinese coolies arrived, í

slaves had not yet been freed. This happened only five years later."25 The 1876 

census estimated that, of the two and a half million people in Peru, 49,956 

were Chinese, i.e., 2 percent of the population (Derpich 28). Eugenio 

Chang-Rodr guez adds that while 90,000 of these indentured laborers were sent to í

work in sugar, cotton, and rice farms, "ten thousand of their compatriots 

slaved in the guano islands, railroad building, and public construction" 

(137). Rodr guez Pastor credits the Chinese for the great success of Peruvian í

coastal agriculture during the nineteenth century. However, they paid a 

very high price because, as Lausent-Herrera reveals, "Between 1849 
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and 1876 nearly half of the Chinese brought into Peru (aged from 9 to 40, rarely 

older) died from exhaustion, suicide or ill treatment" ("Tusans" 143).

Although these coolies could have never imagined that they would become semi-

slaves, many must have intuited that working and living conditions in Peru would 

be almost exploitative. Yet thousands of them signed contracts. Perhaps they 

conceived of this sacrifice as a delayed reward, particularly if one takes into 

consideration the extremely adverse circumstances in their homeland. Indeed, 

as soon as their eight-year contracts (five-year contracts for the first 

wave of coolies) expired, many of those Chinese laborers who avoided forced 

recontracting became small-scale entrepreneurs by opening their own stores 

or chifas (Sino-Peruvian restaurants).26  It is at this very moment that a 

long history of self-exploitation begins. 

As happened in other countries, in Peru "The basic plan of utilizing Chinese 

labor in economic development backfired as they began to branch into areas of 

commerce and business, distressing the host nations whose primary intent had been 
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to use the Chinese as a cheap labor source" (Krutz 326). Chinese internal 

migration to urban areas in Peru gained particular intensity in 1883, 

after the end of the War of the Pacific. Evelyn Hu-DeHart has studied the 

first steps in this move toward economic independence: 

Recontracting in turn quickly gave rise to the appearance of a group of 

ex-coolies who became in effect labor contractors (contratista or 

enganchador) taking on the task and responsibility of recruiting, managing 

and, very importantly, disciplining labor crews (cuadrillas) on 

plantations. . . . Along with a handful of other ex- coolies who became 

small shopkeepers on plantations and nearby towns, some of whom proceeded to 

take on the role of labor contracting, these Chinese were the first 

entrepreneurs to appear within this immigrant community. ("Chinese" 

174)

Their unexpectedly rapid economic success did not go unnoticed by the local press. 

Thus, Stewart quotes an editorial from a Peruvian newspaper, where the 
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journalist praised the business skills and the spirit of self-improvement that 

prevailed among the Chinese: "To their mercantile skill, to their tireless 

industry, to their astuteness (c lculoá ) and to their profound knowledge of our 

people, is owed the fact that they the Chinese  have prevailed over them [the 

Peruvians], becoming their purveyors and routing in many industries the 

native Peruvians who have not known how to compete with them" (Stewart 227).

Besides the arrival of sangleyes in the sixteenth century and the massive 

migrations between 1849 and 1879, Chang-Rodr guez lists two more í

important periods: "3) the sixteen-year span, from 1883 to 1899, when 

thousands of relatives and friends of the recently freed indentured Chinese 

debarked in Peruvian ports, protected by the 1874 Treaty of Tientsin . . . 

4) the fourth and last period extending from 1900, when thousands of 

entrepreneurs migrated to Peru" ("The Chinese" 134-35), 

particularly after communism's 1949 triumph in China. For the same 

reason, after Hong Kong and Macau became part of China in 1997 and 1999, 150 
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years after the arrival of the first coolies, a new group of Chinese moved to 

Peru. In turn, although most chose to stay in Peru, many Chinese Peruvians also 

left Peru for the United States and other countries in the late 1960s and 1970s, 

fearing the radical populist reforms proposed by the left-wing general Juan 

Velasco Alvarado (1968-1975), which included government expropriation 

of privately-owned lands and industries. As Lausent-Herrera observes,

Following the example, still vivid in memory, of the Chinese of Cuba who chose 

exile in 1959 after Fidel Castro took power and left for the United 

States, an unknown but large number of Peruvian Chinese chose to leave for the 

West Coast of the United States and Canada. The coup de grace was given by the 

Velasco government in 1971 when it recognized the People's Republic of 

China, thus accelerating the departure of the Chinese from the country. 

("Tusans" 164)

It has been estimated that there are over six thousand chifas in Lima. These 

restaurants continue to attract Chinese immigrants who wish to work as cooks. In 
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a 2008 cr nicaó  about Chinese-born cooks in Lima, David Reyes describes their 

present-day situation through the use of oxymora: "In Lima, a Chinese cook can be a 

day-to-day oddity: a foreigner who is omnipresent while hidden behind his pots and 

pans, an outsider who does not meet anyone, a migrant whose goals change as he gets to 

know the country."27  This cr nica also reveals that some Chinese immigrants living ó

in Peru were swindled in China, where they paid about ten thousand U.S. dollars 

hoping eventually to be smuggled into the United States. Once in Lima, 

however, the cooks interviewed acknowledged aid to settle in Peru received from 

their countrymen. Chifas are also numerous throughout the rest of Peru, 

especially in Iquitos, where many Chinese migrated to help populate the Amazon 

rainforest, to tap rubber, and to grow tobacco and rice. According to 

Lausent-Herrera, "small numbers [of Chinese coolies] managed to escape to the 

Amazon, where they formed scattered pioneer colonies, growing rice, 

interacting with native communities, and later serving as guides and 
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cultural brokers to early Europeans exploring the region" (qtd. in Hu-

DeHart, "Indispensable" 72). 

A key episode in the history of the Chinese community in Peru took place during 

the War of the Pacific, when Chile fought Bolivia and Peru over the nitrate-

rich Atacama Region. Seeking revenge for the mistreatment they had suffered, 

a battalion of approximately 1,500 Chinese coolies living in Peru decided to side 

with Chilean forces in the siege of Lima. Rodr guez Pastor has summarized this í

incident:

Before the assault on Lima, Quint n de la Quintana, Chinese leader and í

captivating orator, made his 1,500 countrymen swear personal 

loyalty to him, before a Buddha figure, at the San Pedro estate, located in 

the valley of Lurin. At the height of the ceremony, a rooster's throat was 

slit and its blood drunk. Then, the Chinese actively and decidedly took 

part, on Chile's side, at the battles of San Juan and Miraflores.28

Adam McKeown further details Chinese involvement in the war:
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Thousands of them joined invading Chilean troops, especially those led by 

General Lynch, who was said to have a red complexion and a smattering of 

Cantonese learned during a term of duty in Hong Kong, which gave him at least a 

passing resemblance to Guandi, the God of War. Most of the Chinese provided 

only logistical support, but some went into battle against the Peruvian 

troops, often wearing masks or painting their faces. (Chinese Migrant 

141)

Subsequently, many of these Chinese coolies went to work with Chileans in the 

nitrate mines. There were also pogroms of Chinese immigrants in Peru. On 

January 15, 1881, three hundred were killed and numerous Chinese-owned 

stores and warehouses were sacked. These events took place despite the fact 

that, as McKeown has disclosed, many Chinese remained loyal and fought with the 

Peruvian army during the war:

Chinese merchants in Lima calculated that supporting Peru was in their 

long-term interest and made financial contributions to the war effort second 
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only to that made by Peruvian bankers. They also formed a militia to help 

protect the city, as well as charitable organizations to protect their own 

interests, but this failed to stop the massacre of four hundred Chinese by 

Peruvian troops in the days immediately before the triumphal invasion of 

the Chilean troops. (Chinese Migrant 141)

Lausent-Herrera reveals the lasting effects of this historical event 

in the collective psyche of the Sino-Peruvian community: "It is still very 

painful for the Chinese and their descendents to evoke this episode because, 

although they condemn it, they admit that there were attenuating 

circumstances, on account of the mistreatment meted out to the Chinese laborers in 

the large estates and the authorities' complicity, giving them no way other than 

to flee and seek justice."29  It is also unavoidable to contrast this situation with 

the overt pride felt by the Sino-Cuban community because of its involvement in the 

Mamb  insurrection against Spain's colonial yoke. As will be seen, Siu's í

denunciation of these massacres in his first novel, Viaje a tacaÍ  (Voyage to 
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Ithaca, 2004), and Julia Wong's in her last one, Doble felicidad, are 

perhaps indicative of the persistence of this memory in the Sino-Peruvian 

community.

Chang-Rodr guez also laments the discriminatory laws issued during í

Manuel A. Odr a's administration (1948-1956) to disguise "the í

briberies paid to national employees to allow Oriental immigration. 

Surprisingly, these restrictions included Peruvian-born East Asians who 

wanted to return from abroad" (138). In a similar vein, Carlota Casalino 

Sen has pointed out that the Chinese of the Otaiza Alley and the Casa Lobat n, near ó

the Central Market of Lima (then known as Mercado de la Concepci n), were ó

targeted during the 1909 "modernization" campaign by Lima's mayor, which was 

aimed at preventing a bubonic plague epidemic. Following Mayor Guillermo 

Billinghurst's orders, the Otaiza Alley was destroyed in a few hours and over 

one thousand Chinese were displaced. For the sake of health, cleanliness, and 

social hygiene, spatial arrangements were modified or destroyed, and the Chinese 
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were relocated and ultimately controlled. Once their living quarters were 

deemed dangerous and pathogenic, their razing seemed justified. However, 

Casalino Sen claims that, judging by the General Cemetery's Registry, Chinese in 

Lima did not seem to have been particularly victimized by the plague (124). 

Throughout the country, Chinese were often arrested for gambling and opium 

consumption (Rodr guez Pastor 182). Aggressions against the Chinese í

community were also widespread during the military dictatorships of Luis 

Miguel S nchez Cerro (1930-1933) and scar R. Benavides (1933-á Ó

1939) (Lausent-Herrera, "Tusans" 158).

These episodes are part of a long history of Sinophobia in Latin America and 

the Caribbean. However, Hu-DeHart has studied this anti-Chinese 

atmosphere during the 1870s and 1930s, coming to the conclusion that, for the most 

part, economic competition was the most important factor, although racist 

xenophobia provided "the rationale for eliminating Chinese immigrants as 

competitors in the local economy or singling them out for blame in times of economic 
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crisis" ("Indispensable" 98). To their success in local commerce and as 

shopkeepers, Hu-DeHart adds their ethnic distinctiveness, clannishness, 

foreignness, and accusations of "taking jobs away from locals, or depressing local 

wages; unscrupulous business practices driving out local competition; moral 

depravity corrupting national culture; Chinese men taking local wives and 

debauching national culture . . . In short, their inherent unassimilability" 

("Indispensable" 66).

The conditions in which Chinese coolies travelled to Latin America and the 

Caribbean were appalling, often having to withstand harsh physical 

punishment, food depravation, inhumane living conditions, and an average 

mortality rate of 20 percent, according to C ceres ("De Zulen" 133).á 30 The 

coolies' voyage lasted between three and four months and, as in the case of Chinese 

indentured workers in Cuba, they were often unscrupulously swindled or forced 

to sign contracts against their will and, other times, as payment for debts or in 

exchange for opium. Although these contracts stipulated that they had to remain 
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employed for eight years with their employers, it was often extended for an 

additional six months, allegedly for work missed during illness or for debts 

accrued in the tambo (company store), where they were forced to purchase 

their food. 

Chinese "colonists" (as they were legally called) earned four pesos a 

month, received a blanket and two changes of clothing a year, and had three off days 

a year to celebrate Chinese New Year. Like their Cuban counterparts, many 

Peruvian landowners, used to dealing with slave labor, treated Chinese 

indentured workers as if they were slaves (some coolies complained that they were 

branded with hot iron like animals; these accusations, however, were never 

fully confirmed). For this reason, Rodr guez Pastor (í Hijos 43) and 

Fernando de Trazegnies (En el pa sí  161) have described their condition once they 

arrived in Peru as "semi-slavery." The latter has established the differences 

between black African slavery and Chinese semi-slavery in Peru, arguing 

that blacks, in comparison with Chinese coolies, did not usually receive a 
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salary. In addition, slaves' childbearing was controlled by the master and, in 

spite of the mentioned contract breaches, Chinese indentured workers were given 

a set number of years of work for the same landowner. In other words, they, like 

slaves, were considered "chattels" for eight years, as opposed to the lifelong 

bondage of conventional slavery of Africans (it was not uncommon to see 

advertisements announcing the "sale of a Chinaman"); after this period, Chinese 

workers could choose to be free or sign another contract, a "luxury" not afforded to 

African slaves. Apparently, in many cases Chinese laborers chose to sign new 

contracts with the same planters. They typically received an advanced 

payment and worked for a period ranging from six months to two years. Though it is 

well known that the legal neo-slavery of enforced recontracting was common 

practice in Cuba, Rodr guez Pastor describes the signing of new contracts with í

the same Peruvian planters as voluntary. He has calculated that between 30 

and 40 percent of Chinese contract laborers chose to sign new contracts after the 

eight years expired (Hijos 50; Herederos 36). 
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Former black slaves, later hired as foremen, often treated Chinese 

farm workers as virtual slaves, even though their contracts did not allow 

physical punishment, imprisonment, branding with hot irons, to say nothing of 

executions, which also took place: "Black foremen with whips frequently 

controlled Asians, taught them submissiveness, and taught them how to meet 

their work assignments. These blacks were also in charge of daily locking them up in 

barracks; some specialized in chasing run-away Chinese. Blacks and Chinese were 

rivals who frequently manifested the rivalry."31  Rodr guez Pastor í

mentions, for example, a terrible brawl between blacks and Chinese in the 

Valley of Ca ete in 1881 (ñ Hijos 97). Juan de Arona goes even farther, stating 

that "blacks, during slavery, had no masters other than white people; Chinese 

had white and black people."32 Correspondingly, it was documented that Chinese 

workers killed several black foremen. Yet intermarriage between the two 

social groups was not uncommon. After some time, black foremen were replaced 

by Chinese, those who had managed to gain the landowner's trust. Occurring less 
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frequently, Chinese foremen were likewise killed by indentured workers. 

Former Chinese coolies made a living recruiting free Chinese for large estates, 

selling products in the tambo, or often leasing land from their former bosses 

(these lease holders were known as yanaconas in Peru). A telling case is that of a 

former coolie who became a landowner in the valley of Huaru, and who employed 

between eighty and ninety free Chinese men (Rodr guez Pastor, í Hijos 120). As 

with Cuban coolies, however, few were able to return to China.

Abuses endured by Chinese in Peru have been well documented. Besides 

imprisonment and physical punishment by means of whips, stocks, and chains, 

Rodr guez Pastor mentions cases of psychological torture. In one case, a í

landowner burned the bodies of Chinese suicide victims to discourage other 

indentured workers from doing likewise (some thought they would rise from the dead 

in China.) This landowner was cognizant of the Chinese belief that, unless the 

deceased received proper burial, i.e., where the body was well dressed and 

coins were placed in its mouth or clothing pockets, the resurrection would be 
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impossible (Hijos 61, 89). Also coinciding with the situation in Cuba, being 

flogged was such a dishonor for the Chinese that many committed suicide after 

punishment. Another tool of suppression was opium. Hu-DeHart has studied 

landowners' use of opium to recruit and manipulate coolies in Peru and to 

recover money spent on salaries ("Opium" 176).33 Rodr guez Pastor also claims í

that the Asp llaga family encouraged opium and alcohol consumption among Chinese í

workers, as did the Peruvian government through its creation of the opium 

monopoly in the 1890s. The subjugation would continue for decades. Lausent-

Herrera has shown that during the 1930s, "anti-Chinese racism was spread 

not only through pamphlets and manifested in violence but also enforced by law" 

("Tusans" 145).

In contrast to the situation of the first Japanese immigrants, the Chinese 

government generally did not protect its citizens in Peru until many decades 

after their arrival. To help and protect one another, however, Chinese 

immigrants created associations. According to Lausent-Herrera, "In 1868 
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the first native place associations (huiguans), viz. the Ku y Kong 

(Guangzhou), the hakka34 association Tungshing (Tongsheng) and that of Canton 

(the future Punyui or Panyu society) petitioned, on behalf of ill-treated 

Chinese in the haciendas, the protection of the Emperor of China" ("Tusans" 

146). As a result, Chen Taso Ju, the plenipotentiary ambassador of the 

Chinese Empire to the United States, Peru and Spain, arrived in Peru in 

1884 to inspect living conditions (Rodr guez Pastor í 156). Inspections of 

large estates employing coolies eventually took place in 1887 (Rodr guez Pastor í

102).

Lima's Barrio Chino, which began to be built in 1860 (C ceres "De Zulen" á

133), is the third oldest Chinatown in the Americas after those in San Francisco 

and in Havana.35 Comprised of Calle Cap n, Jir n Paruro, and the ó ó

surrounding area in one of the oldest sections of Lima, one can find there the 

Beneficencia China or Sociedad Colonial de Beneficencia China (Chinese Charities, 

or Colonial Society of Chinese Charities), whose founding was ordered in 1886 by the 
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imperial emissary, Zheng Zaoru. There are also three Chinese temples 

belonging to three societies of mutual aid: Cu Con Chau, Punyui, and Tung Sing. 

According to Lausent-Herrera, these Chinese societies were "a place to meet 

and celebrate all important events in social life (political debates, spring 

or New Year celebrations, marriages, and funerals). They had, as they do in 

China, a place reserved for praying and, at times, a room devoted to the 

deceased and to ancestor worship."36  In 1982, the Centro Cultural Peruano 

Chino (Chinese Peruvian Cultural Center) was founded. 

As mentioned, Sino-Peruvians seem more divided than the Nikkei community 

because of generational, class, ethnic, and regional differences, along with 

the political schism between mainland Chinese and Taiwanese. Traditionally, 

tusanes and mixed-"race"37  members of the Chinese community were excluded from 

positions of leadership: "Even if they could speak Cantonese or were fortunate 

enough to be sent to China, the Tusans were--in their large majority--cut off 

from institutional or political activities. As for the half-bloods, they were 
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definitely excluded" (Lausent-Herrera, "Tusans" 149). However, in 

March 1999, seven months before the landmark sesquicentennial conmemoration 

of the arrival of the first Chinese contract laborers in October of that year, a 

group of tusanes created the Asociaci n Peruano China (Chinese Peruvian ó

Association; APCH) to integrate tus n youth, who had traditionally been á

excluded from the Asociaci n de Beneficencia China (Chinese Charities ó

Association). Another goal was to preserve, disseminate, and promote 

Chinese cultural principles and customs. The president of the APCH is Erasmo 

Wong Lu, the founder and former owner of the Wong supermarket chain. 

Incidentally, although Chinese and tusanes have often been seen as outsiders to 

Peruvian culture, when Wong sold his Wong Supermarket chain to the Chilean 

retail group Cencosud, there were general protests in the country because 

people were proud of this Peruvian-owned business. Lausent-Herrera has 

stressed the fact that Wong enterprises employed 8,000 Peruvians who were 

generally very well treated. Yearly on May 1, it organized a very large and 
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popular parade: "Peruvians have taken Wong to their heart; for them he is not 

only someone who has improved their daily life but who has also enhanced the well-being 

of Peruvians over and above their Chilean competitors" ("Tusans" 171). Wong 

also financed infrastructural repairs to Calle Cap n, a street in Lima's ó

Chinatown.

In Peru, there are currently two newspapers in Chinese: La Voz de la 

Colonia China (Kuan Yan Bo; The Voice of the Chinese Community), originally 

created to support the constitutional party Chee Kung Tong (Zhigongtang), 

and Man Shing Po (Minxingbao or Journal of the People's Awakening), the 

oldest Chinese daily in the Americas (from 1911), and one that supported Sun 

Yat Sen's Nationalist Party or Kuomintang (Lausent-Herrera, 

Sociedades 60). The Diario Comercial Peruano Chino (Chinese Peruvian 

Commercial Daily), published in Mandarin, may also be purchased in Lima's 

Chinatown. Furthermore, two periodicals are published in Chinese and 

Spanish: the biweekly Ch'iao Pao and the monthly Revista Oriental (Tonfu 
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Yipo), the oldest Sino-Peruvian magazine; it published its first issue in 

April 1931. Lausent-Herrera has noted that the Revista Oriental used 

to portray the Chinese community's impressive socioeconomic achievements and its 

pride in its ancient culture. For diplomatic reasons, it avoided denouncing 

"the detestable atmosphere, hostile and permeated with racism, which 

developed between 1909 and 1940."38  She also posits that "Thanks to this monthly 

publication the Tusan spirit was uplifted, and the Tusan community was 

presented as an economic, social and even political entity vis- -vis the group à

representing the 'legitimate' Chinese (those born in China) who controlled the 

fortunes and direction of the regional associations, the native-place 

associations and above all the representatives of the Kuomintang in Peru" 

("Tusans" 155). These have been some of the struggles of the Chinese community in 

Peru. Let us now shift to their survival and resistance strategies.

Chinese Resistance
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The Chinese experience in Peru is proof of this ethnic group's well-known 

resilience. This section shows how, throughout the decades, Chinese and tusanes 

have developed multiple strategies for survival, resistance, and 

empowerment, which are sometimes documented in tus n cultural production. á

As Foucault argued in Power/Knowledge, wherever there is power, there is 

also resistance, which appears in multiple forms: "There are no relations of 

power without resistances . . . It [resistance]  exists all the more by being in 

the same place as power; hence, like power, resistance is multiple and can be 

integrated into global strategies" (142). Indeed, as happened in Cuba, 

Chinese coolies in Peru reacted in multiple ways to the mistreatment they 

received: they faked illnes, ran away, burned sheds storing crops, killed 

foremen and landowners, and even committed suicide. They also started 

rebellions. One of the largest took place in the Araya hacienda, located in the 

northern valley of Pativilca in September 1870. As a result, three hundred 

Chinese coolies were killed. During the crossings from China to Peru, mutinies 
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abounded--12.5 percent of ships suffered mutinies, according to 

Trazegnies (En el pa sí  105). In addition, Chinese associations in Peru 

repeatedly requested intervention from the Chinese emperor to investigate 

laborers' living and working conditions in large coastal states. Lausent-

Herrera describes a petition submitted in late nineteenth century, when the 

first native-place associations (huiguans) asked the Chinese emperor for 

protection: "Between 1881 and 1895, a group of Chinese, encouraged by the 

Catholic Church, sought to create an association capable of protecting all of 

them. The arrival of Zheng Zaoru, the imperial emissary, put an end to this 

initiative, however. Zheng ordered the creation in 1886 of the Sociedad de 

Beneficencia China, the Tonghuy Chongkoc and La Beneficencia" ("Tusans" 147). 

Thus, the Chinese government, correcting the neglect that characterized the 

first decades of the coolie trade in Latin America and the Caribbean, eventually 

decided to protect its subjects in Peru, even though it did so by means of an 

ambassador residing in the United States.
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Also coinciding with the strategies used by the Chinese community in Cuba, 

Chinese in Peru tried to offset Sinophobic stereotypes and literature by 

sponsoring publications that offered testimony of their socioconomic contributions 

to the country. One was the photograph album La colonia china en el Per . Su ú

actuaci n ben fica en la vida nacional. ó é  Instituciones y hombres   

representativos (The Chinese Community of Peru. Its Contribution to the 

Welfare of National Life. Institutions and Outstanding Members, 

1924), edited by the Beneficencia China. As Lausent-Herrera notes, the 

book wanted to show Peruvian society that the Chinese community "had produced 

remarkable men, some educated internationally, who shared qualities of 

excellence with the nascent Peruvian high bourgeoisie. Some rare references 

were made to their Tusan collaborators or to those among them who formed a family in 

this country" ("Tusans" 154). A similar publication was El 

internacional, which the Chinese community edited during the height of anti-
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Chinese hysteria in 1922 to dignify their own image and to emphasize their 

important contributions to the Peruvian economy.

This weekly publication was an informational source for what I consider the 

most important testimony of the Chinese community's efforts at acceptance by 

mainstream society: La China silenciosa y elocuente: homenaje de la colonia china al 

Per  con motivo de las fiestas centenarias de su independenciaú  (The Silent and 

Eloquent China: The Chinese Community's Homage to Peru on the Centennial 

Celebration of Its Independence, 1924), penned by Dora Mayer, the 

German-born writer and journalist from El Comercio. Incidentally, although 

beginning in 1920, she signed her publications Dora Mayer de Zulen, her real 

name was Dorothea Waldine Mayer Loehrs. She never married Zulen, but in 

1920, guided by her love for him, she chose to change her surname for the rest of her 

life as if she had been his wife. La China silenciosa y elocuente was encouraged and 

sponsored by Chinese businessmen who showed their awareness of the connection between 

discourse and truth. They believed that by creating new knowledge (here through 
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sponsored publications), they would engender effects of power. In its 

prologue, Mayer openly admits that the study was commissioned by the Chinese 

community and apologizes for possible "flippancies," owing to the short time she 

was given to write it. Although she presents La China silenciosa y elocuente as the 

Chinese community's gift to Peru, just like the marble monument that community 

erected in Lima's Zoo, it aims to serve a legitimizing and self-defensive 

purpose. Mayer strategically compares the history of the Chinese community in 

Peru with that of the Chinese in the United States, always underscoring drastic 

differences between the two countries in terms of ethnic composition (she considers 

the United States much more Caucasian) and economic status. Triangulation 

among nations is completed by contrasting American dynamism with what she sees as 

its opposite manifestation: the passivity of Chinese society. Mayer's explicit 

idea is to encourage readers to learn from the racialist mistakes made in the United 

States, a country whose anti-Chinese prejudice is, in her view, forty years 

older than that of Peru, while keeping in mind that local circumstances vary 
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greatly. She also enumerates Chinese contributions to the economic success in 

California and the rest of the United States, implying that the same could occur in 

Peru. 

The book, however, is full of contradictions. For example, in the opening 

paragraphs there is an apology for the type of Chinese immigrant that arrived 

in Peru during the first decades of the twentieth century: "The Chinese race was 

poorly represented by the specimens brought, since the trafficker naturally 

chose the most ignorant and destitute subjects to be found, since prosperous and 

informed subjects would not have accompanied him given what was being offered."39 

Mayer reviews the history of Chinese immigration to Peru, including the edict 

published by the Chinese emperor after learning of his subjects' terrible living 

and working conditions, and the 1874 Treaty of Tientsin that put an end to the coolie 

trade. She comes to the conclusion that, after this treaty, Chinese immigration 

began to be composed of "superior elements,"40 i.e., lettered men and 

respectable businessmen, rather than the "pile of common feces"41 included in the 
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first contingent. Likewise, while condemning eugenics and racialist discourse, 

the author contrasts, as did Antonio Chuffat Latour in his Apunte hist rico de ó

los chinos en Cuba (Historical Notes about the Chinese in Cuba; 1927), the 

achievements of the Chinese community with the perceived failures of Peruvians of 

African ancestry. According to Mayer, because blacks brought less of their 

own culture (she claims that only their skin color survived), it was easier for 

them to assimilate; by contrast, the Chinese had a "more authentic civilization," 

and brought their own language and clothing, which complicated assimilation to 

the host country: "The black man did not keep his language, never had his own 

writing system or traditions so esteemed as to appreciate them as a prize of his 

race. The Chinese man, on the other hand, did not expect all to come from the 

cultural system to which he was being integrated."42 

For a similar reason, the renowned indigenist (indigenista), in her 

zeal to improve the image of the Chinese in Peru, ends up damaging that of indigenous 

people. Upon referring to social hygiene matters, she posits: "When exploring 
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the darkest side of the Chinese community, one would not find more misery and moral 

backwardness than those found in certain sectors of the Peruvian indigenous 

population."43 Mayer subsequently celebrates the fact that human beings 

change once circumstances around them improve, and argues that Chinese common 

experiences and cultural traits and those of indigenous people should eventually 

unite them. Yet a few pages after this balancing statement, to sidestep the 

purported negative image that Peruvians have of Chinese tavern owners, 

suspected of cooking mice, the author again compares them with indigenous 

Peruvians: ". . . since savage tribes of the Peruvian mountain region eat 

pericotes [large rodents], insect larvae, and frogs for their 

nutrition."44

Mayer's next obstacle in her race to downplay the negative image of the 

Chinese is their alarming opium consumption. Her argument is the following: it 

is neither opium nor coca that hurts Andean people, but the eau-de-vie that 

Caucasians introduced in their communities. She then wonders whether the 
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addiction to this liquor is perhaps more dangerous than opium consumption. 

Furthermore, the author clarifies that Europeans were responsible for 

turning opium consumption in Asia into a dangerous addiction, just like they 

addicted Peruvian indigenous people to alcohol when, in reality, the 

consumption of chicha (an Andean alcoholic drink) had never been a problem in the 

past. She continues to challenge racialist discourse arguing that "The vices of 

gambling, drug trafficking (which, incidentally, is opium) and social 

corruption are tied not as much to certain races as they are to certain 

circumstances."45 Using similar arguments, Mayer mocks those who, being 

mixed descendents of Indians, blacks and Spaniards, argue that the Chinese are 

unassimilable and vent their prejudice against people of color. She then goes on to 

question other stereotypes about Chinese habits, including their supposed 

proclibity for prostitution and their habitual mistreatment of women. 

Though it is difficult to know the extent of the Chinese community's input into 

the contents of this sponsored book (other than what was published in El 
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internacional), Mayer shows an acute awareness that anti-Chinese 

expressions are fueled by economic competition. Yet she defends Chinese 

storekeepers' right to prosper economically and reminds Peruvians that 

there was a time when German and Italian immigrants were also thought of as 

competition for national shopkeepers. The author shows forethought when she 

argues that Chinese competition "benefits the public in general and prevents the 

creation of corrupt and oppressive monopolies."46 She also accuses the Peruvian 

working class of using the same abusive methods against Chinese immigrants as 

Standard Oil and other U.S. corporations have used against Peruvians in 

their own country: "And Peruvians are the ones who are committing the same type 

of injustice against the Chinese that they themselves have endured from American 

capitalists here!"47 Likewise, she draws another parallel between how 

Chilean publications insult Peruvians and "what has been printed against the 

Chinese in Lima media venues."48  Mayer, however, also quotes the comment made 

by the newspaper La Cr ticaí  against fledging anti-Asian sentiments in Peru: 
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"gambling is not limited to the Chinese, but a manifestation of human weakness 

arising during unhealthy circumstances."49

The author then challenges anti-Chinese immigration laws that, 

according to her, arise more from politicians' machinations than from popular 

sentiment: "true Peruvians are very much used to seeing them [the Chinese] in 

their milieu, and while they may share minor prejudices against them, they 

recognize their positive qualities as shopkeepers, and are grateful to their 

herbalists for their many healings."50 She also warns against these immigration 

laws, citing the example of China's isolationism a thousand years earlier, that 

only led to its backwardness. Instead, she argues, Peruvians should take 

advantage of Chinese wisdom: "the Chinese, because of their ancient roots, can best 

explain the knowledge gleaned from their long experience."51  

Resorting to all available rhetorical devices, Mayer lucidly reminds 

her readers that in Peru, other than indigenous populations, everyone is an 

immigrant. She also maintains that Amerindians are racially closer to Asians 
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than to Europeans: "Nature, which does not like to take leaps, more easily jumps 

from the Asian to the indigenous Peruvian than from the European to that 

Peruvian."52  Still within the race discussion, Mayer decries the term 

"yellow race," claiming that the Chinese have the same complexion as Peruvians, 

if not lighter.

Although Mayer's passionate descriptions of her love for Zulen 

undoubtedly hurt her reputation, La China silenciosa y elocuente proves that 

she merits a place among the Peruvian intellectual elite of her time. She shows, 

in this text, a prophetic awareness of international relations. Proclaiming 

that China would one day become an economic power, she repeatedly exalts the 

benefits of having the Chinese community in Peru serve as a crucial link to that 

country. The author even anticipates the popularity that Chinese-language 

courses enjoy in Peru today: "The God of Success will come within a few years to 

elevate China, and destroy current prejudices against that country, and 

women who do not have almond-shaped eyes will paint them to appear thus, and 
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perhaps men will devote themselves to studying the Chinese language."53 

Later, reacting to the fact that Chileans call Peru "a country of Chinese,"54 

she stresses the benefits of having one of the largest Asian communities in the 

Americas: "with such a large Asian component deeply rooted in Bolognesi's 

homeland, we have the advantage of counting on an international sympathy and 

understanding lacking to Chile."55 Mayer may mention Francisco Bolognesi 

(1816-1880) because, after all, he was, along with Miguel Grau 

(1834-1879),56 the greatest Peruvian hero of the War of the Pacific 

recently fought against the Chileans. On the other hand, her naming a Peruvian 

general of Italian ancestry may also be a rhetorical device to emphasize the 

European, not exclusively Spanish, component of Peruvian ethnic heritage. 

In any case, throughout the text, the author insists on the significant 

importance for Peru of links not only to China, but also to Japan.

To continue with Mayer's forethought, more than four decades before the 

Dependency Theory (Teor a de la Dependencia) was elaborated by Latin í
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American scientists in the 1970s, she intuitively knows of a world system or world 

market economy where raw materials from underdeveloped countries are 

flowing toward a number of industrialized countries, enriching the latter at 

the expense of the former: "one will understand that the grandeur of England, 

France, the United States, and of the richest nations of Central and South 

America would not exist if it were not for the work of throngs of indigenous people 

whose silent effort is not included in the economic-growth statistics of world 

powers."57 Later, she revisits the economic dependency of Latin American 

countries: "Nations born out of San Mart n's generous voice will have to be very í

cautious to make sure that their independence is not only nominal, but real."58

Other passages focus on the book's main thrust: improving the Chinese 

community's image by highlighting its past, present, and future 

contributions to the Peruvian economy. Some paragraphs argue that Chinese 

employers tend to hire their own solely because of language and cultural 

affinities, while also adding that Chinese landowners have begun to lease their 
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lands to Peruvians and to hire Peruvian workers in their cotton and sugar 

plantations. Mayer also reminds readers that the Chinese are not a burden on 

the state: they have their own type of welfare, the Beneficencia China. 

Coinciding with related perceptions in Cuba, one of the Chinese community's 

most renowned characters is the m dico chinoé  (Chinese doctor). Chinese 

shopkeepers, with their impressive ability to improve customer satisfaction 

and to adapt to local tastes, are also praised by Mayer. But plausibly 

because Chinese businessmen are sponsoring La China silenciosa y elocuente, she 

emphasizes, above all, the achievements of the owners of Chinese import 

companies. One chapter lists twenty Chinese import companies operating in 

Lima along with other Chinese businesses in the provinces, singling out the successes 

of a Chinese man named Manuel Campos in the Amazon region of Loreto. Thanks to their 

efforts, Mayer adds, the Chungwha Navigation Company Ltd. increased 

maritime commerce between Peru and China; there is even a Chinese insurance 

company named La Uni n.ó
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Mayer reassures her Caucasian readers, using an odd rhetorical ploy, 

that even if eventually, the number of Asians in Peru surpasses that of 

Europeans, there should be no concern: "that population 'checks and balances' 

each group, thus preventing a monolithical political block, because there is 

deep distrust between the Chinese and the Japanese groups."59  The author also 

claims that the number of Chinese immigrants has been greatly exaggerated and 

that there are only 16,000 Chinese nationals in Peru. But again, perhaps 

because she is unable to overcome the mental framework of her time, Mayer 

contradicts herself. First, she belittles eugenics: "Are all those shaky 

eugenic ideas and all those doubtful theories about the rise of nationalism worth the 

price of implementing anti-Asian policies throughout the Americas?" 60 Yet she 

maintains that "injertos" (mixed-blood Chinese descendents) will be stronger 

and more physically attractive: "injertos, because of their mixed race, will 

possibly be stronger than others, thanks to a sort of centuries-old 

immunization." 61 The rationale behind these strange ideas is implied a few pages 
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later when she concludes that because "the living conditions of these Chinese are 

incredibly poor and unhealthy," 62  his body can now fight off diseases such as 

tuberculosis and gangrene better than Caucasians. As to their becoming more 

aesthetically pleasing in the future, Mayer avers, undoubtedly revealing 

her ambivalence toward other ethnic groups, that "It is impossible that the 

horrible unhealthy living conditions that cause backward peoples to have such 

repugnant physical appearance will continue for long." 63  Therefore, though 

she avidly exposes the immorality of racialist and eugenic discourses, some of her 

other arguments are scathingly biased and ethnocentric. At any rate, La China 

silenciosa y elocuente is still an invaluable historical document. 64

The Peruvian Intelligentsia's View of the "Yellow Peril"

Peruvian intellectuals have examined the Chinese presence and heritage in their 

country, often providing examples of Sinophobia and xenophobia that echo those 

occasionally appearing in the press. For example, Jos  Carlos Mari tegui é á
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(1894-1930), the Marxist thinker and activist of the 1920s, argues, 

in Siete ensayos de interpretaci n de la realidad peruanaó  (Seven 

Interpretative Essays on Peruvian Reality, 1928), that the ideas of 

replacing black slave labor with Chinese coolies on the Peruvian coast or trading 

with Asian countries were not beneficial to economic progress; the solution, for 

him, was to attract European immigration: "But trade with Asia could not 

contribute effectively to the formation of a new Peruvian economy. Peru, 

having emerged from its Spanish conquest and having established its 

independence, needed the equipment, techniques, and ideas of the Europeans, 

of the Westerners" (9). 65 With seemingly racist overtones, he reduces 

immigrants of African and Chinese origin to mere peons, almost to a subhuman 

level: "The coastal latifundista [owner of a large estate] has never asked for 

men, but for labor, to till his fields. Therefore, when he ran out of Negro 

slaves, he found their replacement in Chinese coolies. . . . C sar Ugarte é

recognizes this in his study of the Peruvian economy when he states flatly that Peru 
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needed 'men,' not 'labor'" (38-39). 66 The same tone of resignation about 

Asian immigration to Peru appears in his essay "En torno al tema de la 

inmigraci n" (On the Theme of Immigration, 1928): "Owing to the social and ó

economic conditions of the country, much more than to its geographic location, one can 

understand that most of the immigration it has received has been of the yellow kind. 

Only the Chinese coolie has been able to work in Peruvian plantations, under 

similar conditions to that of the Peruvian Indian." 67

Returning to Siete ensayos, we find that although Mari tegui criticizes á

the racist prejudice of coastal estate owners toward indigenous people, 

African slaves, and Chinese coolies, he still depicts Africans and Chinese 

immigration as inappropriate for Peru's progress because of what he 

considers their slave mentality: "Landowners sought to solve it with the Negro 

slave in the colonial period and with the Chinese coolie during the republic. A 

futile effort. The earth cannot be populated and, above all, made bountiful 

with slaves" (54). 68  Mari tegui, therefore, argues that neither blacks á
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nor Chinese have contributed anything positive to Peruvian progress and 

culture. In his view, Chinese coolies were adversely affected by poverty and 

overpopulation in China. Perhaps influenced by the German historian Oswald 

Spengler's theory about the limited lifespan of civilizations, as presented in 

his Der Untergang des Abendlandes (The Decline of the West, 1918), 

Mari teguiá  believes that, before Chinese coolies arrived in Peru, Chinese 

culture had already lost its dynamism and generating power. Thus, again in 

Orientalist fashion, he argues that instead of their culture, coolies only 

brought their ethnicity to Peru: "Probably the only direct import from the 

Orient of an intellectual nature is Chinese medicine, and its arrival is 

undoubtedly due to practical and mechanical reasons, stimulated by the 

backwardness of a people who cling to all forms of folk remedies . . . The Chinese, 

furthermore, appears to have inoculated their descendents with the 

fatalism, apathy, and flaws of a decrepit Orient" (279). 69
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Among other signs of decline, Mari tegui singles out the coolies' immoral á

penchant for gambling, an indication that, in his view, they trust luck more 

than effort. Not even Chinese theater, available exclusively for the evening 

entertainment of the Chinese community, had any repercussion in Peruvian 

culture. In his opinion, only the Chinese nationalist movement brought some 

cultural progress to the Chinese community. In agreement with Mayer, 

Mari tegui believes that the reason no Chinese cultural achievement was á

introduced to Peru was the "quality" of the immigrants: "The Chinese, in short, 

does not transfer to the mestizo his moral discipline, his cultural and 

philosophical tradition, or his skill as farmer and artisan. His language, his 

immigrant status, and the criollo's disdain of him create a barrier between his 

culture and his milieu" (280). 70 He further argues that black and Chinese 

immigrants' cultural traits offset the positive cultural qualities shared 

by European and indigenous people: "Miscegenation between the Chinese and the 

Negro has almost always had a destructive and negative impact on the virtues of 
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either group. Neither European nor Indian traditions survive in the mestizo; 

they cancel each other. . . . this melding nullifies the virtues and values of each 

race and replaces them with harmful superstitions" (282). 71

In contrast, Mari tegui depicts the Chinese in China in a much more á

positive light. Thus, in his fourth essay, devoted to public education, he 

depicts the Chinese university system as a model to follow: "China, for obvious 

reasons, has been even more active [than Japan] in creating a national 

conscience. Chinese students are at the forefront of a revolutionary nationalism 

that has given that enormous Asiatic nation, besides a new spirit and 

organization, an influencial role in world affairs" (95-96). 72  Likewise, in 

"El imperialismo y la China" (Imperialism and China), published in Variedades 

in 1925, he mentions China as an example of a country that is unwilling to kowtow to 

Western powers' imperialism: "The Chinese people feel that they are 

treated, in their own country, as inferior and uncivilized. . . . their 

anti-imperialist stance has strengthened. China, after General 
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Waldersee's punitive expedition, has acquired a new consciousness. Among its 

masses, the revolutionary flame has been ignited." 73  This same justification for 

Chinese anti-imperialism resurfaces in "El problema de la China" (The Problem 

of China, 1927), "La Revoluci n China" (The Chinese Revolution,ó  1924), 

and "Las nuevas jornadas de la Revoluci n China" (The New Course of the Chinese ó

Revolution, 1926), all three published in Variedades: "This historic might 

will always overcome whatever obstacles Western capitalism places in its 

path." 74

Juan E. de Castro has questioned the existence of racist components to 

Mari tegui's discourse, arguing that "if, on the one hand, Mari tegui,  á á

unequivocally rejects race as a valid issue in the hierarchical classification of 

human groups, on the other hand, he accepts this classification when based on 

cultural traits." 75 To support his thesis, De Castro quotes several 

passages from both Siete ensayos and "Problema de las razas en Latinoam rica" é

(Problem of Races in Latin America), read at a 1929 Latin American 
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Communist Conference held in Buenos Aires, Argentina. In "Problema," the 

Peruvian intellectual, while still falling into essentialist stereotypes 

about the Chinese and black communities in Peru, explicitly condemns racial 

prejudice, describing it as "implausible zootechnical reasonings." 76 He 

provides instead social explanations, hence implying that a change in social 

conditions would end the residual colonial mentality of the black population in 

Latin America. To further his point, De Castro quotes passages where 

Mari tegui details the socioeconomic achievements of Asian countries such as á

Japan and their admirable assimilation of Western modernity to counteract the 

absurdity of "scientific racism." Yet I believe, in spite of Mari tegui's good á

intentions and criticism of scientific racism, that his tone and choice of words may be 

deconstructed, particularly in his descriptions of African and Chinese 

communities in Peru, to lay bear the racialist discourse typical of the time.

De Castro also cites, this time in a presentation given at a conference on 

Orientalism, Sinophobic and racist passages in the writings of anarchist 
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thinker Manuel Gonz lez Prada (1844-1918) and in those of journalist and á

author Abraham Valdelomar (1888-1919), Mari tegui's mentor. On á

the one hand, Chang-Rodr guez mentions Gonz lez Prada's bewailing the í á

suffering of the Chinese in articles published in Los Parias, and his admiring and 

identifying with the Chinese in China in his "La incertidumbre de Kouang-Tseo 

(Ritmo proporcional)" (Kouang-Tseo's Uncertainty. [Proportional 

Rhythm]), included in his book Ex ticas; trozos de vidaó  (Exotics; Fragments of 

Life). By contrast, in his posthumously published "Memoranda," Gonz lez á

Prada criticizes the Chinese living in Peru: "The Chinese introduced into the 

national body the germ of addiction and decline; regarding the Spanish, we continue 

trying to eradicate the theological virus that they implanted in our collective 

brain: thus in Peru, the Church and the Chinese represent one end each of a candle 

burning at both." 77 Later, using even more corrosive language, he animalizes 

the Chinese while trying to prevent miscegenation: "In our society, the Chinese 

lives like a parasite: to believe that his blood will be mixed with ours is like 
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affirming that the sap of the ivy can be combined that of the elm, the blood of a rat 

with that of a man." 78  Gonz lez Prada also disparages the Chinese medicine and even á

their language, "the Gerundios community is turned into a working party of 

Chinese sweepers that deafens with its babble and threatens with its brooms." 79  

Yet in his essay "El Lima antiguo" (Old Lima), included in El tonel de Di genesó  

(Diogenes's Barrel), he acknowledges that coolies received punishments 

similar to those of African slaves: "The traditional threat of flogging a man's 

buttocks has survived to the present; we have seen it carried out against the 

Chinese."80 Similarly, in "Impresiones de un reservista" (A Reservist's 

Impressions) he recalls the looting of Chinese businesses and homes after the Chilean 

occupation: "I did not see the looting of Chinese property, and I think that the 

perpetrators were not the army reservists of Miraflores whom, a few hours 

earlier, I saw parading in order and with all the troops. Those who did not go 

fight, known as 'ambushed ones,' were the ones who looted."81 In a more humorous 

tone, Gonz lez Prada also mocks, in a poem, miscegenation between Chinese men and á
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black women in Peru: "Here lies Manongo, / Of pure Latin stock, / His mother 

came from the Congo / And his father was born in China."82 

Abraham Valdelomar (even though he was known to be fond of opium, 

morphine, and other drugs) uses similar stereotypes, linking the Chinese to 

opium and vice. He begins one of his "Cuentos Chinos" (Chinese Short Stories), 

titled "El hediondo pozo siniestro, o sea, la historia del Gran Consejo de Sik " (The é

Stinky Sinister Well, That Is, the Story of the Great Council of Sik " and é

published in the newspaper La Prensa on October 11, 1915, with the 

sentence: "Sik , the great Chinese village that dates back to the times when é

Confucius smoked opium and lectured on morality at the University of Peking, had 

undergone great political changes."83 Following traditionally Orientalist 

stereotypes about Chinese servility, corruption, and even rat eating, the 

omniscient narrator adds: "It has been said that people in Sik  seemed to be direct é

descendants of Chun-Chun, the god of servility."84 After describing numerous 

servile, corrupt, and degenerate characters, the story concludes--
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perhaps using escapist landscapes to condemn corruption in Peru--that 

Sik 's inhabitants deserved the type of government they had.é

Another intellectual resorting to racist tinges in his writings about the 

Chinese in Peru is the modernista writer Clemente Palma (1872-1946; son of 

Ricardo Palma), who ironically was a friend of Zulen. In his 1897 bachelor's 

degree thesis, titled "El porvenir de las razas en el Per " (The Future of ú

Races in Peru), Palma begins with a summary of what he deems to characterize 

each race, assigning the following to the Chinese: 

Chinese racial inferiority. It is a feeble race. A puerile, – – –

extravagant, and contrived intellect. The Chinese race has had no –

historical impact. Immobile – race. Futile European efforts to bring them –

into the international realm. Diseased – blood caused by stagnation. –

Diseases endemic to the race. Chinese imagination and subtlety. –

Manifestationss of their artistic life. Selfishness. Absolute – – indifference 

to human suffering.85
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Further on in his essay, he lauds the purported lack of miscegenation between the 

"repulsive" Chinese and the local Peruvian population, and provides a list of 

reasons for it not happening:

Their disgusting appearance, their awkwardness in learning Spanish 

language, their pagan beliefs and, above all, a certain instinctive 

revulsion or disdain prevented our natives from sexually engaging with those 

poor devils. . . . To have an idea of this race's wretchedness, it is enough to 

enter one of those pigsties, where huge numbers of Chinese gather closely 

together.86

In contrast with these Sinophobic remarks, other Peruvian 

intellectuals defended the Chinese. As noted earlier, Dora Mayer, who 

devoted a book to them (La China silenciosa y elocuente), was most vehement in their 

defense. But decades earlier, Juan de Arona, in his La inmigraci n en el Peró ú  

(Immigration in Peru, 1891), praised their cooking abilities, 
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restaurants, hygiene, and overall contributions to Peruvian economy and 

culture:

but we know that they solved the manual labor question; that of domestic 

help; that they swelled the valleys and coastal estates with a hard-working 

and itinerant population; that they took their work ethic to the remote 

parts of the sierra; that they were a determinant factor in the great 

agricultural boom that Peru enjoyed for several years; that they 

introduced numerous small and innovative businesses; that they helped to reduce 

prices; and that thanks to them and their very inexpensive diners, our rabble 

learned to eat using tablecloths, silverware, and glasses.87

As did Mayer in Peru and Chuffat Latour in Cuba, Arona praises the positive 

qualities of the Chinese by comparing them with what he considers the degenerate 

habits of blacks:

Whereas one can see gangs of men of color going around, yelling up and down 

main streets, during work hours, and in areas where the upper echelons 
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of society dwell, dirtying the sidewalk with their spittle as they chat about 

topics that are outside of their understanding, an Asian man strolls along: 

always carrying something in his hand or hanging from his shoulder, or showing 

work-related concerns in his face. Whereas the black carrier asks us with 

insolence: "will you give me a four" (40 cents), the Chinaman, solicitous and 

thankful, carries our load for less.88

Even though he criticizes their consumption of opium and their living in "pigsties 

as repugnant to one's eyes as to one's sense of smell,"89 Arona overall praises the 

Chinese in Peru, focusing mainly on their humbleness, diligence, and 

industriousness.

The Chinese and Tus n Intelligentsia in Peruá

Other than Peruvian thinkers who studied the Chinese presence in Peru and the 

Chinese and tus n authors mentioned in the ensuing chapters, there are several á

noteworthy Sino-Peruvian thinkers and academics, such as the philosopher 
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V ctor Li Carrillo Ch a (1929-1988) and the archeologist and historianí í  Emilio 

Choy. The latter, expounds Lausent-Herrera, "came out with an 

innovative Marxist reinterpretation of the history and anthropology of 

Peru" (164). In 1965, Choy also published an article on Chinese slavery in 

Peru titled "La esclavitud de los chinos en el Per " (The Slavery of the Chinese in ú

Peru). Noteworthy are also the civil engineer and architect Augusto Choy 

Ma, who served as deputy mayor of Callao in 1971, the historians Albert Chan, 

S.J. (1915-2005) and Celia Wu Brading, the archelogist Rosa Fung 

Pineda (1935-), and the writer, linguist, and university professor 

Eugenio Chang Rodr guezí , who published an autobiography titled Entre dos fuegos: 

reminiscencias de las Am ricas y de Asiaé  (Between Two Fires: Reminiscences about 

the Americas and Asia, 2005). In addition, Lausent-Herrera mentions 

Mart n Laos, "the first city mayor of Chinese origin in Peru (1923-í

1924)."90 

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Eugenio_Chang_Rodr%C3%ADguez&action=edit
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C ceres adds the case of the Chinese Peruvian Juan Pablo Chang Navarro á

(1930 1967), a communist student leader and guerrilla fighter, who died –

alongside Che Guevara:

National University of San Marcos student who joined the FIR (Frente de 

la Izquierda Revolucionaria; Revolutionary Left Front, a Trotskyist 

branch) and later became one of the leaders of the ELN (Ej rcito de Liberaci n é ó

Nacional; National Liberation Army, another communist schism), 

before becoming known as "El Chino" before his death while fighting with Che Guevara 

in Bolivia in 1967.91

Other Sino-Peruvian revolutionaries, as Chang-Rodr guez reveals, are í

V ctor Polay Risco, the son of a coolie who co-founded the Peruvian Aprista Party í

(PAP), and his son V ctor Polay Campos (1951-), founder and leader of the í

Movimiento Revolucionario T pac Amaru (MRTA) since 1984 ("The Chinese" ú

144). Ironically, the T pac Amaru guerrilla kidnapped tus n ú á

businessmen and forced them to pay a revolutionary tax, "notably the case of the 
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largest producer of paper supplies in Peru, Laukong" (Lausent-

Herrera, "Tusans" 167). As a result of the constant terrorist attacks, 

Lima's Chinese quarter was deserted.

Overall, the Chinese and their descendents have contributed so 

disproportionately to Peruvian culture that, as Rodr guez Pastor puts í

it, they have managed to Sinicize Peruvian society; that of Lima, in 

particular.92 As it happened in the Spanish of Cuba with Chinese, Peruvian 

Spanish has incorporated expressions that echo the Chinese presence, e.g., "he 

smokes like a bankrupt Chinese."93  Rodr guez Pastor also mentions how popular í

the suerte china (Chinese luck) or rifa china (Chinese raffle) game became in 

Peruvain chifas (Herederos 233-34). He defines it as a sort of lottery whose 

tickets had names and animal figures, and every day the person who bought a ticket 

with the animal figure that was drawn from a box won. Another game mentioned, 

the chifatay, seems to be a Sino-Peruvian version of the Sino-Cuban charada 

china, a guessing of riddles that Chuffat Latour describes as a degeneration of the 
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Chinese gambling game chi-ffá (letter-flowers) (12-16). The 

remainder of this book turns now to the analysis of contemporary Chinese Peruvian 

literary and cultural production, with the exception of the following 

chapter, which goes back half a century to deal with the works of Pedro Zulen, a 

predecessor of today's Tus n authors who was clearly ahead of his time.á
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Chapter II. Negotiations of Difference within National Borders

2.1. Pedro Zulen as an Organic Intellectual: from Philosophical Ideas to 

Social Praxis
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The first important tus n author is the poet, philosopher, librarian, and á

social activist Pedro Salvino Zulen Aymar (Zun Leng; 1889-1925), who 

signed his first writings with the nom de plume "Neluz," an inversion of his 

surname's spelling.94 Considered a member of the "Generation of 900" (Peruvian 

thinkers born between 1877 and 1891), he was born to a humble Lima family. His 

father, Pedro Francisco Zulen (Yua Zung Theng), was an immigrant from 

Guangdong Province who worked in coastal plantations and later owned a tea-

packaging business; his mother was a mestiza named Petronila Irene Aymar y 

Salazar, whose family moved to Lima from Ica. In 1906, Zulen began to study 

mathematics and natural sciences at the National University of San Marcos 

(NUSM) in Lima. Later, he studied humanities, law, political science, 

and philosophy. He also studied philosophy and psychology for a few months in 1916 at 

Harvard College (now Harvard University), thanks to a Peruvian 

government grant. Zulen returned to the United States in 1920 to study 

library science and again in 1922. He completed his Liberal Arts doctorate at 
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NUSM in 1924. A year earlier, he was offered an interim position as 

director of NUSM's library (it bears his name since 2002) and was charged with 

cataloging its collections. Jorge Basadre, in his article "La Herencia de 

Zulen," credited Zulen for dramatically improving the library: "He 

considerably increased book holdings at the university library, making it the best 

in the country because of its current-book holdings."95 As library director, he 

created El bolet n bibliogr ficoí á  (The Bibliographical Bulletin) of NUSM, 

praised by Basadre as "the best publication of its type in the Americas."96

In 1924, he became professor of Psychology and Logic at NUSM, a 

position he held for only two months before succumbing to tuberculosis in 1925. The 

book Programas de psicolog a y l gica seg n el curso dictado en el 2º semester de í ó ú

1924 (Programs of Psychology and Logic, Following the Course Taught on the Second 

Semester of 1924) was published posthumously in the same year of his death. 

Zulen published two philosophical studies: his 1919 B.A. thesis La filosof a de í

lo inexpresable: bosquejo de una interpretaci n y una cr tica de la filosof a de ó í í
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Bergson (The Philosophy of the Ineffable: Outline for an Interpretation and 

Criticism of Bergson's Philosophy, 1920), and his doctoral dissertation Del 

neohegelianismo al neorealismo.   Estudio de las corrientes filos ficas en ó  

Inglaterra y los Estados Unidos desde la introducci n de Hegel hasta la actual ó

reacci n neorrealistaó  (From Neo-Hegelianism to Neo-realism. Study of 

Philosophical Movements in England and the United States from the Introduction of 

Hegel to Today's Neo-Realist Reaction, 1924). His poetry collection from 

the 1920s El olmo incierto de la nevada (The Uncertain Elm of the Snowfall) was 

published posthumously by Dora Mayer in 1930.97  No other editions followed it 

(C ceres, "De Zulen" 138)á . 

Zulen's stature as a public intellectual can be measured by his 

appearance as a fictional character in two novels: Ciro Alegr a's (1909-í

1967) El mundo es ancho y ajeno (Broad and Alien is the World, 1941) and Jos  B. é

Adolph's (1933-2008) Dora (1989).98  In Alegr a's novel, a letter is í

included that indigenous people sent to Zulen's publication La Autonom aí . The 
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author also mentions him in two explanatory footnotes in the novel, one of which 

quotes Zulen's denunciations in the monthly El Deber Pro-ind genaí  (The Pro-

indigenous Duty). In turn, we find that Dora is narrated by Mayer, 

Zulen, and a history professor who refers to Zulen as his teacher and friend; he is 

presumably the author's alter-ego. Borrowing entire passages from 

Zulen's articles, speeches, poems, and letters, Mari tegui's essays, á

and Mayer's Zulen y yo. Testimonio de nuestro desposorio ofrecido a la humanidad 

(Zulen and I. Testimonial of Our Marriage Offered to Humankind) and La 

poes a de Zulení  . In Memoriam   (Zulen's Poetry. In Memoriam; 1927), the 

plot shows an overbearing and frenzied Mayer who insists on having a romantic 

relationship with the tus n intellectual. á

During his years in the Asociaci n Pro-Ind gena (Pro-Indigenous ó í

Association) and his work with El Deber Pro-ind genaí , Zulen collaborated with 

Dora Mayer. Mayer later published La poes a de Zulení , which is as much a 

study of Zulen's integrity and high moral standards as it is a justification for her 
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name change (as stated, she never married Zulen but, in 1920, guided by her 

love for him, she chose to take on his surname as though she were his wife) and an 

exploration of her own feelings for him. Likewise, Mayer praises Zulen's 

patriotism in her essay "Un buen peruano: Zulen como ejemplo" (A Good Peruvian: 

Zulen as an Example) and undercores his main three causes: "Thus, we see him 

dreaming of federalism in Peru, perusing books of post-war libertarians 

and, above all, fighting for many years for the redemption of the Inca nation, 

all the while trying to instill, as teachers do, his passion in his pupils."99  Using 

a similar laudatory tone, Luis Alberto S nchez, in his essay "Se nos ha ido un á

maestro" (A Master Has Left Us; also quoted in Adolph's Dora), described 

Zulen as a modest and quiet man of weak constitution, who turned haughty when his 

intellect was challenged. According to this friend, Zulen was a rebel who, 

though constantly fighting for his causes, should have taken more rest because of his 

illness. Although Zulen's most influential and transcendental publications 

dealt with his sociopolitical activism against centralism and the oppression of 
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indigenous Peruvians, this chapter will also consider his literary, 

humanistic, philosophical, and scientific writings. 

Zulen, the Poet

A better prose writer than a poet, Zulen left his numerous poems in a 

posthumous collection, as well as in journals and magazines. Although he wrote 

short love stories, such as "En un amanecer de oto o" (In a Fall Sunrise, ñ

1913), and the love poems "Rom ntica" (1918), "So aba" (I Dreamt, á ñ

1918), "Obsesiones" (1912), and "Gladys," no indication is apparent 

that they were dedicated to Dora Mayer. Incidentally, even though, as 

Mayer recalls, he did not consider himself a poet (he would tell friends that he 

only composed a few verses), Zulen is credited, among others, for introducing 

haiku to Peru. This is perhaps indicative of an Asian subjectivity that is 

otherwise absent in the rest of his opus. The following is one of his haiku: "With the 

strike of solar gold / the ocean glass / breaks into sliver."100 In La poes a de í
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Zulen, Mayer argues that Zulen's poetry portrays him not so much as he was, 

but as he would have liked to have been. She also describes it as the only window to his 

mysterious personality: "for this reason, I turn to his poetry, considering it 

to be the miraculous key to the vault of secrets that was of his personality."101  In 

his poems, she finds purity, kindness, daydreaming, philosophy, and ethics. 

While recalling Zulen's hermeticism and refusal to having nothing more than a 

friendship with her, Mayer describes him as "cruel." In the remainder of the 

text he is portrayed almost as a saint who altruistically risked his frail health 

(neglecting to eat and rest) for the improvement of living conditions for "a 

dejected race."102  She also remembers his "slight, dry cough and his grave 

sadness, lessened only by the sweetness of his soft smile."103  She goes on to refer to his 

mission as "apostolic" (52; as did Mari tegui) and to his writings as "gospels" á

(3). She proudly glosses the poem "Polirritmo. (Rima libre)" 

(Polyrhythm. [Free Rhyme], 1911), where Zulen talks about "the 

pagan and sweet Dora."104 Some of its lines reveal Zulen's early social concerns 
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and his empathy for the plight of indigenous Peruvians: "Fervently  / She 

implores / The Goddess / To make the wailing of reed flutes cease, / To make the pain / 

And the sorrow / In prisons / Or the sierra / Disappear."105

In 1930, Mayer published Zulen's poetry collection El olmo incierto de 

la nevada posthumously, thanks to her friends' donations. She dedicated it to 

Zulen's mother. In these poems, we find the poet's most intimate side. The 

frequent exclamations, pathetic fallacies, his references to cemeteries, 

and the overall exalted tone of the collection provide it with Romantic overtones. 

An epigraph by the Spanish doctor and Nobel laureate Santiago Ram n y Cajal ó

introduces the book, suggesting that this homage to Zulen is to be considered as it 

were a statue erected to him: "the book represents the most enduring statue."106  

In the ensuing passage from Zulen, the poet humbly admits that he has kept these 

"small and poor and unequal pages"107  because they recall his travels and 

adventures. Some of Zulen's poetic and fictional writings are in dialogue with 

his philosophical essays. For example, the short story that opens El olmo incierto 
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de la nevada, "El errante" (The Wandering Man), first published on 

February 25, 1923 in the magazine Balnearios, explores the topic of 

reincarnation: "death, reincarnation, a new existence would later come."108  

The romantic overtones continue while the narrator talks about a tempest of 

emotion: he feels misunderstood, alienated from society, and claims not to know 

what adversity is because "he had only lived in one state. Only by knowing other 

states, could I compare, tell the difference."109  But he closes the text by 

welcoming this same adversity, as it elicits emotion and inspiration for 

writing. He again gladly admits adversity in the poem "Cantares" (Songs), 

because it always brings hope. By contrast, the last stanza of his 1923 poem 

"¿Qu  ser  de ti, voluntad?" (What Will Happen to You, My Will), é á

included in El olmo incierto de la nevada, exudes hopelessness. Perhaps he has become 

more aware of his own mortality: "Overcome will, / Truth. / But then? / They 

wear away your strength, / One day you will no longer have any. / Life, seeing 

you without it, / Will abandon you."110
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The collection's first poem initiates the tradition--shared by both 

tus n and Nikkei authors--of paying homage to one's parents and á

grandparents. In this case, Zulen, "from a distant country,"111 probably 

the United States, thanks his mother for enlightening him and teaching him to be 

passionate and brave. Her prayers, we learn, saved him and gave him his life 

back. The next text, the eponymous short note "El olmo incierto de la Nevada," 

previously published in Balnearios on March 11, 1923, reveals that 

Zulen has been communicating with and learning from an elm for almost two years. 

This is the personified elm that he sees from his dormitory room's window at 

Harvard College. Within the Japanese haiku tradition that Zulen admires, 

the narrator tries to decipher his destiny and find answers to metaphysical 

questions by observing nature's seasonal changes. The author calls the tree his 

friend and confidant, and claims to love it. The seasons soon show him the tree's true 

nature: "For most of the year, it knew how to hide its true nature. It was 

necessary to wait until the cold season to discover it. It would then appear 
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without vestments."112 Its serenity becomes a moral lesson for Zulen. In the 

end, the narrator concludes that, if he has been able to understand the tree, it 

is because he is also part elm. The author's communication and harmonious relation 

with nature is such that he has become the object of study: "if it were not because I am 

part tree, I would have not gotten along with it, I would have not understood 

it."113  These lines are reminiscent of the concept of nonduality between the seer 

and the seen, seeking the fusion of subject and object, which Taoism and Buddhism 

share. The story is also reminiscent of Jos  Mar a Arguedas's friendship and é í

conversations with a 120-meters-tall pine in Arequipa, as told in the third 

diary of his unfinished and posthumous novel El zorro de arriba y el zorro de abajo 

(The Fox from Up Above and the Fox from Down Below, 1971)

Zulen's solidarity with oppressed groups and nations is expressed in the 

fourth text of the collection, "To Ireland," written in English in Cambridge, 

Massachusetts, in January of 1921 and first published in The Irish 

Republic. This oration (El olmo incierto de la nevada includes both the English 
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original and its Spanish translation) praises Ireland's proud and rebellious 

struggle against the English: "And every man who loves justice for its own sake, 

without fear or compromise, must make your cause his own" (27).114 Zulen 

proposes Irish rebelliousness as a model to be followed by other colonized nations: 

"All peoples oppressed at the point of a bayonet are filled with new hope upon 

beholding your unmovable faith" (27).115 He ends his praise using modernista 

vocabulary and a postcolonialist approach that reconstructs the English canon 

through an alternative reading: "Awkward, stupid Caliban will vanish 

before the shadow of divine Ariel!" (27).116 This early subversion of the canon 

continues the tradition started in Latin America by Jos  Enrique Rod 's essay é ó

Ariel (1900) and continued by Roberto Fern ndez Retamar's á Calib n: á

apuntes sobre la cultura en nuestra Am ricaé  (Caliban: Notes towards a 

Discussion of Culture in Our America, 1971) and other texts, where the 

characters of William Shakespeare's The Tempest (1623) are used as 
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metaphors for imperial relations between the metropolitan center and the 

(neo)colonized periphery.

The second poem of the collection, "Invocaci n a Poe" (Invocation to Poe), ó

originally written in 1921, while he was studying at Harvard College, 

continues with the Romantic and Latin American modernista tones and vocabulary 

of previous writings. Sharing the modernistas' admiration for Edgar Allan 

Poe, Zulen replicates the macabre settings made famous in Poe's poem "The 

Raven" (1845) and short stories, e.g., "The Fall of the House of Usher" 

(1839). Thus Zulen morbidly compares humankind with a "Satanic trail / Of 

suffering scorpions"117 that explore death. Teeth grinding, the squeaking of 

door hinges, and the thundering sounds of Romantic storms announce the presence of 

Poe himself. The tus n poet mentions a raven and Lenore (Leonora), as in Poe's á

1843 poem. Zulen also dedicates a poem, "Walt Whitman en las bacanales" 

(Walt Whitman at the Bacchanals), to that other great American poet so 

admired by Latin American modernistas. Building on the controversial, overt 
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sexuality of the poetry collection Leaves of Grass (1855) and on Whitman's own 

sexuality (believed to have been either homosexual or bisexual), in Zulen's 

brief poem the American poet asks for nectar and then wonders how Shakespeare 

can sleep with all the laughter and noise made by the bacchants.

The other poems in the collection, of varying aesthetic quality, deal 

with different aspects of love. In "¿Podremos olvidar?" (Shall We Be Able to 

Remember?) and "Primer amor" (First Love), for example, he remembers a 

past kiss or his first love, using affected diminutives, such as "De las manos 

agarraditos" (Holding hands) in the first poem, and "Pasa, pasa / 

apuradito /  mi amorcito" (My little love / Goes by, goes by / In a hurry) in the 

second. Likewise, poems such as "El poema de una l grima" (The Poem of a Tear), á

"M s all  del crep sculo" (Beyond Twilight), and "¿Por qu  me miras as ?" á á ú é í

(Why Do You Look at Me Thus?), voice his nostalgia for past love affairs or 

allow nature, through pathetic fallacy, to echo the poetic voice's own feelings 

of love, as it happens in "Dijeron tu nombre las aves" (Birds Said Your Name). 
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The remaining poems are self-reflexive, as seen in "Rimas amorosas" (Love 

Rhymes) and "Mi verso" (My Verse), or describe romantic landscapes with 

numerous exclamations, as it is the case of "Preludio" (Prelude), "Diapas n" ó

(Tuning Fork), and "Humano fragor" (Human Clamor). 

Moving on to poems not included in El olmo incierto de la nevada, we observe 

that much of Zulen's poetry shares the same identification with nature shown in 

"El olmo incierto de la nevada." Again with modernista and symbolist echoes, his 

sonnet "Ocaso" (Twilight; titled "Simple ocaso" [Simple Twilight] in a 

previous version) tries to find answers to metaphysical questions in the 

natural world: "On the background of space the tapestries / Appear as a 

singular canvas, / And the sky is colored in shades / So varied they invite me to 

think. // An unseen artist quite calm, / He seems who starts to — —

harmonize, / To spread out orangey dark, / Covering up such a fiery solar 

complexion. // The fluctuations of the evening rooftop / Transcribe for me 

celestial symbolisms, / And night without dawn comes in. // Outlines smudge 
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away with anguish, / Dusk cradles the horizon / And quite intoxicated the 

radiance trembles."118 Other texts, such as the poem "Y se acerca la 

tormenta" (And the Storm Sears, 1917) or the short narration "Sensaciones 

del altiplano" (Impressions of the High Plateau, 1918), describe, in neo-

Romantic style, personified storms in the Andes that reflect, in a pathetic 

fallacy, the poet's feelings.

Some of Zulen's poems collected by Dora Mayer in La poes a de Zulení  address 

the same ideas expressed in his philosophical writings. That is so with his 1911 

"Pampsiquismo" (Pan-psychism; also published in Balnearios), dedicated to 

his friend, the poet Jos  Mar a Eguren (Zulen edited a selection of poems for é í

Bolet n Bibliogr ficoí á  1.15 [Dec. 1924] that had been included in Eguren's 

1911 collection Simb licasó ): "Must I rely on their deceitful science? / Or on 

the masses so lavish with their condemnation, / Those masses which this world 

illuminates? / And yet, is the net / Objective existence in matter? Where does it 

dwell? ... // Let my poets, those who rhyme illusions, / Those who glorify 
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awareness, creator of the net, / With ballads and songs sing the future, / 

Which is the immaterial urn, true where it is found."119 According to Mayer, 

the poet expresses in this poem his opposition "to any tendency to organize 

'irreverently' a mechanical theory of the universe and to subordinate moral 

phenomena to physical ones, instead of putting immaterial essence before 

material essence."120 In other words, with this questioning of matter, Zulen 

rejects mechanistic positivism, opting instead for idealism. He compares the 

realist view, that the outside world has an absolute existence, to the claim that 

experience is ultimately based on mental activity (Kant maintained that only 

ideas and abstractions may be directly known). Mayer also decodes the title of the 

poem to mean "all is soul, all is spirit."121  As it is common in Zulen's discourse, 

this poem contradicts his own theories, set forth two years before in his essay "La 

ciencia contempor nea" (Contemporary Science).á

"Pampsiquismo" was not his only poem proclaiming his belief in idealist 

philosophy. Thus, in the third stanza of "Ocaso de ensue o" (Dreamy Twilight, ñ
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1911) we read: "Matter dispelled! What do I feel? / What do I discern? / 

Only thought exists / Oh, slave of forms, what are you thinking?"122 Likewise, 

in the poem "En el vallezuelo" (In the Small Valley, 1911), which he wrote at 

the age of twenty, Zulen manifests his joy at knowing a "divine elderly man"123 (3; 

the adjective "divine" perhaps denotes the iconic, modernista Nicaraguan poet  

Rub n Dar o's [1867-1916] influence). The wise man, the poetic voice é í

discloses, told him what he is and showed him how to live an "unreal" life (20) by 

choosing the right path, that of the "ample ideal" (18).124 In his use of "ideal" 

and "unreal," we see the early influence of idealist philosophy. His search for 

and love of wisdom is reflected in several other poems, such as "Mis libros" (My 

Books), where he states: "These that fill my shelf / Constitute my garden. // 

When life with its heartbreaking air / Leaves its marks, / This sad dreamer / 

Finds, in spite of them / Objects to love, / Beautiful things to save.  // Every 

book is a beloved, / And every beloved is a book: / Can it be that I avoid the living / To 

breathe within nothingness?"125 Similarly, in poems like "Unci n" (Unction, ó
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1914) and "Amar un ideal" (To Love an Ideal, 1914) Zulen reveals the 

hope and spiritual harmony that his utopian faith in noble causes and ideals gives 

him amid suffering and social inequalities. His philosophical readings are again 

patent in "El car cter y la moralidad" (Personality and Morality, á

1911): "The sublime duty of Kantian thought / Would not have become 

reality, / Without your sweet pragmatic canticles;" and two stanzas later: 

"Modern thought contemplates me, becomes enraptured, and calls me: / 

Inventor of Afternoon, Nietzsche's superman, / Emerson's symbol, 

Carlyle's hero; / But, what could I do, if you did not lead me?"126  According to 

Mayer, this poem refers to "the lasting concealed spiritual relationship"127  

between the poet and her. Incidentally, it also contains one of a few references to 

his ethnic background in his work: "Speaking orientally they tell me."128

Philosophical and Scientific Lucubration
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A prolific writer, Zulen published his first article, "La religi n y la ó

ciencia a trav s de libros recientes" (Religion and Science through Recent é

Books), in the journal La Prensa at the age of fifteen. He proceeded to publish 

numerous other articles regarding human knowledge and various other topics in 

Peruvian magazines like Balnearios and Variedades, and in La Prensa, El 

Liberal, La Ma anañ , La Cr nicaó , and El Comercio, all Peruvian 

newspapers. Gerardo Leibner has praised Zulen's independent thinking shown 

from an early age: "The same critical independence would later manifest itself in 

his philosophical works, where he was not satisfied with just presenting and 

introducing new philosophical European trends, but maintained vis- -vis à

them an intellectual autonomy that allowed him to adopt their tenets selectively 

and critically."129 Indeed, throughout his short life, he published numerous 

writings devoted to summarizing and criticizing the ideas of several European 

and American philosophers. He also analyzed the virtues and flaws of different 
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philosophical movements, including positivism, spiritualism, idealism, 

and pragmatism. 

His thought evolution is noticeable in these publications. He was 

foremost interested in the neo-Hegelian and positivist views of the English 

philosopher Herbert Spencer (1820-1903), which were very popular in 

Peru at the turn of the twentieth century. He then moved toward the American 

pragmatist philosopher William James's (1842-1910) ethically and 

socially oriented pragmatism, one that proposed extracting theory from 

practice to, in turn, apply it to "intelligent" practice. Finally, 

during the 1920s, he veered toward a nuanced version of the French Henri 

Bergson's (1859-1941) spiritualist metaphysics, as shown in La 

filosof a de lo inexpresableí , where he criticizes Bergson's philosophical views 

about the concept of intuition. 

An example of the surprising contradictions in Zulen's thought and 

personality is his early participation in spiritualist experiments.130 
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According to Mayer, who claims to have access to hidden meanings in Zulen's 

poems, he included some of his spiritist experiences in his poems (La poes aí  30). 

He describes one such experience in the poem "Vah do" (Blackout, 1911), í

without providing explanations: "A certain afternoon, while looking at the 

firmament / I perceived a faraway reverberation: / The misty vagueness of 

the omens left me shaken: / Emotion seized me. // And my lips alone, fleetingly— —

rhymed; / A disrespectful wave assailed me; / Cold lights illuminated my face, / 

The cohesion of things vanished."131  Perhaps trying to emulate the astronomer 

Camille Flammarion's (1842-1925) incursions into both Spiritism and 

science fiction, Zulen also experimented with this last genre, which he called 

"scientific fantasy," in "Al Polo Norte" (To the North Pole), published on June 

27, 1908, and in "La desintegraci n de la materia viviente" (The ó

Disintegration of Living Matter), published on September 19, 1908.132

 Moving on from science fiction to science, in "Poincar  y el porvenir de las é

matem ticas" (Poincar  and the Future of Mathematics), published on á é
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August 1, 1908, Zulen emphasizes the importance of mathematical hypotheses 

and of experimentation in general. Following the thought of Henri Poincar  é

(1854-1912), he observes that new theories about matter and ether tend 

to adopt mathematical approaches. Similarly, in "La ciencia contempor nea" á

(Contemporary Science, 1909) Zulen mentions that some scientists think that 

positivism, a school of thought that considered experimentation the only source of 

knowledge and neglected the evolutionary nature of scientific knowledge, is over; 

others, he adds, refute Kant's apriorism with respect to time and space, 

i.e., the doctrine that posits that genuine knowledge may be had independent of 

experience. Above all, and in contrast with the metaphysical theories to be 

defended two years later in his poem "Pampsiquismo," Zulen depicts Herbert 

Spencer's theories as an oasis of reason in the middle of the anarchy produced by what 

he considers the foolishness of metaphysical thinkers: "And we say foolishness because 

those get lost in their ramblings about whether we know external reality or 

not."133 The tus n thinker á claims that "scientific progress, like industrial 
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progress, depends, above all, on the development of pure science."134 He also 

criticizes pragmatism: "And it is thus that, without stooping to the positive 

realism that the philosophy of pragmatism tries to introduce, science has 

acquired the importance it has in modern life in the economic and public health 

spheres."135 In "Defectos culminantes de la filosof a de la asociaci n" í ó

(Culminating Defects of Association Philosophy, 1913), he criticizes the 

philosophical approach in the titles of works by Hobbes, Locke, Berkeley, 

Hartley, Hume, and others: "Not all our knowledge is acquired 

empirically, and associationism, by defending this premise, becomes a 

unilateral and exclusivist doctrine. . . . Space and time are an intrinsic 

part of our mental makeup."136

Zulen also analyzes what he considers Gustave Le Bon's (1841-

1931) mistaken interpretations of Spencer's theories about the 

indestructibility of matter. Years later, Zulen criticized what he 

perceived as Spencer's mechanism in "La vida seg n Herbert Spencer" (Life ú
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according to Herbert Spencer), an article published on April 26, 1914: 

"mental phenomena are not, as Spencer believes, a transformation of physical 

and physiological factors because, if a means of movement, such as heat, may be 

transformed into another type of movement, such as a mechanical act, it is 

absurd to imagine the transformation of movement into something that is not 

movement, like the the wonder that is conscience."137  In his view, Spencer's 

ideas about evolution would turn human beings into automatons without a 

personality and incapable of reacting against their environment if necessary.  

In his study La filosof a de lo inexpresableí , a young Zulen dares to run 

counter to the most respected philosophical theories of the time in Peru. He 

criticizes the shortcomings of Henri Bergson's philosophy that, as Lazarte 

Oyague observes, was popularized by Alejandro O. Deustua (1849-

1945), a professor at NUSM.138 Bergson's spiritualism and 

intuitionism had recently displaced mechanistic positivism, the most admired 

philosophical movement in Peru until the second decade of the twentieth century. 
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Zulen begins by introducing the French philosopher's theory that intuition and 

immediate experience are more useful for understanding reality than science and 

rationalism: "Bergson will then establish two types of knowledge: knowledge 

through intelligence and knowledge through intuition."139 With the first 

type, we create science, i.e., symbols that allow us to foretell and govern 

nature; with the second, we create philosophy. According to Bergson, reality 

may be sensed but never expressed, owing to the shortcomings of language. But 

Zulen wastes no time in trying to prove Bergson wrong, though he had earlier 

supported the adoption of Bergson's intuitionism over William James' 

pragmatism: 

Leaving the bosom of pure duration and not losing sight of it, trying to 

keep 

a convenient distance from it is the secret, the thread of all of Bergson's 

developments. But the reality that he thinks he is manipulating is no 

longer reality but analysis. For this reason, when he wishes to explain it, he 
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fails, countering his own tenet, "seeing all things sub specie durationis," 

found at the 

base of his philosophy.140 

Zulen proceeds to point out the recurrent gap between what Bergson is trying to 

say and what he actually says. In his view, Bergson falls prey to 

intellectualism: his thought overwhelms his writing; moreover, he is unable to 

overcome the rationalism he was trying to combat: "when he tries to provide a 

positive explanation for problems considered outside the field of experience by 

traditional metaphysics . . . he either falls into the open intellectualism 

that he was trying to overcome, or into a reduced argument of the psychological 

but, in reality, rationalist experience."141 He sees no reason to break the 

psychic continuity between perception and memory, as Bergson proposed.

Zulen then reveals how Bergson's concept of intuition has replaced 

Kant's notions of understanding or reason. For the French philosopher, 

reality is merely intuition that  has become an act of self-internalization: "We do 
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not know, therefore, even in cases where matter and spirit were not 

essentially different, if what is outside, matter, examines or sympathizes 

with us. The only thing we know is that this sympathy, this examination is 

positively only in us.142 By contrast, Zulen claims that "just as at first sight 

we do not discern cells in fabric, through simple intuition we do not grasp what 

external reality is; one cannot say that that reality is mobility in itself, simply 

by virtue of its appearance as such in our intuition."143  But Zulen's harshest 

criticism comes at the conclusion of his essay. After contending that Bergson's 

theories never overcome a worn-out rationalism, he describes them as poetic 

conjecture and as a simple hypothesis based on pseudo-evidence, disguised as 

analogies and metaphors: "This way, Bergsonism is reduced to psychological 

magic, to a mirage of real duration that, as soon as it tries to build a 

philosophical system, goes no further than cracked rationalism."144 In 

Zulen's view, Bergson's concept of intuition is merely Platonizing mysticism 
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and poeticizing. Its originality lies in the legitimation of Platonism, as long as 

the idea stops being "thing" (or relation) in order to become "duration."

In his second book, Del neohegelianismo al neorealismo (1924), which, 

according to Song No, "represents the fruit of his intellectual pilgrimage to 

the United States,"145 Zulen continues to study Bergson's intuitionism. Yet he 

now focuses mainly on the neo-idealist (or neo-Hegelian) thought of idealist 

British thinkers like Francis Herbert Bradley (1846-1924) and 

Bernard Bosanquet (1848 1923). Likewise, he addresses the theories – of 

American philosophers like William T. Harris (1835-1909), the 

pragmatist Charles Sanders Peirce (1839-1914), and Josiah Royce 

(1855-1916), defender of absolute idealism. Zulen also analyzes the 

philosophical pragmatism of William James and John Dewey (1859-1952), 

and Bertrand Russell's (1872-1970) neo-realist and analytic philosophy. 

And just as the young tus n thinker criticized Bergson's intuitionism, he now á

rejects James's pragmatism that he had praised in his previous book. 
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Zulen interprets Peirce's pragmatism, by which, through a logic of 

continuity, all that is contingent on nature may be conceptually reduced to being 

necessary: "Peirce's idea, in our view, is to avoid the mind from considering 

what is accidental as inexplicable, from declaring itself unequipped to 

understand it . . . To guess that something is inexplicable is not only to fail in its 

explanation, hence providing an unjustifiable hypothesis, but also something 

worse, to place an obstacle to science and to forbid any attempt to understand the 

phenomenon."146 He goes on to bring in Peirce's theories in psychology, noting how, 

for the father of pragmatism, the soul is able to create rules of action that are 

only unfulfilled when there has been no opportunity to apply them. In such cases, 

our thought realizes that they are inappropriate and it archives them in our 

memory. Overall, even though Zulen did not create a new philosophical 

approach, his thought grew and evolved as he expanded his readings through the 

years. He was always a defiant critic of the main philosophical movements of his 

time and he was not afraid of changing his endorsement of them.    
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Zulen, the Indigenist, Moralist, and Social Activist

As stated, Zulen's indigenist activism and political publications were much 

more influential than this literary or philosophical writings. In her essay "Un 

buen peruano: Zulen como ejemplo," Mayer recalls how indigenous suffering so 

saddened the tus n activist: "At nineteen, he was a serious, judicious, and á

reflective young man. His daily listening, while secretary general of the 

Indigenous Association, to the natives' sad accounts further broke his heart 

already filled with pain."147 From this perspective, Song No considers Zulen 

the epitome of the organic intellectual because he overcame his own marginality to 

help indigenous people gain freedom. In all, No avers, "he tried to find a 

balance between his intellectual enthusiasm and his sworn duties."148  Yet, as 

will be seen later in this chapter, it is my opinion that it is unclear whether 

Zulen may be considered an "organic intellectual," as per Antonio Gramsci's 

definition of the term.
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Although Zulen praises the struggle of the European nation in "To 

Ireland," it is that of the Peruvian indigenous people that most inspired him. 

C ceres, therefore, considers him a precursor to other important á indigenists 

whom he influenced, such as the great Marxist thinker Mari tegui: "Zulen's á

oeuvre is at the forefront of the great Peruvian indigenist movement of the 1920s 

call to action by the indigenist magazine Amauta, founded in 1924 by Jos  Carlos é

Mari tegui. This publication recaptures the ideas of the 'Pro-Indigenous á

Association' before the founding of the Peruvian Communist Party."149  

Coinciding with C ceres, Leibner posits that Zulen's interest in indigenous á

Peruvians' plight influenced Mari tegui's thinking during the years 1923 á

and 1924: "I believe that his conversion regarding the indigenous question 

arises from his meeting with Zulen. . . . Mari tegui was present at the á

indigenous conferences of 1923 and 1924. . . . According to Mari tegui's á

account, he and Zulen were the only non-Indians attending the debates."150 
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Indeed, we find traces of Zulen's defense of Peruvian indigenous people 

and of his criticism of the Catholic church in Peru in Mari tegui's essays "El á

problema del indio" (The Problem of the Indian, 1928) and "El factor religioso" 

(The Religious Factor, 1928). Moreover, Mari tegui, in his á

laudatory essay "Vidas paralelas: E. D. Morel  Pedro S. Zulen" –

(Parallel Lives: E. D. Morel  Pedro S. Zulen), published in the Lima –

magazine Mundial on February 6, 1925, and part of his book Peruanicemos al 

Perú (Let Us Peruvianize Peru), highlighted the spiritual affinities 

between Morel, a denouncer of the effects of capitalism and British imperialism 

in Africa and Asia, a defender of colonial peoples, and a self-declared 

pacifist, and Zulen, who devoted his life to the defense of Peruvian indigenous 

people through the Asociaci n Pro-Ind gena: "Zulen's faith in socialism slowly ó í

matured. Once, he addressed Indians in such terms that alarmed and challenged 

the stupidity of caciques and provincial government employees. Zulen was 

arrested."151 Leibner, however, has questioned this socialist label, basing 
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his argument on the lack of classic Marxist terminology in Zulen's texts: "After 

studying his documents and following his political and intellectual trajectory, 

Zulen does not appear as a defined socialist or as a 'na ve' or 'harmless' ï

liberal, as he is at times referred to by Marxists and idealist liberal 

alike."152 On the other hand, he also mentions the titles of several of Zulen's 

articles that hint at a socialist affiliation and notes that the radicalization of 

the Asociaci n Pro-Ind gena's discourse gained the attention of Peruvian ó í

anarchist groups: "The substantially radical nature of the Association's 

manifesto did not go unnoticed by the anarcho-syndicalists, who reproduced some of 

its paragraphs in their journal La Protesta, along with laudatory comments 

about their own activities and honesty. Rapprochement with the anarchists had 

begun in April 1912, as a joint reaction to the strike and massacre in the sugar 

plantations of the Chicama Valley."153 In any case, Mari tegui's essay á

concludes with the recollection of the time he met with Zulen during an event 

related to indigenous people or activists, and with a quotation of Zulen's 
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hyperbolic phrase: "The indigenous problem said Zulen is Peru's only — —

problem."154 

Zulen fiercely opposed centralism and the abuses committed by both foreign 

corporations and the anachronistic and oligarchic gamonalismo155 that were 

still shamelessly common during his time. Yet, rather than referring to class 

struggle, he emphasized the racist nature of exploitation in Peru and promoted 

democratic, nationalist, and liberal (in the European sense) values. Like 

Mari tegui, Gonz lez Prada, and other indigenist thinkers of the time, Zulen á á

had the patriotic dream of creating a new Peru where indigenous peasants would 

be incorporated into the national project and treated as equals. He wanted to 

rescue them from a social death and to turn them into subjects controlling their own 

destiny. For this reason, he attempted to raise awareness of their own 

oppression and to convince them of the benefits of fighting for legal rights. He 

conceived of this project as a patriotic enterprise, because he was convinced 

that the education and incorporation of indigenous groups to the national discourse 
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would regenerate Peru. Paradoxically, in his correspondence with Julio C. 

Tello (a member of parliament from 1916-1930 and the father of Peruvian 

archeology), published by Del Castillo Mor n and Moscoso Carvajal, we find a á

disappointed Zulen who on April 11, 1922, unable to collect payments that 

the Peruvian government had promised him for studying at Harvard College, 

threatens to renounce his Peruvian citizenship and become an American citizen: 

"It would be very easy for me to change my nationality and to cut myself off from my 

homeland, because necessity is very bad counsel; . . . should I be allowed to 

dissociate myself completely from my country?"156 On June 3 of the same year, 

Julio C. Tello answered his letter (he did not answer regularly, much to 

Zulen's dismay): "I do not find it appropriate for you to be thinking about the 

foolishness of changing nationality. Come to Peru, for here we are no longer only a 

few who think like you, who sincerely love studying and are working toward the 

achievement of ideals superior to those that motivate men caring only about their 

selfish interests."157 Eventually, in October 1922, with his parents ill and 
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unable to convince the Peruvian government to extend his grant, Zulen decided to 

return to Lima.

A founder of the Peruvian indigenous movement, Zulen also co-founded in 

1909, at the age of twenty, the Asociaci n Pro-Ind gena, a private ó í

association originally housed in the Centro Universitario (University Center) 

of NUSM. Zulen was inspired by the non-governmental English leagues of the 

time. In 1910, the same year of the Protocole Porras-Wu Tingfang, by which 

China promised to limit emigration to Peru, Zulen collaborated with Joaqu n í

Capelo, senator and professor at NUSM. Capelo became president of the 

association; in turn, the writer and journalist Dora Mayer was in charge of 

publications. All three were members of the organizing committee; Zulen 

served as secretary general. One of the association's goals was to defend 

indigenous people's interests by means of sixty-five different delegations in 

several cities throughout the country.158  Each delegation of the Asociaci n ó

Pro-Ind gena was asked to inform indigenous people about their rights í
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(ensuring that contracts were not breached, for example), to provide them 

free legal counsel, and to investigate reported abuses, so that justice would be 

served. These delegations also promoted education among the indigenous 

population (Zulen supported the founding of special schools for indigenous 

children) as well as a national debate on improving their living and working 

conditions. 

As C ceres has indicated, these delegates "quickly became mediators á

between the Andean communities and the owners of large estates and mines; they 

explained programs and concepts regarding freedom of assembly, the right to 

land ownership, and the right to work."159  Yet, according to Leibner, "By 

definition, the Pro-Indigenous Association was a paternalist organization of a 

condescending nature. It could not be any other way, since it was an organization of 

criollos and mestizos who were trying to favor an allegedly passive indigenous 

people."160 In another essay, however, Leibner contradicts himself by 

praising Zulen's non-paternalistic approach to the indigenous question, as 
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proven by his attitude during the indigenous conferences of 1923 and 1924: 

"Zulen, already very ill, was there as a spectator, consistent with his non-

paternalist conclusions, noting the rise of indigenous leaders who took their 

future into their hands, fighting in the modern and national stage."161 Carlos 

Arroyo Reyes argues that this association was not merely paternalistic: "its 

thrust was not limited by its role as a defender or protector of Indians, given 

that its main objective was to promote indigenous civic consciousness.162  By 

contrast, Mari tegui, in his á Siete ensayos, dismissed the activities of the 

Asociaci n Pro-Ind gena as ineffective philanthropy: "Groups like the defunct ó í

Pro-Indigenous Association are voices crying in the wilderness. . . . The 

Association's actions were gradually reduced to the generous, self-effacing, 

very noble, personal actions of Pedro S. Zulen and Dora Mayer."163  

Regardless of this type of criticism, the Association plausibly contributed to 

the emergence of radical indigenous leaders who strived to liberate their ethnic 

groups. This seems to be Adolph's conclusion, as seen in a passage from his fictional 
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biography Dora, narrated from Mayer's point of view, which contradicts 

Mari tegui's assessment: "What will happen is that which perhaps, in ideal á

circumstances, should have taken place from the beginning: that indigenous 

people themselves, leaving aside the protection of alien social classes, will 

conceive means for their vindication. . . . The Tawantinsuyu Pro-Indigenous 

Rights Committee has arisen: that is the seed that we, and especially Zulen, 

fertilized."164 Interestingly, Adolph here chooses a socialist lexicon (social 

classes) not often used by the Asociaci n Pro-Ind gena.ó í

In his tour of the southern regions of the country, Zulen was able to see 

firsthand the abuse and violence that the indigenous people suffered at the hands of 

local caciques. He particularly denounced the enganche that recruited 

Indians and forced them to work without pay. Zulen often referred to their 

situation as slavery and complained that Peru still lived in "feudal" times. 

Arroyo Reyes quotes one of his speeches at the ayllu165 of Acola, near Lake 

Titicaca, titled "Discurso a los indios de Chucuito" (Speech to the Indians of 
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Chucuito), and published in La Cr nicaó  on February 9, 1915: "The day of 

victory is not far away. If today the phrase 'there is no justice' constantly comes 

to your lips, you should not lose hope. The day when freedom and justice triumph, 

you will see prostrated at your feet those who now humiliate you and steal your 

patrimony. That day the land will be solely ours, as it was in the past"166 

Interestingly, the phrase "That day the land will be solely ours" suggests that 

Zulen (Nippo-Peruvian politician and president Alberto Fujimori used the 

same approach in the 1990 elections) strategically presented himself to the 

indigenous masses as one of them. At any rate, this type of call to radical action 

was also espoused by the Asociaci n Pro-Ind gena that, as Leibner reveals, ó í

issued the following manifesto in August 1913, after the passing of adverse 

legislation: "The Pro-Indigenous Association fulfills, therefore, its duty of 

warning Peru's farm workers, the indigenous ones, in particular, that the 

struggle for their liberation and citizen rights continues on today as it was 
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during the time of Spanish domination; the protections guaranteed in the 

Constitution and the Nation's laws for our citizens does not include all of them."167

Zulen collaborated until 1916 with the monthly El Deber Pro-ind genaí , 

the official publication of the Association, and under the direction of Dora 

Mayer. The fifty-one issues published between 1912 and 1917, the year the 

association was dissolved, denounced the seizure of Indian communal lands, the 

enslavement of Indians, the massacres committed throughout the country, and 

the abuses perpetrated by foreign corporations like the Cerro de Pasco Mining 

Company and the Peruvian Amazon Company, among many other topics. 

According to Lazarte Oyague, Zulen became the representative in 

Peru of the English League for Education, Ethics, and Moral, an English 

association led by the philosopher James Ward (5). In addition, he 

unsuccessfully tried in 1919 to jumpstart a political career by running for a 

provincial council slot in Jauja, but he "was abruptly arrested on orders by the 

vice-civil governor of the town of Marco. Quickly, his parliamentarian 
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friends, Tello and Capelo, began to champion his freedom and were successful 

thanks to the support of the nation's president, the attorney Jos  Pardo."é 168  

Adolph's novel Dora quotes word for word the most radical and controversial 

excerpts from the speech Zulen gave to the indigenous community of Marco, in 

Jauja, on May 1, 1919: "We must be rebellious, we must be proud, we must 

be brave and have the energy to repel those who may come to hurt us. Those who abuse us 

continue and will continue to abuse us because there is no one strong enough to stop 

them. The day that a group of people so tired of suffering outrage rises up as a 

single force and teaches them a lesson, then no one will again dare to commit these same 

abuses against them."169  After the speech, local authorities arrested the 

"extremist philanthropist,"170 as Adolph calls Zulen in his novel, and took him to 

Lima. However, Leibner keenly claims that it was not so much the contents of the 

speech that prompted his imprisonment, but the fact that, unlike Gonz lez á

Prada and other contemporary radical intellectuals, he dared address the 

indigenous population directly: "With his attitude, Zulen crossed the Rubicon 
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separating the criollo political, social, and cultural realm (no matter how 

indigenist and innovating) from the Runa Andean world, appealing to the 

latter. Thus, he put into practice his longstanding conviction that indigenous 

people would be responsible for their own liberation."171 Imprisonment, 

however, ended Zulen's political aspirations. 

Zulen's rage and indignation, caused by the abject poverty of Peruvian 

indigenous people, occasionally turns into explicit calls for revolution. 

Accordingly, in the inflammatory "Una meditaci n en el 97º aniversario de la ó

independencia nacional" (Meditations on the 97th Anniversary of National 

Independence, 1918), published in Balnearios, he views the Mexican 

Revolution as a model to be followed: "The Independence Centennial will arrive and 

you will see oligarchs and oppressors, exploiters and social climbers presiding 

over the celebrations while a race perhaps waiting for the saintly —

redemption of a new Mexico moans in chains at their feet."— 172  The tus n activist á

hopes that a revolution exempt of political parties will one day break out in the 
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provinces with a two-tiered objective: to implant federalism and to return 

land to its former indigenous owners. While calling for a savior, however, he 

wonders whether Peru has the proper leaders: "Perhaps, only the agitator, 

the caudillo is missing."173  In any case, he sees civil war as the only way to freedom: 

Only a national war will free us from the debasement in which we live. 

Nations that cannot find within themselves the strength to regenerate, 

which are incapable of leaving that peaceful existence that is actually a 

type of death because all ideals have been crushed, need an external force to 

stir and move them deeply, they need war . . . With it, individuals of 

character and intellect, unknown today, would arise and new horizons of 

vitality would open.174

To close the essay, Zulen criticizes Peruvian politicians who allowed neighboring 

countries (meaning Chile) to take Peruvian land. He goes on to warn readers 

that when conflict arrives, they will need the support of Indians, who will 

refuse to join ranks after having been denied justice for so long: "our 
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irreplaceable Indians the only component of our population on which we can —

depend were plundered, murdered, and persecuted like criminals for —

defending or claiming what was theirs."175 

Zulen's condemnation of the exploitation of the Peruvian indigenous 

people continues in "De vuelta al ayllo" (Returning to the Ayllu, 1913), 

with the example of Manuel Z iga y Camacho, an Indian from Plater a, Puno, úñ í

whom he considers to be an apostle and a hero. The essayist openly blames priests, 

bishops, judges, governors, and caciques for the humiliation of indigenous 

populations. We learn that when Camacho was ten years of age, he was taken to 

the coast, basically as a slave, to work as a domestic for a wealthy family. 

Later, he joined the military and became aware of the exclusion and subjugation 

that his people suffered. After disobeying a priest in his ayllu, he was beaten 

and imprisoned. Once freed, determined to free his people, Camacho informed 

them of the limits to their responsibilities as workers. He also served as teacher 

at a school for children and adults that he founded in 1904 to educate them as well as 
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to raise awareness of the prevalent injustices. Soon, he began to encounter 

problems: "Camacho suffers the hostilities of the priest, the governor, the 

alcohol merchants; all consider that if the Indian is educated, they will no longer be 

able to make a living by exploiting him."176 Four years after the school's opening, 

it was closed and Camacho was again imprisoned. Zulen expounds that, 

disillusioned, Camacho abandoned Catholicism and joined the Seventh Day 

Adventists. Thanks to them, he was able to reopen the school only to see local 

authorities close it again. Zulen ends his essay with optimism: "And in the stare of 

the pariah, the apostle, and the martyr, I have seen something like a spark of 

justice."177 Consequently, Zulen proposes Camacho as a role model for indigenous 

people, as a man who refused to be manipulated, who understood the importance of 

education, and never gave up. He openly hopes that Camacho's story will 

inspire other indigenous people to follow in his footsteps.

In all, whether or not from a paternalistic viewpoint, it is 

unquestionable that Zulen devoted his life, unselfishly, to improving living 
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conditions for indigenous Peruvians. It is also noteworthy that a very young tus n á

man with an Asian phenotype was accepted, seemingly as an equal, by 

contemporary Peruvian thinkers. Incidentally, this social acceptance may 

have been one of the reasons behind the fact that his Asian background seemed of little 

personal consequence to him and, therefore, was not included in his political 

discourse.

Humanism and the Call for a Radical Reform of the Peruvian University System

In 1914, Zulen published the article "Pedanter a y charlatanismo í

universitario" (Pedantry and Charlatanism at the University) in the 

newspaper La Cr nicaó , where he condemned the shallowness and dilettantism of 

some NUSM students and praised those competent professors who made students 

think. This essay showed his early concern with the stagnation of Peruvian 

university life. Lazarte Oyague remarks that Zulen's ideas about 

educational renovation were profoundly influenced by William James's 

pragmatism (3-8).178  As Lazarte Oyague observes, Zulen recommends 
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programming more scholarly conferences and curriculum reform. At the age of 

twenty-one, Zulen published one of his most emblematic articles on this topic, 

"Al margen de un contraste" (On the Fringes of a Comparison, 1910), where 

he demanded radical reform of the Peruvian university system, aggressively 

criticizing the old-fashioned pedagogy of most professors at NUSM: "And what 

sort of educational atmosphere can there be where mechanical learning and 

professors' immoral acts are rife? Let it be said that these professors could not 

make it as doormen and that their worst students would do a better job teaching."179  

These passages show how, in many respects, Zulen was very much ahead of his 

times.

Zulen was also convinced that Peruvian college students needed to be more 

ethical and moral. In 1914, aiming to promote this behavior, he co-founded 

the Ethos association. He published two articles comparing, as his friend Julio 

C. Tello before him, NUSM and Harvard College; he criticized the attitude of 

students and professors at NUSM (Del Castillo 169). These ethical concerns 
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are noticeable in the first stanza of his poem "El car cter y la moralidad" á

(Character and Morality): "Rigid ethics, you support my life, / 

Unrefractive logic, you break and agitate my desire,  / You regulate and 

direct my actions, / You astound or resolve my peace / What would I be without 

you?"180 In addition to strong ethical and moral values, Zulen praised 

perseverance. Therefore, as he did in "De vuelta al ayllo," in "Boceto de la 

perseverancia" (Sketch of Perseverance), first published in El Deber 

Pro-ind genaí  in April 1913 and days later in Balnearios, Zulen argues 

that, if goals are unachieved, just the effort is worthy because it sets an 

example: "The persevering man's effort, even if he did not achieve his goal, is 

never lost because it works as a living school, as an educating lesson for other men, 

stimulating them toward praxis, toward action, toward life itself."181 

Mari tegui praised Zulen's outlook in "Vidas paralelas," when he describes á

the "spiritual affinity and ideological kinship"182  between Zulen and the 

recently deceased British idealist E. D. Morel: "Both lives share in common a 
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profound idealism. Both are moved by an obdurate faith in the ideal and the 

spirit. Both are embued with a sense of their own humanitarian and altruistic 

destiny. Furthermore, Zulen and Morel are kindred spirits in their honest 

and upright democratic view."183  Considering the praise he received after 

death from Mari tegui, Enrique Bustamante y Ballivian, and others for his á

self-sacrifice and tireless devotion to defending indigenous people despite health 

problems, it may be assumed that Zulen himself might be used as the model of behavior 

included in his essays. 

Zulen, the humanist, provides suggestions in these writings on how to 

improve the country through self-education and ethical behavior. In keeping 

with his severe approach, Zulen criticizes, in "Apuntaciones 

extempor neas" (Extemporaneous Notes, 1912), what he sees as deficient á

translations of philosophical works, stating, perhaps with latent vanity, 

his preference for original versions: "to understand a work one must not only be 

familiar with the material it covers, but also think in the language in which it 
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was written. All of this will require time and a will to study; we will not 

immediately find intellectuals who, knowing more about foreign authors than 

what is contained in bad translations, are ready to discuss them and their 

works."184 Correspondingly, in his article "Harvard y San Marcos: una 

comparaci n" (Harvard and San Marcos: a Comparison), published in ó La 

Cr nicaó  on August 20,1919, Zulen, who had been a library assistant at 

NUSM, compares both libraries. Whereas he laments the paucity of books owned 

by the Peruvian institution, he praises Harvard's great collections, the 

professionalism of its librarians, and the effective cataloguing methods. In 

contrast, Zulen adds, "The San Marcos library only has twenty thousand 

unindexed shelved volumes. Cataloguing, despite the small number of books, is a 

complicating, obscure science to our librarians."185 He later argues that 

Harvard receives private donations, a concept that would not work in Lima 

because "who would donate to endow chairs when funds would be spent on professors 

with political influence or on bons vivants? Who would donate to increasing 
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library holdings when the library is said to have an excessive number of books and that 

those books have no practical purpose?"186 NUSM, in his view, should 

Americanize and de-Peruvianize itself. In keeping with his critical stance, 

Zulen, in an open letter to NUSM professors, publicly scolded them for 

stealing books: "We do not doubt that you will contribute in this way to the 

enhancement of our Library. Organizational success is the responsibility of 

all, of administrators and faculty alike."187 He was, therefore, fearless in 

his constant denunciation of unethical campus behavior and resourceful with 

suggestions of models to be followed.

The Struggle for Federalism and against Lima's Centralism

Zulen's ideas about decentralization, anti-gamonalismo, regionalism, and 

federalism are intimately linked to those expressed by Mari tegui in his essay á

"Regionalismo y centralismo" (Regionalism and Centralism, 1928), where he 

states that regionalism is "more than a conflict between the country's capital 
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and its provinces, it denounces the conflict between coastal, Spanish Peru and 

Andean, indigenous Peru."188 After condemning centralism, Mari tegui á

questions whether Lima will continue to be the capital for long. Essentially, 

Zulen saw federalism as the way to liberate indigenous Peruvians from centuries 

of marginalization and repression.

According to Lausent-Herrera, Zulen's political activities 

began in 1909, making him "the first politician of Chinese origin in Peru" 

(150). Aiming to articulate his firm condemnation of the political and 

administrative centralization of the country, in 1915 (the year he left the 

Asociaci n Pro-Ind gena, after feeling harassed by Mayer) he founded ó í La 

Autonom aí . He directed the publication of the twenty-three issues of this 

short-lived weekly between June and December 1915. While still determined 

to preserve the nation's integrity and unity, he considered de-centralization 

and federalism a democratic system to improve Peru. Thus, the first editorial 

of La Autonom aí  proclaimed: "This newspaper appears at a time of intense 
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uneasiness in the Nation. The provinces begin to realize how they have been kept 

depressed in all possible ways by the oligarchies that throughout our entire 

independent history have lived in the capital."189 As mentioned, in 1919 he 

unsuccessfully ran for the national congress in the province of Jauja, where he 

had moved hoping to improve his health. Unable to make his voice heard as a 

professional politician, he continued to make his demands through his prolific 

writing. An uprising of college students in Cusco, in protest against the 

government's intention to shut down universities in Cusco, Arequipa, and 

Trujillo, inspires Zulen, in "Al margen de un contraste," to condemn Lima's 

centralism and to propose federalism for Peru, while all the while defending 

indigenous people's rights: "Fighting against rampant exploitation while 

integrating aboriginal people into forging a national identity is how Peru must 

ready for federalism."190 But in keeping with the frequent contradictions in his 

philosophical and political discourses, he also warns about the possible dangers of 

federalism in the June issue of La Autonom aí : "We would be federalists if we did not 
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see the danger of gamonalismo. We believe that centralism is an evil and that it 

will eventually destroy the country if we do not react to it, but we do not see 

federalism as a solution."191

Perhaps influenced by the ideals of the Mexican Revolution, another goal of 

La Autonom aí  was to end the latifundio (large estate), so that it could be broken 

up into small family-owned plots. Zulen argued that every Peruvian had the 

right to vote and to own land. Adolph's novel Dora quotes Zulen's 

revolutionary proposal in a November article featured in La Autonom aí : "A 

revolution that may radically change the status quo will have to be an agrarian 

revolution that achieves the division of large estates so that there is not a single 

Peruvian family without its own plot of land . . .  Let us destroy the large 

estate! This is the motto of Peru's future social revolution."192  As Leibner 

pointed out, Zulen identified the latifundio as the oligarchy's main source of 

power. For this reason, in his view, without an agrarian revolution, there 

could be no real social change: "The division of plantations into small family plots 
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would assure that 'no one would ever lack food and housing.' In this first 

article, one can see Zulen's first step, at the end of 1915, toward 

socialism."193 Therefore, in spite of having a change of heart regarding 

federalism, he never ceased to see centralism and the latifundio as evils that 

needed to be wiped out in Peru.

Having overcome his own marginalization as a member of an 

underprivileged family of Chinese origin, Zulen was able to go further, by 

leading the demand for the rights of an even more abused social group. He was able to 

move with ease between his tireless activism and the criollo academic and 

intellectual world (Gonz lez Prada, Mari tegui, Eguren)á á , elite 

institutions of higher learning like Harvard College, and the writings of 

contemporary great thinkers. As seen, whereas his philosophical writings at 

times prove contradictory, moving back and forth between idealism and 

pragmatism, between praise and criticism of Bergson and James, his manifestos 

and denunciatory newspaper articles reveal less hesitation regarding 
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certain topics: he demanded the end of latinfundio, gamonalismo, and 

centralism, as well as the modernization of college teaching and library science. 

As Leibner indicates, Zulen "Saw in federalism the possibility of breaking up the 

oligarchic block and the mutual support between provincial caciques and 

central power. Federalism would allow an authentic democracy."194 Denying 

the accusation that he head an anti-patriotic movement, Zulen assured his 

critics that federalism would not damage national unity; it was only aimed at 

combating the corruption created by centralism and the oligarchy. As 

previously mentioned, however, his most radical speeches and writings pushed 

for indigenous self-defense, agrarian reform, and even civil war. 

A Tus n Organic Intellectual?á

Song No accurately considers Zulen a proponent of an alternative modernity for 

Peru: "He was a modernist and nationalist Peruvian who rejected neo-colonial 

modernity and proposed alternative modernities, which reconciled Andean and 
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Western cultures while recognizing indigenous people as subjects who were able to 

find their own modernity."195

Plausibly because of his early alienation as a tus n, á Zulen identified with 

oppressed peoples throughout the world. His biographers, along with the 

novelist Jos  B. Adolph, have made this connection between his humble origins and é

ethnic background on the one hand, and his struggle for indigenous rights on the 

other. Curiously, in the last pages of his novel Dora, Adolph, perhaps 

drawing from the stereotype of "Oriental vengeance," imagines the interior 

monologue of a dying Zulen who acknowledges that, hidden behind his timidity, the 

true motivations in his life were class envy, ethnic marginalization, and a 

thirst for revenge: "I have wished, more than anything, to succeed, and I now 

understand that that my willpower was nothing but a sublimated thirst for 

revenge. A poor man's, an Oriental's desire for vengeance, that of a man 

without any physical appeal who took refuge in books upon feeling excluded in 

life."196  As often happens with Latin American authors of Asian origin, 
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several critics have tried, in a simplistic and reductionist fashion, to find 

Chinese traits in Zulen's writing and personality. For instance, Luis 

Alberto S nchez, in his essay "Se nos ha ido un maestro" (We Have Lost a á

Teacher), links Zulen's wisdom to his Chinese ancestry: "Erudite, with a 

mandarin's erudition."197  As C ceres points out, S nchez also compares the á á

poems in El olmo incierto de la nevada with haikai, though there is no clear 

connection. Indeed, only the short story "El olmo incierto de la nevada" has a 

similar approach to nature. Zulen published haiku in journals, but none were 

included in this collection. 

On the other hand, Zulen's ostensible indifference to the 

marginalization and persecution of the Chinese in Peru seems puzzling, 

particularly considering his well-known devotion to ending indigenous people's 

trials and tribulations. Leibner has underscored that "the only critical 

reflection that is missing in his work deals with his own marginality, his own 

alterity as a Lima 'Chinese.'"198 Perhaps that, unlike most Chinese and tus n á
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children of the time, he attended the Colegio de Lima, a regular Peruvian high 

school, contributed to this perceived disidentification with his Chinese ethnic 

background. Nonetheless, several episodes in his life indicate that he was indeed 

in contact with the Chinese community, even with the Chinese consulate. As C ceres á

has revealed, Zulen's poetry collection El olmo incierto de la nevada was 

published by M. Chenyek press and "with the support of certain 

personalities, notably the Chinese General Consul and members of the Society of the 

Chinese Community."199  In addition, Lausent-Herrera has disclosed that the 

Asociaci n de los Comerciantes Chinos en el Per  (Association of Chinese Merchants in ó ú

Peru) unsuccessfully offered him the position of honorary secretary in 1913, 

proving that he had not severed ties with the Chinese community ("Tusans" 

152). She also reminds us that the Chinese community donated "200 Peruvian 

pounds to the University of San Marcos, which was presented to Zulen, 

recently nominated director of the University Library" ("Tusans" 152).
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The same year Zulen founded the Asociaci n Pro-Ind gena, there were ó í

working class anti-Chinese riots in Lima: "May 10, 1909, rioting workers led 

by F. C ceres, candidate for the office of deputy, destroyed the Chinese á

quarter, shouting 'death to the Chinese!' The next day the mayor of Lima ordered 

the destruction of a block of houses where hundreds of Chinese lived" (Lausent-

Herrera, "Tusans" 150). Yet the tus n intellectual chose to lend his efforts á

to protect the human rights of indigenous Peruvians, ignoring Chinese 

suffering. Likewise, in January of 1919, the same year when Zulen launched 

his failed career in politics, the Chinese quarter was destroyed: "violent and 

murderous riots took place against the Chinese led by the workers of the Federaci n ó

Obrera Regional Peruana" (Lausent-Herrera, "Tusans" 150). As 

Leibner indicates, during these years it was also common to find announcements of 

meetings of a "Liga patri tica anti-asi tica" (Anti-Asiatic Patriotic ó á

League) in Lima's newspapers ("Pedro" 44). Still, Zulen continued to 

focus exclusively on indigenous Peruvian suffering. Lausent-Herrera 
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wonders why Zulen, who was so vocal in his defense of the indigenous population, 

never said a word about the anti-Chinese riots that were then taking place: 

In 1909 he united within his association the Peruvian intellectuals in 

promoting the cause of the ind genasí , at the time when anti-Chinese riots by 

the working classes broke out in Lima. The riots were so violent, murderous and 

devastating for the Chinese that Ambassador Wu Tingfang came to Peru to 

defend the interests of his countrymen. Ten years later, in January 1919, 

other equally violent and murderous riots took place against the Chinese led by 

the workers of the Federaci n Obrera ó Regional Peruana . . . At no time did 

Zulen denounce or criticize the racist demonstrations targeting the Chinese and 

their descendents. Did he feel so different from the Chinese, being a mixed blood, 

or was this a deliberate political stance that he had chosen? ("Tusans" 

150-51)

Neither Zulen nor any of the pro-indigenous intellectuals of his group 

(including Mari tegui, who was only beginning to become politicized at the á
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time), Lausent-Herrera reveals, condemned these abuses ("Tusans" 

151). Like C ceres and Lausent-Herrera, Leibner has criticized á

Zulen's passivity, even calling him a "renegade": "it is difficult to imagine 

that he could identify with someone who, as Lima's mayor, politically benefitted 

from the anti-Chinese outrages of 1909 . . . We have found in Zulen no references 

to this episode, or to his Chinese ancestry, which leads us to think that he 

preferred to shield himself behind an indigenist Peruvian identity renouncing his 

own alterity."200

From this perspective, one may wonder: was Zulen, as a tus n, á

completely disconnected with the suffering of his father's community? Was such a 

brave man, a well-known defender of indigenous rights, afraid of the 

repercussions that speaking out against the mistreatment, persecution, 

and occasional slaughter of Chinese people would bring on? His behavior is truly 

difficult to understand and there may be no clear answers but, as Lausent-

Herrera suggests, perhaps he saw indigenous people as the legitimate 
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inhabitants of Peru, and the Chinese and tusanes as immigrants "who had no place or 

of whom no legitimacy was recognized" ("Tusans" 151). I argue, however, 

that there is another possible explanation for his silence: at the time, the defense 

of indigenous human rights was more socially accepted among Peruvian 

intellectuals and had a long tradition not only in Peru, but also in the rest of 

Latin America, thinkers like the proto-indigenist Bartolom  de las Casas é (c. 

1484-1566), Manuel Gonz lez Prada (á 1844-1918), and Clorinda 

Matto de Turner (1852-1909), among many others.201  By contrast, 

Zulen could not draw from an equivalent Chinesist discursive tradition because 

it did not exist. From a different perspective, as seen with more recent tus n á

writers such as Julia Wong and Sui Yun, a strategic identification with 

indigenous people may subconsciously have led to his fictitious creation of 

genealogical ties with the first peoples of Peru, a creation that legitimatized 

his cultural belonging and acceptance in Peru. Zulen, on the other hand, 

perhaps chose to identify with his mother's mestizo ethnic heritage, rather than 
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with his father's Chinese background. One may wonder, in any case, whether 

Zulen contributed at all to Dora Mayer's Sinophile study La China silenciosa y 

elocuente, published one year before Zulen's untimely death. Nonetheless, 

Zulen was not alone: Lausent-Herrera reveals that included among the 

instigators and leaders of the second anti-Chinese riot in 1919 was the tus n á

anarcho-syndicalist and textile worker from Vitarte Adalberto Fonken 

("Tusans" 9). While it is true that one does not necessarily have to identify as 

Chinese for having one or two parents of that ethnicity, it is still shocking that he 

would actively participate in riots against his parents' ethnic community.

Adding to the uniqueness of his stance, Zulen was not only a close friend of 

Dora Mayer's, a great defender of the Chinese in Peru, but of the anti-Chinese 

thinker Clemente Palma as well. He dedicated to Palma his 1908 essay "Teosof a y í

ciencia" (Theosophy and Science). For these reasons, while his support for the 

indigenous population (despite my speculation) seems altruistic a priori, 

it is unclear whether one may consider Zulen an organic intellectual, in Antonio 
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Gramsci's sense. While Zulen was one of a group of intellectuals who attempted 

to articulate the complaints of the indigenous masses, if we also take into account 

his conspicuous silence with regard to anti-Chinese violence and to the existence of 

the "Liga patriotic anti-asi tica" (Anti-Asian Patriotic League), it á

would be risky to affirm that he became an "organic intellectual," i.e., the 

voice of his own social group or class (I would like to add, of his ethnic community as 

well). As Gramsci explains, even if intellectuals belong to the upper or 

middle classes, they can opt for a commitment to more disadvantaged groups, 

working for them as d class  organic intellectuals (Gramsci's own case). As é é

mentioned, Zulen was not a member of the social group (or ethnic group) he 

vehemently defended. He also was born to a humble family, but his living and 

working circumstances by the time he created the Asociaci n Pro-ind gena were ó í

quite different from those of Indians. Zulen may embody the d class  intellectual é é

who chooses to represent and lead the lower classes to create a counter-hegemony, 

who participates in practical life and becomes an organizer (not a simple 
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eloquent orator). However, his conspicuous silence with respect to his own 

ethnic group leaves many questions unanswered. In his defense, his untimely 

death perhaps prevented him from realizing that his own people (if he did 

consider the Chinese and tus n community his people) also needed an authentic, á

avant-la-lettre (since Gramsci's Prison Notebooks were written after 

Zulen's death), organic intellectual who would speak for them and provide the 

needed leadership to combat widespread injustice and oppression.

The following subchapter jumps ahead several generations, from the 

Generation of 900 to the 1980s, since, to my knowledge, no other significant tus n á

literary production was produced during this period. There was, however, 

a significant academic production, with prominent Tus n thinkers and á

professors, such as Emilio Choy, in anthropology and other fields.
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2.2. Sino-Peruvian Diasporic Identity and Community as Prison: Siu Kam 

Wen's 
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Rendering of Self-exploitation and Other Survival Strategies

Born in China and now a U.S. resident, Siu Kam Wen (his given name is Xiao Jin-

Rong; 1950-) considers himself a Peruvian writer. In fact, most of his 

writings describe his experiences in Peru. He is generally regarded as one of the 

best narrators of Peru's Generation of 1980, along with Alonso Cueto, 

Guillermo Ni o de Guzm n, and Cronwell Jara, who encouraged Siu write to ñ á

fiction when classmates at NUSM. Siu was born in Nan Wen, a village in the 

district of Zhongshan (Chung Shan), in Guangdong province, where he lived 

until the age of five. He then moved with his mother, grandmother, aunt, 

uncle, and cousin to Chunsan, China, where he lived until 1957. That year they 

again moved to Aberdeen, a town in the outskirts of Hong Kong, from where they 

sought permission to emigrate to Peru. At age nine, he moved with his mother to 

Lima to join his father who, like most men in the family, was a huaqiao202 

(migrant, temporary worker) (Lee-DiStefano 124). There, he met 

his father for the first time. During his years in Lima, Siu's family never 
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lived in Chinatown but rather in the working-class neighborhood of R mac. í

However, as he explains in his interview with Lee DiStefano, he attended the 

Chinese School in Jir n Jun n during his first four years in Peru and only visited ó í

Chinatown to buy Chinese-language books and magazines in the Chinese bookstore 

(126). 

The author recalls, in El verano largo (The Long Summer, 2009), the 

insults and discrimination he endured in the streets and buses of Lima. 

Immediately after his arrival in Peru, he began to learn Spanish. He entered 

the Chinese school Sam Men (October 10 in Chinese), run by the Sociedad Central de 

Beneficencia China, where he received a Chinese education until the age of 

fourteen. Siu's father decided that he had had enough schooling; instead he was to 

work in the family's grocery store.203 The three subsequent years that Siu 

spent out of school would deeply mark his self-image for the rest of his life. From 

the age of eighteen until he turned twenty-nine, Siu attended the state-run 

high school Ricardo Bent n. In 1971, he began to attend night courses at NUSM.í
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Initially majoring in biochemistry, Siu graduated, obeying his father's 

wishes, with a degree in accounting from NUSM in 1979. He also studied 

literature (his real vocation, along with visual art) and enrolled in 

literary workshops with the expectation of one day becoming a Spanish-language 

writer. Unable to obtain Peruvian citizenship or a job outside his father's 

grocery store, because of his lack of citizenship, he left for Hawaii to join his 

family in 1985. Since then, he has worked as a computer technician for 

Hawaii's State Foundation on Culture and the Arts in Honolulu. As Siu 

mentions in an interview with Paolo de Lima, Hawaii saved him from the 

recurrent bouts of depression he suffered in Lima. When he first moved to the 

island, he was surprised that he could carry a conversation in Chinese on a 

Hawaiian bus without becoming the object of mockery, as often happened in Lima.

As a first-generation immigrant, Siu enjoys the epistemic privilege of 

having lived in two worlds. However, a double displacement, Peru and then 

Hawaii, has forced him to negotiate his ethnic and national identities. His works 
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denote what Mignolo calls "immigrant consciousness": "the awareness of 

coloniality of being, of being out of place in the set of regulations (e.g., 

cosmology) of 'modernity.' Briefly stated, there are different modes of 

experiencing the colonial wound and of engaging the decolonial option" (109). 

Other than the mysterious A. Kuan Veng, Siu is the only author considered in this 

study to have crossed the cultural frontier of having to learn a second language 

(he has a Chinese accent when speaking Spanish, even though he has throroughly 

mastered written Spanish). To complicate matters more, after moving to 

Hawaii, he entered a third culture and its language, English. Humorously 

reflecting on this identitarian confusion, Siu recalls when two Peruvian 

critics from the newspapers El observador and La prensa put into question his 

Chinese origins, remarking that Siu Kam Wen was probably a pseudonym.

Regarding his oeuvre, Siu first published the short story collections El 

tramo final (The Final Strech, 1985) and La primera espada del imperio 

(The First Sword of the Empire, 1988). Both were re-printed, along with 
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Ilusionismo (Illusionism, 1998), in Cuentos completos (Complete Short 

Stories, 2004). That same year, he published these novels: Viaje a tacaÍ  

(translated by him in 1993 from its English version "A Journey to Ithaca," 

2004), La estatua en el jard ní  (The Statue in the Garden, 2004), La vida no 

es una t mbolaó  (2007; its English translation, This Sort of Life, in 2008), El 

furor de mis ardores (The Fury of My Ardors, 2008), and El verano largo are 

his lastest novels.204

La vida no es una t mbolaó : a Fictionalized Testimonial of Chinese Self-exploitation

With the exception of La estatua en el jard ní , the drama ¿Vino alguien despu s del é

funeral? (Did Someone Come after the Funeral?), and the short stories 

included in the collections La primera espada del imperio and Ilusionismo, Siu's 

writings are either autobiographical or semiautobiographical.205 Of 

interest is La vida no es una t mbolaó , which I consider a sort of novelistic version of 

the stories included in his first short story collection, El tramo final. Set from 
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the 1960s through the 1980s, both books share common characters and stories; they 

describe the daily life of Lima's Chinese bodegueros or shopkeepers, including wa 

kiu (overseas Chinese nationals), tusanes, s n-h ksé á  (recent arrivals or 

new immigrants), and a kuei (literally "devil;" foreigner) who grew up in 

China. The inclusion of Chinese terms--some are left untranslated while others 

are translated in glossaries or in the text itself--forms part of the 

linguistic and cultural translations (traditions, practices, beliefs, 

superstitions, proverbs) that abound in Siu's texts, thus somewhat 

creating an ethnography of his own culture. For instance, in several passages 

of La vida no es una t mbolaó  the narrator becomes a cultural translator as he 

draws attention to the Cantonese origins of the nickname "Brother Cannon," the 

meaning of several Chinese words, expressions and proverbs, the Confucian 

concept of filial piety, and the nature of certain Chinese games, such as mahjong. 

Likewise, the narrator emphasizes Chinese men's tendency to remain silent, 

their love for games and gambling, and their tendency to judge people through 
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physical appearance. We are told, for example, that a wide forehead denotes 

intelligence and sensitivity; also, that don Augusto mistrusts H ctor's é

friend because of the shape of his eyes: "with cruelty and physiognomist 

pretensions, he described him as having 'rat eyes on a snake head.' The shopkeeper 

warned his son that someone with these features was untrustworthy."206  But 

perhaps the most extensively analyzed Chinese tradition is that of arranging 

marriages. Several characters in La vida propose marriage to Maggie and 

El as (either for themselves or third parties), even though they have never í

met them; their decision is solely based on physical appearance. 

Through the experiences of these Chinese shopkeepers, La vida exposes the 

inner workings of Lima's Chinatown as well as the historical and political events 

of a Peru in decline, now remembered from a temporal and geographical distance 

(he wrote the text in Hawaii). Referring to his collection of short stories El 

tramo final, loosely based on autobiographical experiences, C ceres keenly á

underscores the author's intention to create a testimonial text: "When he 
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writes the nine short stories about life in Lima's Chinatown, he wants them to be 

almost a testimonial."207  His novel La vida likewise shares testimonial traits, 

as it denounces an economic system of intensive self-exploitation of family labor in 

chifas, bodegas (grocery stores) and other types of stores, of which Siu and many 

other Chinese and tus n children were victims. Aihwa Ong mentions these factors á

among those shaping the identity of traveling Chinese subjects: "Among overseas 

Chinese, cultural norms dictate the formation of translocal business 

networks, putting men in charge of mobility while women and children are the 

disciplinable subjects of familial regimes" (20). Later, Ong adds that 

"Although contemporary Chinese merchants, bankers, and managers have 

burst through closed borders and freed up spaces for economic activities, they 

also revived premodern forms of child, gender, and class oppression" 

(135). Indeed, a considerable number of pages in Siu's oeuvre treats the 

narrative of child exploitation. 
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The struggles of Lima's Chinatown dwellers began many years before the 

author's family moved to Peru. However, Siu only focuses on the coolies' tragic 

odyssey in a short story featured in El tramo final, titled "En altamar" (On the 

High Seas). The story reveals the manner how many Chinese indentured workers 

were kidnapped and forced to leave China. It also echoes the dreadful living 

conditions and the high mortality rate, as well as the numerous mutinies, 

pirate attacks, and suicides taking place on ships during the Coolie Trade. In 

the rest of his works the spatial scale moves from the global to the local, dealing 

with Sino-Peruvian characters' daily life in Lima's neighborhoods. More 

specifically, they focus on the experience of the second wave of entrepreneurs 

from Hong Kong to arrive and that of their descendents, beginning in the 1960s. 

According to Wilma Derpich, these entrepreneurs migrated to Peru between 

1890 and 1930 to invest in different areas (17). Hu-DeHart adds that by the 

early twentieth century, Chinese merchants in Peru "were more likely to be free 
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migrants of the later 19th and early 20th century, rather than coolies who 

survived the harsh regimen of the plantations" ("Indispensable" 71). 

McKeown has studied the worldwide image change of overseas Chinese from 

coolies to "respectable" businessmen: "By the early twentieth century, the 

image of Chinese around the world as coolies was replaced with the image of Chinese as 

small shop-keepers, extending their marketing networks deep into the 

interiors of many lands. Urban Chinese merchants were in a position to benefit most 

from the increased trade and migration that came with the expansion of 

capitalism" (Chinese 117). Other historians, like Lausent-Herrera, 

have examined the tactics that Chinese immigrants employed throughout Peru to 

take over local commerce. Yet, as seen in Siu's literature, economic success did 

not come without side effects. 

Chinese and tus n shopkeepers' work ethics build upon an old Chinese á

tradition of peasant families' self-exploitation. The concept of self-

exploitation was originally applied by the Soviet agrarian economist and rural 
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sociologist Alexander Chayanov to the economic systems of Russian peasantry. Since 

then, it has been also used to analyze Chinese work patterns. In 1979, for 

example, Hill Gates detected this model in Taiwan: "we have seen the development 

of an economy which encourages the overexpansion of a petty bourgeoisie, which by the 

self-exploitation of its large families and occasional resort to even cheaper 

hired labor, supplies low-cost workers to big industry" (402-03). Gates 

also stresses the early age at which shopkeepers' children begin to work: "The 

children of the proletariat may go to work early in life, but for the same 

reasons, not, I suspect, as early as petty bourgeois children. It is, of 

course, true that conditions are much better for a shopkeeper's children at 

work behind their family's grocery counter than for the little hired wretches 

welding boilers in Dickensian surroundings next door" (400).

As Siu acknowledges on his website, the manuscript of La vida went through 

several tentative titles, including "El fin de la infancia" (The End of 

Childhood), "Recuerde el alma dormida" ("O let the soul her slumbers break;" 
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the first line from "Coplas a la muerte de su padre" by Spanish poet Jorge 

Manrique 1440-1479), and "Los Tenderos" (The Shopkeepers). The 

final title was derived from a 1960s song line by Spanish singer Marisol (Pepa 

Flores). Siu clarifies its meaning in the sentence that closes the story: "The life 

of shopkeepers, of course, is anything but a t mbolaó  raffle."208  All these 

titles (except for "Recuerde el alma dormida") evoke the "dirty little 

secret" behind the wa kiu's economic success as small-scale entrepreneurs: 

self-exploitation of shopkeepers, their families, and recent arrivals from 

China. The co-editors of Transnational Chinese argue that this pattern of self-

imposed overexertion is universally common among overseas Chinese: "Normally, 

the exploitation and self-exploitation that is one of the main features of the 

Chinese ethnic enclaves allowed upward mobility in a relatively short time and a 

release from dependent work to arrive at self-employment, in contrast to 

work for local employers" (7). From this perspective, Siu's first 

tentative title, "The End of Childhood," denotes that this is not only a 
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Bildungsroman narrating the psychological and moral development of the young 

H ctor (Ah-Hung; the author's young alter ego), but also how being forced to é

work as a clerk twelve hours a day, including holidays, ruined his early years to 

the point of sinking him into a deep depression. Nowadays Siu acknowledges that a 

positive side exists to having worked behind a counter for many years: "I was able to 

observe multifaceted lives parade before me . . . This direct contact with the 

common man was the best sentimental education that anyone destined to become a 

writer could have received."209  In addition, the author reflects the popular 

imaging of the Chinese in Peru as shopkeeper, also noticeable in popular 

Peruvian expressions, such as "ir al chino de la esquina" (going to the Chinese 

[market]  on the corner).
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In La vida, Wong criticizes his own ethnic group, the Chinese and tus n. In á

this context, R.A. Kerr stresses Siu's twofold dilemma: forging his 

personal identity within his ethnic community and within mainstream Peruvian 

society: "Implicit in all stories in El tramo final are the predominantly 

negative consequences of the inevitable encroachment of Hispanic culture on the 

colonia china. Likewise implicit is the problem of achieving and maintaining a 

positive sense of individual identity within the minority group itself and within 

the Hispanic society as a whole" (58). Indeed, criticism of some of his ethnic 

group's cultural traditions and practices included in both El tramo final and 

in La vida is not any softer than the negative portrayals of mainstream 

Peruvian society in Viaje a tacaÍ  and in several of his short stories. In La vida, 

it is particularly obvious that the autobiographical protagonist (and by 

extension, the narrator and the implicit author) resents his harsh life during 

childhood and adolescence, when he worked as a clerk in a small grocery store that his 

parents owned in R mac, a Lima working-class neighborhood. To ensure that no í
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doubt remains about the true message of his novel, the author includes an epilogue 

where he reveals that H ctor's story is his own: "It is basically a disguise that I é

used to distance myself from a traumatic past that I cannot evoke without a 

feeling of sadness."210 The words "traumatic" and "sadness" make one consider the 

possibility that the composition of this text had a therapeutic effect on the 

author. It is important to keep in mind that the conflict causing this trauma is 

not so much inter-ethnic as it is intergenerational and cultural. According to 

Ien Ang, the collective identity of Chinese communities and that of the Chinese 

diaspora are so bounded that they may become a sort of prison house for the 

individual: "In the case of diaspora, there is a transgression of the boundaries of 

the nation-state on behalf of a globally dispersed 'people,' for example, 'the 

Chinese,' but paradoxically this transgression can only be achieved through the 

drawing of a boundary around the diaspora, 'the Chinese people' themselves" 

(16). Along these lines, the inhibition that H ctor feels when considering the é
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possibility of becoming a professor because of his linguistic shortcomings also 

reflects Siu's own fears as a young man.

In this claustrophobic world, we come across the adventures of a Chinese 

teenager, lost between two worlds, who fears a life of obscure mediocrity. The 

main source of conflict between H ctor and don Augusto, his very traditional é

father, is the former's unwillingness to become a shopkeeper. The boy's high 

ideals challenge both his father's authority (Confucian teachings of filial love 

and obedience) and his community's pragmatic traditions. In turn, don 

Augusto considers formal education a waste and sees no future in working for 

others. He also resents that his son is embarrassing him in the eyes of his peers. 

Ultimately, he projects on the boy his own frustration for being unable to fulfill 

his dream of attaining wealth by the age of forty. Don Augusto's hostility toward 

his Peruvianized son in La vida is made apparent. 

H ctor notices that, after learning a little Spanish, many of his Chinese é

schoolmates leave school to work in their parents' businesses. He then wonders 
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sadly: "Will I end up being another shopkeeper, like my father, Mr. Wong, 

and everyone we know, and like generations and generations of Chinese before 

us?"211 Unlike his friend Jorge and his cousin Manuel, who unproblematically 

accept that lifestyle, he cannot face that possibility. H ctor wants a life é

outside the suffocating world of Chinese grocery stores, whose stiffling 

atmosphere is suggested, among other things, by the fact that most speaking 

characters are Chinese and that non-Chinese characters are Peruvian wives 

who constantly pester their Chinese or tus n husbands. His academic hopes having á

been dashed, along with having to work as a shopkeeper, embitters and depresses 

him deeply. H ctor's angst is exacerbated on Christmas and New Year's Eve, é

when must work until midnight without compensation while other youngsters 

celebrate and receive gifts. When he finally returns home on Christmas Eve, no 

traditional Christmas dinner awaits him: "he felt a deep sorrow overtaking 

him. Seeing himself eating out of a can in the loneliness of his bedroom had an effect on him 
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like that caused by watching a bad scene in a terrible melodrama. H ctor realized é

that he pitied himself, a counterproductive emotion."212

However, instead of obeying his father's wishes in accordance with xiao 

(Confucian filial piety; the protagonist claims a Confucian education 

[232]), this autobiographical character fights against his prescribed 

destiny by attending night school and adopting the Spanish language. 

Incidentally, Spanish is Siu's third language, learned after his native 

tongue, the Lungtu (or Longdu) dialect from Southern China, and Cantonese. 

As did Siu at age eleven, upon beginning to translate classical texts from Chinese 

to Spanish and vice versa to improve his language skills, H ctor gradually é

shifts cultural alliances after his friend Jorge encourages him to write his 

short stories in Spanish to make them accessible to the Peruvian reading public. 

H ctor buys a typewriter with a dictionary, and begins to practice Spanish é

translating Chinese literary classics. This decision could be considered an act of 

defiance if taking into account don Augusto's insistence on the central position of 
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Chinese languages in a well-defined Chinese identity. Huei Lan Yen argues that, 

in these short stories, language education "is viewed [by Chinese immigrants]  as 

the best vehicle to safeguard their own existence and their cultural 

patrimony. The loss of the home language is equivalent to the loss of cultural 

identity" (152). Indeed, when don Augusto first met H ctor in Peru, he é

expressed his pride in his son's knowledge of Cantonese and Mandarin, and 

immediately enrolled him at the Chinese school. As other first-generation 

immigrants, don Augusto believes that Chinese children will be ruined by mingling 

with Peruvian students in a non-Chinese school. After don Augusto, annoyed 

with the clatter of the typing keys, breaks the cover of his son's new 

typewriter, the boy begins to spend the night at the house of don Lorenzo, a retired 

Chinese shopkeeper. This new act of resistance, which don Augusto associates with 

tus n children rather than with Chinese-born sons like H ctor, only increases á é

the father's animosity, as it makes him lose face before his friends and neighbors. 

After a time, the boy feels rejected by all, including his father, his uncle don 
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Manolo, and a Chinese girl he likes; this situation "only worsened his feeling of being 

completely alone in the world, an orphan of love."213 

This story may also be read as an indirect criticism of the influence that 

strict Confucianism has on Chinese culture, both at home and abroad. Against 

traditional Confucian orthodoxy, the story suggests that deeper and important 

life experiences (in art and literature, for example) trump 

authoritarian parenting, responsibility, and social duty. The account of 

H ctor's frustrating experience, based on the author's own lived é

experiences, is aimed at proving that, rather than obeying the hierarchical 

and strict performance rituals of a Confucian-inspired society, humans should 

be allowed, more in line with Daoism, to pursue their own dreams and to be guided by 

their instincts. Another possible explanation is that H ctor is more in tune é

with a Western liberal outlook than with his father's traditional worldview. 

In any case, the narrator's positionality in favor of H ctor's viewpoint is é

obvious.
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Not just H ctor feels dismayed at the idea of becoming a shopkeeper. A é tus ná  

named Maggie leaves H ctor's uncle, El as, after learning of his plans to buy a é í

store: "I don't want to end up being the wife of a shopkeeper; it's enough to have 

been the daughter of one. I'm fed up with that miserable life. It's a job that 

doesn't leave time for anything, that enslaves as no other; that steals our youth 

and life's simple pleasures ."… 214 Similarly, se or Lo's wife, despising ñ

her husband's job and Peru, forces him to spend his savings in periodically visiting 

Hong Kong and China. Other characters are surprised at the life of privation 

of Chinese shopkeepers. Thus, upon arriving in Lima, El as notices the poor í

conditions in which live his two older brothers, don Augusto and don Manolo. 

Because he has been receiving their remittances for years, he knows well that they 

are far from being destitute. Yet don Manolo's store is located on the first floor 

of a dilapidated building and his family lives in a drab stock room: "This apparent 

poverty in which his two brothers lived shocked and left El as confused. He was sure í

that their financial situation was much better than they let on. Neither don 
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Augusto nor don Manolo seemed to realize that they lived in poverty or at the edge of 

poverty; their material dearth did not seem to bother them in the least."215 The 

narrator goes on to speculate about possible explanations: 1) they felt 

satisfied at being able to feed their families and pay their children's education; 

2) having been earlier so poor, they now were unable to forsake their all too 

thrifty habits; 3) and that which "observers call stinginess the brothers 

preferred to think of as prudence,"216  the most probable of the three. El as's í

girlfriend, Maggie, also disapproves of se or Lo's lifestyle: "She realized ñ

that they lived practically in poverty, and that, worst of all, it was 

voluntary poverty, like that of a Franciscan friar. The old Lo had earned 

enough money to buy one or two apartments, even an entire house in some nearby 

neighborhood; he never did."217  

Chinese shopkeepers' self-exploitation extends beyond family circles. As 

seen in "El deterioro" (The Breakdown),218 a short story in El tramo final, 

s n-h ksé á  also readily take on this type of self-sacrifice: "S n-h ksé á  were 
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usually paid minimum wage, but they didn't care much, since most were more 

interested in learning the job and the customer-care vocabulary that went with 

it, which they brokenly spoke, and in experiencing what it is like to work for 

someone outside the family."219  Their temporary sacrifice, therefore, can be 

interpreted as acceptance of a delayed reward: after a year or two, they 

asked their relatives for a loan and opened their own businesses. According to the 

narrator in La vida, don Augusto Lau had withstood his employers' humiliations 

for fourteen years until he was able to buy his own store. The s n-h ks'é á  learning 

process, as we see in the novel, begins immediately: two days after El as's í

arrival in Lima, don Augusto takes him shopping in Lima's Barrio Chino 

(Chinatown) and in the Central Market. 

Adding to the shopkeepers' self-imposed privation and the s n-h ksé á ' 

financial insecurity, Siu exposes a third type of Chinese self-exploitation: 

that of triad societies that extort money from honest shopkeepers for 

purportedly protecting them. In La vida, these Hong Kong-based 
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underground societies are represented by the Chinese Bolivian Rosendo Chau and by 

Lam Hoi-wei, also known as Pau-Chei (Brother Cannon), who happens to be the 

son of the vice-president of the Beneficencia (Society of Chinese Charities).220 

After Rosendo Chau attacks several shopkeepers, at times in their own houses, 

his accomplice, Pau-Chei, intimidates them into buying "protection." 

Later, Lou221 Chou speculates that members of the colonia china were behind Pau-

Chei's murder in prison.

Therefore, the most important landmarks of Chinese Peruvian economic 

success included in La vida and El tramo final are the migrants' system of mutual 

economic support, the cohesiveness of their guilds, their extreme thriftiness 

and self-sacrifice, and high regard for education (H ctor's father é

notwithstanding). These works also mirror the well-known practice of sending 

remittances to mainland China, a key source of income (the sole one for some) for 

relatives left behind. Another survival strategy used by the Chinese community 

in Peru is the widespread practice of adding to unauthorized immigration by the 
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sale of counterfeit birth certificates, then also common in Cuba. Don Augusto 

himself entered the country illegally and continues to bribe immigration service 

employees whenever he deems it necessary. Thus, when his younger brother seeks his 

assistance to immigrate, he contacts the same elderly man who sold him his own 

counterfeit documents for entry into Peru, and pays Peruvian immigration 

agents their bribe. As the narrator discloses, "Until the abolition, during 

the late 1950s, of restrictions originally imposed by General Odr a's í

government, these transactions were a very common practice among 

Chinese."222 McKeown has pointed out the economic benefits of new Chinese 

immigration for first-generation immigrants: "The influx of migrant capital 

and stronger connections to China reversed the gradual integration of Chinese to 

the coastal lower classes and pulled them into the networks of a migrant 

community. The owners of large businesses were able to channel and profit from the 

surge of new migrants after 1904" (Chinese Migrant 141). In El as's í

case, his voyage to Peru is an example of network-mediated migration, where 
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kinship or friendship-based chain of support makes the process less expensive 

and more secure for individuals travelling transnationally. Once in Peru, 

however, El as feels obliged, countering his views, to enter the world of í

shopkeepers, one that will ultimately bring his demise. Though inclined toward 

literature and the arts, he has no alternative but to accept his older 

brother's advice and become a shopkeeper. When El as believes he has found a í

perfect opportunity, he convinces the s n-h ké á  Miguelito to buy a prosperous 

store with him. Soon thereafter, however, they realize that the business had 

been sold because a large supermarket was to be built nearby. Eventually, a 

depressed El as dies from a stroke, a testament to the hardships of the í

profession.

Just as undocumented immigration helps sustain the Chinese community, 

re-migration is used as another survival strategy when economic conditions 

become most difficult or when fear of a communist takeover in Peru threatens. 

Although it would be inaccurate to consider the radical populist Juan Velasco 
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Alvarado to be a communist, many in the Chinese community, according to Siu, 

feared a repetition of the events that took place in their native China after the 

1949 foundation of the People's Republic of China.223 Thus, several 

characters in the novel, including Maggie, Felipe, and his son F lix, consider é

migration or re-migration to the United States an attractive 

alternative. The protagonist, in spite of his leftist leanings at the time of the 

story, begins to study English to prepare for an eventual departure for the 

United States: "The truth was that no matter how much he tried or denied it, he 

could not help but being affected by the general panic that had taken over the 

Chinese community and half of the country; it was impossible to keep one's head 

straight in the midst of this turmoil."224 Others, Siu adds, decide to study 

abroad or to transfer their savings to foreign banks for fear of a currency 

devaluation or a communist takeover. These re-migration patterns (the 

author as an example) call into question the widespread idea that migrant 

laborers are mere pawns of international capitalism. As seen in Siu's semi-
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autobiographical fiction, numerous members of his community continued to 

return to China in search of wives and were mobile enough to migrate to third 

countries whenever they so desired. This type of agency embodies the idea of 

transnationalism, which, as Caroline Brettell postulates, "emerged from 

the realization that immigrants abroad, rather than being uprooted, 

maintain their ties to their countries of origin" (120). From a 

transnational perspective, "migrants are no longer 'uprooted,' but 

rather move freely back and forth across international borders and between 

different cultures and social systems" (104). Of course, thanks to the 

advances in communication and travelling, and to improved economic conditions, 

the networks that tied the Chinese in Latin America to their home communities in 

China became much stronger during the second half of the twentieth century.

Along with shopkeepers' strategies for economic prosperity, Siu re-

creates details of daily life in Lima's Chinatown. He describes, for instance, 

inter-ethnic and intergenerational struggles at the linguistic level. In 
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their common mother tongue, several Chinese characters find a somewhat 

portable homeland. On the other hand, first-generation immigrants often 

express their disappointment at their spouses' and children's inability to 

speak Chinese. For instance, se or Choy, married to a Spanish-speaking ñ

tus ná , visits don Augusto when he feels the need to speak Chinese. T o Hung also í

confesses how much he misses speaking Chinese and, in keeping with homosocial 

relationships, tries to convince the s n-h ké á  El as to marry his daughter. í

La vida also addresses Sinophobia in Peru. For example, a brief 

reference to coolies' descendents during the War of the Pacific is included when t o í

Hung reminisces about his trials and tribulations before becoming wealthy: "I 

was in Oroya for three or four years. There were more compatriots there than I 

expected; most were descendents of coolies that sought refuge in the sierra during 

the war with Chile; in other words, there was more competition than I needed."225 

As stated, in the War of the Pacific, which Lausent-Herrera considers one of 

the three most important events in the history of the Chinese Peruvians, a 
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battalion of approximately 1,500 Chinese coolies living in Peru switched to the 

Chilean side as a consequence of the harsh mistreatment they had endured at the hands 

of the Peruvians ("Les Asiatiques" 33).226  

Sinophobia in La vida is both public and official: "Those were the years of the 

dictatorship of General Manuel A. Odr a who, strongly against Asian í

immigration, made it his priority once in power to ban Chinese entry into 

Peru."227  Chinese characters in the novel are aware of the widespread 

discrimination. Se or Lo, for instance, feels rejected as a Peruvian: ñ

"Whenever my turn to die comes, I'd like to be buried in my village cemetery 

rather than in Lima. No matter how grateful to Peru, we are only passing 

through its lands; we'll never be anything more than tourists."228 Whenever 

H ctor leaves Chinatown or enrolls in a non-Chinese school, racial slurs are é

constantly hurled at him. Distrust, however, is mutual. Don Augusto and 

other shopkeepers refuse to hire non-Chinese Peruvians because of their fear of 

theft. Interestingly, in the story "La conversi n de Uei-Kuong" (Uei-ó
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Kuong's Conversion), included in El tramo final, the narrative voice 

explains why Chinese clerks do not steal, even if they wanted: "They were aware of 

the consequences of stealing: not only would they be immediately fired, but it would 

be impossible for them to find any job in the colonia, their only area where they could be 

hired. Losing one's good name among compatriots was not just ignominious: it was 

suicidal."229 As in some Nikkei narratives, Chinese-Peruvian authors at 

times mix their denunciation of Sinophobia with racialist comments against other 

ethnic groups. Thus, in his role as narrator in La vida, H ctor makes é

essentialist remarks about other ethnic groups. He affirms, for instance, 

that married "cholos" (Indian and mestizo peasants) attend night school so as to 

have an alibi for their evening visits to brothels; referring to the Indian 

Tovar, he clarifies that "Like many of his race, he was stubborn as a mule and 

persistent as a blowfly."230 

El verano largo: the Traumas and Insecurities of a Confucian Upbringing
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In his autobiographical novel El verano largo, Siu revisits the hardships 

suffered by Chinese shopkeepers's sons as well as the intercultural and 

intergenerational misunderstandings between Chinese parents and tus n á

children. The first chapter opens with his recollections of his bout with hepatitis 

and of his attending high school at night for three years, after spending the 

previous three years without schooling, a period when he felt desolate and lonely: 

"I was twenty-one years old, but psychically I felt much older, and emotionally I 

felt like a cripple."231 A photograph from those years, adds the first-

person narrator, shows a pensive young man unable to smile. Even worse, when 

he proudly announces to his relatives that he has just been admitted to NUSM, one of 

Peru's most prestigious universities, no one seems to care: "But my father 

listened to what I had to say, then went back to eating his meal with chopsticks and to 

his conversation with se or Wong, our salesclerk. No one got up to hug me or shake ñ

hands, no one patted me on the back, no one congratulated me."232 Without a single 

friend and having lost contact with his former classmates from the Chinese school, he 
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had no one with whom to celebrate. From 1968 on, the families of many of his tus n á

former classmates had moved to the United States, for fear of the radical 

reforms of the Velasco dictatorship. As for those who stayed behind, adds the 

narrator, they were either wondering whether they had made a terrible 

mistake or simply could not afford to leave the country. Yet the protagonist 

acknowledges having na vely welcomed Velasco's revolutionary spirit: "that ï

manipulated press managed to create a rosy picture and it sweet-talked and 

fooled idiots and incurable idealists like me, who dreamed of utopias."233 Another 

chapter nostalgically recalls how no friend or relative had ever remembered his 

birthday until when Sena Flores phoned to congratulate him on his twenty-second 

birthday.

El verano largo argues that this harsh upbringing created such 

insecurities in the autobiographical protagonist that he became incapable of 

being sociable, having a sense of humor, or opening up to Sena, the love of his life: 

"I had to build an armor of indifference and pride around my psyche. I learned to 
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live without friendship or affection; I learned to live without female company. 

Therefore, when I enrolled in San Marcos, I did not feel, like other guys my age, 

the hormonal need to have a girlfriend."234 Siu confesses that he felt uneasy with 

his own foreignness and was embarrassed by his extreme thinness, a foreign accent 

that kept him from becoming a literature professor, his being three years older 

than most of his classmates, and his precarious living in the backroom of a grocery 

store: "R mac, the working-class neighborhood where we had our store and í

backroom (I am tempted to use the word 'home' to refer to where my six-person 

family lived, but I think it inaccurate)."235 

One day when Sena and their mutual friend Chato Beto showed up in his store 

without any previous notification, Siu felt deeply embarrassed: there was 

merchandise strewn about the back shop and the furniture was worn. As the 

author expresses in other texts, this poverty was "not so much real as 

voluntary."236 The protagonist compares his work coat, which he has quickly 

removed, to a scarlet letter. Believing the counter to be a barrier keeping his 
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miserable family and working life from the rest of the world, he blushed and wished 

his friends were gone: "for me, being a shopkeeper was the most humiliating of jobs, 

and living in a back shop, instead of in a house reflected the type of poverty found in 

a Calcutta slum."237  He later felt compelled to invite his friends into the 

backroom, but it soon became apparent to Siu and his friends that his father did not 

like the presence of two Peruvians at home: "he pretended, quite successfully, 

to give a hint of a smile and shook their hands, but I knew very well what he was 

thinking."238 Later that night, Sena phoned Siu and bluntly asked if he was a 

racist. The girl did not find his answer convincing: "'Not so much a racist,' I 

said slowly, carefully choosing my words, 'as fearful of leaving my racial 

shell. But, frankly, had it not been for the mustard accident, we never would 

have become friends. I would have chosen to socialize with those of my own race.'"239 

These passages reflect Siu's spatial consciousness. Whereas his 

parents seem to "know their place" in the social field, he dreams about expanding 

his horizons by means of an academic education. Like other characters in Siu's 
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works, Siu realizes that though his parents can afford to live in a better 

residence than a gloomy backroom, they have reached strong spatial and cultural 

assumptions that prevent their enjoying a more comfortable life. However, it 

is not entirely clear whether their behavior corresponds with their obsession to 

save or with their conclusion that they do not "belong" in more privileged urban and 

suburban spaces. Working long hours for his father, without a salary and 

earning only tips, Siu feels that his situation will not permit him a 

girlfriend. Even though Sena reiterates that money is not a condition in the 

relationship that she would like to have with him, the protagonist is blinded by 

self-pity. In a flash-forward of fourteen years, Siu describes his eighteen-

month stay at his godfather's place in the neighborhood of Chorrillo, while waiting 

desolately, jobless, and anguished, for a travel visa that had been repeatedly 

denied.

Chapter six describes Siu's participation in a student demonstration 

against dictator Velasco. His classmates, who describe his lack of involvement in 
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the protests with the racist phrase "acting yellow," are unaware that he 

fears deportation because he is not a Peruvian citizen. During the 

demonstration, a student is killed and Siu takes refuge in the Chinatown store of a 

childhood friend. He promises never to take part in student protests again: "it 

was preferable to be called 'yellow' than to become a martyr whom no one would 

remember a month or two after the funeral and several heated speeches."240 In 

the end, the demanding nature of the job at the store kept Siu from succeeding at the 

university. He dropped out for a while and returned to study accounting, as 

his father had recommended. After finishing his studies, Siu was unable to obtain 

Peruvian citizenship or, consequently, to find a job; he had no choice but to return 

to his father's shop where he worked until leaving the country. Nearly four 

decades later, after Siu's photograph appeared in several journals and 

magazines at a Lima signing of his novel, Sena (now Dr. Azucena Flores) 

contacted him by e-mail. From this point on, the novel becomes epistolary, 

including their respective e-mails.241
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Viaje a tacaÍ : Collective Historical Memory and Veiled Nationalist Discourse.

In another novel by Siu, Viaje a tacaÍ , the autobiographical protagonist becomes 

a fl neurâ  who idly walks around Lima during the 1990 summer, realizing how 

gloomy and run-down the city has become and remembering its uninviting weather. 

He also reproaches wealthy lime osñ  (natives of Lima) for having been born with 

their "heads deeply buried in the sand;"242 he likewise criticizes a country that 

turned down his citizenship application although he had lived in Peru for over a 

quarter of a century, and that did not allow him to work because he was not a 

citizen.

Viaje a tacaÍ  is the story of an arranged marriage that never came to 

fruition. The protagonist of this part travel book, part autobiographical 

novel, and part memoir follows through with his godfather's invitation to 

propose marriage to his daughter, though reasons for the engagement fall into 

the homosocial relationship category: "My godfather  had written to my father 
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expressing his belief that it was time to tighten the existing bonds between the two 

families and to that effect, he was willing to give me the hand of one of his unmarried 

daughters in matrimony."243 

In addition, both novels re-create the tradition of returning to 

mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, or Macao to look for a young wife, 

highlighting the women's side of this odyssey of self-exploitation, privation, 

and sacrifice. We learn, for example, about the tragedy of the invisible wives 

left behind for years in China with their children. One of these hapless victims is 

the autobiographical protagonist's grandmother, who lost her mind after 

seeing all male members of her family, including her husband, her three male 

children, and her nephews migrate to Vancouver, Canada, and Lima: "Mother 

suffers, as always, from mental problems, whose causes you already know. It 

pains me to tell you, elder brothers, that she still goes, from time to time, to 

the outskirts of the village to wait for your return. If you could see her 
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disappointment when, after she has waited for hours, we finally convince her to 

return home. If she only knew "… 244 

After a life of sacrifice and frugality, and at the age of forty, an age 

when Chinese in Peru usually married, H ctor's father, é don Augusto Kau, 

returned to China to meet his future wife, whom he selected from among six young 

women whose photographs his mother had sent. His new wife, twice his junior, 

became pregnant immediately only to become a virtual widow: she did not see her 

husband for eight long years. Siu's attitude toward the tradition of arranged 

marriages is ambivalent. While both Viaje a tacaÍ  and "La doncella roja" (The Red 

Maiden), from El tramo final, imply that it can be a useful and successful 

practice today, it is condemned as dangerous and unjust in "La vigilia" (The 

Wake), a story from the same collection where, in epigraph, a quotation from 

the military general and warlord Sun-Tse (Sun Ce, 175 200) reveals a long –

history of Chinese male chauvinism: "May the wife be loving, submissive, and 

obedient when the husband is good; may she be circumspect and patient when he is 
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bad."245 A woman in this last short story commits suicide three years after being 

forced to marry an older man. Although the causes of the suicide are not 

revealed, her unhappiness can be imagined as we learn that her husband was 

known to have a lover.

Siu describes the institutions, associations, and businesses that foment 

interpersonal relations in Lima's Chinatown: Chinese societies (the Chun Shan 

and the Sociedad de Beneficencia China); newspapers (La Voz de la Colonia China and 

the Man Shing Po); Chinese schools (the Sam Men  and the Catholic school Juan 

XXIII); Chinese bookstores; and even two illegal brothels located in the 

neighborhood. Viaje a tacaÍ  also portrays the Chinese community's reactions to and 

involvement with political developments in Peru and China. Thus, while Lou 

Chou and H ctor express their enthusiasm about the changes the Maoist é

Revolution brought about, others, such as don Augusto, El as, and don Lorenzo í

(his landlord brother was accused of profiteering and executed during the Great 

Leap Forward [1958-1960]), support Chang Kai-Shek's Nationalist 
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China and firmly oppose leftist regimes in Peru, like that led by General Juan 

Velasco Alvarado. These passages corroborate Brettell's idea that 

"Immigrants in the transnational and global world are involved in the nation-

building of more than one state; thus national identities are not only blurred but 

also negotiated and constructed" (106).

All representations of self-exploitation and daily life in Lima's 

Chinatown ultimately lead to issues dealing with transculturation and 

hybridity, as well as personal and collective identities or difference. In Viaje a 

tacaÍ , the autobiographical narrator provides, by negation, hints of what he 

perceives as the Chinese national psychology. Siu negotiates race and ethnicity, 

when he concludes that, mirroring his own case, his girlfriend Rosa's 

spontaneous sense of humor could not possibly be inherited from her parents because 

"the Chinese typically lack a sense of humor."246  He claims, perhaps using an 

essentialist approach, that no one would ever figure out that his friend Paco 

was half Chinese not only because of his Western phenotype, but also because of "his 
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exuberant personality, his straight-forward and nonchalant manners and, 

to a degree, the sensuality of his prose."247 

As in La vida no es una t mbolaó , Siu re-visits the long history of Peruvian 

Sinophobia and retrieves repressed histories in Viaje a tacaÍ . He laments, 

proposing a historical revision, that "a good number of Chinese had lost their lives 

in similar incidents during the ominous days of the War of the Pacific, when eighty 

were massacred in the capital and one thousand more in Ca ete."ñ 248  The author 

refers to it again and in more detail in a chapter titled "A Criminal Chronology of 

Peru":

1881. January 16. The sacking of Lima. After the battle of 

Miraflores and with occupation troops about to enter Lima, a crowd led by 

army retreating officers loots and burns Chinese stores, in retaliation 

against Peruvian coolie collaboration with the invading army. According to 

Spenser St. John, British envoy, approximately seventy Chinese are 

killed during the looting. Lima now occupied, and the country in disorder, the 
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Indian and black populations of Ca ete rise in arms ñ to settle and old score with 

coolies in the valley. They are out to vindicate a black woman's beating at the hands 

of an Oriental during carnival. According to Juan de Arona's 

conservative estimate, about one thousand coolies are killed in one day.249 

In Viaje a tacaÍ , Siu describes cases of racism and discrimination, underscoring 

reaction by some Peruvians to the unexpected rise to power of Japanese Peruvian 

Alberto Fujimori: "The country's white elite felt less upset with Vargas 

Llosa's electoral defeat than by the outlandish possibility of having a man of Asian 

descent becoming the leader of a nation traditionally led by criollos."250 The novel 

reveals that with Fujimori in power, the number of acts of discrimination and 

offensive behavior directed at Asians rose in Lima. There was probably an 

additional class component to this violence, since those who supported Vargas 

Llosa belonged, for the most part, to middle and upper class sectors, while 

Fujimori gained the support of the lower classes.
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Considering that collective historical memory is often conceived of as a major 

factor in nation building, these passages may be read from an implicitly 

nationalistic perspective. Siu presents a memory of sustained oppression and 

marginalization as a key ingredient in the Chinese Peruvian condition. 

Moreover, if one considers Anderson's association between death and the 

cultural roots of nationalism, then Siu's unveiling of the massacres committed 

against the Chinese community in Peru may indeed have a veiled tus n cultural á

nationalist component, even though Siu himself cannot be considered a cultural 

nationalist author. In any case, he articulates, through his writings, a 

communal historical memory that could otherwise be lost.

El tramo final: the Sino-Peruvian Community Seen from within

Mirroring the semi-autobiographical father-son relationship depicted in 

La vida no es una t mbolaó , the short story "El deterioro," written in 1979, and 

included in El tramo final, portrays intergenerational conflicts within the 
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Chinese community in Peru. Avowedly the most autobiographical story in the 

collection, it tells the story of a Chinese shopkeeper, don Augusto Kau, who 

suspects that H ctor, his fourteen-year-old son, is stealing money from him to é

buy books. The shopkeeper expresses his disappointment and compares his son to 

tus n youngsters who caused their Chinese parents to lose face, including two á

brothers convicted for extortion in Chinatown and another youngster who stole money 

to sustain his addictions. Yet he reminds himself, somewhat relieved, that his son 

was born in southern China and is therefore not a tus n. Eventually, don á

Augusto, who considers formal education a waste, decides that his son has learned 

enough Spanish and forbids his attending school the following year. This decision 

virtually ruins H ctor's life, making him "lonely as an ownerless dog."é 251 In 

an interview with Debbie Lee-DiStefano, Siu describes this autobiographic 

episode: "This was a very traumatic event for me since I was a bookish kind of boy and 

had both literary and artistic ambitions" (124).
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The blurring of living and working spaces is again symbolic of how life in 

Chinatown is entirely devoted to work: "H ctor's bedroom, the shopkeeper's é

only child, was a warehouse/bedroom combination, where a visitor could 

scarcely discern which pieces of furniture, boxes or bundles were for H ctor's é

use or were stored there for commercial purposes."252 To liven the somber 

warehouse atmosphere, he decorates the room with a portrait of British 

romantic poet Percy Bysshe Shelley and some of his own watercolor paintings. The 

story's first section ends on a disheartening note: it points out that, after 

working all day in a suffocating heat at his father's store, H ctor was only to é

receive a meager monthly pay that he spent going to the movies alone. In the second 

section, don Augusto notices that, after recovering from a long bout with 

illness, his son had changed: "He had the expression of someone who had been undergoing a 

ceaseless number of bitter experiences and no longer minded."253 One day, after 

he accidentally kicks him, H ctor's stare, full of contained rage, lets don é

Augusto know that he has lost a son forever. The story ends with the aging father, 
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perhaps aware of his numerous mistakes, crying in bed. This second section also 

includes cultural lessons: we learn that the Chinese associate thinness with good 

health and that s n-h ks do not mind earning minimum wage, as long as they are able é á

to learn a trade.

In "El tramo final," the second short story written by Siu in Spanish and 

also the second story in the eponymous collection, Ah-po, an elderly woman who has 

been unable to adapt to Peruvian culture and values, pays daily visits to the 

Choy family's store, where she can converse in Cantonese. Ah-po complains about 

her Peruvian grandchildren's spending habits and their ignorance of Cantonese 

and Hakka, a language spoken in Southeast China: "But Ah-men should have at 

least enrolled them in the Sam Men school, so that they wouldn't become completely 

spoiled."254 Interestingly, her friend don V ctor responds by blaming their í

lack of knowledge in Chinese languages and culture on Ah-men marrying a kuei 

(foreigner). As Huei Lan Yen, referring to this short story, concludes, 

"For most of the members of the first generation, however, transculturation 
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is perceived negatively; therefore, the protection and preservation of 

Chinese traditional customs, values, and native language contribute to the 

preservation and safeguarding of cultural identity" (148).

Her son Lou Chen has become wealthy and has moved to a mansion in the more 

exclusive neighborhood of Monterrico. As a result, he is now ashamed of his 

mother's traditional Chinese clothing. Her appearance does not match Lou 

Chen's new lifestyle of elegance and luxury; in fact, as the omniscient narrator 

notes, it is a constant reminder that he is a nouveau riche. Ah-po, however, 

proudly refuses to wear the new, Western-style clothing Lou Chen has 

purchased for her. The spatial movement from a working-class neighborhood to a 

wealthy one goes hand in hand with the family's mental transformation, symbolized 

by Lou Chen's dyeing his hair. Nostalgic and alienated, Ah-po takes refuge in and 

derives emotional support from the company of her hakka neighbors. She admires 

that don V ctor Choy had sent his daughters to the Sam Men Chinese school to obtain a í

disciplined Chinese education and to learn to speak Hakka and Cantonese fluently. 
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And though they live crammed in the backroom of their store, Ah-po feels much more 

comfortable with them and cannot help but compare these girls to her 

Peruvianized grandsons who, in her view, have become kueis, like their 

mother. But when the Choys, fleeing from Velasco's dictatorship, decide to 

migrate to El Salvador, Ah-po, who does not speak Spanish because she never 

went outside Lima's Chinatown, falls into a deep depression; she ends up being 

killed in a hit-and-run accident. However, the narrative voice describes 

her death as liberating: "she mentally extended her two arms toward the angels 

that descended from heaven, as a welcome and thankful sign."255

"El tramo final" is a story that reflects some characters' anxieties about 

spatial mobility. Realizing that her son's new mansion is a spatial metaphor 

for newly acquired class tastes disconnected from a world that is still dear to 

her, Ah-po regains her personal agency by returning to more familiar 

territory when she moves with her other son, Ah-s ng, to the working-class é

neighborhood of R mac (where Siu grew up). The narrator wryly depicts the í
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cultural impositions marked by the new space: "Apparently, she had not 

realized that, for the owners or dwellers of a new house, there existed a certain 

moral obligation, unwritten but implied, particularly if it was a 

palatial building. Not meeting such an obligation was as unforgivably 

reprehensible as blasphemying on church grounds: it was profanation."256 The 

move from a crammed backroom to a mansion becomes inseparable from a drastic 

change in social practices. After spending some months with her son Lou Chen's 

snobby family, Ah-po grasps their spatial perceptions and relations at the 

level of the social imaginary and decides that she does not belong within those 

boundaries.

"El tramo final," therefore, reflects the different levels of 

adaptation to the host country and the generational gaps that hamper kin 

relationships among ethnic Chinese in Peru. It also shows the relative isolation of 

Lima's Chinatown, where a person can live for two decades without needing to 

learn Spanish. Eventually, Ah-po loses her friends (she cannot get along with 
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the s n-h ks who took over the store after the Choys left) and cannot communicate é á

with her daughter-in-law and grandchildren; these frustrations 

contribute to her feeling of loneliness and nostalgia.

"La vigilia" (The Wake) describes the suffering inflicted by Chinese 

husbands on their spouses. An eleven-year-old boy, mourning his sister Ah-

sou's suicide in a room at the Chun San Chinese Society, narrates the story in the 

present tense. Although he and his siblings were born in China, their language 

usage shows transculturation through words such as "Ch cuchei," which combines í

the Spanish chico and the Cantonese chei, both meaning "boy." We learn that the 

victim's mother embarrassed her in public because, at the age of twenty-

five, she had not found a husband. Having grown up in Hong Kong and not speaking 

Spanish, Ah-sou had difficulties meeting men. One day her mother found her a 

husband, the sinister looking but well-to-do Li Shu-Wen. That Li Shu-Wen 

does not attend Ah-sou's wake or burial suggests that he feels guilty about her 

suicide.
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The next story, "El discurso" (The Speech), is, along with "La doncella 

roja," one of two in El tramo final that take place in Lima's Chinatown. 

Incidentally, that so many characters (mostly shopkeepers) appearing in 

these stories live in working-class and suburban neighborhoods of Lima implies 

that, by this time, the characters living in Chinatown respond not to a strategy 

of spatial containment orchestrated by mainstream society or cultural 

hegemony, but to what Pierre Bourdieu termed habitus, i.e., social norms 

and structures through which people internalize a sense of limits "to know their 

place and be happy with what they are" (123). As seen in other stories, some 

members of the younger generation as well as families that become wealthier manage 

to leave Chinatown's imagined geographical and cultural boundaries. "El 

discurso" deals with political divisions within the Chinese community during the 

1960s. When a teacher named Mr. Chen Hua taps the thirteen-year-old 

Chiang Kei-Man to memorize and recite a patriotic and anti-communist speech 

favoring the Kuomintang at the Beneficencia, he is unaware that the boy admires 
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the communists. Right before the festivity and much to his teacher's dismay, 

Chiang Kei-Man, a fervent admirer of Mao Zedong, pretends to be ill and the 

following night, he dreams of the red flags in Tiananmen Square. The narrator 

clarifies that although the boy feels some remorse, in his mind, Mr. Chen should 

have tried to determine his political affiliation before assuming that, as his 

"patriotic duty," he would feel honored to read the speech. Furthermore, the 

teacher never gave him "the opportunity to refuse."257 Mr. Chen cannot 

conceive that a member of the Chinese community could have different views. But, 

as Lee-DiStefano perceptively notes, the celebrations of The Day of the Double 

Ten portrayed in this story also prove that "there is no sense of belonging to the new 

homeland. Lima has become a host by which the Colonia can survive; yet no mental or 

cultural connection has been made that would permit the characters to shift 

their allegiance to Peru" (98). Though the audience cannot understand the 

speech given in Mandarin by the Chinese ambassador, no one questions whether he is 
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indeed "the Government's representative."258 "El discurso" also shows that the 

Lima Chinese community was not as homogenous as it may have seemed.

"Los compadres" (Close Friends) deals with friendship, economic 

success, and jealousy. It also brings to the fore class and ethnic differences within 

the Chinese community: Lou Chou is a hakka and Lou Lam is from Chung-shan (or 

Zhongshan), also Siu's place of birth. Lou Chou is a gambler who, like many of his 

Chinese characters, loves playing mahjong and poker; by contrast, his friend Lou 

Lam is a quiet man. Both arrived in Peru from Hong Kong on the same steamship and 

became compadres when Lou Chou asked Lou Lam to be godfather to his children. 

Whereas Lou Chou became wealthy through a series of scams, a jealous and tormented 

Lou Lam continued to be a modest shopkeeper. His malaise is worsened by his greedy 

wife's constant berating him (mixing Spanish and Cantonese) for his inability to 

become as wealthy as his compadre. Later, however, his resignation and 

fatalism provided much needed spiritual relief. After learning that a fire 

has destroyed Lou Chou's factory, Lou Lam rejoices, while feeling guilty for 
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enjoying his friend's misfortune. Yet his good humor is to be short lived. Lou Chou 

tells him in detail, and seemingly taking pleasure at Lou Lam's patent 

resentment, that he is fortunate: the insurance policy he took out on the building 

has saved him from bankruptcy. 

The author explores the essence of cultural Chineseness in the short story 

"La conversi n de Uei-Kong," which R. A. Kerr considers a good example of ó

"postcolonial writing's employment of doubled, hybrid, or unstable identities" 

(63). Its protagonist, Lau Uei-Kuong (Manuel Lau Manrique), is a 

kuei born and raised in Guangdong, China. Even if he only speaks Cantonese and the 

only culture he knows is that of China. Chinese culture is only what he knows, when 

Uei-Kuong asks T o Keng for a job, the latter questions the true Chineseness of his í

identity. Eventually, however, it is through language that the old man is able 

to overcome his biases against Westerners. Whenever Uei-Kuong speaks 

Cantonese, t o Keng treats him as a countryman. Yet all changes when Cantonese is í

not mediating their relationship: "When he remained quiet, with an 
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undecipherable expression in his face, or when he expressed himself with the little 

Spanish he knew, t o Keng was overcome with sudden fear and distrust."í 259  

Later, when Uei-Kuong wishes to borrow money from his former boss to open his own 

store, what opens the door to t o Keng's heart is his former employee's inability í

and disinterest in learning Spanish, rather than his adherence to Chinese 

values. If he speaks Cantonese fluently and is incapable of learning Spanish, 

thinks t o Keng, he must truly be a Chinese. In accordance with this mindset, í

another Chinese man, Lou Koc, allows Uei-Kuong to marry his daughter after he 

is led to believe that the future groom is a tus ná , and noticing both his flawless 

mastery Cantonese and his shyness, "a quality or flaw that can hardly be expected 

from a kuei."260 Uei-Huong confirms his "true Chineseness" at story's end upon 

expressing his disillusionment with his son's behavior and describing him as a kuei. 

He fears that the dearth of Chinese schools in the area may have affected his son, who 

now refuses to speak Cantonese and shows no respect for his parents.
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"La conversion de Uei-Kuong" shows, again through the spatial 

reconfiguration emblematized by the backroom, how differences between living and 

working remain blurred in the life of Chinese immigrants and Sino-Peruvians. 

After t o Keng retires and allows his son-in-law to run the business, he í

continues to live in the backroom, an area that looks more like that of a storage room 

than a living space: "Except for a space of two-by-three meters, where they 

placed a plain table covered with a checkered table cloth and surrounded by 

chairs, the backroom had been turned into a storage area for merchandise."261  

For four years, Uei-Kuong had shared this backroom as a living space with 

another shop assistant while working for t o Keng. í

"La conversi n de Uei-Kuong" also reflects the reciprocal racism ó

between the Sino-Peruvian community and non-Chinese Peruvians. It is 

interesting, for instance, to note non-Chinese Peruvians' reaction upon 

hearing Uei-Kuong speak Cantonese: their shock and incredulity shows how 

difficult they consider overcoming the language difference that separates both 
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ethnic groups. Siu also criticizes, in passing, how kueis mock Chinese whenever 

they hear them speaking their languages. Other passages continue to reveal the 

inner workings of the Chinese community. We learn, for example, that the 

protagonist grew up in China because after his mother died, his Chinese uncle 

(married to his mother's sister) adopted him. He then decided to return to 

China along with his two-year-old nephew and his own two children, "and he sneaked 

away from home without bidding goodbye to his wife."262  Once in Pun-yi, he reunited 

with his first wife, "whom he had always considered the legitimate one."263 The 

subjective narrator describes this action as a "cowardly escape,"264 but leaves 

readers to guess whether this was a one-time occurrence or a usual one in the 

colonia china. We also learn of games children played in Pun-yi, including 

cricket fights and catching fireflies. And coinciding with the opinion of the 

protagonist's father in "El deterioro," Uei-Kuong finds education meaningless 

because "'The golden age of learned men has long since passed."265 Uei-Kuong's 

adventures teach us other Chinese practices, such as lending money to relatives 
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or friends without documentation. In these cases, the lender relies solely on 

trust and thereby runs the risk of losing his money. Finally, in "La conversion de 

Uei-Kuong" we find the Chinese matchmaker character, Aunt Keng, 

reminiscent of the eponymous "red maiden" in the story by the same title finalizing El 

tramo final.

The story never clarifies the use of the word "conversion" in its title. 

Because it never stresses a process of cultural transformation or 

transculturation, it seems that the conversion takes place only in the eyes of 

Uei-Kuong's former boss, t o Keng: he has reluctantly learned to view Uei-í

Kuong as a Chinese man, despite his Western phenotype. A more appropriate 

title, therefore, would have been "The conversion of t o Keng." As Lee-í

DiStefano explains, "The reader witnesses another conversion of Uei-Kong, 

this time in the mind of t o Keng. His decision to loan Uei-Kuong money essentially í

places Uei-Kuong within the confines of the cultural practices of the Barrio 

Chino. T o Keng is symbolically showing his acceptance of the young man" (113).í 266  
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Another short story from El tramo final that exposes the harsh life of Chinese 

shopkeepers in Peru is "Historia de dos viejos" (Two Old Men's Story). In it, 

two elderly Chinese men from the same Chinese society buy a Japanese merchant's shop 

and live together in its backroom. One of them, Lou Chiong, was abandoned by his 

family in the 1970s, during the massive exodus of Chinese Peruvians. They left for 

San Francisco and he decided to stay, convinced that there was no real danger of a 

communist takeover in Peru. In turn, Lou Lo, whose wife died of cancer, had to 

come out of retirement after hyperinflation lowered the worth of his savings. 

They managed to work together efficiently for years, in spite of different 

political outlooks. Yet one day Lou Chiong made a mistake that cost the business 

three-hundred soles and their relationship began to suffer. After Lou Chiong 

claimed to becoming ill, Lou Lo began to suspect that he was faking the illness to avoid 

work. Noticing his business partner's doubt, Lou Chiong felt compelled to work 

despite his illness and died soon thereafter. The last scene shows Lou Lo crying out of 
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guilt at the cemetery. Remorse, a topic that appeared in "El discurso" and 

"Los compadres," resurfaces here.

Most stories in El tramo final take place during Velasco's 

dictatorship, when thousands of Chinese in Peru were migrating to flee what they 

saw as a possible communist takeover; according to Siu, there were even fears 

that the community would disappear altogether. If we consider all the stories 

as a whole, they provide a multifaceted view of the heterogeneity within the 

Chinese community, in terms of political affiliation, generational gaps, 

gender inequalities, wealth, and levels of prejudice, assimilation, 

miscegenation, and cultural identification. The world of Chinese shopkeepers, 

of which the author has first-hand knowledge, emerges as the most nuanced. At its 

center, the store counter functions as an unsurpassable barrier between the 

Chinese and criollo realms. In turn, the backroom where Chinese families dwell 

under precarious conditions symbolizes the peculiar spatial dynamics of the 

Chinese community, as well as the blurred boundary between living and working. 
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There is, however, a more important boundary that is not physical but 

mental. Although all but two stories take place outside Chinatown, they depict 

the daily life of an enclosed world, one segregated from mainstream society. It is 

an atmosphere that can be oppressive and even claustrophobic, particularly 

for a younger generation that dreams of having a life beyond the store counter.

La primera espada del imperio: Nationalist Significance of an Ancient 

Culture.

With his next collection of short stories, La primera espada del imperio, Siu 

showed that he could go beyond the autobiographical and testimonial nature of El 

tramo final. As Maan Lin points out, the five stories in this collection set in 

ancient China "render traditional Chinese culture from a modern psychological 

perspective" (iii). These short stories, most with unexpected endings, 

unfold in an exoticized and mythical ancient China characterized by bandits, 

expert swordsmen, combating armies, Empress Chou's harem, and strange 
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rituals. Siu also includes cultural translations for readers with no 

knowledge of ancient Chinese societies. 

The first short story, "El viajero" (The Traveler), focuses on the 

typical Orientalist harem theme, but with a curious twist: a footnote tells us 

that, not an emperor, but Empress Wu Tse-Tien or Wu Zetian (625-705) has 

a harem of young men. The androgynous traveler appearing in the title, Wei 

An-Tsing, was trying to join her harem, known as the Institute of the Crane, 

before being murdered by a bandit disguised as a farmer, who had been an officer in 

charge of guarding the Forbidden City. As the exoticizing letter Wei was 

carrying explains, he was an expert in "the art of clouds and rain" (a second 

footnote explains that the expression refers to amatory techniques) and 

"possessed a rare and energetic below-the-waist beauty."267  In keeping with 

the self-orientalizing overtones of the collection, Maan Lin suggests that this 

letter contains implicit homoerotic connotations: "Adopting an ambiguous tone, 

the narrator insinuates possible sexual encounters between the governor and the 
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boy: how else could the governor guarantee, with his life, the boy's 

'extraordinary skill' in love-making?" (117). Be it as it may, the 

traveler is murdered by the bandit. Maan Lin argues that, in contrast with 

the action-packed and lengthy Chinese swordsman novels that Siu read in his youth, 

"El viajero," like the eponymous second story, "La primera espada del 

imperio," and the two other swordsman short stories included in the collection 

pychologize "the Chinese swordsman genre, emphasizing . . . the thoughts and 

feelings that the bandit and the duelist struggle with inwardly" (iii). Yet, 

she adds, Siu does follow the Chinese swordsman formula in that "the main character 

fights by himself rather than in a group, and all the main characters are 

fictional" (100).

"La primera espada del imperio" and "El otro ej rcito" (The Other é

Army) allude to ancient Chinese warriors and armies. The narrator of "La 

primera espada del imperio," a former chancellery security chief, at times 

addresses readers directly and tells the story spontaneously, including 
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observations reflecting the author's own opinions: "a man lacking a sense of humor 

can be as dangerous to himself as to everyone else."268  As the first-person 

narrator recalls the sad episode, we surmise what lies behind his deep 

disappointment and sorrow: he will be unable to pass on his title of "first sword of 

the empire" to his younger brother, as he wished, because the latter decided to 

earn it outright in a fight to the death. But only at story's end do we discover that 

the narrator was actually challenged by his brother (another military 

officer) and that it was his wife's intuition that saved his life: the bronze 

mirror she gave him served to stop his opponent's sword. Maan Lin stresses the 

"dialectic movement between action and reflection that poses a curious question: 

is one able to know one's state so well, in the midst of intense and rapid action? Siu 

has created, in 'La primera espada del imperio,' a character who is conscious 

and refined even in the midst of instinctive actions" (141). 

"El otro ej rcito" deals with the polemical culinary tradition of eating dog é

meat: "It is necessary to point out that this account takes place in a part of the 
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world where eating dog meat enjoyed--and it still does--a certain 

popularity; while not widespread, was considered normal."269  In the end, it is 

dogs, or perhaps werewolves, that end up eating soldiers. While "El lavado de 

manos" (The Hand Washing) shows exotic ceremonies and jealousy tales, "El hombre 

del la d" (The Man with the Lute) deals with the journey of a man so devoted to the ú

making of this instrument that he spends half of his life looking for the ideal piece of 

wood to produce the best possible lute. In the story, where the theme of friendship 

through the relationship between the lute maker and a swordsman is explored, 

the lute seems to symbolize the cultural sophistication of Chinese people. 

These stories taking place in ancient China could be understood in veiled 

Chinese cultural nationalist terms. Siu devotes his second short-story 

collection to reminding readers that the culture of his ancestors is thousands of 

years old. This decision may be related to Anderson's belief that nationalist 

thought tends to identify its "imagined community" with immemorial pasts and 

"atavistic fantasizing" (xiv). In this sense, Siu's approach brings him 
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closer to an incipient tus n cultural nationalism. Moreover, there is a á

sharp contrast in La primera espada del imperio between the exoticism and 

refinement of Chinese culture portrayed in the first five stories and the 

parroquial daily life and miseries of the rest of the other stories set in Peru. 

Again, this self-Orientalization and exoticization of a mythical ancient China 

may correspond to an implicit cultural nationalist outlook. 

The remaining stories take place in a contemporary Peru that seems 

somewhat plebeian when set against the backdrop of the ancient, heroic, and 

idealized China of previous texts. Incidentally, this type of contrast 

resurfaces in the novel La eternidad del instante (The Eternity of the Instant; 

2004), where Cuban author Zo  Vald s juxtaposes the sublime refinement of an é é

exoticized and romanticized Chinese world with the rather unrefined atmosphere 

of Cuban interpersonal relations, particularly when dealing with sexual 

encounters. Thus, the sixth story in Siu's La primera espada del imperio, 

"Azucena," radically changes the tone and settings of previous texts: in the last 
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lines, we realize through a sudden change of the narrative point of view (from a 

second-person narrator, seemingly the victim herself, to a first-person 

narrator representing the victimizer) that the narrative voice is the man 

who tried to rape Azucena. He is also the employer of this subaltern victim, a 

young woman he is addressing directly throughout the story. After the failed 

rape attempt, the helpless woman is fired by her employer, who falsely accuses 

her of trying to steal his wife's jewels. Now, she will have to find a new job where 

the same situation may again occur: "Eventually another house  And another …

employer. And if it's not the boss, his son, or his nephew. How long could you ward 

them off?"270 Likewise, "Rivalidad" describes a rivalry between two 

prostitutes from Callao. Only at story's end does the narrating john tell us 

that they are mother and daughter. 

Siu was one of the first Peruvian authors to engage the historical episode of 

the War of the Pacific. As seen, he mentions its sad consequences in several of his 

works. In the short story "El engendro" (The Freak) it is mentioned in passing: 
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"the capital underwent considerable changes after the outrages of January 

14, when they burned the Chinese grocery stores."271  Once again, the story 

treats the Chilean invasion of Lima and how after the Chilean army departed, 

many Peruvians burned Chinese businesses in retaliation for the support that 

this ethnic group had given the enemy. We also find a man who has been marginalized 

throughout his life because he is thought to be the offspring of his mother's rape by a 

Chilean soldier during the War of the Pacific. The unreliable narrator leads 

readers toward this belief as well. Yet the protagonist eventually finds out 

that he is the outcome of incest: his grandfather, who raised him, had raped his own 

daughter. Knowing that his grandfather is also his father, the "Chilenito," as 

people sarcastically call him, kills him, before committing suicide. 

Therefore, whereas Peruvian contemporary life is identified through 

prostitution, violence, rape, and incest, the author's imagined ancient 

China reflects his nostalgic idealization of his native country's history, 

culture, and glory.272
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Besides their intrinsic aesthetic value, Siu's works provide a wealth of 

information about the self-representation of the Chinese community and a 

uniquely Sino-Peruvian perspective. They also present a 

reinterpretation of Peruvian history from a Sino-Peruvian perspective: 

they democratize it by including the minority history of a previously excluded 

ethnic group. Although some of his writings are filled with the nostalgia expected 

from an expatriate writer, one can also perceive a tone of reproachment and 

resentment when writing about a country that forced him into a second migration. 

In addition, as mentioned, his re-creation of daily life in Lima's Chinatown 

denounces the self-exploitation embedded in the fierce entrepreneurship of this 

ethnic enclave, as well as the xenophobic attitudes in both Peruvian mainstream 

society and the Chinese community. Equally important are the 

intergenerational clashes that create fissures and boundaries within 

communities otherwise known for their ethnic solidarity. Finally, some of Siu's 

texts recall the coolie trade and the massacres of Chinese nationals to make sure 
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that these horrid injustices are not erased from collective memory. Like his 

exoticization of an imaginary ancient China in some of his short stories, which 

further inscribes cultural difference in his literature, these modifications 

or counter-narratives of official Peruvian history may also be read along 

cultural nationalist lines. In sum, Siu has found a unique voice among Latin 

American writers, making him perhaps the most important diasporic Chinese 

Spanish-language writer. No comparable literary heritage from first-

generation Chinese immigrants can be found in Cuba, for example, where authors 

with more or less distant Chinese ancestry, like Regino Pedroso, Jos  Lezama é

Lima, Regino Pedroso, Severo Sarduy, and Zo  Vald s, have been, for the most é é

part, responsible for the re-creation of the almost-vanished world of Chinese 

Cubans.

From a Chinese-born author's narrative of self-exploitation, we 

move on now, in Chapter III, to the mostly lyrical and transnational discourse of 
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two tus n women poets, Julia Wong and Sui Yun, who look beyond nationalism and á

national borders.
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Chapter III. Between National Borders: Julia Wong's and Sui Yun's 

Cosmopolitanism and Post-national Identities  

Unlike several Nippo-Peruvian (Seiichi Higashide, Augusto Higa, and 

Ricardo Ganaja) and Sino-Peruvian authors (Zulen) who try to assert and 

prove their Peruvianness through their writings, Julia Wong (1965-) 

and Sui Yun (1955-) declare their cosmopolitanism and, at times, 

rhetorically reject Peru in their poems. Both tus n authorsá  delink themselves 

from national projects, aiming instead at achieving the liberating effects of a 

cosmopolitan and post-nationalist deterritorialization or planetary 

consciousness. Their gendered agency as cultural producers and organizers 

alternates between the individualization of their poetic discourse and the 

synecdochical representation of their own ethnic group. In contrast with 

traditional ethnic politics, therefore, they feel no need to accommodate to the 

national projects of mainstream society. Instead, they write their 

transnational personal histories through the description of both international 
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and inner (introspective) landscapes. This desire to move beyond national 

borders and toward a planetary sense of attachment is sometimes reflected in 

their use of different languages, besides their native Spanish, in their 

poems. This border thinking and identification situates them, as mentioned, in 

the peripheries or even the exteriorities of national projects. Reaching 

similar conclusions, both Wong and Sui Yun reject the epistemic racism that 

reduces non-dominant belief systems as myth or folklore.

Anthony Appiah, in his study The Ethics of Identity (2005), provides his 

own personal approach to the concept of cosmopolitanism: "What works in 

encounters with other human beings across gaps of space, time and experience is 

enormously various. For stories . . . it is the capacity to follow a narrative 

and conjure a world . . . This is the moral epistemology that makes cosmopolitanism 

possible" (258). More specifically, in response to the nationalists' 

accusation of rootlessness, Appiah proposes a rooted cosmopolitanism or a 

cosmopolitan patriotism, by which one is supposed to improve where one lives, 
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regardless of where it is. Thus, in his essay "Cosmopolitan patriots," he 

proposes: "the cosmopolitan patriot can entertain the possibility of a world in 

which everyone is a rooted cosmopolitan, attached to a home of one's own, with its own 

cultural particularities, but taking pleasure from the presence of 

other, different places that are home to other, different people" (618). 

This type of cosmopolitan will also be open to circulation of people, be it for 

cultural tourism, migration, nomadism, or diaspora.

I argue that Julia Wong and Sui Yun also link, through their travels and 

experiences, the points of intersection that human beings of different 

nationalities have in common, including their moral and ethical values. Their 

pluriversal writings connect, in particular, their own Western values 

with the Eastern values of their ancestors. Interestingly, they 

strategically move not only in and out of Peruvianness, but also of Chineseness, at 

times describing themselves as Chinese women, while other times pointing out that 

the Chinese are the Other they find in the streets of Macau or China. They also move 
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back and forth from a poetic I to a collective we that ultimately represents all 

human beings. In this context, Appiah holds that the cosmopolitan impulse "sees a 

world of cultural and social variety as a precondition for the self-creation 

that is at the heart of a meaningful human life" (The Ethics 261). His worldview 

seems to coincide with those reflected in the cultural production of Wong and Sui 

Yun, who see themselves as open, cultural citizens of the world and implicitly 

seek a non-ethnocentric universalism (or pluriversalism) and a fruitful 

cross-cultural dialogue among nations. The case can be made, however, that 

their cosmopolitanism is not as rooted or patriotic as Appiah would wish, even 

though they declare to have felt "at home" in several countries.

These two poets share a taste for love and eroticism in their poetry, which 

C ceres has interpreted as a reaction to the social and economic crisis in Peru: "The á

idealization or reification of love is, for writers, one of the strange responses 

to the social and economic crises that have destroyed Peruvian youth's hopes."273  

Although referring to the contemporary Latin American novel, An bal í
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Gonz lez, in his á Love and Politics in the Contemporary Spanish American Novel 

(2010), concurs with this interpretation of the resurgence of a "new 

sentimentalism" and of love as a theme since the culmination of the Latin American 

Boom and the testimonio. According to Gonz lez, Post-Boom authors, tired of á

ideological dogma, political agitation, and social tension, turned to these new 

themes. They oscillate between the celebration of agape or the philanthropic 

impulse of love and respect for others, and a passionate eros that often includes 

an ironic vision of the effects of passionate love. In this chapter, I argue that 

Wong's erotic poetry, her exploration of pleasure and desire may be conceived of 

as a partial response to post-revolutionary fatigue and disillusionment, as 

well as a tool to heal personal and collective wounds after decades of hyper-

violent terrorism in Peru. I am not implying, however, that this is the 

exclusive or most important leitmotiv in her poetry, but simply one. 

Gonz lez borrows Denis de Rougemont's interpretation of the concepts of á

eros and agape in L'amour et l'Occident (Love in the Western World, 
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1956). Reading and writing as eros, according to Rougemont, can be associated 

with suffering, violence, passion, and an individual or egotistic subjectivity 

that ultimately may lead to transcendental knowledge. By contrast, reading 

and writing as agape (love of one's neighbor) emphasizes communicative 

aspects, the search of a feeling of community, love, and compassion for and 

communion with the other. In Gonz lez's words, "the tension between eros and á

agape found in this new narrative may also be understood as a debate between two 

different concepts of writing's social function" (15). Whereas Sui Yun 

rejects the idea that the eroticism in her poetry has to do with the post-

revolutionary fatigue suffered by certain Peruvian writers, Wong 

acknowledges it as a source of creative inspiration. 

Although it may seem contradictory (after all, Anzald a's border and ú

mestiza consciousness seems very much located in a specific place), Wong and Sui 

Yun blend their cosmopolitanism (they consider themselves citizens of the world) 

with a gendered mestiza consciousness (feeling both Peruvian and Chinese) that is 
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somewhat reminiscent of Gloria Anzald a's formulation of the ambiguities ú

unique to a Chicana consciousness in the Mexico-U.S. border. From this 

perspective, let us now focus on Wong's writing and her articulation of a 

cosmopolitan and mestiza consciousness. 

Julia Wong's Particular Brand of Cosmopolitanism

Julia Wong (she also signs her name as Julia Wong Kcomt and Julia Wong Kcomt-

Bosch) was born in the Peruvian town of Chep n, La Libertad, and after living é

in Buenos Aires for eight years, she moved back to Lima in 2012.274 She was born to an 

immigrant father from Panyu (also spelled Pun Yue and, in Peru, Pun yui) 

and a tus n mother of hakka descent from Trujillo, his second wife. Wong was raised á

between Chep n and Macau. Her paternal grandparents died during the war é

against Japan, hence the family's historical bias against the Japanese. 

Wong authored the short novels Bocetos para un cuadro de familia 

(Sketches for a Family Portrait, 2006) and Doble felicidad (Double 
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Happiness, 2012), the short story collection Margarita no quiere crecer 

(Margarita Does Not Want to Grow Up, 2011), and the poetry collections 

Historia de una gorda (History of a Fat Woman, 1994), Los ltimos blues de ú

Buddha (Buddha's Last Blues, 2000), Ladr n de codornicesó  (Quail Thief, 

2002), Iguazú  (2004); Bi rey nato (Bice royal ty 2007), Un salm n ciegoó  (A 

Blind Salmon, 2008), Un peque o bordado sobre la verg enzañ ü  (A Small 

Embroidery about Shame, 2011), and Lectura de Manos en Lisboa (Palm 

Reading in Lisbon, 2012). She also coordinates a yearly event called Chep n é

Chep n de Poes aé í  (Poetry Chep n Chep n) with national and international é é

poets. In her poetry collections, we find a tour de force that includes her 

cosmopolitan vision of the world that prompts her to live in different countries 

and express herself in foreign languages, and a need to prove, albeit 

tenuously, her national belonging, either through her identification with 

Peru--often with her hometown of Chep n--and its indigenous population or é

through her disidentification with China, her ancestral land. 
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Wong's cosmopolitanism, however, is a rooted one. Her poetry suggests 

that wherever she has lived or travelled, she has made the new land her own, 

regardless of how she is seen by locals. As she revealed in our interview, living 

for eight years in the south of Germany with her ex-husband, Wong was able to 

appropriate this new world as her own and never felt like a stranger; in fact, 

she claims to have felt more racism against her in Peru and Argentina than in 

Germany. And although Wong made Lima, Germany, Buenos Aires, Macau's 

beach, Hong Kong's Chung King Mansions, and other places her home, she has also 

periodically felt like an outsider. Curiously, she asserts that the only way to 

avoid feeling as though she is camping in a tent that must be moved is to have a father 

figure nearby, like her father in Macau, her brother in Chep n, or her ex-é

husband in Stuttgart or Hong Kong.

As will be seen, she often longs to leave her native country in search of new 

horizons, even though she sometimes gets homesick whenever she is abroad. Thus, in 

the poem "Clorofila" (Chlorophyll), from Un peque o bordado sobre la ñ
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verg enzaü , she confesses: "I cannot say Peru . . . in light of / Another 

language / Circumference, unwritten letter, Jewish, deutschen, 

market, / China / Industry / Geschichte // the universe becomes smaller."  275 

In the ensuing stanza, the poetic voice claims that she can no longer read Jos  é

Mar a Arguedas's books and, referring to his masterpiece í Los r os profundosí  

(Deep Rivers, 1958), where (even though it is also a transcultural 

book, as Ángel Rama has shown us) he stipulates that the ancient roots of Andean 

culture define Peruvian national identity, she counters with her cosmopolitan 

or internationalist views: "My rivers / Are not in one country."276  

Eventually, she celebrates her itinerant condition and defines herself as a 

postmodern woman: "Eine posmoderne Frau, that would be my life as an 

acrobat."277  She likewise declares, in "Inmensidad" (Immensity), that to 

understand and conquer Peru, she had to look outside its national borders: "I have 

learned the names of twelve Icelandic poets . . . To understand Peru / I drew 

Japanese mountains / I went to Dublin."278  Her transitory rejection of Peru 
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continues in "Chung King Love," from Margarita no quiere crecer, where the 

narrator, wandering around Hong Kong, states: "The heavy underarm of a 

country that I want to forget chases me."279  Later, mixing Spanish and English, 

she continues to celebrate statelessness: "The freedom of not being, it's not a 

superfluous flavor. Freedom on this side of the city is another freedom. Not being 

is difficult. Not being. Neither Peruvian, nor Chinese, nor a student of 

words."280 The narrator goes on to claim that if one jumps from the balcony of the 

Chung King Mansions, one is instantly born with a different nationality, 

gender, and skin color. She also clarifies, in a dialogue with a German man 

(presumably Wong's ex-husband), that she cannot return to Peru because 

the terrorist guerilla Sendero Luminoso (Shining Path) is kidnapping college 

students. We learn that when her best friend was abducted, the narrator 

tried to commit suicide. "Lima is a very sad city where one constantly feels like 

dying," she adds.281
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Her identitarian revelations are equally ambiguous and unstable. 

While she sees drastic differences between Chinese citizens and Chinese Peruvians, 

she also considers herself a Chinese woman in some of her poems. In others, however, 

she adopts the voice of a Latin American mestiza. Her Chinese ethnic background is 

often tied to memories of her father. Thus, Wong's nostalgic poem "Los fantasmas 

chinos" (Chinese Ghosts), published in the journal Espejo, opens with images of the 

house where she grew up in Chep n and the reasons she is a Chinese Peruvian: "A king é

dreamt about brimming / Plantations / With longan berry."282 Incidentally, 

she also mentions these ghosts that inhabit her house in the poems "El verano se oxida" 

and "Domingos." It is important to note that in Wong's first books, her hometown 

was the main referent for her image of Peru. She juxtaposed her domestic life in 

Chep n with a centrifugal view of the countries she visited. In later books, é

however, the prism changed to include other facets of her life in Peru. To 

return to "Los fantasmas chinos," she moves on to question her cultural and ethnic 

identity: "What do I do in Peru / If my birch colored blood / Cannot and should not mix / 
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With that of a descendent / Of a Spanish murderer" (31).283 The last two 

stanzas are addressed to a "yellow ghost," an unknown interlocutor who rides a 

bike in Guangzhou and who is plausibly the poetic voice's father. We learn that he 

taught her to appreciate the power of one's roots. The poem ends with her 

request to the "yellow ghost" to take her to conquer Lima's avenues and convince 

her that she is a princess. Whether she situates herself inside or outside 

Peruvianness or Chineseness, she engages in the creation of an-other epistemology 

and an-other history with which to identify.

The Japanese as "Other"

In spite of the overlap in experiences of exploitation, discrimination, and 

internal colonialism shared by the Nikkei and tus n communities, the Other of the á

tus n subject is not always the Peruvian criollo. Tus n writers' strategies á á

for representation and empowerment clash with those of other groups, as we see 

in the case of Wong's perception of the Nikkei community in Peru. Her 
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ambivalency toward Japanese and Nikkei resonates with the instability that 

pervades her poetry. She admires the poetry of her late friend Jos  é

Watanabe, a Nikkei Peruvian. There are also positive images of the Japanese 

in Wong's works. In Margarita, for example, a couple of young Japanese 

tourists are introduced as an example of purity and living harmony. Their 

mutual love and unity is described as a most beautiful sight and as the perfect 

couple.

Yet there are also more negative descriptions of the Japanese and Nikkei in 

her writing. They appear, against the backdrop of the Chinese community, as 

their Other. Incidentally, this shows that, despite the 

deterritorialization of Wong's poetry and her avowed identitarian confusion as 

to her own Chineseness, she still considers herself a member of the Sino-Peruvian 

community. Through her writings, Wong presents her view of the Chinese 

Peruvian community, not from the perspective of a received cultural 

tradition, but as a a project under construction. Social differences and the 
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vision of her community are subject to an ongoing negotiation of attitudes and 

identities. Thus, in the poem that opens her collection Un peque o bordadoñ  

(2011), "No hablo japon s" (I don't speak Japanese), the poet resorts to é

her typical prosaic tone and surreal overtones to envision the onerous presence of 

Japanese geishas and samurai: "You correct your steps too much / Like those 

murderous geishas / Who have promised to carve you into pieces."284 And the sense 

of anxiety continues in the next stanza: "A totally invented bow / But behind the 

curtain the samurai intends / To curse anyone / Who does not promise a head in 

exchange for being a subject."285 Once again, without providing additional 

information or justification, she sees herself surrounded and threatened by a 

Japanese presence. 

Ambivalent feelings toward those of Japanese origin resurface in the poem 

"El gallo rojo" (The Red Rooster), included in the collection Bi-rey-nato 

(2009). Dedicated to the Nippo-Peruvian poet Jos  Watanabe (one of the é

poets she admires most), whom she affectionately calls Wata, the poem again 
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reveals a certain resentment toward the Japanese community: "Peru is dying, 

Wata, / And I only remember what you told me about my aunt: / 'She was 

gorgeous, your aunt Carmen, / she didn't look Chinese.' / I smiled without 

taking offense, because in Peru no one / Looks like anything."286  Wong explicitly 

compares the perceived success of Nippo-Peruvian culture to the ostensible 

failure of the Sino-Peruvian: "Now sushi has become a language / Of the people / 

And my potent noodles / Await in a forgotten pot."287  As in a mirror game, she feels 

threatened by the success of the Nippo-Peruvian cultural network and its 

apparent political victory with the election of the Nikkei Alberto Fujimori to 

the presidency of Peru. She is drawing attention to the relatively large 

number of well-known Nippo-Peruvian writers and artists to call for 

better management of Sino-Peruvian cultural affairs (Doris Moromisato 

and Juan Shimabukuro claim, in Okinawa: un siglo en el Peru [Okinawa: A 

Century in Peru, 2006], that the Nikkei community has the largest number of 

artists in Peru). It is understood that Wong uses culinary references 
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metaphorically, because chifa restaurants continue to be more popular than 

Japanese restaurants in Peru; moreover, they have always been a 

traditional meeting point for family celebrations among the Nippo-Peruvian 

community, as seen in the following stanzas directed at Watanabe: "There was a 

chifa. // You ate wonton soup / With your Chinese friends, / And meanwhile, 

they were looking for an emblem / To overcome the half an inch / Difference in the 

eyelids."288  The following stanza reveals the plausible source of her antagonistic 

attitude: "Daddy told me to hate the Japanese / As they say Chileans are 

hated."289  Yet she immediately balances these aggressive, xenophobic remarks, 

which interrupt the mentioned cosmopolitan vision with lines that reject ethnic 

animosity: "But, with so much love, / I find no differences / Among the cherry, 

the sakura, the lotus flower and the olive tree."290 According to the last lines, 

the poetic voice has now become color blind and finds no difference between Japanese, 

Chinese, or criollo cultures in Peru. The time for reconciliation has arrived.
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Another text that deals, albeit briefly, with the author's 

ambivalency toward the Japanese in Peru is Bocetos para un cuadro de familia. 

Following in the footsteps of the Sino-Cuban author Regino Pedroso, who, in his 

collection of "Chinese poems" El ciruelo de Yuan Pei Fu (Yuan Pei Fu's Plum Tree; 

1955), invented the exotic Chinese ancestor Yuan Pei Fu, in this novella Wong 

also invents about half of the relatives of the Sino-Peruvian family of Chinese 

immigrants in Peru.291 With Bocetos, Wong joins Siu in the narrative 

representation of the Sino-Peruvian community from within. As he does, Wong 

describes, for instance, the fading boundaries between living quarters and 

storage rooms in the lives of Chinese shopkeepers: "a house was really nothing more 

than a storage room for oil cans, rice sacks and cinnamon bales, but one converted 

into a living space for a widower and his four children."292 In Wong's case, 

however, rather than providing us with a representation of the Sino-

Peruvian experience in general, she exclusively gives us that of her own 

(partly fictional) family of Chinese immigrants in Chep n, Peru.é
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Overwhelmed by feelings of guilt and shame, the first-person narrator 

in Bocetos, Mar a In s, laments her family's diaspora and returns to her í é

parents' home in Chep n after a twenty-year absence. There she experiences a é

series of flashbacks about her relatives, including a cousin with whom she was 

secretly in love. This impossible romance, together with the possible murder of 

an uncle by a relative with Down's syndrome, form the two pillars of the 

narrative. The novella's title is explained in one of the initial paragraphs: 

she recalls the image of all her adult relatives drinking tea, as if they were in 

Leonardo da Vinci's painting "The Last Supper," "but with slanted-eye 

characters."293 A positive Japanese image appears for the first time when 

Mar a In s is describing her aunt Alejandra and her children. We learn that she í é

painted Buddha images and made jade amulets. She was also dissimilar to women of 

her same age: "she was quite big and masculine for a Chinese descendant. The pale 

color of her skin gave her away as a great Han Chinese deity, placed inside a gloomy 

temple in some Hong Kong back alley, a totally inappropriate place."294 
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Despite this strange description, she is said to inspire spiritual depth. 

Though no one knows the identity of her children's father, Mar a In s suspects í é

that he may have been of Japanese descent: "Sometimes I wanted to ask her whether 

Mario and Gilberto's father were Japanese descendants, because both exhibited 

our Oriental features, but those associated with ceremonial nobility."295 In 

this sentence, readers can sense the narrator's admination for the Japanese. 

Wong's ambivalence toward the Nippo-Peruvian community is 

projected by her alter-ego in Bocetos, Mar a In s, who happens to be of Chinese í é

and Japanese ancestry. The narrator's parents met when her mother went to 

Chep n for the spring festival, where youngsters from the Tayouk (Lima's é

Chinese Club) were to perform the Lion Dance. We also learn that her mother 

"carried her ancestral culture as a trophy, not as a burden"296  and that her 

aunt Alejandra urged her to be proud of her Japanese heritage: "You have 

Japanese blood, Mar a In s. That makes you special, not once  twice."í é … 297  The 

third chapter, devoted to Ricardo's visit, also opens with her recollection of 
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her family's closeness to both Chinese and Japanese cultural traditions; her 

Nippo-Peruvian mother, Marina Yamamoto, kept them apart, not 

allowing today's hybridity: "Both traditions were kept apart for her, 

without making her an elaborated product, with no symbiosis in her; she expressed 

herself in one way or another, but without resorting to our time's mimetic, 

mix-it-all modernism."298 

Some of Mar a In s's relatives are proud of their Chinese origin as well. í é

Thus, Mario, who kept "that old-fashioned oriental concept of honor and 

glory,"299  became a doctor in Western and traditional Chinese medicine. 

Likewise, Grandfather Alfonso, a thin immigrant from China with limited 

Spanish-language skills, owned a grocery store and a movie theater where he 

would show Chinese martial arts films. He also sang nostalgic Chinese songs and told 

his small audiences stories of his homeland on the stage. Some considered him a sage, 

but Mar a In s dismisses that praise as hyperbole. She relates how her homesick í é

grandfather Alfonso tried to drown nostalgia by watching Chinese films and 
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operas. Eventually, however, assimilation to Peruvian society reduced 

Chinese culture in her family to certain decorative items and to the Chinese food 

that Alfonso cooked. While Mar a In s inherited some of her grandfather's í é

emotions, she rejects his unwillingness to adapt to Peruvian culture. In her 

view, by constantly watching Chinese films, he was escaping reality: "I would 

cruelly compare him to other immigrants in this country and viewed him as a 

solitary narcissist, following the pendulum of existence passionlessly."300 The 

movie house became "a symbol of identity for our lineage."301  We finally learn about 

Mar a In s's father, Miguel Ángel, an introvert from whom Mar a In s í é í é

inherited her love for silence and her devotion to art: "He would explain Western 

views about art and, of course, Eastern views on art as well. He taught me 

about art criticism and creativity."302  

Interestingly, in spite of the family's pride in their Asian cultures, 

having stated that her uncle Armando was considered the most handsome in the 

family, Mar a In s adds that he was "the one with the least slanted and lightest-í é
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colored eyes of the siblings."303 Because of his alcoholism and proneness to theft and 

domestic violence, his wife sent their two children to the United States, an act 

that the narrator perceives as "an annihilation of tus n culture and of their á

primordial links."304 There is, therefore, ambivalence toward Chinese 

phenotypes and values in the novella. The narrator explains her own behavior in 

the context of "Oriental culture." For example, having admitted being in love 

with her cousin Ricardo, she adds that they freely exchanged written greetings 

and compliments, contrary to the maxim "It is very Oriental to remain quiet so 

as not to get into trouble."305 

References to Japanese presence are more tenuous in the poem 

"Crisantemos"

(Chrysanthemums), published in Revista Poetas Inmortales. The poetic voice 

is a chrysanthemum proud of its beauty and elegance, "I'm still a flower most 

proud of being Oriental and melodious,"306  but sad when dropped into a bowl of soup. 

The chrysanthemum longs for its days among solemn Buddhist monks. Those eating soup 
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must be Chinese, because they're playing mahjong, a Chinese board game, and 

rehearsing the dragon dance. The implicit suggestion in the poem appears to be a 

semiotic Chinese victory over the Japanese, by means of the parochial use of a 

Japanese national symbol (the term "Chrysanthemum Throne" refers to Japan's 

emperor.) The Japanese theme is revisited in "Chung King Love," from Un 

peque o bordadoñ , which mentions Japanese privilege in Hong Kong: "It is in 

Nathan Road, on the Kowloon side. Muslims, Hindus, Pakistanis, Chinese live 

there. Japanese? Not the Japanese  they always have money and can afford …

better quarters."307  But again, the clue to the Wong family's apparent 

animosity toward the Japanese can be found in a short narrative in "Taxi en Hong 

Kong," also in Un peque o bordadoñ , where we read: "On a crude and fatal winter 

day, a Japanese soldier repeatedly shot my grandfather, then they set on fire 

the house where my grandmother would make duck soup with tangerine rinds."308  

Indeed, the Japanese invasion of China during World War II was the main reason 

behind the animosity that some overseas Chinese felt toward the Japanese. During 
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World War II, there were cases in which Chinese residents reported Japanese 

nationals to Peruvian and American authorities. Some Chinese store owners in 

Peru also placed Chinese flags on their businesses to make sure they were not 

confused with the Japanese. As a last example, in her short novel Doble felicidad 

Wong includes an Argentine journalist's article with a list of aberrations and 

negative terms of which one is a loving relationship between Chinese and Japanese: 

"a corrupt politician, an unfaithful mother, a military man who begins to blow 

up an arsenal, a black man who paints himself white. A Chinese who loves a 

Japanese."309

As Wong revealed in our interview, though her writings echo her 

father's and other relatives' feelings, she does not feel personal animosity 

toward the Japanese or Nikkei; on the contrary, she admires Japanese 

courage, strength, and resourcefulness. Yet she distances herself from a 

Peru "nipponized" during Alberto Fujimori's rule. Wong adds that from an 

aesthetic perspective, while comparing Chinese and Japanese authors, she 
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realized how different they were. However, she believes that Peruvian 

Nikkei and tusanes are more alike than Chinese and Japanese in their respective 

countries: "Now I believe that Japanese Peruvians are more like Chinese 

Peruvians than like their forefathers, not so much because of race-mixing but 

rather because of their ideal of harmony."310 Shared attitudes and 

worldviews, therefore, are what unite these two ethnic minorities in Peru; 

they have gone beyond historical animosity.

Chinese Identitiy, Cosmopolitanism, and Eroticism

In Wong's first volume of poetry, Historia de una gorda, she addresses the 

problems she encountered in trying to accept her own body and feminine image. She 

suffered from bulimia, an eating disorder that forces those suffering from it to 

vomit to lose weight. As Wong confessed, she would compare herself to the thin girls 

from Macau and Hong Kong, including her cousins, and would feel guilty for what 

she perceived as her overweight. In her words, Historia de una gorda is "a 
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bloodcurling scream at the disparate and desperate encounter with a model on a 

catwalk."311

The "overweight" woman in the title feels nostalgia for her Peruvian 

hometown and the Pacific Ocean. Thus, in "Intento interminable" (Never-

ending Attempt), we read: "Deutschland, Deutschland / Chep n my little é

town / Is too far."312 In "Sobre la universal huida de los ingratos hijos de Chep n" é

(About the Universal Flight of the Ungrateful Children of Chep n), she feels é

compelled to justify her participation in the sad exodus of her people from their 

hometown by recalling a voice that suggested that she go elsewhere to avoid an 

inauspicious future: "Let us say that the future threatened to be 

identical . . .  There was something in me that began to go way / Go away, darling, 

go away / As nothing smelled of fullness."313 Chinese flight from the community and, 

in particular, the departure of Wong's father for Macau after he lost his 

possessions to Velasco's agrarian reform, are fixed memories. She recalled 

those emotions in our interview: "When he left, something very strong was turned 
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off inside of me. The world had literally left me. And I think that he loved Chep n. é

He never understood Peru, but he loved Chep n and the Chinese community."é 314 

This historical event caused an irreparable breakup in the structure of her 

family and community. 

As in her other books, these memories of Wong's hometown and her family are 

compared to her adventures in the new country. Her mind goes back and forth 

between past and present, between nostalgia for her hometown and a cosmopolitan 

worldview that envisions an experienced, lived, and practiced space 

wherever she lives or travels, as opposed to choosing a more abstract, timeless 

representation of these regions or countries. The poet's spatial practice 

complicates these musings with her desires and preoccupations. In a way, she 

appropriates the new places and makes them part of her intricate identity.

Her mother and siblings are mentioned in her work, but the memory of her 

father is the most recurrent. In "Intento interminable" the poetic voice 

declares: "I swore to my father that I would take care of his gray hair."315 With 
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these memories of home and family, the poetic voice travels throughout France, 

Germany, and Spain in search of love, protection, self-acceptance, and 

self-knowledge. The exploration of her Sino-Peruvian identity appears in 

the lines of different poems: "my surname;" "I don't need to be called Julia / I can 

show a stamp;" "I have dreamt about an enormous ship cruising the Pacific / (My 

grandfather died without his coolie queue and in a violet habit);" "Sleep, 

little Chinese girl."316  Yet, as mentioned, beyond this Chinese ethnic 

background, there is a cosmopolitan search for an identity that crosses national 

borders. This is emblematized, as in the rest of her collections, by her use of 

several languages. Wong combines her identification with local landscapes and 

people (part of her rooted cosmopolitanism) with a sense of difference, 

particularly in racial terms. Thus, when the poetic voice travels to France 

in the poem "Le Pouldu, 20 horas" (Le Pouldu, 20 hours), she feels self-

conscious about her skin's darkness in contrast with the local phenotype: "Because 
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of my very black skin / And a spare hole in my ribs / That does not match Western 

aesthetics."317  She feels that she is the object of the European gaze.

Along with searching for this liberating cosmopolitanism, Wong's poetry 

finds purpose and refuge in the realm of sexuality and desire. In the second poem of 

the collection, where she employs her usual prosaic style combined with 

surrealist overtones, she declares herself thirsty for water, love, and 

maternity. Feeling dry and barren, she fears loneliness and wishes to feel the 

protection of someone's arms. The solution, she claims in "Incendio en Puerto Viejo" 

(Fire in Puerto Viejo), is to live out the concept of carpe diem: "Before dying / 

One must make love / About one thousand one hundred and twenty-seven times."318 

Several poems resort to "morose delectation," which Foucault describes as 

"taking a lingering pleasure (that's the morositas) in the representation, 

through thought or speech, of a past sexual pleasure" (214). The same 

erotic approach to relieving her sorrows continues in "Intento interminable" 
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(Never-ending Attempt) and intensifies in "Al camal" (To the Slaughter 

House).

The title of Wong's second collection, Los ltimos blues de Buddhaú , invokes a 

blend of Eastern and Western cultures. In it, she continues to express sexual 

desire, to examine (frustrated) maternity, and to lament unrequited love 

or the absence of a loved one. In line with her worldview in other collections, these 

themes are framed in a cosmopolitanism represented through the naming of 

different European cities and countries, and through the use of numerous lines in 

German and English. This time, however, China, Mexico, and the United 

States, rather than just Europe, become additional sources of inspiration. 

The poet insists on her desire to reach beyond national borders in "Los muros de 

Evansville" (Evansville's Walls), where her daughter's birth and her 

relocating to a new country fill her with hope: "This large country will give me 

everything new  / An omnipotent love / A language that will expand my …

horizons."319 

http://www.incabook.com/shop/?page=shop/browse&category_id=poesia&category=&keyword=&offset=309&
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Incidentally, although living in Europe at the time, the poet detracts 

from the evocative effect of her poems by code switching, among several European 

languages. This linguistic juggling particularly detracts from the poetic 

intention when she alludes to

Cusco, her childhood in Chep n, or when talking about her Chinese mother in "Mi é

madre" (My Mother). Yet, as she revealed, Wong feels that the mixing of 

languages enriches the poem: "It seems to me that the brain is an organ that is full of 

sounds and, when we feed it different languages, it achieves a marvelous 

symphony. I love words, in all languages."320 She grew up hearing Chinese, then 

she learned English and German, and it now makes her happy to speak and feel in 

different languages. From a different perspective, Wong's 

appropriation of English, German, and French could perhaps be read as a sign 

of anxiety or mimicry, a desire to be in the position of the Other, a fantasy to 

occupy his or her place. In Bhabha's words, "The desire for the Other is doubled by 

the desire in language, which splits the difference between Self and Other so that 
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both positions are partial" (50). If this approach is accepted, 

therefore, whereas in some poems Wong expresses sexual desire for the European 

Other, here her desire would be to become the Other, as metonymically expressed 

through the use of the Other's language. In poems like "Inmensidad" 

(Inmensity), featured in Un peque o bordadoñ , this desire seems to be 

explicitly expressed: "I wished I had been born in Berlin."321 A more convincing 

argument, however, would be to link Wong's interest in languages to a newly-

found feeling of comfort in unhomeliness.

In contrast with the former poetry collection, in Los ltimos bluesú  the 

poetic voice's identification with a Chinese cultural background, and her 

subsequent delinking with China take center stage. As Wong confessed, before 

publishing the book, she went through a process of de-ethnification, for she did not 

want to be identified as a writer of Chinese ancestry: "I did not want to look Chinese, 

I was a bit ashamed; no, it wasn't even shame, it was sorrow, self-pity, I 

preferred to be Peruvian, very Indian, a domestic servant from the 

http://www.incabook.com/shop/?page=shop/browse&category_id=poesia&category=&keyword=&offset=309&
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sierras, a washwoman  but I rejected my Chinese side; for me, Chinese were the …

bad ones in the movie."322 Considering that Peruvian indigenist discourses have 

often presented the Andean world as the essence of Peruvianness, the case could be 

made that her desire to be seen as indigenous represents a retreat from the 

cosmopolitan views of her other texts and a reterritorialization of her poetry. 

In spite of Wong's cultural indecisiveness throughout her work, there 

are references to her Chinese ethnic background and to the cultural differences 

between East and West in the opening poem of Los ltimos bluesú , "Ritual del t " é

(Tea Ceremony), where the poetic voice shares the Chinese tea ceremony with a 

Taiwanese student in Germany. In the first lines of "Hijos de sabandija" (Children 

of a Bug), the Buddha of the East and the Christ of the West are juxtaposed in the 

same sentence: "Buddha is only a statue / And the Christ I met does not ask great 

sacrifices from me."323 In Peru, she adds, no one knows of the ginger soups she 

eats. Likewise, "Mentiras" (Lies) brings to mind the rice fields in China and 

the Chinese tradition of flying kites when she confesses to a "man from the North": 

http://www.incabook.com/shop/?page=shop/browse&category_id=poesia&category=&keyword=&offset=309&
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"Each time I went up like a kite / Over the wet rice fields / You were the 

string."324 Again, Wong nostalgically remembers her deceased father in "La 

tercera esposa de mi padre" (My Father's Third Wife) and in "Hijos de 

sabandija." In this poem we read: "Because I love you so much / I will leave you 

resting in this red sand vase / And a pair of oranges / Will make me remember how we 

lived,"325. 

As in Historia de una gorda, in Los ltimos bluesú  the poetic voice addresses 

race by contrasting her dark skin with the lighter skin of the Europeans around 

her. In "Quiero (poema de colores)" (I Want [Poem of Colors]) she describes 

her own voice as yellow, "My little yellow voice / Is a powerful tool,"326  and then 

focuses on skin colors in "Nur F r Kitze" (For Kids Only): "My sunny flesh / ü

Looked nice beside your rosy skin."327  Obviously, she no longer feels that she is the 

object of the European gaze; inverting the roles, she now makes her counter-gaze 

evident by noticing the other's skin color in contrast with hers. In "XXXX" a 

http://www.incabook.com/shop/?page=shop/browse&category_id=poesia&category=&keyword=&offset=309&
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pregnant poetic voice hopes that her child will fall in love with someone who does not 

object to a copper-color skin. 

Undoubtedly, Wong identifies with her Chinese ethnocultural 

background. Yet her attitude toward mainland China is more ambivalent and 

tenuous. In the love poem "Cuando atardece en China" (When the Sun Sets in 

China), the poetic voice claims that in China she feels stronger: "That country 

alights / Like a kiss / In the middle of my crying soul. // There I felt strong, 

strong."328 Likewise, she considers herself a Chinese woman in "Un milagro en 

Ch rrepe" (A Miracle in Ch rrepe), "Are you calling me / (Me? / Are you é é

talking to me? / A Chinese woman is always plagued with doubt),"329 and in 

"Harnero" (Sieve), she continues with her generalizations about Chinese 

women: "Like a bundle of pencils / Tied with shiny tape / That's how we, women, 

are / That's how we, Chinese women, are." . . . "Like a bouquet of rickety 

carnations / Dyed with indigo / That is how we women are / That is how we Chinese women 

are."330 Certain lines in this poem denote a poetic silence, the hidden knowledge of 
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her culture that is inaccessible to outsiders: "Because one has to understand 

Chinese, / To understand why the tiger's stripes / Are painted by rich 

men."331 This silence perhaps suggests, as an element of resistance, that no 

translation of cultural difference is possible. Be it as it may, the sieve 

mentioned in the title hints at the existence of substantial cultural differences 

between Chinese Peruvians (or Chinese Latin Americans) and mainland Chinese. 

The poetic voice's phenotype may be similar to that of the citizens of Chengdu, 

China, but she unquestionably feels different: "Look well at my face / I am not so 

similar, not so similar."332 At one point, she confesses guilt for not identifying 

more closely with China: "I was born in Peru / And I regret a little bit / Having 

got scared / About Chengdu's public toilets."333 Later, however, she 

realizes that she has no desire to be one of them: "Because I don't want to be the same / 

Not so similar."334 

This delinking occurs with Chinese citizens as well as with Chinese cities. In 

"Llueve en Shanghai" (It Rains in Shanghai) the poetic voice openly rejects the 
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city: "(Shanghai is red and dirty / Like my dress)."335 Curiously, again 

coinciding with Sui Yun's views, this type of disconnection does not take place when 

the poem evokes a mythical China of the past. In "Inmemorial China" (Immemorial 

China), for example, the poetic voice feels nostalgia for an ancestral China 

that she evidently never knew, and perhaps, as in Bocetos, for invented 

memories of Chinese ancestors: "I would like to bring back / The memories // Of my 

clothing sewn / With golden thread / China is a golden river / Flowing down the dense 

centuries."336 

The poet professes to feel ambivalent attraction/rejection toward her 

native Peru as well, an indication of her cosmopolitan refusal to adopt a single 

identity or to identify with only one nationality. First, her longing for Peru is 

apparent in "Canciones para negar el desierto" (Songs to Deny the Desert), 

where she misses the Andean air. In "Amor tapat o," the poetic voice feels í

lightheaded while touring Guadalajara, Mexico, and a bystander, sensing her 

longing for Peru, requests a mariachi to play a Peruvian waltz. Yet the 
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poet's love and nostalgia for her country, as contained in these poems, combine 

with her overt desire to leave it. In her other compositions, we find an 

adventurous desire to seek out new frontiers abroad. In "Lima," for example, 

she first spurns the capital city, "After so much sun in California / Lima 

becomes a heavy bag / For the rest of the trip // To carry this city / Is a 

condemnation for indomitable ones,"337 only to declare her full identification with 

the city in the second section of the poem: "I am Lima."338

The cosmopolitan outlook continues in Ladr n de codornicesó , which includes 

five poems in English and one in German. It is particularly explicit in "Legi n" ó

(Legion), a poem where the poetic voice claims to have gained freedom, "The 

shackles broken / The wrists in pain / Are still bleeding,"339 thanks to her 

travels in search of love or lust: "Seven devils go with her / Seven impure 

heads // From North America to Europe / From the Margarita Bridge / In 

Budapest / To the highest lake / In the high plateau of Peru."340 In turn, 

"Canci n de cuna" (Lullaby), the opening poem, ó makes reference in the second 
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stanza to the poet's Chinese background: "Sad men, / Paint with their fingers / 

Chinese men / With braided hair."341  The last two stanzas allude to the Mexican 

indigenous ethnicity of her daughter. Talking directly to the spirits of the 

South, time, water, sand, and the hill, the poetic voice wishes she could act 

like an indigenous Mexican mother: "Give me an Indian mother's heart / That can 

squeeze roses on the pier // That will not pester my daughter / That will not walk 

over broken glass / That will not cry obsidians and turquoises."342  Therefore, 

the mother in the poem directs this lullaby to herself rather than to her 

daughter, thereby wishing she could be more emotionally stable to avoid hurting the 

girl, hence the reference to walking over broken glass.

Brief references to the Asian world are found in other poems. In 

"Elefantes chinos" (Chinese Elephants), she compares her love relation with a 

Western man to a conflict between East and West: "Where on your shoulder am I 

going to let my Asian cheek win the match between the Orient and the West."343  
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Interestingly, although she was born in Peru, Wong considers herself a 

representative of Eastern civilizations.344 

As in previous collections, in Ladr n de codornicesó  several poems pay 

homage to her beloved Chinese father. He is mentioned in the first line of "El 

arrozal" (The Rice Field), a poem that celebrates childhood happiness. In "La 

isla de mi padre" (My Father's Island) the poet recalls her father walking 

silently with her along the seashore, and wishes time could be reversed to prevent 

his death: "Don't leave yet / Suddenly the crab / Walks forward // And he puts 

the watch back."345 The poetic voice listens or wants to listen to her deceased 

father's voice in "In Memoriam." She quizzes him about his whereabouts and 

imagines him roasting nuts in Macau: "His ashes will rest or I will scatter them 

on my bed / That way, I will listen to his voice."346  She describes herself again as a 

"lonely daughter" in "Macau," in which she recalls her happy childhood and how she 

would eat in silence with her elderly father, combining Chinese and Peruvian 

foods: "he would pour soy sauce, chili sauce."347 
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The topic of race is prevalent in "Praga" (Prague), where the poetic 

voice, describing herself as a "globetrotting female,"348 strangely "decides not 

to have a son / if he is not to be Arian."349 Wong wrote this poem after visiting a 

children's cemetery in Prague, overwhelmed by the horror of Nazi atrocities. 

As a German man's wife, she rhetorically fears what would happen to her son, 

were he not Arian. The poetic voice, in these lines, is trying to reconcile the evil 

present in Germany's historical past with the love and affection she feels for her 

German husband, her German friends, and her German "parents."

To continue with previously dealt issues, the poetic voice laments the 

departure of loved ones as well as unrequited love, and questions her own desire 

to live both North and South of the equator. In "El sur me quita fuerzas" (The 

South Makes Me Weak), for example, she rejects life in a South that could be her 

own country, Peru: "That the South is miserable / Cruel / Full of shamans and 

delinquents / It is a corpse."350 It is as if the poet, having lived in Macau, 

Germany, and Argentina, were trying to find an excuse not to live in her 
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country: "The South eats me / And digests me as its last excrement."351 In "La 

limpia" (The Spiritual Cleansing), the person heading the ceremony asks her to 

choose a word before leaving the country, and in "El triste" (The Sad One), the 

poetic voice does not remember whether she lived in Peru and recalls dreaming of the 

North.

Other poems mention the aftermath of the European conquest of the 

Americas. Thus, the first stanza of "Ayacucho" suggests the juxtaposition of 

indigenous and European elements: "Death does not hurt me / A shaman looking at an 

altarpiece / Hurts me."352 Likewise, "Ca n del Colca" (Colca Canyon) ñó

describes a condor that hides from a European man because "a European heart is 

closed."353 Directly addressing a second person, the unforgiving poetic voice 

criticizes him: "You don't even deserve / The rocks bursting / At the bottom of the 

precipice."354 For the poet, the beautiful Colca Canyon and, perhaps by 

extension, the Andean world are a "Place full / Of death and misery."355 Andean 
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topics reappear in "El jard n andino" (Andean Garden) and "El indio abierto" í

(The Open Indian).

To move on to the next collection of poems, Iguazú  was inspired by Wong's visit 

to the Igua u Falls on the border shared by Argentina, Brazil, and Paraguay. ç

As in her other books, several poems (one in English and another in German) delve 

into loneliness and the sadness of unrequited love or its absence. Beautiful 

natural surroundings inspire the poetic voice to vent her feelings of loneliness 

or jealousy, frequently directed at an absent lover: "You thought about me / 

While that woman was kissing you,"356  she states in "El anillo Touareg" (Tuareg 

Ring).

Wong describes her collection Bi-rey-nato as an experiment through which 

she tried to resound the collective voice of immigrants she knew in Buenos Aires. As 

she recalled in our interview, after arriving in Buenos Aires after stays in 

Germany and the United States, she no longer felt Peruvian. Yet she had heard the 

wailing of immigrants from different countries, particularly those from 
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Peru, and decided to lend them a voice; therefore, some poetic voices in the book are 

masculine. Wong chooses to go back and forth rhetorically from the present to 

colonial times in Peru. In the poem that opens Bi-rey-nato, titled "Uno" 

(One), a conquistador kisses the poetic voice's hand; however, she resents the 

violence committed against indigenous people: "E of Empire / It hurts my 

heart. / War cry / War, / War, war."357 More than inter-ethnic 

solidarity is contained in these lines and in the mentioned poems of Andean theme. In 

spite of her cosmopolitan approach, by restoring the past this way, she creates 

imaginary genealogical links with Peru's original inhabitants, hence laying 

claim to her place in Peru and legitimizing her national belonging. In other 

words, Wong reterritorializes her poetry to establish her own indigeneity. 

Her former dis-identification with Peruvianness suddenly disappears. This 

disposition is also evident in her novel Doble felicidad, where the protagonist 

confesses that "Perhaps she urgently needed to find similarities between Peru and 

China."358  These types of fictional connections and fellowships are by no means new in 
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Latin America. As Anderson reminds us, "Spanish-speaking mestizo Mexicans 

trace their ancestries, not to Castilian conquistadors, but to half-

obliterated Aztecs, Mayans, Toltecs and Zapotecs. Uruguayan 

revolutionary patriots, creoles themselves, took up the name of Tupac 

Amar , the last great indigenous rebel against creole oppression, who died ú

under unspeakable tortures in 1781" (154).

The ensuing poems include sporadic references to her ethnicity, to China, 

and to Macau. However, in the collection's final poem, simply titled "2," 

the poetic voice considers herself a chola, i.e., an Indian or mestiza. Showing 

her desire to look like the Other (like in Chapter 47 of Doble felicidad), she 

contrasts her protruding abdomen to the European-like bodies of Argentine 

women: "And I wanted to be white and blonde, because the Christian / Jesus may have 

been Arian or Semite, anything, / But a mixture of weird and nervous things, 

with / A belly, like me."359  Later, in an attempt to decolonize her being, the 

poetic voice reproaches herself for having these kinds of thoughts: "Why are you 
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ashamed of yourself, damned Indian."360 Again, she feels the abject object of the 

gaze, but eventually rejects feeling abject, overcomes the "colonial wound," 

and embraces her mestiza consciousness. She recovers her human dignity. 

"(In)dignity," as Mignolo points out, "is a feeling provoked by he who controls 

knowledge and is in a position to classify and rank people in the chain of humanity. In 

the colonial matrix of power such classifications are bestowed on bodies, in a 

combination of racism and patriarchy" (218). This poem, therefore, 

provides an example of double consciousness by which "the colonized" (the victim of 

internal colonialism in this case) sees herself through the eyes of "the colonizer" 

(mainstream society). To put it in Mignolo's words, it is the experience "of 

Being through the eyes of the imperial Other; the experience of knowing that 'I am 

being perceived, in the eyes of the imperial Other, as not quite human'" 

(112). As usually assumed, the person who looks at another attains the 

agent's position of power; the narrator becomes narrated. It is worth keeping 
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in mind, however, that in some poems Wong speaks for those suffering around her, 

and not necessarily for herself. 

Another poetry collection, Un salm n ciegoó , continues with the prosaic 

tone and vocabulary of previous books, as well as with surrealist descriptions 

in some poems. Settings and outlook are again cosmopolitan: poems move from 

Argentina and Colombia to Germany, with several set in various Peruvian 

towns. Wong includes lines in English, Italian, and German, and her dream of 

moving elsewhere endures, as may be noticed in the title of the poem "deber a irme a í

vivir a colombia" (I Should Go Live in Colombia; with a lower-case c in the 

original) or in "una pluma cae" (A Feather Falls), where we read: "the 

composure of the Peruvian epidermis / Cracks apart in Mexico in Vienna in 

Milan."361

As foreshadowed by the Chinese fish drawing on the book's cover, several 

poems widen previous explorations of Chinese identity and family ties. In 

"Potrero de Santa Rosa" (Santa Rosa Pastures), for instance, the poetic 
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voice nostalgically recalls her Chinese father and her siblings, lamenting that 

none of them was able to control his or her own destiny: "We did not how to make a new 

world / Someone made and unmade us in their own way."362 This "someone" is none other 

than President Velasco, whose agrarian reforms caused the Chinese exodus Wong 

mentions in her poems. In "Educaci n" (Education), the poet highlights her ó

ethnic background, remembering her childhood among people of Chinese origin. She 

describes a scene where her mother talks about China with a man with "porcelain 

skin," and recalls her confusion when she was unable to understand other 

children. She also remembers a Chinese teacher, certain Chinese immigrants, 

and eating Beijing duck. In a poem written in broken English, "On sameness," she 

wonders about her cultural identity: "where is my china? . . . but the west 

eye / have more intentions than faces, they will fill / the Chinese emptiness with / 

anger and cruel desires" (25). And in a poem with the same title, but 

written in Spanish, "Sobre la igualdad," she rewrites: "Where has my 

faraway Chinese country gone?"363  The poetic voice feels disappointed with the 
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China she encounters, so different from the enigmatic country with so many wise, 

ancient traditions that she had learned about. Instead of the myth, she finds the 

greed of hundreds of storekeepers. In this last poem, besides remembering her 

family with nostalgia and expressing her love and hate for the city where she 

lives, the poetic voice also paraphrases lines from the previous poem that 

criticized Western views on China: "The Western gaze / Sows its intentions / They 

want to fill / Chinese emptiness / With hatred and disasters."364

The book includes several prose passages, recalling Wong's experience as 

an au pair in Germany. Some detail her love for a German named Karl who made her 

pregnant and who felt guilt because of his grandfather's Nazi past. Again, 

peculiar approaches to the issue of race resurface: "I have seen white blue-

eyed children with their mestizo mothers like me strolling happily together."365 

In a text that reads like a personal letter, she wonders whether she is being used 

by her husband to propagate his genes or for his entertainment (he takes numerous 

photographs of her pregnant stomach, even though she does not feel 
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attractive). The text ends with her desiring to leave Karl and to escape to a 

seashore town. A second prose text reveals that she had a miscarriage during a 

bicycle trip. Countering previous poems, however, she does not describe 

herself as Chinese, but as Latin American: "I am a little Latin American woman 

who came, terribly in love, to Germany."366  

The same uneasiness with all surrounding her pervades "madness on the 

highest building," where the ambivalent poetic voice asks questions in Spanish 

and broken English: "do you think am I (sic) glad with this language? I only think in 

Spanish, but I cannot say what I think. do you think am i (sic) happy with the 

place i was born" (77).367  Again, compared with other poems where she seems to miss 

her Peruvian hometown, she momentarily rejects her native country, only to 

yearn for Peruvian beverages and music (pisco sour and the cashua [a type of 

dance similar to the huayno]  "El c ndor pasa") a few lines on. In any case, the ó

overarching theme of a search for personal and cultural identity pervades this 

poem, which, ironically, is written mostly in English: "do i need to say i'm 
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peruvian, with little, little indian blood? / the chinese kitchen, ahh  we …

forget that for now! / but I miss so much a good played condor pasa / pass condor, 

pass / erase that shit, erase it with your sacred wings" (79).368  As in 

previous poems, the poetic voice invents a genealogical indigenous heritage, 

perhaps to legitimize and claim her Peruvian cultural belonging. She 

expresses discontent with her semi-nomadic life, "am i happy being a cosmopolitan 

whore? i never sell sex, i sell words" (78), and extends the limits of her own 

insecurities by questioning her maternal instincts: "am i good enough to be a 

mother?" (79). Perhaps we can find a plausible explanation to the ostensible 

ambivalence that pervades Wong's poetry when, as she pointed out in our 

interview, she lends a voice to the suffering people who engulf her (much like her 

countryman C sar Vallejo): "It is as if I were telling my stomach, let's write é

now, and my own memory or the one borrowed from the literature of pain and 

rage--very Peruvian and very Asiatic, due to injustice and impotence 

dealing with social, economic, sexual and other issues--allows me to keep 
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writing."369  Her poetry responds not only to her memories, but also to those of her 

relatives, friends, neighbors, and authors she has read.

In "Canci n del p jaro multiforme" (Song of the Multishaped Bird), the ó á

poet reveals part of her personal history. Her daughter's father is a 

Mexican citizen and she considers this relationship (mentioning the word 

"adultery" in passing) an onerous border: "And I am afraid of the border / More 

than of the sun and its glandular stains / More than of a tsunami."370 The last two 

stanzas turn to her daughter, whom she describes, again in cosmopolitan terms, 

as a borderless bird. The poetic voice states, in arcane terms, that the girl 

killed her father and hurt her mother deeply. The poem closes with lines that hint 

at the possibility of another type of frontier between mother and daughter, 

seemingly related to their different phenotypes: "That there are words that she 

carries in her cells / That I would never understand / That between her nose and 

mine / No matter how much love / No matter how much love / I cannot embrace 

her."371  The leitmotiv of maternity reappears in "madre e hija" (mother and 
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daughter): "we are the memory of that trip to tijuana, grandfather's 

language that we want to learn together, how do you say heaven in chinese, 

mom? . . . a couple not fitting anywhere."372  And the presence of painful 

international borders is further elaborated in "Tijuana gran margarita" 

(Tijuana Grand Margarita), where, inspired by the Argentine Facundo 

Cabral's song "No soy de aqu  ni soy de all " and the í á Mexican Jos  Alfredo Jim nez's é é

famous ranchera "El rey" (The King), she states: "I'm neither from here nor 

from there / But I'm still / the que / e / n."373  

Finally, in Un peque o bordadoñ  several poems, e.g., "El caracol 

colorado" (The Red Snail), evoke self-destruction and low self-esteem: "I 

destroy my habitat with patience . . .  I look at my ugliness as it gets tired."374 

Others express remorse, as in the lines "Then I spit on myself / I should have not been 

unfaithful"375 in "Otra vez, claveles" (Again, Carnations). While 

Wong's references to pain in previous collections were mostly related to 

marital infidelities and regret, they now respond to the outcome of physical 
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abuse, domestic violence, rape, and even death. For instance, she describes 

physical violence in "Trenes" [Trains]: "he runs toward me and hits me, hits me 

until my mouth is / Red / Trickle of blood drops lukewarm // My role in his universe 

is a rag / A facial tissue badly wrapped with indiscretion;"376  or in "Otro 

caracol" (Another Snail), "Being a woman is not very different from being a 

snail / Both of us slobber for what we don't have and turn red / When a hand gets 

closer and hits us."377  Pain reaches its peak in "Taxi," where the poetic voice is 

raped by two men and thus, has to be hospitalized for two weeks, and in "Pelea de 

gallos" (Cock Fight), where a rooster, the poetic voice's alter ego, tries to 

defend itself but ends up losing the fight once its neck is broken. Overall, Un 

peque o bordado ñ distances itself from previous explorations of pleasure, 

lust, and desire to focus instead on shame, remorse, and different forms of 

pain. Consequently, the verb "cry" as well as the sense of abandonment and 

abjection are more recurrent than in previous collections, as seen in "La mujer 

p jaro" (The Bird Woman): "There are neighbors / Who smile / They detest me / I á
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also cry for them / Great fighters / Mercenaries of adjacent kingdoms who want to 

steal my secrets."378

A similar search for identity, this time through culinary symbols, 

continues in the strange story "Leyenda del Hon Cai si. Mercado rojo de Macau" 

(Legend of the Hon Cai si. Macau's Red Market), included in the collection 

Margarita: "I eat egg drop soup with thin noodles and I add almost three 

spoonfuls of ground chili. That search for identity through fire, together with 

the habit of eating hot food, are acts of liberation."379  Tasting something that 

almost causes pain, Wong adds, becomes a healing necessity to eliminate sadness or 

the agony of unmentionable memories. Here, however, the main identitarian 

link is established thanks to a physical handicap, i.e., a man missing an ear 

notices that the first-person narrator is missing her left little finger: "I 

believe that there is an almost immediate connection among persons missing bodily 

parts. A desperate attraction."380 The protagonist feels as if his gaze is 

asking whether she lost her finger or was born thus. She finally breaks the tension 
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by disclosing to him that she lost her finger in Macau: a shaman cut it off because she 

refused to tell him her father's Chinese sacred name. The shaman claimed that her 

pinkie was of no consequence to the spiritual teachings that she was to receive. He 

assured her that this knowledge would shield her from the sensuality her father 

was trying to instill in her. The shaman was proud of having had his own little 

finger cut off, but Wong disliked it because the mutilation made her feel less 

normal: "All that I wanted was to be close to my father's name, because his name 

protected me, it gave me strength and happiness. To be normal was my biggest 

aspiration, to have a house, a loving husband."381  But the shaman condemned her 

to her present life. She exaggeratedly brings up that so much blood was shed when 

her finger was cut off that the grounds of red market or Hon Cai si were covered. 

The title of this collection is taken from the eponymous short story 

"Margarita no quiere crecer," where Wong explores her darker side and 

revisits the topic of bulimia. It takes place in Buenos Aires and Lima. The 

narrator describes Lima, without nostalgia, as "the deepest sordidness of its 
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horribleness, which tries to make itself up as fog . . . A city of cliffs, 

dangerous, in love with death."382 In Buenos Aires, surprised to see that 

Argentine women are thin like Asian women, she increasingly focuses on her body. 

The protagonist begins to lose weight once she realizes that her love for an 

Argentine man is unrequited: "When Bukowski left me, I had a horrible need to not 

eat for days, so that everything would pain me as much as his absence."383 When her 

weight reaches one hundred pounds, she decides to send photographs of herself to her 

mother to make her feel guilty for her unfaithfulness to her father. The 

protagonist describes how traumatized she felt after knowing of her mother's 

affair with a blonde man. It was then she developed nervous tics and decided to move 

to Buenos Aires.

In the opening passage, a semiautobiographic protagonist 

(Margarita is Wong's middle name) confesses to have a nervous tick: she bites 

her upper lip until it bleeds. She informs the reader that she moved from Lima to 

Buenos Aires to study graphic design, but after failing several courses, her 
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father stopped sending money. Later, the protagonist narrates the 

worsening mental condition of her brother Oscar, who too had problems with his 

self-image that led to his suicide. For the protagonist, her overweight 

brother Oscar is a distorted reflection of herself. There are also seemingly 

incestuous overtones in her description of him. After admitting having felt 

nothing for her husband, she adds: "it was my brother who played all roles. I had my 

oedipal relationship with him. He embodied manliness, strength, and 

virtue."384 Oscar wanted to renew and export the concept of the Chinese 

Peruvian chifa abroad, because as the protagonist explains: "Our generation 

has been tagged to make Peru a brand name, to desperately go outside our borders 

selling things, selling ourselves, like absurd clowns, shying away from our 

deepest ideals, bouncing around in one foot in attempts to duplicate Caribbean 

dances, Yankee juxtapositions and European ideologies, all this just to become 

part of humanity."385 To continue with her analysis of the Peruvian national 

psychology, after clarifying that she does not look Asian (she is a third-
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generation tus n), she confesses that, unlike the proud Argentines, á

Peruvians are ashamed of their roots: "we want to be anything but descendants of 

Indians. As though we reeked of savage paganism . . .  far removed from chubby, 

blonde, and embellished Italian cherubs."386  As she mentions further on, everyone 

considered her mother very fortunate for having married an educated, well-

to-do, white man: "The whiter the better. A passport needed for social 

prestige."387  The narrator admits to feeling racial shame. She has been ashamed 

of her Chinese ancestry: "I did not want to look like a granddaughter of ghastly 

migrants, half-enslaved in sugar-cane plantations."388 The narrator 

claims not to feel Asiatic or attracted to Chinese culture; she sees Chinese as bees, 

as "a hardworking and disindividualized people."389 She wonders whether her 

grandfather shut her out from her Asianness to spare her from a useless past.

The protagonist cherishes her relationship with her demure Chinese 

grandfather, described as a wax statue and as someone from the past. He 

arrived by steamboat in northern Peru without knowing Spanish or anyone. 
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After his uncle failed to pick him up, he walked for four days until he found 

employment in a rice field. She enjoys observing her grandfather taking care of his 

canary, but finds it odd that this foreigner is related to her. Her rejection of 

Chinese culture is insinuated in the scene where, as a child, her grandfather took 

her to Lima's Chinatown to see Chinese people eat breakfast; she felt so bored that he 

never took her again.

In Wong's last short novel, Doble felicidad,390 her Chinese ethnic 

background is perhaps most influential. However, her cosmopolitan views 

are still underscored by the semiautobiographical protagonist who lives in four 

different countries (Peru, the then-Portuguese colony of Macau, 

Panama, and Argentina), and through a "Warning" where the author 

reveals that this autobiography  clef à was written in four cities: Macau, 

Chep n, Buenos Aires, and Lima. The biographical summary in the inside flap of é

the book hightlights once again her international outlook: "She likes and dislikes 

Argentina with the same intensity. She would like to die in Lisbon, inevitably 
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misses Germany. . .  She would like to fly over the Nazca lines and live for a time 

between the south of China and Indonesia"391 Together with this geographical 

assortment, the back cover reveals the protagonist's ambivalent positioning 

by stating that the novel "is a postmodern version of oriental modesty, it figures 

those ancestors whom the author concomitantly cultivates and rejects."392 

Reminiscent of Cort zar's á Rayuela, it suggests that the numbered chapters 

may be read linearly (Western-like), from back to front (Oriental-

like), or by beginning wherever the reader chooses. 

As does Siu in some of his texts, Wong reminds readers in this novel, in a 

section titled "Brief historical review of Chinese immigration to Peru," of the 

mistreatment suffered by the newly arrived coolies and their descendants. She 

includes data on the high number of deaths during coolie transport, the official 

restrictions on Chinese immigration, and the looting of twenty-four Chinese 

businesses in Lima on May 9, 1909. Unlike the historian Hu-deHart, 

however, Wong argues that the reasons for widespread anti-Chinese sentiment 
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in Peru did not necessarily stem from fear of an increase in business competition, 

but from "intolerance to and fear of different customs."393 

Most passages are narrated by the protagonist Sof a Wu or by her older í

sister Mercedes. The plot includes newspaper articles, intimate diaries by 

several characters, Roberto's letter to her daughter Sof a, and a few í

passages narrated by Sof a's mother. The story, which does not follow a linear í

chronology, relates the separation at the age of four of Sof a from her Peruvian í

mother and Mercedes. After Roberto Wu, the protagonist's father, moved 

his family to Macau, his wife, not adapting to the new environs, decided to 

return to Peru with one of her daughters, Mercedes. Sof a stayed behind in í

Macau with her eccentric hakka (from Pun Yi) father. She is so traumatized 

that she spends the rest of her life mulling over her mother's decision. She 

wonders, for example, whether her mother feared that her husband would hurt 

or rape Mercedes, the more rebellious daughter. What deeply hurts Sof a is í

knowing that, despite these fears, her mother did not hesitate to leave her with 
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her father. At the end, the protagonist's constant state of nostalgia 

plausibly led to her madness. 

Almost twenty-seven years after her mother and sister's 

departure, Sof a, now a Buddhist nun, finds out that Mercedes lost her í

newborn son, and decides to return to her hometown of Guadalupe to pay her a 

visit. Their mother had died years earlier and now Mercedes is married to a tus n á

man whom she considers "like a good Chinese, demure, and not very 

affectionate."394 Perhaps because Sof a has nearly forgotten her Spanish, her í

communication with her sister is flawed and both feel estranged from each other. 

She ends up stealing Mercedes's savings and moving to Panama, where she 

befriends a Solange, a tantric Buddhist monk of Chinese origin who introduces her to 

the local nightlife. Sof a proceeds to have í a three-month affair with an Alonso 

Alzamora that damages her psyche forever. Sof a's mother wonders whether í

this man hated Chinese Panamanians and thus decided to take his revenge on Sof a.í  The 

protagonist mysteriously ends up in a psychiatric hospital in the outskirts of 
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Buenos Aires (the same hospital where Peruvian poet Luis Hern ndez á

[1941-1977], whom she admires, was institutionalized), where she 

eventually commits suicide.   

Much of the novel is devoted to Sof a's strange relationship with and í

dependency on her imperious and quiet father, and to their daily life near the Hon 

Cai si, the same red market in Macau mentioned in another of her short stories. 

Reacting to her father's constant criticism, Sof a learns to be silent and becomes í

almost invisible around him. She speculates that her father, after living for 

fifteen years in the town of Guadalupe, returned to Macau because he could not 

adapt to Peruvian culture or learn Spanish; he longed for his native China. She 

is also convinced that, used to Chinese female submissiveness, he could not bear his 

wife's behavior. The protagonist criticizes her father for being unsociable, 

despotic, and stubborn, yet she considers him her only link to the world: "I cannot 

imagine anyone by my side but him  My father was all I had. I thought that no one could …

ever take his place."395 One chapter includes a letter from Roberto, found by 
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Sof a in a book of sutras, where he worries about her becoming a woman and about í

her--as in Historia de una gorda, in Doble felicidad Wong displays her past 

problems with anorexia and bulimia. Roberto is also aware that Sof a misses her í

mother and sister, and hopes that eventually, when she finds this letter, she 

will realize just how much he loves her.

Throughout the plot, self-destructive Sof a confesses her identitarian í

confusion and questions her Chineseness. There is also thorough self-criticism of 

Chinese culture. Thus, wondering about Chinese essence, Sof a states that the í

Chinese have an innate tendency toward greed, shrewdness, and vice; for this 

reason, they have always been obsessed with gambling, opium, and sex. The novel 

includes Chinese terms translated within the text (the title of Chapter II is 

"Muy muy means younger sister)396  and numerous explanations about Chinese 

customs, Taoism, Confucianism, and the Chinese Buddhist worldview. From a 

quasi-anthropological perspective, we learn of the relation between 

poetry and harmony in Chinese culture, the meaning of the ephemeral, the 
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exoticism of Chinese cuisine, and the proliferation of Chinese organized crime, 

among other topics. Overall, Julia Wong's writings on Chinese and tus n á

worldviews and collective psychology complement Siu's depictions of Sino-

Peruvian exploits in Lima, by providing a feminine, more poetical 

perspective. 

The next section moves on to another tus n poet, Sui Yun, whose writing á

shares affinities with Julia Wong's, including their cosmopolitan worldview 

and desire to look beyond the national borders of Peru, their eroticism, and their 

identification with ancient China and indigenous Peruvians. 

Sui Yun's Poetry: Cosmopolitism, Eroticism, and the Nature-Culture 

Divide

Sui Yun (1955-) published the poetry collections Cresciente (Crescent 

Moon, 1977), Rosa f licaá  (Phallic Rose, 1983), Cantos para el mendigo y el 

rey (Songs for Paupers and Kings, 1999), Soy un animal con el misterio de un 
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angel (I Am an Animal with an Angel's Mystique, 2000), and Sue os de otorongoñ  

(Jaguar Dreams, 2004). Youngest of five siblings, she was born in the 

Amazonian city of Iquitos to Cantonese merchant parents who migrated before the 

Chinese Revolution. In Iquitos, they imported exotic Chinese products.397  Her 

father, Alfonso Wong on, arrived in Iquitos in the mid-1930s, at the age of 

sixteen and after a voyage lasting three months, where, he joined his elder 

brother Emilio. He briefly returned to China to marry Elena Loo Chong, former 

neighbor and schoolmate.

Although the poet's legal name is Katie Wong Loo de Geitz, her mother 

dreamt the Chinese name Sui Yun, meaning blooming flower, days before the would-

be poet was born. Sui Yun has worked as a journalist and translator, and she 

currently runs a holistic center that seeks to harmonize the body with the mind 

through aromatherapy and natural elements, like medicinal herbs, jade, and 

clay for skin treatments. She has lived in Europe, but currently lives in 

Peru. In the last page of her collection Rosa f licaá , she explains that she studied 
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at Roosevelt High School (all the classes were taught in English), the 

California College of Arts and Crafts, and the American College in Paris. She 

then adds that during a trip to Spain, she met two Spanish poets, Carlos 

Edmundo de Ory and Pablo del Barco, who persuaded her to stop writing in English. 

Her first poetry collection in Spanish, "Spirales," written in 1978 and 

published as part of Soy un animal con el misterio de un ngelá , resulted from their 

encouragement to write in "her language." Yet, as Sui Yun revealed in our 

interview, Spanish was not her only language, as her parents spoke a mixture 

of Hakka and Spanish at home. She also learned English at an early age from an 

American missionary who had befriended her father.

The combination of her life in the Amazonian jungle and working in a shop selling 

luxury items and curios augmented Sui Yun's imagination. In our interview, 

she claimed that her worldview is "legitimately jungle-like."398  Sui Yun's 

poetry shows an ecological concern as well as a cosmogonical vision about the influence 

of heavenly bodies in our lives. She recalls growing up surrounded by nature in 
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Amazonian Iquitos, by gold fish, stacks of natural silk, brocades, 

porcelain, pearls, and the smell of sandalwood. To this exotic world of an 

exuberant nature, she adds her parents' Chinese cultural heritage. Her 

father, who bred fish, once told her, "Do you see that ray of light piercing the 

waters? This is what yields fish."399 As a child, Sui Yun loved listening to his 

stories about his adventures and journeys in China and Peru. Maan Lin has 

highlighted the importance of Sui Yun's Chinese upbringing: "She has said that 

although her schooling is Western, her family formation is Chinese, and that she 

feels the Chinese always latent in her. She tries to offset the Western features of 

her upbringing by living a Chinese lifestyle" (54). Indeed, Sui Yun still 

considers a childhood that she associates with beautiful natural surroundings, 

silk stacks, and Chinese laces and brocades, the happiest time of her life and a 

great source of inspiration. As she recalled, for many local people, her 

parents' store was like a mysterious, incense-smelling temple where they 
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could find all sorts of exotic products, from porcelain statues of characters 

from Chinese mythology to Oriental curios. 

Interestingly, Sui Yun accepted an invitation to represent, in 

March of 2004, both Peru and China at the Giornata Mondiale della Poesia 

(World Day of Poetry), in Frascati, Italy. Wong claims that she can 

represent China because she is "genetically Chinese"400 and because her father 

taught her a poem in Chinese that he would recite while watching a full moon in 

Iquitos. However, she clarified that she identifies with "the Classic 

China."401  Sui Yun has not forgotten the insults and threats heaped upon her by 

classmates at a Catholic school in Iquitos. She remembers, for example, being 

called "jalada," a racial epithet ("slant-eye") directed against Asians in 

Peru  Her classmates' rejection stemming from her phenotype, along with her 

different cultural habits and worldview, made feeling Peruvian difficult 

and contributed to her sense of uprootedness and to an increased identification with 

Chinese culture. For this reason, Sui Yun explains, she has always felt like a 
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foreigner in Peru. While, as Bhabha posits, "Being obliged to forget becomes the 

basis for remembering the nation, peopling it anew, imagining the possibility of 

other contending and liberating forms of cultural identification" (161), Sui 

Yun refuses to forget she was once excluded. She soon realized that she belonged to a 

different culture and began to look for an identity. Sui Yun now considers herself 

doubly "Oriental": her parents are Chinese and educated in China, and she was 

born in Iquitos, in the eastern part of Peru, a fact that, as she points out, 

makes her as a "provincial" poet. While comparing the eroticism and feminist 

views in the works of Sui Yun and those of Carmen Oll , Ramiro Lagos condescendingly é

states: "here again we find contrast between an urban poet and one from a rural 

area, almost jungle-like rural area, in the good sense of the word"402  (my 

emphasis). Maan Lin adds to this observation,

Though she grew up in Peru, Sui Yun feels displaced there, she says, 

because the Peruvians make her feel like a foreigner. She feels doubly 

misunderstood there, first as a Chinese person and then as a poet. In fact, 
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after having lived in Peru, the United States, and Europe, she is still in 

search of a place she feels is home. For this reason, the essence of her poetry is 

the manifestation of amor como territorio (love as territory). She says 

that, lacking an allegiance to any nation, she replaces political 

territory with a territory of love and with ancestral ties. (57)

As stated in the introduction, however, the new geopolitical relevance of the 

People's Republic of China is changing popular perceptions of Chinese 

communities throughout Latin America. Thus, as she has confessed, "In the 

past, being Chinese made me bipolar, simply because I was not blonde; now times 

have changed and being Chinese in a globalized world is synonymous with having more 

potential, more knowledge  an outcome of the learned West's recent interest in …

this part of the world."403  

Although Sui Yun now lives in Peru, she has lived in Spain, California, 

Paris, and Germany. In her interview with Pedro Escribano, she denies any 

relation between the eroticism in her poetry and that of any Peruvian literary 
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movement; she explains that international experience has influenced her 

poetry: "I write thus because of my experiences, in keeping with my nature. 

Naturally, my work is a symbiosis of the different cultures with which I am 

familiar."404 Perhaps proof of Sui Yun's cosmopolitan "unhomeliness" and 

uprootedness is the fact that most poems in her first collection, Cresciente, 

were written in English. Sui Yun wrote this book, the first one published by a 

tus n since Zulen's death, in Oakland, California, during the 1976-1977 á

academic year, while studying Art History and Drama at the California College 

of Arts and Crafts. While there, she took a literature course with the 

playwright and poet Michael McClure (1932-), a member of the Beat 

generation. In class, they did "stream of consciousness" exercises and read Jaime 

de Angulo's Indian Tales, a collection of Native American tales about 

communicating with nature that influenced her writing. Published in 

California in 1977, Sui Yun dedicated Cresciente "To the Universe," which 

provides a clue as to its spiritual themes. All elements in nature, 
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particularly the moon and the sun, work in unison to express the poet's feelings of 

love and harmony through an extended pathetic fallacy. The poem that opens the 

collection establishes a connection between the oneness of all elements in the natural 

world and the peace found in personal love relationships: "My soul seeks / the 

singing harmony / that lies within / every living thing // My soul cries / for you to 

understand / my wish to go hand in hand" (2). The poetic voice communicates with 

nature and the cosmos in search of spiritual harmony, which is often symbolized by 

light. This process is consolidated through love, symbolized by the relationship 

between the sun and the moon: "Twice has the sun / shined upon her / Twice has the moon / 

smiled because of him // Thus twice will our hearts / meet if you shine upon me" 

(5), she states in "Let love shine through," the fourth poem of the collection. 

Sirens, mermaids, fauns, and fairies appear sporadically in her bucolic 

verses. Sui Yun's symbolist poetry finds hidden messages in nature: the mist is 

her own incognita and the sun "the enlightenment of minds" (17), as observed in the 

poem "Turmoil."
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Nature still provides inspiration for more metaphysical thoughts in "I 

have no name": "I have no name / i have no parents // I have no days / but the shadow 

and / the dust blown by the wind. // Nothing is real / i do not exist / that's all I 

know // I do not know  / that's all i realize / but the dust blown by the wind" …

(18). This dust transforms into the only eternal truth. In other poems, 

like the one beginning with "Culture is a way of living," these natural landscapes 

inspire philosophical thoughts related to Chinese philosophy, the yin and yang 

(yin-yang, in Chinese), the Confucian concept of balance and interdependence 

between polar opposites in the natural world: "The primitive from the 

civilized / The humble from the aristocrat / The positive from the negative // 

All these coordinate in the making of One whole" (25). Such interconnected 

adverse forces strengthen each other, contributing to a greater, dynamic 

whole. A similar connection between opposites takes place in the poem beginning 

with "Light has shone through the forest," as suggested by the line "the unity of 

polarities" (11). Therefore, ultimate answers are to be found in love, 
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particularly when love is in harmony with the magical powers of nature and its 

unity. Nature, as the mysterious man dressed in white tells the poet in the 

prose that begins with "In this period of my life," has much to teach us: "He told me he 

realized how much we had to learn, especially from the sensitivity of animals. 

Soon he started telling me fascinating stories from the world of ants, deer, 

elephants and even lions" (15).

The nature versus culture dichotomy is also the key to another untitled 

poem: "Because in the child / resides nature and nature / can be harmoniously 

combined / with the history of civilization / that we can interlace / these two 

aspects properly" (9). Sui Yun's poem, therefore, is reminiscent of the 

anthropological dilemma of the nature-culture divide: whether they function 

separately or, on the contrary, have a continuous biotic relationship. As 

seen, she distances herself from the traditional Western worldview and, 

agreeing with Amerindians, decides that the latter is the better choice. 
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In 1983, Sui Yun published Rosa f licaá , her second poetry collection, in 

Lima. With poems now written in Spanish, albeit with sporadic lines in French 

and English, the title suggests a continuation of her search for the yin-yang 

balance between complimentary opposite forces (female and male). The author 

defined this book as a "manifesto of love as territory"405 (Qtd. by Barcellos 262) 

and as a search for love as the main reason for living. In it, we find the 

unconditional union and constant confrontation between woman and man, through 

love and sexuality. Though the moon symbol is found in the poem "Reportaje a Iquitos" 

(Iquitos Report), the natural world is no longer as prevalent as in the 

previous collection. Instead, eroticism and love are its central topics, as 

may be determined in the opening lines of the untitled poem "Ride me / Take my shoes off / 

disturb me,"406  or in another untitled poem: "I want / To explode the night / Like a 

grenade // Crepuscular flight / That lights my torches / Your flesh is no longer 

my flesh // Flight of a bird / Of luxury / Of hung octopus // The frost of your 

search / Stains my blouse with blood / Goes through the scabbard of my sword."407  
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Maan Lin has addressed eroticism in Sui Yun's poetry: "Asked in a public 

interview about eroticism in Rosa f licaá , she described, by way of explanation, 

the sensual intensity of her childhood: the silk that her parents imported from 

China and its delicate texture that she so enjoyed touching; the intense love existing 

between her parents; and the exuberant fertility of the jungle where she grew 

up" (55). Indeed, Sui Yun rejects puritanical Western traditions, and 

refuses to accept guilt for Eve's original sin; instead, she identifies with the 

Eastern concept of yin-yang and tries to live in harmony with nature and the 

forces of an infinite universe. Although never meeting her paternal 

grandfather, the poet believes that her Taoist worldview may have been 

inherited from him, a poet and doctor of Chinese traditional medicine.

As contained in the first line of another of her untitled poems, "Love, 

path to the Universe,"408  both eroticism and love are fundamental to spiritual 

harmony. In this regard, N ria Vilanova points out that Sui Yun "creates a ú

suggestive poetry in which imagery of the female body merges with imagery from 
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nature to celebrate sexual experience as a means of attaining harmony with the 

world" (159). Several other erotic verses provide thematic unity in Rosa 

f licaá , including the poem "Drink me, drink me / Until you sprinkle the pulp of 

my sex;"409  the lines "Adjust me to your womb of golden streamers"410 (6) in "Canto y 

sue o a la caricia perdida" (A Song and a Dream to Lost Tenderness); or "I get ñ

closer to drink the orgiastic dance"411 (3-4) in "Comienzo de un Infante" (A 

Child's Beginnings).412

Sui Yun is proud to ignore Christian morals, prejudice, and taboos 

that, according to her, are typical of Peruvian society; she believes that 

eroticism and sexuality are integral to the social well-being of women. For this 

reason, she considers these themes a major source of inspiration to her poetry: 

"My poetry is genital, because it arises from sensations in my loins; however, I 

am not promiscuous. My poetry is an organic, synaesthetic act; that is, it 

collects sensations, colors, sounds, aromas, touching, and images" 

(Escribano 20).413 The uninhibited eroticism that characterizes Sui Yun's 
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poetry is another similarity with Julia Wong's writing. In contrast with 

Wong's poetry, however, references to her Chinese roots are rare. The only 

references in Rosa f licaá , for example, are the yin-yang concept and the line 

"And the memory of Chinese lanterns"414 (3) in an untitled poem.  

After Sui Yun's description of her own poetry in a published 

interview,415 Eugenio Chang-Rodr guez describes her writing as "marked by í

Christian-Taoist mysticism as well as by her long-time residence in Spain, 

United States, France, and Germany" ("The Chinese" 142). Yet Sui Yun has 

recently declared that she now identifies more strongly with nature. This 

approach is noticeable in the short, Spanish-German bilingual collection 

Cantos para el mendigo y el rey / Ges nge f r den Bettler und den K nigä ü ö  (Songs for 

Paupers and Kings).416 Sui Yun considers it her most spiritual collection. 

Even though the poem "Cristo de Copacabana" (Copacabana Christ) does reflect a 

certain Christian mysticism, particularly when the poetic voice prostrates 

herself at Christ's feet and declares her intention to follow his steps, the 
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remaining poems turn to a pantheism that blends her experiences in Europe with 

memories of the Peruvian Amazon basin. The untitled opening poem, beginning 

with the line "Dicen que en el alba del Universo" (They say that at the dawn of the 

Universe), declares that her poetry originates from her clashing with 

masculine creative strength: "From there, masculine creative strength / 

Immolated its genetic impulse in my womb."417  The second poem, "Para recoger las 

trufas" (To pick Truffles), celebrates the joys of nature, its animals, 

fruits, flowers, forests, and sky. In the ensuing poem, "Despierta 

aquella noche" (That Night Awakens), Sui Yun recovers her identification 

with Amazonian indigenous cultures: we hear the manguaré, an indigenous 

percussion instrument, which here warns of negative, upcoming changes, like 

the arrival of concrete and the inevitable death of trees. The poetic voice rises 

as the defender of nature: "My flame will govern the wombs of trees / Fruit 

hearts and fa ades without arbiters or limits."ç 418  The rest of the poems, 

"Dicen que el trigo" (They Say that Wheat), "El vientre de Mar a" í
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(Mar a's Womb), and "Cuando en los pantanos" (While in the Swamps), í

continue to celebrate nature and the Universe, with evocative lines that 

describe wheat stalks flowing in the wind, the scent of hay, old eucalyptus trees 

providing welcome shade, and herons (symbolic animal in traditional Chinese 

poetry) searching for their ancestors in the marshes. 

Sui Yun's next collection, Soy un animal, includes the fifteen poems of 

"Spirales," the unpublished collection she wrote after Cresciente, and her 

first in Spanish. As she explains in an interview with Escribano, the title came 

from the first line of a poem she wrote in the 1980s about her search for 

spirituality. In Soy un animal, among numerous surrealist images (she 

acknowledges Andr  Breton's and Paul luard's influence, and she translated é É

Breton's 1924 "Surrealist Manifesto" in 1980-1981), Sui Yun mentions 

her parents and evokes her ethnic background with references to the Silk Road, 

her own silken body, and Asian-sounding elements, such as bamboo, litchi, sake, 

and hara-kiri, among others. She also recalls amorous breakups. The 
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importance of the love theme is apparent in some of the titles she considered before 

publication: "Amor prohibido" (Forbidden Love) and "Amor y Antiamor" (Love 

and Anti-Love). In the initial poem, the poetic voice imagines that her 

former lover, now with another woman, is trying to forget her. Eventually, 

in "Yo, como cualquier mujer" (I, like Any Woman) the poetic voice finds 

solidarity with women mistreated by men: "Like all women, I hate being used / As a 

simple doll / Among the porcelain."419

Soy un animal returns to the eroticism found in previous collections. 

Thus, in "Viento ramera" (Hooker Wind), we read, "Under my womb / Poppies 

BURST / as strong as the WIND,"420 and in the following poem, the sexual 

encounter becomes a sort of prayer: "Undressing my body / I drown you in the swinging 

of my waves / I suffocate you in the enthusiasm of my ire // The sea devastates you / 

The algae branch out around you / You are woven in mi flesh / In my skin of ignited 

scents // Your sighs stand out / I want to breastfeed / Your gestures and live 

happily inside them / Amen."421 
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Along with Soy un animal, Sui Yun's self-published Sue os de Otorongoñ  may 

be considered a cosmic religious ceremony where the poetic voice and her lover reach a 

higher consciousness through their sexual and spiritual connection. This is 

noticeable in the initial poem's vocabulary, which begins with "Y la liturgia" 

(And liturgy) and then mentions "the oracle of my mouth" and "pink / And humid 

tracks in the sacred tunnel"422 to describe a sexual encounter. The erotic 

evocation of love and lust continues in this poem, which opens with: "You are the 

dragon that explores and leaves the gem / In the mountain of my womb."423 This time 

the sexual union is described as "ventral arrhythmia."424 The remaining poems 

describe the poetic voice's nocturnal musings, erotic memories, and desires 

through frequent synesthesias and an appeal to the five senses. Thus, in the 

untitled poem that begins "Only my mouth / Knows / The alphabet of your body / The 

indolent bud,"425 she claims that her "fleshy chalice"426 is her lover's habitat and 

domain. Further on in the poem, the poetic voice dreams of loving him night and day 

until they literally become one with her weaving of his body into her own flesh. A 
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similar image resurfaces in "A Eva, mi madre eternal" (To Eve, my Eternal 

Mother) that reads: "To move away from evil / I have added each letter of your 

body / To my body, tattooing myself all over."427 These nightly rituals and her 

thirst for love continue in subsequent poems, sometimes sexually depicted with 

explicit vocabulary ("The soft bishop penetrates / Ejaculating my dreams"428 

or "The vain swinging that struck your womb / Until that dual stampede of the 

cosmos"429), at other times evoking the silk her Chinese parents used to sell in 

their store ("Calling the undiscovered silks / That emanate from my body"430). 

The back cover of the self-published edition closes with an erotic poem that reads: 

mi sexo huele

a flor salvaje

con tu

sem

e

n
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(My sex smells / Like a wild flower/ With your / Sem / e / n). As before, in this 

collection Sui Yun combines different languages, but now it becomes harder to 

speak of mimicking the European Other, as the inserted lines are in Latin, a dead 

language. To show her identification with the Amazonian world, in presenting 

Sue os de otorongoñ , Sui Yun appeared wearing typical attire of the Shipibo, an 

Amazonian ethnic group. This presentation included a multi-media exhibition 

and an ecological ninety-minute performance, with statues, necklaces made by 

her, and photographs of members of the Shipibo tribe in order to raise awareness 

about the destruction of the Amazon forest by international corporations. 

Incidentally, her identification with native Amazonian Peruvians coincides 

with Julia Wong's imagined genealogical links to Andean indigenous people.

In comparsion to the more universal outlook of her remaining poetry, in 

"La flecha del guerrero" (The Warrior's Arrow), a poem included in Voces 

femeninas del mundo hisp nicoá , Sui Yun looks at her fatherland's past and 

present: "In my country people busy themselves by growing the dead / I seek my 
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country's history among corpses / Mochicas, Nazcas, Paracas, Inkas."431 

She criticizes what she deems to be a national obsession with the past, "My entire 

American country is always looking at / Far away cultures / We are proud of 

ruins,"432  used to excuse for the disregard for the suffering of today's 

Peruvians: "But what can we do with so much history / If suffering is worthless / 

If inhabiting the new cities does not matter / Sad, unfulfilled."433 The ensuing 

lines, however, become more optimistic, claiming that a sense of struggle still 

exists for the improvement of the Americas and their future resurrection. 

Her national or international identifications, rather than being fixed, are 

fluid, changing in accordance with the circumstances.

In spite of affinities with Julia Wong's poetry, it is to be pointed out 

that differences abound between the works of the two tus n poets. In Sui Yun's á

poetry, for example, one cannot find the identification with Andean indigenous 

Peruvians prominent in Julia Wong's poetry. Although Sui Yun currently 

lives in a rural area identified, both culturally and geographically, with 
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the Andean world, she does not relate to it. Her affinities, as seen, appear 

closer to those of Amazonian indigenous cultures. Being from the Amazonian city of 

Iquitos, she was influenced by her region's worldview.

Overall, Sui Yun's poetry, like Julia Wong's, connects with a 

cosmopolitan localism that identifies with pluriversal values well beyond 

Peru's national borders. As she confessed in our interview: "In childhoold, I 

would listen to my parents' narrations. Their almost-visual recounting of 

their voyage from China to Peru was a great movie because they were the 

protagonists. Since then, I have yearned for becoming acquainted with the 

world and crossing its borders. I cannot stand a provincialism that lacks in a 

wider vision of things."434 In this context, though Sui Yun identifies with the 

Amazon rainforest, her appreciation of natural elements is universal: it is 

the cosmos and heavenly bodies, rather than a localized nature that enthralls 

her. In her spiritual (or mystical, as she sometimes defines it) quest, she 
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tries to interpret those symbols encountered in the universe, along with those in 

her dreams. 

The fourth and last chapter returns to male tus n writing by analyzing á

the prose fiction of two authors who coincide in their focus on political violence in 

1980s Peru and in their delinking from Chinese or tus n issues as a source of á

literary inspiration.

Chapter IV. Beyond Racial Memory: Mario Wong, Julio Le n, and the ó

Seduction of 
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Political Violence

As determined in the chapter on Zulen's opus, Peruvian writers of Chinese 

descent do not necessarily feel the need to include Chinese or Sino-Peruvian issues in 

their writings. Authors such as Julio Le n ó (1953-) and Mario Wong 

(1967-) offer no oppositional minority perspective and show no concern in their 

works for notions of subject formation and national belonging. They bypass these 

topics to concentrate instead on the violent 1980s sociopolitical reality that 

they lived. This chapter addresses, beyond the topics of ethnicity and identity 

politics, the two different ways of representing political violence in their 

works. 

Political Violence and the Inaesthetics of Chaos in Mario Wong's Narratives

In contrast with Le n, who portrays political violence from within and uses ó

realist narrative techniques, Mario Wong focuses on the consequences of 

terrorism and chooses to depict political violence in Peru through narrative 
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fragmentation and irrealism. Wong was born in Lima to a Chinese father and a 

criolla mother. After studying economics at NUSM, he moved in 1989 to Paris, 

France, where he currently lives. Wong views his writing in Spanish as a way 

to overcome the frustration of having to use a foreign language (i.e., 

French) daily, an act that he associates with a type of inner exile. The 

geographic and temporal perspective, a product of his living in Paris during 

these years, provides him the objectivity to reconstruct his past. Wong is the 

author of the poetry collection La estaci n putrefactaó  (The Putrid Station, 

1985), the bilingual short story collection Yo vivo en San Miguel, pero muero 

por Amalia (I Live in San Miguel, but I Die for Amalia, 2002),435 and the 

novels El testamento de la tormenta (Storm Testimony, 1997) and its 

rewriting, Su majestad el terror (His Majesty Terror, 2009).436 

Wong's Chinese ethnicity is only reflected in "Retrato del infante difunto" 

(Portrait of the Deceased Child), the short story that opens Yo vivo en San 

Miguel, pero muero por Amalia (2002) and recalls his humble origins in 
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Piura. This northwestern Peruvian town, where he spent his childhood and 

adolescence, is sometimes conjured nostalgically in his writings, as a refuge from 

a contemporary reality that his protagonists reject. Yet childhood is not exempt 

from traumatic experiences: during those early years, his mother relocated, 

leaving the young autobiographical protagonist to live with relatives. Wong 

had to make a living by selling beverages. Most of the text in "Retrato del infante 

difunto" was incorporated into El testamento de la tormenta. Only the first 

paragraphs, dealing with his father, an alcoholic Chinese man who abandoned his 

wife and children, were not included in the novel. The first-person narrator 

explains that, in 1949, his father was brought to Peru from Guangzhou by his 

uncle, a major stockholder in the Oriental Bank, which was located in Lima's 

Chinatown. Although Wong's father later opened several businesses with his 

uncle's aid, they all failed. As a result, he was forced to work as a cook in 

various Chinese restaurants in Lima. Wong recalls his father taking him to 

Sino-Peruvian restaurants and participating in Chinese festivities that 
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included fireworks and the dragon dance. The remainder of the stories are more 

light-hearted and make no reference to the author's ethnic background or to the 

inner workings of the Chinese community in Peru. Rather, they focus on sexual 

deviation, love affairs, and the pranks that the narrator and other children 

played on relatives and neighbors. The story that lends its title to the collection is 

stylistically reminiscent of Wong's novels. It includes the narrator's fears 

and nightmares, as well as the grief after breaking with a woman.

The main themes in Wong's narrative were already included in his 1985 

poetry collection La estaci n putrefactaó . The first section of the book, "Ciudad 

irreal" (Unreal City), brings to mind the same existential angst and nightlife 

in urban seedy bars so prevalent in his two novels. Likewise, the omnipresent 

solitude of a man who misses his loved one and incessantly walks the streets at night is 

detailed in "Calles" (Streets): "The darkness of the streets / Is the darkness of 

roads / And the man only walks and walks / The sea during the day the sea at night / 

Only the luminous instant of the wave / And the man only walks and walks / And she, 
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where is she?"437  We find in these bohemian denizens, wandering the streets of Lima 

or its spatial double, Paris, autobiographical traits and reflections of 

Charles Baudelaire's fl nerieâ . Yet Wong's fl neur is not Walter Benjamin's â

or Baudelaire's street connoisseur or urban explorer; instead, he is an agonic 

figure trapped in existential angst, the outcome of the terror produced by 

political violence. His fl neur is more associated with psychic uncertainty, â

madness, and the alcohol subculture of seedy bars than to Benjamin's or 

Baudelaire's idle, dandy stroller.

Preoccupation with madness, so central to his novels, is evident in the 

poem "Plazas": "madness circulates the streets."438  The second section, 

"Cuerpo del deseo" (Body of Desire), emphasizes the despair of a man who walks 

endlessly, flirting with madness. The third section, lending its title to the 

collection, provides hints of a morbid fascination with death that resurfaces in 

his novels, as shown in the last line of "Lectura de un poema de Domingo Ramos--

Canci n a una muchacha ayacuchana" (Reading of a Poem by Domingo Ramos--Song to a ó
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Girl from Ayacucho): "There are so many dead people and so little wood to cover 

their souls."439  

The death theme reappears in perhaps the most shocking poem of the 

collection, also titled "La estaci n putrefacta": "We must get rid of the dead / ó

Those who turn life / Into nightmare . . . Of the dead who have turned / This city / 

Into a space of death / Of the dead / Who in imported cars / Retire to / Their homes / 

Restaurants / Clubs by the sea / Of the dead / who build each family home / Over the 

bones of crime / And of those others who / Appear / Disappear / On TV / On the 

newspapers / On the radio."440 Here the poetic voice declares war on those 

wealthy citizens and public figures responsible for heinous crimes. As the poem 

"El tiempo de los asesinos" (Time of Assassins) suggests, the negativity that 

radiates from all that is manmade (particularly cities, where death and 

madness seem to dwell) can only be overcome by poetry and nature: "The revolution 

of life must be founded on poetry . . . Oh gods! May everything succumb / And may 

rugged-marvelous landscape / Rise over the destruction."441  The fourth 
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section shares the same aura of madness, hopelessness, and desolation, as seen in 

"Oscuridad II": "The pain that crosses this country of dead people / And I must 

admit then that I must have lost something / Otherwise why so much delving into 

memory" (32).442  In line with "La estaci n putrefacta," the last poem of ó

this section, titled "Oscuridad IV," suggests a need for violence: the poetic 

voice wants a weapon to kill a woman and graphically describes sadistic ways to end 

her life. Finally, he considers killing a police officer, a Marxist, a 

librarian, or a poet before committing suicide. A poem titled "A L.U.V" (To 

L.U.V) ends the book returning to the negative view of all that is artificial 

and urban: offices, mental institutions, prisons, hospitals, brothels, 

cemeteries. This approach is reminiscent of Pablo Neruda's poem "Walking 

around," from the collection Residencia en la tierra II (Residence on Earth II, 

1935), but it has darker overtones.

Moving on to Wong's novels, El testamento de la tormenta and its 

rewritten version, Su majestad el terror, deal with the traumatic 
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experience of political violence in 1980s Lima. Images of terrorist attacks and 

assassinations are often in the background or in the protagonists' memory, even 

though they are not the main object of exploration. Using a fragmented, poetic 

prose with surrealistic and postmodern overtones, he tries to fictionalize the 

fears of a generation marked by the conflict between the powerful Maoist 

guerrilla force Sendero Luminoso and the Peruvian government's "dirty war" 

reaction.443  The postmodern turn in his novels is noticeable in his tendency to 

resort to fragmentation, in his ambivalence (rejection and fascination) 

before violence, and in his rejection of homogeneizing ideological discourses. It is also 

detected in the sense of aporia in Wong's works as well as in his fondness for 

repetition, simulacrum, simulation (the "perfect crime"), and 

doubling, which are often interrelated. As Bhabha points out in his appraisal 

of postmodernism, "The impasse or aporia of consciousness that seems to be the 

representative postmodernist experience is a peculiar strategy of doubling" 

(49).
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However, Wong's novels do not share the "depthlessness" and "weakening of 

historicity" (Postmodernism 6) that Fredric Jameson associates with 

postmodern approaches. His characters resort to memory in trying to make 

sense of a historical period that seems like a bad dream. Consequently, a 

subjective and psychological perspective pervades both novels. Reminiscent of 

Julio Cort zar's novel á Rayuela (Hopscotch, 1963), both novels avoid 

realist techniques.444 They do not have linear storylines, i.e., beginning or 

ending; instead, following the model proposed by Cort zar in his 1968 á 62/Modelo 

para armar (62: A Model Kit), the author resorts to a poetics of 

fragmentation with the goal of depicting a phantasmagoric, precarious, and 

tortured lived experience trapped in a universe of evil. As Wong explains in 

his essay "La literatura a la hora del crimen" (Literature at the time of 

crime), "Su majestad el terror does not present, structurally, a 

traditional resolution of the plot, and there is in it more than one open 

narrative situation in which the causality of logic gives way to the outbreak of the 
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absurd."445 This approach, together with the unreality that governs the 

characters' thoughts, produces a sense of unmanageable disorder.

Like Rayuela and 62/Modelo para armar, Wong's strange narrative 

plots juxtapose a wide range of fragments (newspaper articles, erudite 

quotations), intertextualities, and references to renowned personalities 

in critical theory, film, and literature, thus creating a puzzle that 

active readers must assemble. This juxtaposition, together with his tendency to 

re-write his previously published texts, recalls another trait of 

postmodern texts: an attraction to pastiche. If we accept that a readers' 

task is to reconstruct the lost meanings, to put the pieces together, it becomes 

nearly impossible to do so, because the readers cannot make sense of that which is 

senseless. Moreover, Wong avowedly leaves pieces missing to ensure that the 

story cannot come to a close. As he argues in "La literatura a la hora del crimen," 

his is a literature "in progress:" "as to the perception of reality, there is a 
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certain expansive, flowing conception, in what I write, a conception of the 

actual work in progress."446

Alain Badiou's repudiation of the idea of mimesis in art and his declaration 

of the autonomy of some artistic procedures in the epigraph that opens his Handbook 

of Inaesthetics (1998) are useful for approaching Wong's novels: "By 

'inaesthetics' I understand a relation of philosophy to art that, maintaining 

that art is itself a producer of truths, makes no claim to turn art into an object 

of philosophy. Against aesthetic speculation, inaesthetics describes the 

strictly intraphilosophical effects produced by the independent existence of some 

works of art" (Badiou, Handbook xiv). Artistic manifestations, 

therefore, have their own "intraphilosophical effects" without necessarily 

having to reflect an external object. The physical world ceases to be a model for 

truth; instead, fiction itself provides its own immanent, singular truth or 

an inquiry about the truth. From this perspective, Wong's mistrust in 

realist representation leads him to create his own fictional world that, 
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rather than depicting or imitating reality, elicits its negative effects on his 

characters. Although inspired by the Peruvian sociopolitical reality of the 

1980s, his works end up being somewhat divorced from it. They evince their own 

truths: mimesis is replaced by a diegesis that looks mostly inward, to the 

characters' thoughts and inner struggles, to their subjective view of the 

surrounding world. A disturbed memory, at times flirting with insanity, 

filters the retelling of each lived experience. 

This is further complicated by the narration discussing writing itself. 

After having made incursions into realist writing, the anonymous protagonist 

of Su majestad, also a writer, rejects the limitations of this narrative style 

that he considers a fake, impoverished duplication of reality. Wong explores 

innovative narrative techniques and problematizes, in metanarrative 

passages in both novels, issues of unity, harmony, space, time, style, and the 

interplay between the sum and its parts. In Su majestad, we thereby learn 

that the protagonist is planning to write a novel, titled "El escritor asesino" 
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(The Murderous Writer), using his "creative imagination, the force of 

fiction, to be able to evade the subjugation exercised by reality, as if it were a 

trap, for novelist and reader."447 After resorting to Giorgio Agamben's 

notion of the "experience of shock" in L'uomo senza contenuto (The Man without 

Content 1970) and Walter Benjamin's questioning of the capacity of fiction to 

revive experiences (historical events, in particular), the narrator 

mulls over the role of fiction and states: "This is not its function; it can attest to 

the disappearance of the historical experience (1); or to the 'shock 

experience,' noted by Baudelaire in his day."448  

Badiou's study on the concept of "terrorism" is relevant to understanding 

Wong's attempt to address Sendero Luminoso's power games and its nihilistic, 

bloodthirsty ritualizing of death. Badiou maintains that, since the Jacobins 

used it during the French Revolution to define themselves, the word 

"terrorism" has acquired negative connotations. It is now used "to designate, 

from the viewpoint of the dominant, anyone who, using whatever means 
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available, commits to a combat against the prevailing order that the latter 

judges to be unacceptable" ("On September" 18). While arguing against the 

propagandist appropriation of the term by hegemonic states, Badiou explains 

that the word "terrorist" no longer designates a political orientation, but 

rather a type of action based on three criteria: "Such action is, for public 

opinion and those concerned with shaping it, first and foremost a spectacular, 

non-state action that emerges from clandestine networks, whether in reality 

or in myth; secondly, it is a violent action aiming to kill and/or destroy; lastly it is 

an action in which no distinction is made between civilians and non-civilians" ("On 

September" 19). To summarize, Badiou defines this elusive and vague word, 

as understood by Western powers, as a form of Evil: "The term 'terrorism,' 

then, qualifies an act as the formal figure of Evil" ("On September" 19). In 

fiction, Wong's two novels try to make sense of this senseless but omnipresent 

"Evil" that terrorized Peru during the 1980s. 
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In another political essay, Badiou distinguishes three types of image-

representations during wartime: "1. Images shown by both camps, images 

'available to all.' 2. Images shown by only one of the camps. 3. Images not shown 

by anyone" ("Fragments" 46). While Wong's novels offer, often in gruesome and 

morbid detail, scattered images of car bombings, torture, and other political 

violence, they also exhibit the third option: at times non-representation is 

deemed best to express the magnitude of the national tragedy. His fictional 

representation of the political violence perpetrated by the terrorist 

groups Sendero Luminoso and Movimiento Revolucionario T pac Amaru ú

(MRTA; T pac Amaru Revolutionary Movement)ú  as well as by the Peruvian 

state is occasionally best achieved by non-representation; i.e., in the 

subjective world of the novel, protagonists openly declare their incapacity to 

convey the horror in which they live. In a scene in El testamento, for example, a 

bystander, a citizen involved neither with Sendero Luminoso nor the 

government, considers himself incapable of expressing the horror of the 
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witnessed terrorist acts. In Jungian terms, Wong's novels clamor with the 

desperate voice of his generation's collective unconscious.

Badiou's "Event" is the site of the irrational, the unthinkable, that 

which cannot be analyzed. Steve Corcoran, in his introduction to Badiou's 

Polemics, observes that "An Event for Badiou is a properly contingent and 

unaccountable occurrence, exceeding everything that can be known in the 

situation--its identity conflicts, ideological struggles, fluxes of people 

and money, etc." (xiii). Moreover, in Second Manifesto for Philosophy 

(2011) Badiou posits that an Event is "a perturbation of the world's order 

(since it locally disrupts the logical organization--the transcendental--

of this world)" (91). Examples of such Events are, for Badiou, the Paris 

Commune and the Cultural Revolution. In this chapter, I argue that the 

"Event" behind Wong's fiction is the long and violent confrontation between Sendero 

Luminoso and the Peruvian state. Its overcasting shadow of senseless, absurd 

violence seems to affect each character and each plot. Wong suggests that this 
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Event has shaped the collective psyche of an entire generation of Peruvians along 

with the tone and form of its writers' narrative style: they produce 

pessimistic, non-linear, and fragmented texts characterized by an 

unconventional and dislocated language.

El testamento de la tormenta: Terrorism, Existential Angst, and the Poetics of 

Chaos

A number of scenes in Wong's first novel, El testamento, unfold in the Wony, a 

bar (and former chifa) in Lima's Bel n Avenue. The é po tes mauditsè  of the 

short-lived 1980s Kloaka literary and artistic movement meet there to have 

drinks and to talk about literature and politics: "They would meet at that bar 

every night to talk about literature ceaselessly, blah, blah, blah, the 

curfew and the military, AGrr!, class struggle, blah, blah  blah, …

revolution, blah, blah, blah, BLAH! They drank non-stop until closing 

time."449  Peru's advanced sociopolitical destruction resulting from the 
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internal war of the 1980s impacts on these avant-garde writers, who seek a 

radical and anarchic break through poetry. As Wong reveals in his unpublished 

"Kloaka-(30 a os) forever!" (Kloaka-[30 Years] Forever!), "they ñ

took to writing as being a creative life experience."450

Wong warns that all characters are fictional, but some of the 

narrator's adventures perhaps reflect semiautobiographical 

experiences, for he was a regular at the Wony bar, met all Kloaka members in 

the 1970s, and lived in Lima during the 1980s, at the height of Sendero Luminoso's 

violence. Wong began El testamento two years before leaving Peru in October of 

1989. He has described his writing as an "aesthetics of chaos," marked by 

fragmentation, repetition, perspectivism, the presence of the double, 

and a simultaneity of discourses that reflects the crisis of a peripheral 

modernity. His writing expresses his shock and profound disappointment with the 

sociopolitical projects of the 1960s and 1970s in Peru. The nightmarish urban 

atmosphere--reminiscent of Villanueva Chang's cr nicaó  "Viaje al centro de la 
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noche" (A Journey to the Center of Night)--is described, in both novels, 

through a frenzied, poetic cascade of existential thoughts and metaphors, while 

in others through the coarse language of the protagonists, who navigate an 

underworld of alcohol, drugs, and existential angst. Thus, El testamento 

reads: "Submerge yourself beneath the reality of this sewer that is Lima, 

pretty Lima, angry Lima, Lima, legacy of encomenderos and inquisitors; a city 

filled with fascists during these times of War."451  Giorgio de Chirico's painting 

on the cover of El testamento contributes to the creation of this oppressive 

aura. Similarly, the title of the novel's first part, "Ciudad irreal" 

(Unreal City), and that of the first chapter, "Entre el jir n Bel n y el ó é

bulevar Quicla (o, visite nuestros subterr neos) (Between Bel n Avenue á é

and Quilca Boulevard [or, Visit Our Subterranean Areas]), portray 

those violent times as a hellish hallucination. Lines in El testamento, later 

repeated in Su majestad, conjure a descent into hell by mentioning Lucifer often, 

as well as alcohol, drugs, and car bombings, while describing the capital's 
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decadent nightlife: "vermin, when the night falls, abandon their burrows and 

invade the streets: police officers, drug addicts, prostitutes, 

homosexuals, and alcoholics."452  This unwelcoming atmosphere inevitably affects 

the narrator's inner struggles.

In what may be the novel's main question, the narrator wonders how 

Peruvians have overcome so much horror and despair for so long. A quotation from 

Hans Magnus Eznensberg's article on Nazism in Germany, "Europa en ruinas" 

(Europe in Ruins), published in the Spanish newspaper El Pa sí  on August 5, 

1990, provides a plausible answer:

Those who lived it shelved it and then forgot it a long time ago, and those who 

were born afterward lack the necessary imagination and knowledge to 

fathom 

those times long ago. . . . Precisely for this reason, those affected by it 

are its 
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worst witnesses. They are entrenched in collective amnesia. Reality is 

not just 

ignored; it is simply negated. Through a mixture of lethargy, 

obstinacy, and self-

pity, people regress into a sort of second childhood.453

Eight years of Sendero's terrorism, coupled with the government's violent 

response, end up inundating Peruvian society with fear, torture, and 

senseless massacres. Hopelessness and spiritual emptiness are the backdrop to 

the adventures of the numerous (and often undeveloped) characters in El 

testamento. The unnamed narrator and protagonist emphasizes the infernal 

and apocalyptic nature of life in the 1980s Lima by contrasting it with his childhood 

carefree world in a small town in Piura. The frantic enumeration of 

surrealist images and the lyrical language of his interior monologues are intended 

to reflect an ineffable reality. The name of the poetic group Kloaka (cloaca 
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means "sewer"), derived from a real-life Peruvian arts movement, 

suggests this reality. 

In Emilio Bustamante's documentary Kloaka, la pel culaí  (Kloaka, the 

Film), we learn that the group's name arose from a 1982 conversation 

between R ger Santiv ez and Mariela Dreyfus ó áñ at the Wony bar. The group 

was composed of the painter Enrique Polanco and the poets R ger Santiv ez, ó áñ

Mariela Dreyfus, Edi n Novoa, Guillermo Guti rrez, Domingo de Ramos, á é

Jos  Alberto Velarde, Julio Heredia, and Mary Soto, all from Lima (Mario é

Wong considers Jos  Antonio Mazzotti and Dalmacia Ruiz Rosas members of the é

Kloaka movement). According to the documentary, they called themselves 

leftists, but rejected all political parties, including the Marxist ones. 

The movement aspired to live in community, justified exploring one's own body, and 

rejected no sexual tendencies. They were moved by the "living instinct and the hate 

felt for this society."454 During the 1980s, they would meet in downtown Lima and 

at NUSM, write irreverent manifestos, and perform poetry recitals in 
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bars like La Catedral as well as on the streets. Kloaka, la pel culaí  describes 

the Kloaka movement as a school of poetry and creative workshop. 

In an interview, Domingo de Ramos, a Kloaka poet, posits that the 

movement looked for a rupture at both a poetic and an ideological level. 

Characterized by an anti-establishment, confrontational attitude, they 

were trying to Peruvianize poetic language by incorporating 

lumpenproletarian terms (Varas Loli n.p.). In his study "Per : Del ú

movimiento Kloaka a la nueva poes a," R ger Sant v ez, a founding member of í ó í áñ

the group, also reveals that they were trying to break with everything, that 

they intended to find a new poetic language and distance themselves from 

capitalism and bourgeois society. According to Santiv ez, this underground áñ

("Andes-ground," as they preferred to call it) movement found the type of 

language they sought in the spontaneous street language: "we soon came to the 

conclusion that the purest and wildest speech--in a state of effervescence and 

creation--was that of the lumpenproletariat."455 The extreme 
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colloquialism of their poetry, adds Santiv ez, distanced its language from áñ

the conversational tone dominating Peruvian poetry of the time. It was 

characterized by a nihilism that mirrored the emptiness and hopelessness of 

Peruvian society. The movement vanished in 1984. In his essay "Kloaka-(30 

a os) forever!," Wong argues that what the Kloaka group found attractive ñ

in the early twentieth-century avant-garde moments was the possibility of 

creating a parody of the systems of representation of the literary and socio-

political establishments. This iconoclastic movement also sought to desacralize 

the literary work and its canon. Yet, he adds, the violent conflict created a 

fatalistic and nihilist attitude: "Artists and poets contributed, even those 

with seemingly passive attitudes, to spreading fire, as though fascinated by 

vanishment and nothingness."456  

El testamento tries to answer the question posed by Santiago Zavala, the 

protagonist of Mario Vargas Llosa's Conversaci n en La Catedraló  

(Conversation in The Cathedral, 1974), at the novel's beginning: "At what 
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precise moment had Peru fucked itself up?" (3)457 The novel questions 

Sendero's ideological positioning and violence and tries to expose the preliminary 

causes of the national tragedy. To this end, the narrator, using the second 

person singular to talk to himself or to his consciousness, presents the ideological 

wars fought by college students at NUSM and by his friends at the Wony bar, a 

culture medium and an embryonic stage for future terrorist violence. The 

novel portrays the initial popular support for Sendero's terrorism. At 

first, perhaps fearing being labeled petit bourgeois, the protagonist and his 

leftist friends (unlike the actual Kloaka group, in the novel they are members 

of the Communist Party), conduct sessions of Maoist-like self-criticism and 

support Sendero. Nike Escarpenta, a bohemian who frequents the Wony bar, 

openly justifies the constant blackouts and attacks against police and 

governmental buildings induced by the terrorist group. However, Sendero's 

extreme dogmatism and its many years of senseless violence result in destroying 
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youngsters' faith in the self-defined Maoist revolution, now seen as only a 

source of empty slogans. 

Going back in time several centuries, in three different passages of El 

testamento (24, 27, 113) the protagonist traces the source of this senseless 

violence to the internecine war between Francisco Pizarro and Diego de Almagro 

during the Spanish conquest of Peru. Similar references to the conquest of the 

Americas and to colonial times, at times imitating the language of the time, 

resurface in Su majestad. The Lima the protagonists witness in both novels is the 

legacy of inquisitors and encomenderos. Wong does not establish a relation of 

historical continuity between the Spanish violence during the conquest and the 

internal 1980s war, but believes that both types of violence share points of 

contact. Moreover, self-reflexive and surrealist writing becomes a way to 

look for answers and to exorcize inner demons, as suggested in these passages 

appearing in the two novels: "What of what? Nonsense: without/sense: dis-

sense: resentful! The sky is blue? It is blue! Do not try to communicate. 
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Schizophrenic writing; demoniacal writing: endless repetition; never-ending 

chain of words. The moon goes through you: sky: toward what? In total 

desolation."458  Resorting again to free-floating signifiers and pastiche, 

another self-referential paragraph of El testamento adds, "Uncle Lacan: 

perverse poliformism! DADA: DADa: Dada: dada  …dalas [give them]! 

Enough with Oedipal triangulations! Decodify; give fake coins! These times 

deserve nothing else! Far from any kind of control; outside of prisons and 

hospitals; clinics and cemeteries, offices, and insane asylums. An 

apprenticeship in cleaning!"459  When these narrative tactics fail, the 

protagonist's romantic passion for one Amalia Morales who had moved elsewhere 

occupy his thoughts. Love and political violence are two leitmotifs around which 

several other episodes of fear, torture, annihilation, and self-

destruction through alcohol and drugs unfold in El testamento. 

Paradoxically, two novels entirely dedicated to denouncing political 

violence also exhibit a strange fascination with death. The protagonists confess to 
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being seduced by violence and death. Miguel Rodr guez Li n, in his review of í ñá El 

testamento, suggests that it exhibits a "morbid fascination with the suffering of 

bodies."460 In another review of this novel, H ctor Loaiza concurs in pointing out é

the apparent contradiction of concomitantly denouncing violence while showing a 

morbid attraction to death. In his view, the narrator has an "ambivalent 

attitude: on the one hand, he denounces the extent of the violence; on the other, he 

derives a morbid pleasure from observing bodies torn to pieces and the resulting 

blood."461 Indeed, the narrators' perverse attraction to the dismembered, 

decaying bodies is evident in both novels. For example, in a seemingly necrophiliac 

passage that appears time and again in Su majestad, we read: "her body lay 

lifeless, completely nude, on the sidewalk, very close to the door; . . . A 

rat, screeching cruelly, gnawed one of her nipples. . . . you saw yourself 

under the white, cold moonlight, obscenely hugging that body, filled with a blend of 

hate and desire that led you to reach an orgasm."462 Many other passages describe 

in gruesome detail scattered body parts after a truck accident, the accidental 
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electrocution of young Maghrebians, and other comparable scenes. The 

protagonist of Su majestad is so obsessed with death that he visits La Fourche du 

Diable (tellingly, The Devil's Pitchfork) subway station, where several 

suicides have taken place, in hopes of witnessing another. 

In other scenes, it is not clear whether the protagonist of Su majestad is 

viewing dismembered bodies after a train wreck or whether it is a hallucination, 

as he notices that no one around him seems to have seen anything abnormal. Mallen 

Hannibal (a version of the protagonist's name) advocates for the aesthetics of 

terror and what he calls "savage aesthetics," which equates absolute evil with 

absolute beauty. Thus, he wonders, "is prospecting in the field of evil possible 

through writing (and memory)?"463  In all, what conclusions are to be drawn 

from this avowed seduction of death and evil, sometimes reaching necrophiliac 

dimensions? Is the author suggesting that the protagonist is a synecdoche for a 

nation that inexplicably felt seduced by endless violence to the point of indolence or 

abetment? As stated in the novel, we will find no answers to this question or any 
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other in the plot. "Detective-readers" will have to create their own meanings 

and conclusions. Yet the author provides possible clues in the first paragraph 

of his unpublished essay "La literatura a la hora del crimen" (Literature at 

the Time of the Crime), where he introduces his concept of literature as the space 

of alterity as well as his idea of fictionalizing nightmare. In his view, the space 

of literature "can bring us face to face with evil, with that which is heinous, 

with our inner demons. There, the limits of reality are overcome and, 

consequently, categories of good and evil governing conventional morals no longer 

work."464 In any case, this morbid seduction of political violence and death is an 

integral part of the characters' phantasmagoric subjectivity. Perverse 

eroticism and necrophilia related to the display of dismembered bodies are part of 

Wong's aesthetics of chaos and fragmentation. They are tools he uses in his search for 

a new language and a new narrative style delinked from literary realism.

Sendero's political violence is mirrored by the military's intimidation 

tactics and its torturing of prisoners, as well as by the violence of daily life in 
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Lima: a drug dealer is shot in plain sight, punk and fascist youths wreak havoc, 

Hells Angels rape a thirteen-year-old girl, and a young woman known as 

Dynamite Girl (a real-life person) robs banks by threatening to ignite 

dynamite. The protagonist and first-person narrator of El testamento, 

suffers constant flashbacks with images of car bombings, a Buddhist monk 

immolating himself, traffic accidents, terrorism victims, and the presence 

of Sendero at NUSM: "they had shaved a psychology student's head; they then soaked 

him in black paint, because he opposed Sendero."465 He also suffered police 

brutality: "Or, as then, you found yourself on the floor, grabbing the PIP's 

legs to avoid being kicked. He tried to pull out his weapon with his left arm; you lay 

by to a large door on Bel n Avenue. Everyone was looking, but no one dared é

intervene."466 In other passages with torture scenes, it is unclear whether 

the "you" that is being tortured is the narrator or someone else, since the point of 

view goes from the first to the third person in the same sentence, creating a 

doubling effect: "They suddenly discovered that they had gone too far  and how to get …
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rid of the body? And you, what happened in the interval? There were several 

desperate attempts to reach the surface, all the while swallowing more and 

more water. I was trying in vain to grab the rotten reeds on the river bank. 

And as to them, make sure to wipe out all evidence."467 Students are abducted 

from their college dormitories at night and tortured with burning cigarettes, 

cattle prods, and waterboarding. All these memories show the constant state of 

fear, agony, and desolation that overwhelm the protagonist. As a defense 

mechanism, he walks aimlessly through city streets, defeated by alienation. 

All around him causes anguish and claustrophobia. 

Using the "hidden data" technique (popularized in Latin American 

literature by Vargas Llosa) to provoke readers' curiosity, Wong provides 

information to be clarified chapters later. Thus, further on in El testamento 

we learn that, though Nike learned to live with fear of death as a constant in his 

day-to-day life, he eventually lost all hope and committed suicide, 

overwhelmed by anguish and his girlfriend's rejection. Mallen sees in his death 
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the failure of the revolution. Yet Wong oedipically rebels against techniques 

made famous by Vargas Llosa when, instead of following his technique of Chinese boxes 

and communicating vessels, he switches to using of "closed boxes, non-

communicating vessels."468  Wong's and Mallen's desire to veer away from 

realism may be a reaction to the overwhelming influence of Vargas Llosa, the most 

international and influential contemporary Peruvian writer.

The narrator of El testamento provides a historical background of 

Sendero's so-called prolonged popular war: "All comes to you as a painful, 

bloody, extreme consequence, in its real and practical application, of the 

revolutionary theories adopted by pro-Maoist groups during the 1970s; you 

recall the student gatherings in front of the College of Liberal Arts at the 

University of San Marcos."469  The presence of a union leader in the Plaza San 

Mart n quoting Mao Zedong and rousing the masses with a wooden rifle in hand í

forebodes future terrorist massacres. Mallen recalls how, as member of an 

ultra radical youth offshoot of the Communist Party, he took part in marches and 
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in Maoist self-criticism exercises. This was how they prepared for the 

revolution. Now older, he condemns Sendero's dogmatism. He also remembers his 

conversations with Nike Escarpenta about armed struggle, revolution, and 

obedience to the party; on occasions, he found those theories and practices to be 

absurd. The protagonist felt that peer pressure did not allow him to make his own 

decisions freely. The need to show his loyalty to party orthodoxy, to his comrades, 

and to the eventual revolution, as well as the need to proof that he was no petit 

bourgeois, became sources of anguish for Mallen: "Sensing that he was on shaky 

grounds by continuing to defend ideas that no longer made sense and, even worse, 

that no longer allowed him a sense of self, let alone to get ahead."470 At the Wony 

bar, his politicized peers demanded that he take sides; in the end, however, he 

left the party. These scenes are retold in Su majestad.

Still, the protagonist of El testamento must learn to live surrounded 

by the apocalyptic violence of Sendero's terrorism that until then appeared 

distant, limited to slogans and Marxist verbiage. While at times he tries to 
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escape reality by lying in bed in a fetal position, avoiding movement or noise, on 

other times he prefers to walk and walk aimlessly. His brain cannot stop thinking 

frenetically, unable to avoid the nightmare he is living. Throughout the novel, 

expressionist images of explosions and torn bodies become a leitmotif. These scenes of 

degradation, madness, fear, and death are nuanced by surrealist imagery, 

passages that recall the protagonist's childhood or memories of love 

relationships: "the enemy that gnawed at the heart, in the eternal torture of 

dying. It sounded hoaky, but it continued; his love had turned into suffering, 

heart-wrenching."471 As though wishing to relinquish his native language, the 

protagonist's interior monologues about love, suffering, and a yearning for 

his inspiration's return are occasionally expressed in French. An "obscure 

object of desire," a reference to Luis Bu uel's last film, ñ Ese oscuro objeto del deseo 

(1977), is the character of Amalia Morales. In other passages, a different 

character suffers his lover's rejection and chases her to a bus station. 
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Beyond the terrorism nightmare and the existential angst, El 

testamento describes a bohemian Lima controlled by alcohol, drug abuse, and gay 

encounters. Wong focuses on the underworld atmosphere of the bars in Lima's 

downtown area, those between Bel n and Quilca boulevards, particularly é

that of the Chinese-owned Wony bar. Violence and extreme politics permeate 

every sphere of Peruvian society, including this one. The frustrated, 

alienated, and self-destructive poets of the Kloaka movement pass time 

reading poems, talking literature, playing rock music, handing out fliers, 

and drinking on credit. 

As stated, the semiautobiographical protagonist misses his childhood in 

Vichayal, a town in the Piura district. However, he has bad memories of his 

childhood chores and of the school he attended. Mallen also resents his mother's 

departure, leaving him and his brother to live with their uncle for a year. 

These years in Piura had an impact on him and contributed to his existential nihilism 

and to his sense of an unreal existence. In spite of the looming pessimism throughout 
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the plot, the story ends positively, as a catharsis that opens a path to hope. 

The protagonist/narrator, finally managing to accept himself, tells his 

consciousness that it is time for a new beginning: "Neither solitude nor emptiness 

can any longer hurt you; you must then leave to explore new territories."472  It is 

implied that writing will work as an agent of hope. 

 

Su majestad el terror: a Re-writing of the Seduction of Violence

The characters in Su majestad (many recycled from El testamento) live in a 

mental hell, recalling their experiences in violent 1980s Peru.473  The book 

cover of S  u majestad   features a painting by the Flemish artist Pieter Brueghel 

the Elder (1525?-1569) where an army of menacing skeletons is 

exterminating the population. A sentence in the novel recalls the contents of the 

painting: "Corpses mill around infesting this city and all is dead  Lima, damned …

Lima!"474 In spite of the avant-garde, experimental prose that makes the 

reading of the novel quite challenging, the needed coherence among the three parts 
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of the novel is provided by the thematic axes of terror and political violence, 

together with their consequences, chaos and delirium. But the experience of 

political violence in Lima during the 1980s goes beyond being a simple theme or a 

historical context for his works; rather, it is a constituent element of the 

characters' obsessions and chaotic worldview. It also determines Wong's 

poetics of literary fragmentation and textual repetition. He aimed to find a 

new language and narrative style that would remove him from the traditional 

novel and literary realism that he considers obsolete.

During a police interrogation at the beginning of the novel, a Mexican 

painter named Maura Fuentes accuses M.H. Roberto (another variation 

of the protagonist's name) of killing his former lover Laura Calle (other times 

called Aline Nothomb), a Belgian woman of Sephardic origin. Mallen, the 

protagonist, later admits that, after Laura Calle left him for another man 

and moved to New York, he felt lost and went mad, as only she could have saved him. 
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He also explains that we are reading the story of how she abandoned him and her 

subsequent death. 

While first and third-person narrators intermingle in the novel, the 

second-person narrative voice is prominent in certain sections. Most of the 

action takes place in a phantasmagoric Paris. However, it incorporates, 

like El testamento, the protagonist's childhood memories in Piura, as well as 

images of Lima terrorist attacks and of the Spanish conquest of the Americas to 

emphasize the suffering of living in a senseless world. With no conventional theme 

or plot, a subjective, chaotic fragmentation is employed to avoid any realism. 

Robert Maller, the protagonist, hermetically discusses the concept of 

fragmentation, as well as totality and its parts in literature by quoting 

Maurice Blanchot, Marcel Proust, Gilles Deleuze, and F lix Guattari é

(181-82). He concludes that literary fragmentation aspires 

nostalgically to a totality that can make sense of reality, of the past. In the 

end, however, only the totality of the parts are found. This type of writing 
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reveals the arduous mental processes of subjectivity during times of absolute 

terror or those of memory after the fact.

Along with the confusion caused by fragmentation, repetition of concepts 

and phrases in the text produce a hypnotic effect. Code-switching, numerous 

interior monologues, and streams of consciousness provide a sense of spontaneity. 

As in El testamento, the protagonist's alienated mind in Su majestad shifts back 

and forth from the present in Paris, to the Lima of the 1980s, to his childhood in 

Piura, and to the days of the Spanish conquest. Again, the uncanny atmosphere 

of Paris (reminiscent of the nightmarish Lima in El testamento) is compared with 

the happy moments of his childhood, when he lived, with mother and siblings, in his 

grandparent's Piura house. Again as in El testamento, he is traumatized by 

his mother abandoning him and his brothers for a year. Moreover, although he was 

told that his father had died, the latter showed up at the house one day and from that 

moment on, at age ten or eleven, the boy felt rejected by the family.
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In a game of doubles, the novel being read, Su majestad, suddenly becomes the 

novel that the protagonist is writing, "The Murderous Writer," where the 

semiautobiographical protagonist is married to a woman named Maruja 

Sifuentes. We learn that the protagonist, Mallen Hannibal Robert (the 

protagonist's double; it adds to the creation of a fragmented reality), known 

as the Cannibal writer, travelled from the northern port of Chimbote to Lima to 

study literature at NUSM. There, he befriended the poets and painters of the 

Kloaka movement, became a member, and regularly met with them at the Wony bar 

to drink and talk about literature and politics. He also collaborated in the 

Sunday supplement of a newspaper controlled by Sendero. An initial sign of the 

megalomaniac Mallen Hannibal Robert's eventual mental imbalance is his 

insistence that he should have received a Nobel Prize for a novel he has not finished 

writing. Paradoxically, Robert exhibits autobiographical traits: he lives 

in Paris, studied literature, is called Chino Mallen, and writes for 

Archipi lagoé , a Latin American magazine. Robert sheds light on the 
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intricacies of the novel he is writing about a writer composing a parody on 

thrillers and detective novels (he considers these "mimetic genres"). The 

killer in "The Murderous Writer" is the author himself: "there is no 'theme,' 

narrative plot or intrigue. By writing, I try to account for the chaotic, 

subjective, phantasmagoric experience of he who is there and not there, for the 

fragmenting, for a lost sense of reality, in short, about my life in Peru during 

the 1980s."475 

Wong revisits the same urban dystopia and the same locations, including the 

Wony bar, and uses the same characters (Nike and the poets from the Kloaka 

group) included in El testamento. As it happens in Wong's novels, in "The 

Murderous Writer" the protagonist's obsession with death, madness, and 

suicidal thoughts permeate the text. Like in his first novel, the topic of 

writing is central to the storyline because, along with alcohol, it is is the 

protagonist's only escape from anguish and desperation. The "murderous 

writer" considers himself to be the best living writer, but a misunderstood one. 
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I place quotation marks on "murderous writer" given that in the 

protagonist's text, he has yet to murder anyone. That he is called a murderer 

may be explained in Wong's essay "La literatura a la hora del crimen": 

"Therefore, I believe that only by recovering the poetic space can we make some 

sense of it; this implies a questioning of and breaking with what is already 

established. The creator then becomes a sort of criminal on account of his 

practice, which destabilizes order and undermines common sense."476

The main narrator among several, including one that is a first-person 

narrator as well as the protagonist, describes Roberto Mallen, known as the 

"Cannibal," as a writer of chaos and catastrophes, and as a living image of his own 

created disorder. We are told that Mallen is a psychopath who writes to 

exorcize pain and existential angst. He is convinced that he is constantly spied on 

and persecuted in Paris, but acknowledges paranoid traits in his behavior. 

Described as a writer in the making or as a failed writer (he published two 

detective novels in French, H tel Moonpanarô  and, like his creator's novel 
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title, Sa majest  la terreuré ), Mallen feels apathetic, as he cannot find 

inspiration. Only the memory of his last love affair appears to motivate his 

writing. He also feels guilty for being so violent with her--other fragmented 

segments in the narrative inform that he spent time in prison and is sexually 

attracted to men.    

Su majestad is also a self-reflexive text dealing as much with memories of 

political violence in Peru as it does with representation and the act of writing. 

As the second-person narrator tells himself in the opening pages, writing and 

walking aimlessly at night are the only therapy and catharsis enabling him to 

escape from the angst and painful memories that overwhelm him. To Roberto 

Mallen, writing is a must, but it also serves as a subterfuge, as a deceptive 

device to "conceal the immense emptiness of his mortal condition."477 The detective 

novel he is trying to write keeps him from falling into an abyss that he finds 

inviting. In writing, an act he considers transgressive, he finds complete 

freedom. Yet the protagonist also feels guilty when obsessively writing down his 
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visions of fright and horror, as though he were committing a crime. Using 

psychoanalytical language, the narrator reveals the denouement of Mallen's 

novel that, like Wong's, blends historical reality and fiction: readers will 

discover that, as presaged in the title, the murderer is the writer. He 

succumbed to his inner demons, to his unsublimated basic drives. 

As in El testamento, Su majestad's plot avoids depicting reality 

mimetically. Roberto Mallen obstinately avoids realism in the novel he is 

writing and mocks the realist techniques found in detective novels. Instead, a 

new reality is to be formed by/in the text: "as a sort of substitute for God, a 

demiurge, a writer destroys and creates another reality."478  When he recalls 

his daily life in 1980s Lima, however, lists of bars and places are frequented 

included, as typically done in realist novels. In certain passages, Mallen 

also provides the month and year; in others he points out that only a few weeks have 

passed since al-Qaeda's destruction of the World Trade Center in New York, or 

recalls the notorious Matanza de los Penales (Penal Colony Massacre) on June 
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18-19, 1986, when nearly three hundred inmates accused of terrorism were 

shot by soldiers and police officers after a mutiny in the Lima-Callao prisons of San 

Juan de Lurigancho, El Front n, and Santa B rbara. Such tragic events ó á

trigger some of the protagonist's reflections on evil.

The narrator brings back Julio Cort zar's term "the accomplice á

reader" to remind us that, like Hopscotch, Mallen's detective novel will need  

a "detective-reader." Mallen also advocates "savage aesthetics" and 

"literary anthropophagi,"479  justifying plagiarism: all books are written by 

one atemporal and anonymous author. Like El testamento, several segments of 

this self-referential and meta-narrative novel provide the character's 

own theory about literature and language, discussing, for example, the 

limits between fragmentation and totality, or the transgression of literary 

genres. As with Cort zar's "dispensable" chapters in á Hopscotch, Wong's 

lucubrations on "The Murderous Writer," the protagonist's novel, is his 

vehicle for literary self-analysis and a pretext for voicing his views on 
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literary theory. For instance, in "The Murderous Writer" and Su majestad 

characters and narrative segments become part of a puzzle (reminiscent of 

Julio Cort zar's 1968 á 62/Modelo para armar) that detective-readers 

must assemble. Thus Mallen repeats ideas contained in Wong's previous novel: 

"No, there is no 'theme,' or narrative plot and/or intrigue; I try to 

account for the chaotic, subjective, phantasmagoric experience of someone who is 

there and not there, of fragmentation, of losing of the sense of reality, writing 

about my experiences in 1980s Peru."480 Limits between fact and fiction are 

blurred: occasionally, it is difficult to tell Roberto Mallen from his 

creator, Wong, and Su majestad from "The Murderous Writer." 

In this context, the presence of parallel worlds, doubles, and 

doppelgangers (prominent in Hopscotch and in Jorge Luis Borges's 1939 short 

story "Pierre Menard, autor del Quijote" [Pierre Menard, author of the 

Quixote]) is explicitly treated in Su majestad. The double, the copy, 

plagiarism, and impostures are all key components of an aesthetics of chaos 
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present in El testamento, but acquiring more significance in Su majestad. The 

first time that Roberto Mallen's name appears in the narration, he recalls 

how, as a child, one day he awoke feeling threatened by someone, his double: "it was he 

himself and not he himself! Those had been moments of madness, of unbearable horror, 

when he felt inhabited by another person; both of them, in his dream, enemies in an 

endless struggle."481 A few pages on, the protagonist resumes the discussion 

about doubles: "And nothing seemed to him truer than to poke fun at his own identity; 

thus, the double appeared, who was he himself as well as another person, as in 

'William Wilson,' one of Edgar Allan Poe's best short stories."482  

 Madness is an important theme in El testamento and Su majestad. The title 

of the first novel suggests that it is a testimony, one of a tempestuous time in Peru 

that so traumatized the protagonist that he almost went mad. Madness too is 

personified in the insane "prophet" Ubaldo Morales, just released from Larco 

Herrera Mental Hospital (Guillermo Guti rrez, a Kloaka movement é

member was also committed to this hospital, according to his fellow Kloaka member 
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Domingo de Ramos) and is now the leader of an apocalyptic sect. Recurrent 

references to mental hospitals and to insane people helps in the author's re-

creation of 1980s Lima, where boundaries between reality and hallucination 

were blurred. In fact, readers must keep in mind that the narrators of these 

novels at times question the sanity of the unnamed protagonist of El testamento or 

simply assert that he is insane. In Su majestad, for example, the 

protagonist's paranoia leads to his feeling persecuted and enclosed by shadows, 

but he admittedly appreciates these delusions because they make him feel 

important and victimized. Mallen believes that he is the greatest living 

writer, yet he has not received deserved recognition because of envy and 

intrigues; his sanity is therefore in question. Adding to all these delusions, he 

thinks all places haunted and contemplates suicide as well as killing his 

partner, the poet Aline Nothomb (Maruja Sifuentes is her double in the novel he 

is writing). Eventually, chaos and madness become his reality. Consumed by 

jealousy, Mallen spies on Aline Nothomb, fearing her unfaithfulness to him. His 
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twisted perceptions are worsened by insomnia (an outcome of his existential angst 

and fear of death), alcoholism, marihuana consumption, and suicidal drives 

that tempt him to jump out of a window. As in several Latin American Boom 

novels, here the protagonist's struggle is more against himself than against his 

country's sociopolitical situation. Suffering from nostalgia and depression, 

he becomes his worst enemy.

Overall, so much pain and violence abound that characters, and people 

in general, have turned indolent. The narrator recalls the beginning of 

Sendero's terrorism in the town of Ayacucho (ironically meaning "corner of the 

dead"), in the central Andes. War soon began to destroy the characters' 

world. The dead, he remarks, eventually become more "alive" than the living. 

Yet, as in El testimonio, Mallen in Su majestad develops a morbid attraction for 

all sorts of evil: "before the rising of horror, before the seducing paroxysms of a 

violence resulting from a filthy, hedonistic, and criminal world, I cheer 

terror's lethal seduction!"483 The contemplation of evil and guilt muddles 
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society's concept of guilt and innocence. Constant streams of consciousness equate 

the sociopolitical situation in Peru with hell. It is also compared with certain 

Hollywood films, among them Martin Scorsese's psychological thriller Taxi 

Driver (1976), Francis Ford Coppola's epic war film Apocalypse Now 

(1979), and Luis Bu uel and Salvador Dal 's 1929 silent surrealist short ñ í

film Un Chien Andalou (Andalusian Dog). But as usual, only writing exorcizes 

Mallen's pain and ends his suicidal musings. Incidentally, the surrealists' 

fetishization of violence against the female body appearing in the opening scene of Un 

Chien Andalou, as well as their simultaneous desire and fear of the (often 

fragmented) female body may have influenced Wong's search for the sublime in his 

writing.

Building on El testamento, Su majestad also re-creates a Lima night life 

populated by alcoholics, drug addicts, prostitutes, homosexuals, and 

policemen at times depicted as vermin leaving their burrows. Numerous 

stream-of-consciousness passages call forth an atmosphere of terror more 
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than convey a given message or describe a particular cityscape. Incoherence, 

frequent repetition of sentences such as "The images of terrorist attacks would 

come to his mind,"484 and lists of words contribute to creating a literature that 

the narrator describes in different ways, including "schizoid writing; demonic 

writing,"485 "the aesthetics of political crimes,"486  and "poetics of 

terror."487  These narrative techniques are aimed at reproducing the 

experience of violence and hopelessness, as well as the defense mechanisms 

characters employ against these states. The narrator, as mentioned, 

wonders at Peruvians' endurance of such prolonged violence. Relatedly, the 

use of doubles, mirror games and simulacra, as well as the fragmentation of the 

text are intended to reflect both the fragmentation of the characters' lives and 

psyches, and the literal fragmentation of a body from a bomb explosion. The 

narrator includes the representation of the aesthetics of terror featured in 

the works of other authors, like Roberto Bola o in his 1996 novella ñ Estrella 

distante (Distant Star).   
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Chaotic Writing to Depict Chaos   

Overall, Wong's literature may be labeled as a dystopian aesthetics of chaos 

and despair. Writing itelf, as mentioned, is the only escape from this 

desperate situation: art and writing are not only therapeutic, but also 

provide him salvation. And the best way to describe mental and societal chaos, 

Wong suggests, is to incorporate chaos in writing itself. Thus, in "La 

literatura a la hora del crimen," he affirms: "Mine is a writing of 

fragmentation that expresses disaster, chaos (a society in a profound 

structural crisis), abyss, decline, euphoria; this euphoria with chaos, 

this fragmentation, functions within the very textual structure of the 

novel."488

Like his author, Mallen does not consider his works "political 

literature" but rather, a search for the language of a generation that 

endured the hyper-violent Peru of the 1980s. Social frustration resulting 
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from the failure of 1970s political projects, together with the trauma caused by 

the violent internal war during the 1980s and 90s, affected the stylistic choices 

of writers from Wong's generation: "[It] was manifested in the art and 

literature of this period, especially in certain 1980s poetry and in some 

narrators (I include myself among them), with the expression of 'an unhinged, 

violent, and highly anarchic social experience.' Paradoxically, this 

production can be placed within the tendencies of 'postmodernity.'"489  Indeed, 

one could associate Wong's writing with what Linda Hutcheon termed 

"historiographic metafiction," in the sense that his "theoretical self-

awareness of history and fiction as human constructs . . .  is made the grounds for 

its rethinking and reworking of the forms and contents of the past" (5). Wong's 

novels follow Hutcheon's description of postmodern literature to the extent 

that they are intensely self-reflexive (metanarratives on language and 

writing are essential) while concomitantly problematizing historical 

events. Wong's narrators are "disconcertingly multiple and hard to locate" 
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(Hutcheon 11). This challenges traditional notions of narrative 

perspective, as Wong's narrators are not usually the expected center that 

generates coherent meaning. His proneness to discontinuity and doubling 

decenters the production of meaning and often shifts perspectives. 

Moreover, Wong appropriates the postmodern disregard for traditional 

representation, choosing instead to experiment with narrative techniques 

and to create new meanings within the narratives. Perhaps the only difference 

is that Wong's novels lack the parodic and ironic thinking typical of postmodern 

writing. Wong's narrative may also be considered a sort of engaged art or 

fictionalized testimonial (hence the use of the word testimonio in his first novel's 

title) of the traumatic experience of living in fear and terror, which 

fluctuates between lyrical evocation and the colloquial and crass language of the 

streets. 

To express this chaotic experience, the author chooses to incorporate chaos 

itself within his search for an appropriate language. With this in mind, he 
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rejects realism, embraces formal experimentation, and invites active 

readers to assemble a puzzle that explores the relation between language and 

political violence. Ultimately, the fragmentation of the text,490 the 

constant repetitions and doubling, and the self-reflexive segments that 

examine the topic of representation itself create the phantasmagoric 

atmosphere that the author discovered in his attempt at expressing that 

which, according to him, is ineffable. No words can accurately describe the 

absolute evil of terror, but Wong attempts it, as he reveals in "La 

literatura a la hora del crimen," through "a type of displacement, and/or 

'interartistic' replacements (painting, film, literary quotations, 

etc.), perhaps causing a priori surprise, in recounting that which is not 

to be recounted, that which makes it possible to explain, by displacing it, the 

enigma that is horror."491

The next section, switches to the representation of political violence from 

the perpetrators' perspective in Julio Le n's short stories.ó
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Julio Le n's Portrayal of Political Violence from within ó

Julio Le n's father was a Chinese immigrant who arrived in Peru, along with his ó

two brothers, in the 1920s, when he was still young. He married a Peruvian 

woman and never returned to his native Guangzhou. Julio Le n began writing at ó

an early age, but did not publish his works until 1992, the centennial of the poet 

C sar Vallejo. As he explained in our interview, é

Those years re-created in my texts were most difficult for Peruvians, 

especially for those dissident bohemians seeking only happiness because, when 

one cannot speak, one has to write, even if foaming at the mouth, as Vallejo 

used to say. I published my work and left for France, as many others did. We 

therefore have a testimonial, but we also have the rage and pain caused by 

what we endured.492

Le n, who lives in New York, shares with Mario Wong his desire to re-create ó

the bohemian world of Lima's downtown bars in consonance with the political violence 
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resulting from the battles fought between terrorist groups and the Peruvian 

government. Unlike Wong's novels, however, the first four short stories in 

his 1982 collection Libro de las incertidumbres (Book of Uncertainties) 

portray the actions of domestic terrorist groups as seen from within.493 

Coinciding with Wong's fascination with death, almost all the stories in Le n's ó

collection result in the death of one or several protagonists, or their loved ones. 

Another similarity is found between the works of both authors: individual and 

collective pain is a leitmotif in their works. In Le n's short story collection ó

Libro de las incertidumbres, this is previewed in an epigraph taken from C sar é

Vallejo's poem "Los nueve monstruos" ("The Nine Monsters"), included in his 

1939 collection Poemas humanos (Human Poems): "And, unfortunately, / 

Pain grows in the world at all moments."494 

In the first story, "La decisi n vino de arriba" (The Decision Came from ó

Above), the protagonist, a terrorist named Jorge Álvarez, is ambivalent 

about how to act after receiving orders to assassinate Ra l, a childhood friend ú
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turned government official. Unable to sleep, Álvarez tries to justify himself 

by claiming that it will be a "political execution" and that he is to follow orders. 

The protagonist recalls when, as children, he and Ra l promised to devote their ú

lives to stamping out injustice. The story ends abruptly when Jorge receives a 

phone call from Ra l's wife informing him that his friend died in an accident and did ú

mention his name among his final words. It is, obviously, implied that the 

terrorist is remorseful for having betrayed his friendship on account of his 

ideological faith in discipline and obedience. The subjective, omniscient 

narrator's position is apparent in his sarcastic judgment of Álvarez's 

decision: "obeying a logical and absolute certainty, he had to execute [his former 

friend]  today at noon with no vacillation."495 Later, repeating the title of the 

story and explaining the "uncertainties" in the collection's title, he stresses 

the terrorist's distressing feeling of solitude: "'The decision came from 

above,' he repeated to himself, perhaps with the absurd hope of not feeling so 

inevitably lonely."496  The protagonist's hypocrisy is further suggested when we 
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learn that, even though it will not be the first time he has carried out this type of 

order, now his bosses' choice of words, "execution," bothers him. Reminiscing 

about his relationship with Ra l, he remembers an argument they had, which ú

makes him feel better, since it proves that his former friend is a traitor; 

ironically, he cannot determine what exactly Ra l is betraying. At one point, ú

he feels compelled to admit that he is jealous of his former friend's economic success. 

Therefore, it is jealousy, rather than ideology, that motivates him. All these 

passages are aimed at exposing the absurdity of terrorist, political 

violence.

In the second story, "Una voz femenina" (A Feminine Voice), a terrorist 

also receives an order: to rob a bank. While awaiting the arrival of a partner 

in crime, he daydreams about Lourdes, the woman he loves and who once reproached 

him for being so obsessed with revolution. Eventually, the protagonist is killed 

during the robbery, but not before recalling his love for Lourdes. As in the 

previous story, the protagonist, Arturo Monteza, is in his twenties and 
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suffers from ontological uncertainties. The omniscient narrator reveals his 

fears about not seeing his loved one again. Monteza claims to be determined to 

fulfill "his destiny," but he is not quite sure of what that destiny is. He also 

wonders about what led him to join the terrorist group. All in all, the 

narrator again links the story to the collection's title: "He was filled with 

doubts, but these doubts arrived too late."497  Grief and moral anguish consume 

the lives of the protagonists and surround their last moments.

In "No te volver  a encontrar" (We Will Never Meet Again), a man, é

having joined a "clandestine armed group"498  ("terrorist" is never used in these 

stories), looks forward to reuniting with his beloved. The story explores his 

motivations in becoming a "revolutionary." The protagonist confesses that, 

though he realized that an end to widespread injustice in Peru was a must, he 

never shared his girlfriend's utopian dreams or passion, products of her 

fanaticism; he solely joined the revolution for her. Yet he believes that this 

decision saved him from existential uncertainty, a life of daily routine selling 
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medical books, alcoholism, and eventual suicide. Like the terrorist in the first 

story, the reluctant militant is at first ambivalent about placing a bomb in 

the parking lot of a military hospital that may kill innocent people, but 

justifies his dastardly deed by asserting that wars cause collateral damage. 

Moreover, while he admits the immorality of what he is about to do, the 

protagonist conceives of it as "a revenge against the shitty life he had lived and 

other anonymous people like him still have to live."499  A van with two smiling 

children inside parks by his car, raising his guilt level. In the end, he 

accidentally explodes the bomb and kills all around him, including himself. 

Again, the protagonist's grief, guilt, remorse, and and lack of ideological 

conviction bespeak the absurdity of political violence.

"La s ptima tarde" (The Seventh Afternoon) continues to include é

violence, both state violence and terrorist violence (though Sendero is not 

mentioned, blackouts and attacks linked to the terrorist organization are 

included). To the narrator's surprise, his new girlfriend, a college 
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student and waitress at a restaurant in Lima's Abancay Avenue, turns out 

to be a purported terrorist. This time, the uncertainty that was present in 

all the previous stories belongs to the protagonist's girlfriend: she is not sure 

about their relationship. Although it is not clear whether or not the waitress is 

a terrorist, it is suggested by the fact that she reads "forbidden 

literature."500 She is arrested, raped, and tortured to death by the 

police, who later claimed to have found her dead body on a beach. Juli n, the á

protagonist and narrator, mentions that indiscriminate police raids often 

lead to the detention of innocent people and that, though innocent, the police are 

after him. The story blends the sensual description of the only time Juli n and his á

girlfriend made love with scenes of police torture and rape. In the end, 

Juli n, tortured by fear after seeing his girlfriend's dead body at the morgue, á

has to go into hiding. Therefore, Le n explores the terrorists' psychological ó

processes before and during terrorist attacks, as well as what motivates 

their actions. He also exposes the other side of the story: state paramilitary 
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activities and terrorism. Whereas the first four stories treat political 

violence, the remainder detail, like Mario Wong's novels, Lima's bohemian 

nightlife, including the world of writers, artists, drug dealers, abused 

prostitutes, and jealous lovers. The vocabulary and tone change dramatically 

toward a street language full of colloquialisms and slang, but the overarching 

themes of death (murder, suicide), sadness, and loneliness continue to be 

present. Political violence, however, remains in the background. For 

instance, Katia, the protagonist of "Polvo para un caf " (Dust for a é

Coffee), was abused by her uncle and had to become a prostitute in Lima after her 

parents were killed "in one of the many forgotten battles in her sierra 

village."501  Likewise, the elderly narrator of "Bar de los recuerdos" (Bar 

of Memories) explains that, as a consequence of political violence, writers 

and bohemians had to move abroad and her son, a revolutionary, was killed. This 

time, the absurdity of war is explicitly expressed: "So much war, and for 
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what? What was achieved? Did anything change?" . . . We are so insignificant 

and short-lived that we want to fix the world by killing others."502

Overall, Le n's short stories complement Wong's novels in the re-ó

creation of Lima's bohemian nightlife and of the violent world of the 1980s. Both 

authors implicitly condemn the chaos produced by political fanaticism and 

corruption.

Epilogue

Tus n Literature and Knowledge in Peruá  has examined the rationale of why 

certain twentieth and twenty-first century Chinese Peruvian authors 

reflect their ethnic background in their writings, and why others do not. 
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Cognizant of heterogeneity within the tus n community in Peru, it has studied the á

emergence of its diasporic, minority discourse, from Zulen's indigenist 

writings, to Siu's self-exploitation narratives, to Sui Yun's and Julia 

Wong's cosmopolitan perspectives, or Mario Wong's and Le n's analyses of ó

political violence in 1980s Peru. Beyond the study of the exotic ethnographic object 

or of stereotypical representations of the cultural other, this book 

problematizes stable tus n identities, allowing them to emerge, with all their á

complexities, as fluid, hybrid, and changing subjectivities. In Chinese-

Peruvian literature, both authors and characters undergo processes of de-

ethnification and re-ethnification that complicate the idea of a unified Sino-

Peruvian identity. Certain tus n literary and cultural production, á

e.g., Zulen's privileging of indigenous issues, Mario Wong's and Le n's ó

narrative rendering of political violence, Villanueva Chang's stress on 

international topics and personalities in his chronicles and profiles, or Eugenio 

Chang Rodr guez's experiences as a Peruvian academic living in the United í
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States, is devoid of ethnicity. Other Sino-Peruvian works rely on Chinese 

ethnicity as a source of inspiration: Siu fictionalizes his trials and 

tribulations, as a Chinese-born, Peruvian-reared young man, in 

confronting racial discrimination and family self-exploitation; Julia Wong and 

Sui Yun reflect on their ethnicity through a post-national and cosmopolitan 

approach. 

Some analyzed texts denote a yearning for an unrecoverable past 

(e.g., Siu 's La primera espada del imperio and Julia Wong's Bocetos para 

un cuadro de familia); others denounce past oppression and marginalization to 

avoid future silence, dismissal, and societal amnesia (Siu's Viaje a tacaÍ  and 

Julia Wong's Doble felicidad). I believe that the conjuring of a historical 

past, i.e., a timeless ancestral land and traumatic episodes of oppression 

in Peru, denotes an incipient and veiled tus n nationalistic discourse, even á

though neither Wong nor Siu can truly be considered cultural nationalists. An 

internal colonial scar resulting from historical discrimination, along with a 
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nostalgia for an often idealized, mythical Chinese past, inform the creation of a 

tus n imagined community. The tus n identity emerging from this cultural á á

production is, therefore, the outcome of a process of reification of fantasies and 

of sometimes idealized individual and social "memories." In some cases, it leans 

dangerously toward self-orientalization and self-nativism (La primera 

espada del imperio); in others, the author excludes her non-Chinese readers 

from knowledge shared by all Chinese (Julia Wong's Los ltimos bluesú   de Buddha  ). 

All in all, among authors who establish direct links between their ethnicity and 

their writing, we find the unstated intent of first shedding their internal 

colonial trappings to then affirm their own identity as either Peruvian or 

cosmopolitan subjects.

As seen, there is a turn, in tus n cultural production, toward á

cosmopolitism (Sui Yun and Julia Wong) and postmodernism (Mario Wong). It 

is tempting to see a connection between this evolution and the neoliberal, late 

capitalist reforms that have taken place in Peru in recent decades. After 

http://www.incabook.com/shop/?page=shop/browse&category_id=poesia&category=&keyword=&offset=309&
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all, Fredric Jameson argues that "every position on postmodernism in 

culture--whether apologia or stigmatization--is also at one and the same 

time, and necessarily, and implicitly or explicitly political stance on the 

nature of multinational capitalism today" (Postmodernism 3). Jameson links 

the economic changes that took place in the base during this third stage of capitalism 

to the generation, in the superstructure, of postmodern cultural 

production: "What has happened is that aesthetic production today has become 

integrated into commodity production generally: the frantic economic urgency of 

producing fresh waves of ever more novel-seeming goods . . . now assigns an 

increasingly essential structural function and position to aesthetic innovation 

and experimentation" (Postmodernism 5). I argue, however, that in the 

case of tus n cultural production other factors are involved (cultural á

trends and personal beliefs or circumstances, among others) that are 

perhaps more influential than the economic changes taking place in Peru and in 

countries where Sino-Peruvian authors live. While it may be argued that 
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ideological transformations in Peru are indeed intimately linked to recent 

economic changes, the evolution of tus n cultural production has not been tied to á

the emergence of a modern, capitalist publishing industry. This is 

particularly relevant to a literary corpus that finds its identitarian 

coherence along ethnic rather than social class lines.

This book, together with my The Affinity of the Eye, is an attempt to 

contribute to Antonio Cornejo Polar's Escribir en el aire (Writing in the Air, 

1994) by providing an Asian ethnicity component to his concept of sociocultural 

heterogeneity. Intellectuals  such as Zulen, in fact, connect directly with 

Cornejo Polar's analysis of the relation between writing and orality among 

Andean cultures: Zulen's goal was to apply the power of the written word to 

gaining the liberation of indigenous peoples with only oral traditions. Through 

this literary corpus, Chinese and tus n struggles, desires, and dreams á

weave themselves into the fabric of Peruvian national imaginary. To Cornejo 

Polar, the Peruvian subject begins to understand "that his identity is also the 
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Other's destabilizing identity, a mirror or shadow that he incorporates, in a 

dark and conflictive manner, as an option between alienation or 

fulfillment."503  Tus n writing sustains a longstanding Peruvian tradition of á

legitimization of the mestizo condition that, as Cornejo Polar points out, began 

with Inca Garcilaso de la Vega's Comentarios reales de los incas (Royal 

Commentaries of the Incas, 1609). Tus n authors, through their writing, á

try to validate and vindicate their ethnicity. By historicizing their 

experience, they also demand a place in the Peruvian social imaginary. In Siu 

and Julia Wong, the recovery of the collective history of the Chinese community goes 

hand in hand with the self-exploration implicit in their (semi-) 

autobiographical texts. These authors claim the right to their ethnic heritage 

by proposing an alternative modernity and a decolonial knowledge liberated from 

traditional, Eurocentric, and homogeneizing worldviews. 

Inter-ethnic minority relations must be taken into account when studying 

these works. Besides the interactions between Afro-Peruvians and Chinese 
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during the coolie period and Nikkei-tus n relations (examined in the subchapter á

devoted to Julia Wong), some authors confess to having learned important lessons 

from other minority groups. Siu, for example, admits, in the preface to the 

Casatomada edition of El tramo final, the profound influence on his work of Isaac 

Goldemberg's (1945-) literary depictions of his Jewish Peruvian ethnic 

group. Given that Goldemberg was born in Chep n, like Julia Wong, he é

apparently influenced her writing as well. However, though Goldemberg 

published thirteen poem collections, he is mostly known for his 2001 novel La vida a 

plazos de don Jacobo Lerner (The Fragmented Life of Don Jacobo Lerner). 

Consequently Wong, who primarily considers herself a poet, maintains that his 

writing has been more influential on prose writers like Siu. Of particular 

interest, as seen in Chapter II, is Zulen's inter-ethnic relation with the 

indigenous community and his devotion to their emancipation, while surprisingly 

keeping silent in regard to physical attacks on the Chinese community. 

Furthermore, as previously argued, the identification of tus n authors á
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with Peru's indigenous people may be read as a creation of strategic and 

imaginary genealogical links to aid in the national acceptance of their belonging. 

With Zulen and Julia Wong, they at times go so far as to claim their own indigeneity 

by rhetorically considering themselves "one of them." Sui Yun, in turn, 

appeared dressed in Amazonian indigenous attire at the presentation of one of her 

collections of poems.

As Mignolo posits, "It requires an act of humility to realize that 

there is no longer room for abstract universals and truth without 

parenthesis. And it takes a moment of rage and of losing fear to move from the 

colonial wound to decolonial scientia" (114). Tus n writing provides á

numerous examples of these types of parentheses that negotiate cultural 

difference and suspend essentialist notions of overarching Chineseness or 

Peruvianness. It likewise exemplifies the movement from a simplistic 

cultural celebration or a nostalgic lamentation of past subjection to a 

development of an alternative, decolonial knowledge that challenges 
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eurocentrism and other homologizing discourses. Bhabha argues that "The study of 

world literature might be the study of the way in which cultures recognize 

themselves through their projections of 'otherness'" (12). Tus n á

literature often portrays this encounter with otherness, whether 

mainstream, criollo Peruvian or Nikkei culture. Several texts herein 

analyzed are avowed acts of self-exploration (most by Sui Yun, Julia Wong, 

and Siu) that also contribute to articulate a counter-narrative 

challenging how the tus n community has been racialized and "Othered." Certain á

works may be read as a claim to national belonging (Zulen, Mario Wong, Le n) ó

and a condemnation of the exclusion of Asian Peruvians from the national discourse. 

The erasure of this group from the national imaginary is apparent, for 

instance, in the Casa de la Literatura Peruana's selection of authors or in 

Escribir en el aire, which focuses almost entirely on the criollo-indigenous 

dichotomy, with sporadic passages devoted to Afro-Peruvians.
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Finally, as stated in the introduction, Sui Yun and Julia Wong have 

expressed their awareness of how the People's Republic of China's new economic and 

political influence on Latin America (the ironic term "Lachinoam rica" é

depicts this power) has changed the image of local ethnic Chinese communities in the 

region and will probably increase their political weight as well. It is to be 

expected that, since Chinese corporations see Sino-Latin American communities 

as a strategic asset, tus n cultural production will gain increasing á

traction. Thus, whereas in Siu's and Julia Wong's stories the shop counter 

becomes the quintessential tus n chronotope, the office of a Chinese corporation or á

bank may be the new chronotope of the future. As Lausent-Herrera argued, 

ethnic Chinese in Peru and other countries (approximately fifty million Chinese 

living abroad) may resent China's excessive influence in their local affairs. 

Another possible risk for the survival of the tus n community in Peru, in my á

view, is that facing the Nikkei community: the possibility of renewed 

immigration. In Peru, however, the creation of the Asociaci n Peruano ó
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China, led by the influential Erasmo Wong, is proof that the tus n community is á

aware of their strategic position. It plans to stand their ground against the 

increasing power of mainland Chinese corporations and the influence of new 

immigrant entrepreneurs who head many Chinese associations in Peru. In the 

first chapter of her China, Past and Present (1972), Nobel laureate Pearl 

S. Buck (1892-1973) states: "Nothing and no one can destroy the Chinese 

people. They are relentless survivors. They are the oldest civilized people on 

earth. Their civilization passes through phases but its basic characteristics 

remain the same. They yield, they bend to the wind, but they never break" 

(19). If one follows the historical trajectory of the Chinese and tus n in Peru, á

from oppression to expression, from semi-slavery to major contributors to 

Peruvian society and culture, it is safe to assume that they will resiliently 

continue to develop new strategies for empowerment. Hopefully, tus n á

cultural production will remain one of these strategies. 

Future Studies on Tus n Writingá  
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Because of space limitations, several other Chinese and tus n authors á were not 

included in this study. In contrast with the subversive tone of Zulen's 

writings, the narratives of the virtually unknown A. Kuan Veng simply 

offer a window to the Chinese worldview. A. Kuan Veng published various short 

stories in the newspaper El Correo and a collection of them titled Mey Shut, 

poemas en prosa (Mey Shout, Prose Poems, 1924). The prologue by scar Ó

Mir -Quesada, professor at NUSM and director of the journal ó El Comercio, 

introduces Mey Shut by stating that its author, a contributor to his 

newspaper, was born in China and speaks flawless Spanish. Mir -Quesada ó

praises his idealism and the moralizing character of his prose: he preaches 

simplicity, modesty, altruism, compassion, goodness, and love. He also 

underscores the influence of Mencius (Mengzi) and Confucius (Kung-Fu-

Tao), but argues that he is not influenced by Lao-tzu. In my view, however, 

the influence of Taoism and the Tao Te Ching in Mey Shut is evident. Inevitably, 

Mir -Quesada, as other commentators included at book's end, falls into the ó
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clich s of the period: "The soul of his race exudes its ancestral fragrance when é

encountering Western impediments: Asian delicateness compliments European 

refinement."504 Peruvian modernista poet Jos  Santos Chocano shares this é

admiration for the sedating and spiritual character of the book, and sees 

intertextualities with the Bengali writer Rabindranath Tagore (1861-

1941) and with the traditional literature of India and China. In turn, 

another modernista, the Spanish poet Francisco Villaespesa, expresses his 

surprise about Kuan Veng's command of the Spanish language and praises "the 

deep and pure feeling, as well as the high and clear thought, which are the 

eternal and supreme virtues of his race,"505 evident in the work of "this fair 

and exotic creator of lasting beauty."506  

Although the subtitle of the book is "Prose Poems," Kuan Veng's texts are not 

poems but parables, moralizing short stories, and impressions. He echoes, in 

"Idealidad" (Idealism), the message in Zulen's 1911 poem "En el 

vallezuelo " … (In the Small Valley) when he claims: "One must have an ideal in 
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life."507  A few lines later, he makes his recommendation more specific: "Living, 

fighting, and dreaming: that is the trinity of existence."508  The philosophical 

tone continues in "El mar" (The Sea) and "Nocturno" (Nocturne), where the 

narrator finds ultimate answers in nature. Relatedly, the second story of the 

collection, "Contraste" (Contrast), is a parable about the omnipresence of 

perspectivism in life: one single event can elicit contrasting reactions, 

depending on the person. In "Las fuentes de la inspiraci n" (Sources of ó

Inspiration), the reflection takes a metaliterary turn, providing this 

advice to aspiring poets: one must gain depth in the content of poems by being 

religious, loving, and gallant with death.

In keeping with a long Asian-Peruvian tradition, the narrator shows 

his Confucian filial piety or xiao in the story "Voces maternales. S  sencillo" é

(Maternal Voices: Be Unassuming), where his first ethical advice echoes his 

mother's words: one must be unassuming, modest, and pure like a lotus; one must 

not be arrogant (a common precept in the T  ao Te Ching  ) or obsessed with money. This 
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filial love resurfaces in "Plegaria" (Prayer) and in "Madre m a" (Mother í

Dear). In the former, the author offers his life to God in exchange for an 

improvement in his mother's health and in the latter, he repeats her advice of 

being a good person. The author continues with his moralizing, in Taoist terms, in 

"Amor ideal" (Ideal Love) and "Simb lico," where he exhorts his readers to avoid ó

loving only for money or beauty, as these are mutable and unstable; instead of 

seeking material goods, one must search for noble and loving souls. Other stories 

like "Corderillo" (Little Lamb) and "Las nubes" (Clouds) are parables about 

human justice or anecdotes of daily life that serve as examples on how to be 

kindhearted, humble, and noble. A few texts are set in an idealized China and 

describe old traditions like the moon festival. Finally, in "El primer beso" (The 

First Kiss), Kuan Veng exhibits double vision, as his characters are described 

from a Western point of view: "Her artistically slanted eyes looked tenderly at 

me."509  Incidentally, the last page of Kuang Veng's book announces the then-

upcoming (i.e., in 1924) publication by Lux publishing house of two works by 
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two other Chinese authors: Chay Yen's La esposa invisible (Poema l rico para í

mujeres) (The Invisible Spouse [Lyric Poem for Women]) and Ly Ton Chu's El hijo de 

la concubina (Drama chino en un acto) (The Concubine's Son [Chinese Drama in One 

Act]). Unfortunately, I have been unable to locate these works.

Moving on to living authors, Julio Villanueva Chang's (1967-) quest 

for paradoxes and antitheses (a throwback to Barroque poetry) in his chronicle 

writing has made him one of the most renowned tus n authors and the one responsible á

for the revival of the cr nicaó  in Peru. He has published Mariposas y 

murci lagos: cr nicas y perfilesé ó  (Butterflies and Bats: Chronicles and 

Profiles, 1999), an anthology of his chronicles published in the journal El 

Comercio from 1994 until 1999, and Elogios Criminales (Criminal Praise, 

2008), an anthology of seven profiles. He is also the founder and director of the 

magazine Etiqueta Negra, widely considered among the best literary and 

intellectual publications in Latin America. In his view, writing cr nicasó  is 

a way to translate the world for the reader. Likewise, his profiles portray 
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the unknown, more human side of people he admires. Villanueva Chang does not 

usually treat Chinese topics or people in his writings; he began to add his second 

surname to his full name once his tus n mother died. One of the few texts devoted to á

this topic is his "Carta a mi abuelo chino. Un canton s casero y querend n" é ó

(Letter to my Chinese Grandfather. A Home-loving and Affectionate 

Cantonese) published in the journal El Comercio on October 12, 1999, when 

Peru was celebrating its sesquicentennial anniversary of Chinese 

immigration. In it, he uses his grandfather's one hundredth birthday to reflect 

on his own Chinese background. It can be a model of what may happen to a tus n who re-á

discovers his Chinese heritage. First, Villanueva Chang informs his ancestor 

that his surname the most common in the world was a source for insults during his — —

childhood years: he was called "Chino" (Chinese). For ten years, he was de-

ethnified: he did not want to be Chinese Peruvian and would open his eyes as much as 

possible. Most people, he reminds his grandfather, do not know the difference 

between the various Asian nationalities, even though Chinese traditions are now 
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part of Peruvian culture: "I do not blame them, grandfather: beyond two 

slanted eyes, everyone is unaware of what belongs to them and what belongs to 

others. In Peru, we have made our first life decisions basing them on that 

children's game known as yan-que-po, not knowing that in Chinese it means 

paper, rock, and scissors. We have always eaten wonderfully, not knowing 

the food's origins."510

Addressing his grandfather directly by his surname, Chang Ton, he 

recalls the latter's personal history as an adventurous Cantonese adolescent 

who tried his luck in Lima and was fortunate to arrive after the first wave of 

Chinese migrants, who were exploited in the guano fields and on the sugarcane and 

cotton plantations. While he did not know Spanish, Chang Ton stood out as a 

calligrapher and cook, and he ran a fruit and candy store, as well as several 

chifas, including one in the Teatro Chino (Chinese Theater). Villanueva Chang 

praises the refinement of Chinese cuisine and culture. He then apologizes for not 

knowing how to write in Chinese or eat with chopsticks.
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Like all Chinese men, continues Villanueva Chang, his grandfather was a 

gambler. He was once arrested for playing mahjong. He was also the 

representative of the Chinese community in Lima, and devoted his life to solving 

other people's problems. As is common in Villanueva Chang's profiles, he 

mentions the horoscope (this time the Chinese version) to point out that he was born 

in the southern Chinese province of Guangdong, under the sign of the pig, in 1899. 

We learn that he owned the first television set in his neighborhood and that, when he 

converted to Catholicism, he was baptized Carlos Alberto Chang Li. The profile 

describes him as a very strange Chinese, because he was so well-adapted to 

Peruvian culture: "You used to dance marinera, fox trot, waltz. You had 

over one hundred godchildren through marriages and baptisms. You would make 

music with spoons to accompany guitarists at a criollo party. You were the 

godfather of the neighborhood's most renowned soccer teams. You never missed a 

single zarzuela or opera."511  Villanueva Chang closes the profile by mentioning 
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that he heard that his charismatic grandfather was a very good man; yet he 

reproaches him for dying two years before his birth.

Many of Villanueva Chang's profiles and chronicles depict as much of his own 

personality as of that of his object of exploration. He often uses the person in the 

profile as a pretext to expose deeper truths. In Mariposas y murci lagosé , 

which Fernando Iwasaki describes as a "tableau of Valle-Inclanesque, 

pathetic, and melancholic characters,"512 he provides interesting chronicles 

and profiles of daily life in Peru. One of the best cr nicasó  in this collection is "Viaje 

al centro de la noche"513 (Travel to the Center of the Night), where Villanueva 

Chang describes, like Mario Wong, the underworld of drunks and prostitutes 

that may be seen at night in downtown Lima: clients are drugged and robbed by 

prostitutes; a sixteen-year old boy who writes poetry and sings in the city's 

buses sleeps next to the building door where, when just a few months old, his mother 

abandoned him. With typical sarcasm, Villanueva Chang concludes: "If, as in 

olden days, Lima's streets were baptized according to the predominant trades 
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found along them Shopkeepers, Sword Makers, Merchants , today — —

Cailloma Avenue would be Prostitutes, and Quilca, a popular street, 

Drunks."514 Remaining texts in the collection are profiles of Peruvian 

melancholic characters, including one of the oldest professional painters' 

models in the world and an elegant Afro-Peruvian traffic cop.

Perhaps his best chronicles and profiles appear in his collection Elogios 

criminales. Two of the seven profiles on public figures published in Elogios 

criminales, the ones on Garc a M rquez and German film director Werner í á

Herzog, are revised versions of profiles included in Mariposas y 

murci lagosé . The rest of the profiles focus on Peruvian tenor Juan Diego 

Fl rez, Polish reporter ó Ryszard Kapu ci ski, Catalan chef Ferran ś ń

Adri , the blind à former mayor of Cali Apolinar Salcedo, and other 

personalities who serve as a pretext to unearth deeper truths about Peru, 

Latin America, and human nature in general. In the prologue, John Lee 

Anderson comes to the conclusion that "in these profiles, [Villanueva Chang] has 
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emerged with new truths about his characters and also, perhaps, about human 

nature."515

Switching to poetry, we find Enrique Ver stegui, an author of Afro-á

Chinese ancestry and a fourth-generation tus n. His poetry collections cover á

the ambitious project of defining Peruvianness as well as exploring Peruvian 

politics and human nature. The two volumes of his collection Angelus Novus (New 

Angel, 1989 and 1990) explore virtue, human nature, and the struggle 

for freedom, love, and beauty. Along with Monte de Goce (Mount of Pleasure) 

or Libro del pecado (The Book of Sin), Taki Onkoy or Libro de la redenci n (The Book of ó

Redemption), Albus (White) or Libro de la gnosis (The Book of Gnosis), it 

completes the book ticaÉ  (Ethics), which Ver stegui considers sacred and á

prophetic. The title of Ver stegui's collection á Taki Onqoy (1993) is taken 

from a Peruvian, indigenous, millenarianist (milenarista) movement of the 

sixteenth century whose leader's mystic visions are evoked. A reflection on 

Peruvianness, it deals with the national culture from an archeological 
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perspective and with Peruvian politics, including public demonstrations 

against the dictatorship.

Mario Choy, another author of Afro-Chinese ancestry and a third-

generation tus n,á  published his short stories in the 1980s. He is the son of the 

famous historian Emilio Choy. His short story "Butaca del para so" (Seat in í

Paradise, 1981), which received the Short Story Cop  Award in 1979, deals é

with a man whose mother saw a film version of Nicodemi's play La enemiga (The 

Enemy) four hundred times, always wearing the same blue dress. One day, the 

protagonist goes to that theater but the film stops at a particular scene. 

When he turns around, the character in the film has become his mother. Another 

short story, published in a bilingual edition under the title "May God Grant You 

Happiness" / "Dios quiera que seas dichosa" (1987), sarcastically deals 

with an old-fashioned man who speaks in archaic Spanish to God and to himself about a 

prostitute with whom he slept and is now marrying in a church. 
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Another Sino-Peruvian, Eugenio Chang-Rodr guez, a "tus n of mixed í á

blood," according to Siu (Lee-DiStefano 130), has written a 528-page 

memoir of his experiences and travels in Peru, the United States (the longest 

chapter), Latin America, and the Far East, titled Entre dos fuegos. 

Reminiscencias de las Am ricas y Asiaé  (Between Two Fires. Reminiscences of the 

Americas and Asia, 2005). It opens with the Revolution of the City of Trujillo 

(1932) and ends with Al Qaeda's terrorist attacks in New York, London, 

and Madrid, hence the title's two fires. His brother, Enrique Chang 

Rodr guez, who studied literature in Spain and Germany, published the í

poetry collections Para ella (For Her, 1958) and La palabra perdida 

(The Lost Word, 1980), the novels El Dorado (1997) and Pobre Juli ná  (Poor 

Juli n, 1961), and the essays á El mito Osiris (The Osiris Myth, 1964) and La 

leyenda hir micaá  (The Hiramic Legend, 1975). La palabra perdida is a 

collection of religious, metaphysical, and philosophical poems. Some are 

reminiscent of mystical poetry in their depiction of the mystic's impatience to be 
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in God's presence. For this reason, the topic of time is recurrent throughout 

the collection. With touches of existentialism, several poems are addressed 

directly to God and thank him, using a biblical lexicon. The poetic voice, claiming 

to be listening to a divine voice, wishes for the necessary faith and grace to reach 

salvation. In "Soy lo que no soy" (I Am What I Am Not), perhaps one of the best 

poems in the collection, Enrique Chang Rodr guez moves on to a more philosophical í

and existential mood: "I chisel my own being / Of absurd geometry / Searching amid 

the darkness / The vertical light of my beginnings. // I am what I am not, / My own 

time and dimension of space, / Brain of a lost atom / In the route of light and 

time. // I am the considerable form of emptiness, / Truth, doubt, and lie, / 

Pretending to decipher my origin, / In the algebraic incognita of my sign."516

The tus n poet Liliana Com published the bilingual collection á Canto a la 

vida, al amor y al desencanto, in Spanish and French. She also published poems in 

the journal Espejo, like "Herencia" (Heritage), which opens with an 

epigraph of a poem by Li Tai Po. The poem suggests that her cultural identity is 
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like a leaf that falls from the tree in Li Tai Po's poem: it will never return 

whence it came. Yet she proudly identifies with her Chinese heritage: "and I 

discover myself subtly to be made of silk and bamboo,"517 which symbolize delicacy and 

strength respectively. The poetic voice claims to garner strength from a 

heritage that always prevents her from desisting or losing heart. These 

cultural roots, she claims, have made her free.

Though left out of this study, several works by non-Chinese Peruvian 

authors include Chinese characters or mention Lima's Chinatown or Chinese 

immigration. Among others, we find Abraham Valdelomar's El caballero 

Carmelo (The Gentleman Carmelo, 1918); C sar Vallejo's "Cera" (Wax, é

1923); Jos  D ez Canseco's é í Duque  (Duke, 1973; written in 1929); Mar a í

Rosa Macedo C.'s Ranchos de ca añ  (Cane Huts, 1941); Luis Loayza's El sol de 

Lima (Lima's Sun 1974); Julio Heredia's Libro de los muchachos chinos (The Book 

on Chinese Boys, 1989); Mirko Lauer's Secretos in tilesú  (Useless Secrets, 

1991); Fernando de Trazegnies's En el pa s de las colinas de arenaí  (In the 
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Country of Sand Hills, 1993); Miguel Guti rrez's é Babel, el para soí  

(Babel, Paradise, 1993); Oswaldo Reynoso's Los eunucos inmortales 

(Immortal Eunuchs, 1995); Armando Guerrero Rodr guez's í Caen las hojas al 

viento (Leaves Fall to the Wind 1999); Jos  Castro Urioste in é Y t  qu  has hecho?ú é  

(And What Have You Done?; 2007); several poems by Juan de Arona and Nicomedes 

Santa Cruz; and the American author Ruthanne Lum McCunn's God of Luck 

(2008). Rodr guez Pastor also quotes a poem about three sad Chinese men by the í

modernista poet Jos  Santos Chocano (1875-1934)é 518  and another one titled 

"Negro y Amarillo" (Black and Yellow), dealing with the nostalgic memories of 

blacks and Chinese in the large coastal estates in Peru. The next to the last stanza 

describes the Chinese man, who, as was then common, is identified with opium 

consumption of: "Perhaps the Chinese, squatting like a warlock, / With 

strange gracefulness and improper gesture, / Pretends soft and exotic 

drawing / In the languid spiral of opium "… 519  Rodr guez Pastor himself í

published a small poetry collection, D cimas sobre chinos, su barrio y Cap n; é ó
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viandas chinas, chifas y mi "Wa Lok" (Verses about the Chinese, Their 

Neighborhood, and Cap n; Chinese Food, Chinese Peruvian Diners, and My "Wa ó

Lok", 1997) to pay homage to Chinese immigrants. The twenty-four poems 

review the history of this migration, from the arrival of the first coolies until 

the present. He emphasizes the exploitation they suffered, their surviving 

skills, and their cultural and economic contributions to Peru, particularly 

the chifa.
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Notes



1 San Francisco's Chinatown, the oldest, largest and most populated in the Americas, began to be built soon 

after the arrival of the first Chinese coolies to the United States in 1848. In turn, Havana's barrio chino 

was built in the 1850s. It is also believed that in 1635, during the colonial period, there was a small 

chinatown in Mexico City (Homer 189).

2  This street was named Cap n because it was there that pigs were "caponados" (castrated).ó

3  According to the Diccionario hist rico y biogr fico del Peró á ú, edited by Carlos Milla Bares, the surname Zulen 

was originally written Zun Leng or Su Leng. I may add that, during my childhood and youth in Trujillo, Peru, I 

was a close friend of Abelardo Sul n and his family. I never learned whether he was related to Pedro S. Zulen.é

4  "amanuense meritorio" (Pedro Zulen, San Marcos y su tiempo. 26 Jun. 2013. Web). 

5  Senator Joaqu n Capelo (1852-1928), also a mathematics professor, was Zulen's first professor í

at the National University of San Marcos. Capelo later became his colleague, friend, and fellow member of 

the Asociaci n Pro-Ind gena. Capelo publishedó í  Sociolog a de Limaí  (1895-902), a positivist analysis of this 

city; El problema de la educaci n p blicaó ú  (1902), where he recommends an education oriented toward work in 

the industrial field; and La despoblaci nó  (1912), dealing with Peru's population from the Spanish 

conquest until 1876.

6 "intereses sociales de la raza ind gena."í  (Pedro Zulen, San Marcos y su tiempo  . 26 Jun. 2013. Web  , 

n.p. and El Comercio [Lima, 31 Jan. 1910]).

7 Pedro S. Zulen and Jos  Mar a Eguren were close friends, as evidenced in the correspondence they maintained é í

for years. Zulen was also one of the first critics to appreciate Eguren's poetry, as may be verified in the 

http://sisbib.unmsm.edu.pe/Exposiciones/pzulen/Vida/vida1.htm
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barrio_chino


poetry collection Simb licasó , published in Bolet ní     Bibliogr ficoá   (Dec. 1915).

8 "servir con la devoci n que acostumbro." ó (Pedro Zulen, San Marcos y su tiempo  . 26 Jun. 2013. Web  , 

n.p.)

9 "saturada de par bolas y alegor as." (Eugenio Chang-Rodr guez, á í í Entre dos fuegos 257).

10  The word "tus n," used only in Peru, comes from the Chinese á Tusheng, meaning "local born." It has different 

meanings in Cantonese, but in Peru it is used mainly to refer to Chinese descendants born in Peru.

For an annotated bibliography on cultural production by Latin American authors of Asian descent and 

academic studies on this cultural production and on the Asian presence in Latin America, see my article 

"Asian-Peruvian Literature," included in Oxford Bibliographies in Latin American Studies (Ed. Ben 

Vinson. New York: Oxford University Press, 2012).

11 Generally speaking, a criollo is a son or daughter of Spanish or other European settlers, African 

slaves, or a mixture of the two groups born in the Americas, or their direct descendents. I use the Spanish 

word "criollo" instead of the English "Creole," because they have different connotations. In the state of 

Louisiana, as it is well known, the latter term refers to the Francophone descendents of the early French or 

Spanish settlers.

12  While the first generation of Chinese is known as huaqiao (migrant, temporary worker), the Chinese born 

in Peru are known as tusanes. According to Siu Kam Wen, a Tusan "is any child born to a Chinese parent. If both 

parents are Chinese, he or she is ethnically Chinese too. If one of the parents is a Peruvian, then the child is a 

mestizo. Increasingly, as the Chinese have successfully integrated themselves into the Peruvian society, the 

tusans have become more often than not mestizos" (Lee-DiStefano 130). Another name used in Peru to refer to 

http://sisbib.unmsm.edu.pe/Exposiciones/pzulen/Vida/vida1.htm


offspring of Chinese (or Japanese) and Peruvians is "injerto" (transplant, half-blood), which 

literally means "graft." As Lausent-Herrera has explained, the term "seems to refer to only the mixed 

race children of Chinese and native women viz. ind genasí , indias, cholas, and nativos, and not the Afro-

Peruvians. Used for a long time in the domain of popular speech with no pejorative connotations, it was taken 

up in the press and in official papers only at the beginning of the 20th century, and thereafter became 

offensive" ("Tusans" 146).

13  The pejorative term "coolie" referred to unskilled hired workers in India, China and eastern Asia, but it 

was later applied to Chinese and other Asian contract emigrant laborers employed by colonial powers in their 

colonies, particularly after the abolition of the African slave trade under British pressure (Encarta 

Encyclopedia). The Spanish derogative term culí  or culi is a derivative from English "coolie" or "cooly," which 

in turn comes from the Hindi word kuli, meaning "day laborer" (Diccionario de la Real Academia de la 

Lengua). Although I am aware of the derogative origin of the term, I write it in quotations only the first 

time I use it in the study.

14 "En lo que concierne al mundo chino, aunque un tiempo estuve bastante cerca, en Lima, el barrio chino no ha sido 

una experiencia que me haya marcado; me interesa m s la visi n de la vacuidad y el arte pictural, cuestiones de á ó

flujos, transparencias y floraciones" (n.p.).

15  "Unhomeliness" is Homi Bhabha's term to define the sense of being culturally displaced, caught between two 

cultures, and not "at home" in either of them. It is often felt by those who lack a clearly defined cultural 

identity. Bhabha takes the concept from Heidegger's Unheimlichkeit, explained in his 1927 book Being and Time.



16 "En la poca que China no gozaba de su actual influencia en el mundo, los jalados (orientales) ramos vistos algo é é

as  como bichos raros y eso dej  estragos en mi persona" (n.p.).í ó

17 "Son actores econ micos de primer orden, ejercen influencia en los procesos pol ticos y constituyen un factor ó í

central en la definici n de estrategias sobre cooperaci n e intercambio entre Argentina y China" (102).ó ó

18 The Interoceanic (or Trans-oceanic) Highway (known in Peru as the Corredor Vial Interoce nico Sur á

Per -Brasil) is an international highway that will connect Brazil and Peruvian ports, through the ú

construction and renovation of roads and bridges mostly in Peru. The agreement was officially signed in 2004 by 

Luiz In cio Lula da Silva and Alejandro Toledo, then presidents of Brazil and Peru.á

19 Although the Oxford English Dictionary states that the term mulatto is "now chiefly considered offensive," 

many people disagree, as one can read in the website www.mulatto.org. In Spanish, the term "mulato" does 

not have pejorative connotations.

20 "de acuerdo con determinados estereotipos tnicos o raciales" (n.p.).é

21 "reconocer la existencia de correlaciones entre determinadas caracter sticas socioculturales y í

situaciones de exclusi n, dominaci n, discriminaci n y precariedad social" (n.p.). ó ó ó

22  Spain and Great Britain signed the Treaty of Madrid on September 23, 1817 to abolish the Atlantic slave 

trade. Spain agreed to end the slave trade north of the equator immediately and south of the equator on May 

20, 1820.

23  For more information on Sino-Cuban cultural production and the image of the Chinese in Cuban literature, see 

my Imaging the Chinese in Cuban Literature and Culture (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 

http://www.mulatto.org/


2008).

24 The Peruvian government suspended the trade from 1856 until 1861. 

25 "Al momento que llegaron los primeros chinos cul es no se hab a manumitido a los esclavos y esto s lo ocurri  cinco a os í í ó ó ñ

despu s" (é Hijos 30).

26  The chifa is one of the key elements of Chinese Peruvian culture. The word comes from Mandarin ch  f nī à , literally 

meaning "eat meal." Watt Stewart, in his 1951 Chinese Bondage in Peru, states that these restaurants 

were initially called chinganas and fondas (126). Mariela Balbi has studied the history of this Sino-

Peruvian culinary tradition in Peru in her book La historia de los   chifas   en el Perú   (1999). 

27  "En Lima, un cocinero chino puede ser una cotidiana rareza: un extranjero omnipresente y a la vez oculto entre 

sus ollas, un forastero que no se junta con nadie, un migrante cuyas metas van cambiando a medida que conoce el 

pa s" (78). í

28 "Antes del asalto a Lima, Quint n de la Quintana, l der chino y orador subyugante, en la hacienda San Pedro í í

en el valle de Lur n, hizo jurar fidelidad ante un Buda a sus 1500 connacionales que lo acompa aban. Como remate í ñ

de esta ceremonia degollaron un gallo y bebieron su sangre. Luego, los chinos participaron activa y 

decididamente a favor de Chile en las batallas de San Juan y Miraflores" (Hijos 223).

29 "Es todav a muy doloroso para los chinos y sus descendientes evocar ese episodio pues al mismo tiempo que lo í

condenan, reconocen circunstancias atenuantes, dados los malos tratos recibidos por los chinos en las haciendas, 

a los cuales la pasividad c mplice de las autoridades no les dej  otra escapatoria que aprovechar una ó ó

oportunidad de fuga y de hacerse justicia" (Sociedades 113).



30  Trazegnies mentions one case, that of the Italian frigate Ligure, in which 58 percent of the passengers died 

(En el pa sí  121).

31 "El negro chicotero frecuentemente control  a los asi ticos, les ense  a someterse, y los instruy  en las ó á ñó ó

formas como deb an cumplir sus actividades en el trabajo. Estos negros se encargaron tambi n del diario encierro í é

en el galp n y algunos fueron los especialistas en buscar a los chinos cimarrones. Negros y chinos fueron rivales ó

que frecuentemente exteriorizaron esta rivalidad " (Rodr guez Pastor, í Hijos 38).

32 "los negros en la esclavitud no tuvieron m s tiranos que los blancos, los chinos,  los blancos y  los negros" á á á

(43).

33 Inspired by the widespread use of opium among the Chinese, Felipe Pinglo Alva, one of the most important 

figures of criollo music in Peru, wrote the waltz "Sue os de opio." ñ

34 As Hu-DeHart explains, "The Cantonese speakers were identified as punti (local), to distinguish 

themselves from the hakka (guest people), who wandered south from northern China generations ago" 

("Indispensable" 69).

35 Havana's Chinatown began to be built in the 1850s. According to Homer H. Dubs and Robert S. Smith, 

there was also a Chinatown in Mexico as early as in 1635: "By 1635 there was already at least the beginnings of a 

Chinese colony in Mexico City" (189).

36  "un lugar de reencuentro y de celebraci n de todos los eventos importantes de la vida social (debates pol ticos, ó í

fiestas de la primavera o a o nuevo, matrimonios y funerales), ellas albergan, como en la China, un lugar ñ

reservado para las oraciones y, a veces, un sal n dedicado a los difuntos destinado al culto de los ancestros" ó



(Sociedades 114).

37  Although I am aware that "race" is a social construct, the concept still has very real effects on society, 

since, unfortunately, racism endures. The Spanish word "raza" in common parlance often has different 

connotations from its English cognate. Yet, when translating direct quotations by Mari tegui, Mayer, á

and other Peruvian intellectuals of the early twentieth century, I translate it as "race," since using 

terms like "ethnicity" or "ethnic group" would be anachronistic.

38 "la detestable atm sfera, hostil e impregnada de racismo, que se desarrolla entre los a os 1909 y 1940" ó ñ

(Sociedades 61).

39 "La raza china qued  mal representada por los ejemplares venidos, puesto que el traficante ó

naturalmente ech  mano de los sujetos m s ignorantes y destituidos que encontr  a su paso, ya que los individuos ó á ó

algo pr speros y avisados no se habr an ido con l a la ventura en la forma que se les ofrec a" (2).ó í é í

40  "elementos superiores" (8).

41  "acervo de heces populares" (8).

42 "El negro no conserv  su idioma, no tuvo nunca escritura propia, ni tradiciones tan amadas que las ó

preciara como un galard n de su raza. El chino, al contrario, no lo esperaba todo de la organizaci n del sistema ó ó

cultural a que ingresaba" (110).

43 "Al descubrir el lado m s negro de la colonia china, no se hallar a un aspecto de miseria y de atraso moral mayor á í

que en ciertas secciones de la poblaci n ind gena peruana" (15).ó í



44 "pues las tribus salvajes de la regi n peruana de la Monta a toman pericotes, larvas de insectos y ranas ó ñ

para alimento" (104).

45 "Los vicios del juego, del narcotr fico (que incidentalmente es opio) y de la corrupci n social acompa an no á ó ñ

tanto a determinadas razas como a determinadas circunstancias" (31).

46 "beneficia al p blico en general e impide la creaci n de los monopolios corruptores y tir nicos" (18). ú ó á

47 "¡Y son los peruanos que quieren ejercer sobre el chino la misma injusticia que aqu llos reciben de los é

inmigrantes capitalistas de Norteam rica!" (24).é

48  "lo que se ha impreso en ciertos rganos de Lima contra los chinos" (26). ó During these years, border disputes 

as a result of the War of the Pacific (1879-1893) were still ongoing.

49  "el juego no es atributo individual de los chinos, sino un producto de la flaqueza humana que brota en 

determinadas circunstancias pat genas temporales" (88).ó

50 "el verdadero pueblo peruano est  muy acostumbrado a verlos en su medio, y aunque entretenga algunos á

peque os prejuicios contra ellos, reconoce al mismo tiempo sus cualidades como comerciantes y agradece a los ñ

herbolarios de esa nacionalidad muchas acertadas curaciones" (11).

51 "la raza china es m s madura que ninguna para infundir en nuevos medios la ciencia ponderada de su larga á

experiencia" (82).

52 "La naturaleza, que no gusta de saltos, tiene menos salto que dar del hombre de Asia, que del hombre de 

Europa, hacia el hombre del Per " (14).ú



53 "Vendr  dentro de pocos a os el Dios xito a encumbrar a la China, y a destruir ese prejuicio, y las mujeres que á ñ É

no tienen ojos de almendra se los pintar n, y quiz s los hombres se dedicar n a estudiar el idioma chino" (14).á á á

54 "un pa s de chinos" (17).í

55 "con tal numeroso elemento asi tico arraigado en la patria de Bolognesi, ti nese aqu  la ventaja de contar con á é í

afectos internacionales que a Chile le faltan" (17).

56  As Guillermo Thorndike explains in his three-volume biography of the Peruvian naval hero, titled Hijos de los 

libertadores, La traici n y los h roesó é , and Caudillo, la Ley, Miguel Grau piloted chinero ships, i.e., 

ships transporting Chinese coolies.

57 "se comprender  que el esplendor de Inglaterra, de Francia, de Estados Unidos y de las m s ricas naciones de á á

Centro y Sud Am rica no existir a casi, al no ser por la labor de las legiones de ind genas cuyo silencioso esfuerzo no se é í í

nombra en las estad sticas del auge de las potencias" (7).í

58  "Las naciones nacidas a la generosa voz de San Mart n tendr n que andar muy cautas para que su í á

independencia no sea s lo nominal, sino efectiva" (17).ó

59 "aquella poblaci n entre s  se equilibra y controla, evit ndose un monopolio pol tico, porque hay una ó í á í

profunda oposici n entre chinos y japoneses" (79).ó

60 "¿Valen todas las precarias ideas eug nicas y todas las dudosas teor as sobre el fomento de la nacionalidad, el é í

precio que se pagar a por hacer una pol tica pan-americana de rechazo del asi tico?" (78).í í á

61 "posiblemente los injertos con su raza ser n m s fuertes que otros, por una especia de inmunizaci n secular" á á ó

(79).



62  "el chino permanece en condiciones incre bles de anti-higiene y descuido" (82).í

63  "Es imposible que contin en por mucho tiempo m s las condiciones horribles de anti-higiene que prestan a diversos ú á

pueblos atrasados una fisonom a repugnante" (83).í

64  A more recent publication, Wilma E. Derpich's El otro lado azul.   Empresarios chinos en el Perú   (The 

Other Blue Side. Chinese Businessmen in Peru, 1999), a photograph album of successful Chinese 

entrepreneurs from Hong Kong (migrants to Peru from 1890 to 1930) and their descendents, continues the 

Sino-Latin American tradition of sponsoring publications to underscore the economic success of specific members 

of their community. This text highlights Ezequiel Chan Kan's achievements and those of other successful Chinese 

families in Lima. Its publication coincided with the celebrations of the sesquicentennial of Chinese immigration.

65  "Pero el tr fico con Asia no pod aá í  concurrir eficazmente a la formaci n de la nueva econom a peruana. El Peró í ú  

emergido de la Conquista, afirmado en la Independencia, hab a menester de lasí  m quinas, de los m todos y de las á é

ideas de los europeos, de los occidentales" (9).

66 "El latifundista coste o no hañ  reclamado nunca, para fecundar sus tierras, hombres sino brazos. Por esto, 

cuando le faltaron los esclavos negros, les busc  un suced neo en los culis chinos. . . . C sar Ugarte loó á é  reconoce en 

su estudio ya citado sobre la econom a peruana, afirmandoí  resueltamente que lo que el Per  necesitaba no era ú

'brazos' sino 'hombres'" (34).

67 "Por las condiciones sociales y econ micas del pa s, mucho m s que por su situaci n geogr fica, se explica el que la ó í á ó á

inmigraci n que de preferencia ha recibido, haya sido inmigraci n amarilla. S lo el cul  chino ha podido ó ó ó í

trabajar en las haciendas peruanas, en condiciones semejantes al indio" (329-30).



68  "Los terratenientes quisieron resolverlo con el esclavo negro en los tiempos de la colonia, con el culi chino en los de 

la rep blica. Vanoú  empe o. No se puebla ya la tierra con esclavos. Y sobre todo no se la fecunda"ñ  (44-

45).

69 "La medicina china es quiz  la nica importaci n directa de Oriente, deá ú ó  orden intelectual, y debe, sin duda, 

su venida, a razones pr cticas y mec nicas,á á  estimuladas por el atraso de una poblaci n en la cual conserva ó

hondo arraigo el curanderismo en todas sus manifestaciones. La habilidad y excelencia del peque oñ  agricultor 

chino, apenas s  han fructificado en los valles de Lima, donde laí  vecindad de un mercado importante ofrece seguros 

provechos a la horticultura. El chino, en cambio, parece haber inoculado en su descendencia, el fatalismo, la 

apat a, las taras del Oriente decr pito" (211).í é

70  "El chino, en suma, no transfiere al mestizo ni su disciplina moral, ni su tradici n cultural y filos fica, ni ó ó

su habilidad de agricultor y artesano. Un idioma inasequible, la calidad del inmigrante y el desprecio 

hereditario que por l siente elé  criollo, se interponen entre su cultura y el medio" (211).

71 "Los aportes del negro y del chino se dejan sentir, en este mestizaje, en un sentido casi siempre negativo o 

desorbitado. En el mestizo no se prolonga la tradici n del blanco ni del indio:ó  ambas se esterilizan y 

contrastan. . . . se anulan las virtudes y los valores de las razas entremezcladas; y, en cambio, se imponen 

prepotentes las m sá  enervantes supersticiones" (212-13).

72  "En la China, por razones obvias, ha tenido una funci n todav a m s activa en la formaci n de una nueva ó í á ó

conciencia nacional. Los estudiantes chinos componen la vanguardia del movimiento nacionalista revolucionario 

que, dando a la inmensa naci n asi tica una nueva alma y una nuevaó á  organizaci n, le asigna una influencia ó



considerable en los destinos del mundo" (78).

73  "El pueblo chino se siente tratado, en su propio territorio, como un pueblo inferior y b rbaro. . . . su á

anti-imperialismo ha aumentado. La China en los a os transcurridos despu s de la expedici n punitiva del ñ é ó

general Waldersee, ha adquirido una consciencia nueva. En sus capas populares ha prendido la idea de la 

revoluci n" (1102-03).ó

74 "Esta es la fuerza hist rica que cualesquiera que sean los obst culos que el capitalismo occidental le amontone ó á

en el camino, acabar  siempre por prevalecer" ("Las nuevas" 1140).á

75 "si, por un lado, Mari tegui de una manera tajante rechaza a la raza como un factor v lido para la á á

clasificaci n jer rquica de los grupos humanos, por el otro, acepta la clasificaci n de estos mismos a partir ó á ó

de rasgos culturales" ("Fue Jos  Carlos Mari tegui" 86).é á

76 "inveros miles razonamientos zoot cnicos" ("Fue Jos  Carlos Mari tegui" 290).í é é á

77 "Con el chino se introdujo en el organismo nacional un germen vicioso y decr pito, con el espa ol continuamos inoculando é ñ

en nuestro cerebro el virus teol gico: el Per , entre el fraile y el chino, presenta el ejemplo de una buj a que ó ú í

arde por las dos extremidades" (199).

78 "En nuestra sociedad, el chino vive como un par sito: creer que se cruza con nosotros es como afirmar que la á

savia de la yedra se une a la del olmo, que la sangre de la vermina se une a la del hombre" (206).

79 "La comunidad de Gerundios se transforma en cuadrilla de barredores chinos que ensordece con su jerga y amenaza 

con sus escobas" (228).



80 "La amenaza tradicional de hacer charqui el trasero de un hombre ha llegado hasta nosotros, la hemos visto 

cumplida en el chino" (26).

81 "No vi los saqueos de los chinos, y pienso que los autores no fueron los reservistas de Miraflores a quienes pocas 

horas antes hab a yo visto desfilar disciplinados y con sus efectivos completos. Saquearon los í emboscados, los que no 

salieron a combatir" (38).

82 "Aqu  descansa Manongo, / de pura raza latina, / su madre vino del Congo, / y su padre naci  en la China"  í ó

(Rodr guez Pastor, í Herederos 350).

83  "Sik , la gran aldea china que existiera all  por los tiempos en que Confucio fumaba opio y dictaba lecciones de é á

Moral en la Universidad de Pek n, hab a sufrido grandes vicisitudes pol ticas" (n.p.).í í í

84  "Ya se ha dicho que los de Sik  parec an hijos directos de Chun-Chun, el dios del Servilismo" (n.p.).é í

85 " Inferioridad de la raza china. Es una raza decr pita. Forma pueril, extravagante y artificiosa – – é –

de su vida mental. La raza china no representa nada en la historia. Inmovilidad de esa raza. Vanos – – –

esfuerzos de los pueblos europeos por hacerlos entrar en el concierto universal de las naciones. Sangre –

enferma por el estancamiento. Enfermedades propias de la raza. Imaginaci n y sutileza del chino. Formas – ó –

de su vida art stica. Ego smo. Su absoluta indolencia para el dolor humano" (139).í – í –

86  " Su tipo repulsivo, su torpeza para adoptar el idioma espa ol, su paganismo en las creencias, y m s que ñ á

todo eso, cierta instintiva repugnancia o desprecio alej  a los naturales del contacto sexual con estos ó

infelices. . . . Para formarse una idea de la miseria de esta raza, basta penetrar a una de esas pocilgas, 

en que se agrupan y se estrechan monstruosas cantidades de chinos" (181).



87  "mas sabemos que resolvieron la cuesti n ó brazos, la de servicio dom stico, que hinchieron de una poblaci n é ó

laboriosa y flotante los valles y las haciendas de la costa, que llevaban su iniciativa industrial hasta los 

puntos m s internos de la sierra y a n de la monta a, que determinaron el gran auge agr cola que por varios á ú ñ í

a os disfrut  el Per , que introdujeron multitud de menudas y nuevas industrias, que lo abaratan todo, y ñ ó ú

que debido  ellos y sus fonditas de nfimos precios se acostumbr  nuestra plebe  comer en manteles y  usar cubiertos á í ó á á

y vasos" (39-40).

88 "Mientras  los hombres de color se les ve rodar en pelotones vociferando por las mas principales calles, en á

horas de trabajo, y a n apostados en los mejores centros de la sociedad escogida, ensuciando la acera con sus ú

salivaci n y charloteando de materias extra as  su condici n, el asi tico se desliza de largo: llevando siempre ó ñ á ó á

algo en la mano  al hombro,  en el semblante la preocupaci n del trabajo. Mientras el negro cargador nos dice ó ó ó

insolentemente: 'me dar  Ud. un cuatro' (40 cts.) el chino sol cito y agradecido nos lleva un bulto por un á í

real" (47-48).

89 "Pocilgas tan repugnantes a la vista como al olfato" (47).

90  "El primer alcalde del Per  de origen chino (1923-1924)" (ú Sociedades 11). Eugenio Chang Rodr guez í

also lists Peruvians of Chinese ancestry who have participated in national politics, such as Luis Chang Chin, 

who was elected third vice-president to Congress for the 1999-2000 legislature, and Eugenio Chang Cruz 

(1930-1998), president of the Universidad Manuel Gonz lez Prada during the 1950s, member of the á

1977-1978 Constitutional Congress, member of the House of Representatives (1980-1985), and senator 

of the Republic (1985-1990). His son, Jos  Antonio Chang Escobedo, served as president of Lima's é



Universidad de San Mart n de Porres from 2001-2006. The Sino-Peruvians Jos  Antonio Chang Escobedo í é

(1958-) and V ctor Joy Way (1945-) served as Peruvian Prime Ministers, under Alan Garc a and í í

Alberto Fujimori respectively. Joy Way, who also served as minister of industry, president of Congress, 

and president of the ministerial cabinet during the 1990s, and currently imprisoned for corruption. In 

addition, Carlos Lam Álvarez was a congressman and Manuel Burga D ez served as president of the National í

University of San Marcos from 2001-2006 (Chang Rodr guez "The Chinese" 143). Alberto Chang, member of the í

APRA (Alianza Popular Revolucionaria Americana [American Popular Revolutionary Alliance]), 

served as minister of education, and Magdalena Ch  Villanuevaú  (1945-) is the National Chief of the 

National Office of Electoral Processes of Peru.

91 " tudiant de San Marcos qui adh ra au FIR (Front de la Gauche R volutionnaire, un branche é é é

trotskiste) puis devint un des dirigeants de l'ELN (Arm e de Lib ration Nationale, autre scission é é

communiste) avant d' tre connu sous le nom de 'El Chino' lorsqu'il fut tu  aux c t s de Che Guevara en ê é ô é

Bolivie, en 1967" ("De Zulen" 144).

92 Chinese Peruvians have also excelled in the arts. Among many others, we find the neo-indigenist and abstract 

painter Apurimak (Alejandro Gonz lez Trujillo, 1900-1982); the renowned painter Tilsa Tsuchiya á

Castillo (1929-1984), whose father was Japanese and her mother, Chinese Peruvian; the visual 

artists Carlos Chong, who lives in Lima, and Carlos Laos Brache (1944-), who lives in Paris; and the 

sculptor Marcelo Wong. Ricardo Bedoya has also studied the case of Antonio Wong Rengifo, who "produced the only 

professional films filmed in the interior of the country during the 1930s." ("produjo las nicas pel culas de ú í



corte profesional rodadas en el interior del pa s durante los a os treinta" [26]). í ñ According to Bedoya, Wong 

Rengifo lived in Iquitos and worked as a photographer and journalist. In 1932, he began to film scenes of 

Iquitos and its inhabitants' daily activities. He edited seven short films from 1932 through 1934, which he 

titled Revista Loretana, and filmed two documentaries about the conflict with Colombia in November and 

December of 1932. Wong Rengifo, adds Bedoya, was the director, producer, and scriptwriter of his 

films. His most ambitious project was the silent film Bajo el sol de Loreto (Under Loreto's Sun, 1936), 

dealing with local rubber tappers and a tribe of Aushiri indigenous people (Bedoya 27). 

93  "Fuma como chino en quiebra."  

94  I would like to thank Jorge Kishimoto for allowing me to photocopy his collections of essays and poems by Pedro Zulen.

95  "Increment  considerablemente los libros convirtiendo a la Biblioteca de la Universidad en la mejor del pa s en ó í

cuanto se refiere a la producci n moderna" (2).ó

96 "la mejor publicaci n de su g nero en Am rica" (2).ó é é

97  According to Lazarte Oyague, among Zulen's unpublished works are the following: Alrededor de la historia 

nacional, Ritschl y la relaci n de la teolog a con la metaf sicaó í í , La producci n intelectual en nuestro pa só í , El 

m todo hist rico aplicado al derechoé ó , El movimiento contempor neo de las ideas pedag gicas en el Perá ó ú  (1909), 

Don Marco Aurelio Denegri, Por ser socialista (1919), 1895 (1921), El concepto de la 

metaf sicaí , El dualismo de Descartes, Teodicea, and a group of notebooks titled Cuadernos de apuntes.

98  Siu Kam Wen also mentions him briefly in his novel Viaje a Itaca (1993).



99  "As  lo vemos so ar con el federalismo en el Per , y hojear los libros de los libertarios de la poca pos-guerra-í ñ ú é

europea, y sobre todo, luchar largos a os por la redenci n del ind gena incaico, y termina, tratando de ñ ó í

infundir como maestro el fuego de su alma en la legi n estudiantil" ("Un buen" n.p.).ó

100 "Al golpe del oro solar / Estalla en astillas / El vidrio del mar" (Z iga 34). úñ

101  "por eso a su poes a acudo, estim ndola como la llave milagrosa al arcano de su personalidad" (6).í á

102  "raza abatida" (54).

103  "ligera posecita seca y su tristeza cr nica, atenuada por la dulzura de su suave sonrisa" (41).ó

104  "la pagana y dulce Dora" (10).

105  "Fervorosa / ella implora / a la diosa / por que cesen los quejidos de las quenas, / por que esfumen los 

dolores / y las penas / que aclimatan las prisiones / o la sierra" (10).

106  "la estatua m s perdurable est  representada por el libro" (3).á á

107  "Peque as y pobres y desiguales p ginas" (9).ñ á

108  "Ya vendr a la muerte, la reencarnaci n, un nuevo existir" (13).í ó

109  "no hab a vivido m s que un nico estado. Solamente conociendo otros estados, podr a comparar, establecer í á ú í

diferencias" (13).

110  "Vence voluntad, / verdad. / ¿Pero despu s? / Desgastan tus fuerzas, / un d a ya no podr s. / La vida é í á

al verte sin ellas / te abandonar " (58).á

111 "desde un pa s lejano" (17).í



112  "La mayor parte del a o sab a ocultar su verdadero modo de ser. Era necesario llegar a la estaci n de los hielos ñ í ó

para descubrirle. Aparec a entonces sin ropajes" (21).í

113   "de no tener algo de olmo, no habr a congeniado con l, no le habr a comprendido" (24).í é í

114  "Y todo hombre que ame la justicia por la justicia, sin temores ni t rminos medios, tendr  que hacer suya tu é á

causa" (29).

115  "Porque todos los pueblos oprimidos bajo la f rula de las bayonetas, fortalecen su esperanza al contemplar é

tu f  inquebrantable" (29).é

116  "Calib n torpe y grosero desaparecer  ante la sombra de Ariel divino!" (29).á á

117  "Sat nico reguero / de escorpiones dolientes" (33).á

118 "En el fondo del espacio los tapices / se presentan en un lienzo singular, / y el cielo se colora de matices / tan 

variados que invitan  pensar. // Un artista invisible muy calmado / que parece que comienza  á — — á

matizar, / apantalla con el bruno naranjado, / recubriendo tan altiva tez solar. // Los vaivenes del 

techado vespertino / Me trascriben celestiales simbolismos, / y la noche se avecina sin albor. // Los relieves 

borron anse de angustia, / bambolea al horizonte la penumbra / y se agita muy beodo el resplandor" (1).é

119  "¿he de fiarme de su ciencia fementida? / ¿ni del vulgo que prodiga la sentencia, / ese vulgo que este mundo 

dilucida? / Y con todo ¿es la malla existencia / objetiva en la materia? ¿d  se anida?... // Dejad a mis ó

poetas, los que riman ilusiones, / los que glorian la conciencia, creadora de la malla, / cantar el devenir, 

con baladas y canciones / que es la urna inmateriada, verdadera, donde se halla" (18-26).



120  "a toda tendencia de organizar 'irreverente' una teor a mec nica del Universo, y subordinar los fen menos í á ó

morales a los f sicos, en vez de anteponer la esencia inmaterial a la sustancia material" (34).í

121   "todo es alma, todo es esp ritu" (34).í

122  "¡Esfumada la materia! ¿Qu  yo siento? / ¿qu  vislumbro? Solo existe pensamiento / Oh, esclava de las é é

formas ¿t  que piensas?" (9-11).ú

123  "divino anciano" (1).

124  "amplio ideal" (1).

125  "Estos que llenan mi anaquel / constituyen mi vergel. // Cuando la vida con su aire desconsolador / imprime 

sus huellas, / este triste so ador / encuentra,  pesar de ellas / objetos para amar, / bellezas que ñ á

guardar. // Cada libro es una amada / y cada amada es un libro: / ¿ser  que me alejo de los vivos / para á

respirar en la nada?" (Mayer. La poes aí  19).

126  "el deber sublime del pensar kantiano / realidad no hubiera sido, / sin tus dulces c nticos pragmaticales;" á

"El moderno pensamiento me contempla, se extas a y me llama: / inventor de Tarde, superhombre de í

Nietzsche, / s mbolo de Emerson, h roe de Carlyle; / mas ¿qu  podr a, si t  no me llevaras?" (2).í é é í ú

127  "la oculta relaci n espiritual que subsist a" (ó í La poes aí  12).

128  "En oriental decir me dicen" (2).

129 "La misma independencia de criterio se manifestar  luego en sus trabajos de filosof a, al no conformarse con á í

presentar e introducir nuevas corrientes filos ficas de origen europeo, sino mantener frente a ellas una ó

autonom a intelectual que le permit a asumirlas selectiva y cr ticamente" ("Pedro" 30-31).í í í



130  Mayer recalls, in La poes a de Zulení , that the tus n thinker "was interested in Spiritism, with its á

principles of scientific orientation, as he was interested in all types of knowledge" ("interes ndole el á

espiritismo, con sus principios de orientaci n cient fica, como le interesaba todo tipo de conocimiento" [29]). ó í

She translated two documents on Spiritism for him and claimed that, according to Zulen, his astral body had 

travelled to Callao one night. Zulen also revealed to her that spiritist communication manifested itself 

through a feeling in one's forearm. As Saby Evelyn Lazarte Oyague has remarked, there is an obvious influence 

of positivism in Zulen's first articles. Thus, in his "El espiritismo y la enquete de 'Le 

Matin'" (Spiritism and the enqu te de 'Le Matin'"), published on May 30, 1908, Zulen (or Neluz, ê

as he signs it) favors, in positivist fashion, scientific research. Yet he wonders how one can analyze mediums' 

energy and other phenomena observed in spiritualist sessions that cannot be easily explained scientifically. In 

"¿Llegaremos a comunicarnos con los ultra-terrestres?" (Will we ever be able to communicate with 

aliens?), published in June 1908, Zulen wonders about the possibility of life on other planets, speculates 

about Flammarion's belief that life forms in Mars are superior to human beings, and mocks Sir Oliver 

Lodge's proposal to communicate with extraterrestrials through mediums. In another article published on 

July 11, 1908, "Teosof a y ciencia" (Theosophy and science),í  Zulen argues, still under the influence of 

positivism, that science is a more appropriate tool to carry out reality analysis than theosophy, which he 

ridicules and feels that it is completely disconnected from truths that reason and experience evince.

131  "Cierta tarde que miraba el firmamento / una sonoridad lejana percib : / la brumosa vaguedad de los í

augurios sacudi me: / la emoci n se hizo para m . // Y solos fugaces, mis labios rimaron; / una onda ó ó í



irrespetuosa me viol ; / luces fr as alumbraron en mi rostro; / la cohesi n de las cosas se esfum " (4).ó í ó ó

132  In the first text, Dr. Roland, inventor of the "rolandopter," collects funds to launch an expedition with 

submarines and rolandopters to the North Pole, using wireless electricity created hydraulically at 

Niagara Falls. The second one takes place at the beginning of the twenty-first century, when two German 

researchers, previously "primitive factory workers" ("primitivos obreros" [944]), discover a 

type of radiation that reduces living matter into tiny particles. The text ends ironically, warning about 

the dangers posed by science: "Before these small comforting theories, someone remembered the maxim 'dust thou you 

art, and unto dust shalt thou return,' and not just a few have wished that a catastrophe wipe out humanity 

once and for all." ("Ante teor as tan poco consoladoras, alguien ha recordado aquello de 'polvo eres y en polvo í

te convertir s,' y no pocos han deseado que un cataclismo acabase de una vez con toda la humanidad" [44]).á  

133  "Y decimos necedad porque aquellos se pierden en divagaciones sobre si se conoce  no la realidad exterior" ó

(1520).

134   "El progreso cient fico, como el industrial, depende, pues, ante todo y sobre todo del cultivo de la ciencia í

pura" (1520).

135  "Y es as , sin embargo, sin descender tampoco al realismo positivo que pretende introducir la filosof a del í í

pragmatismo, como la ciencia ha llegado a ejercer la importancia que en la vida moderna tiene dentro de los 

rdenes econ micos y de la sanidad p blica" (1520).ó ó ú

136  "el total de nuestros conocimientos no se adquiere emp ricamente, y el asociacionismo al establecerlo se í

convierte en doctrina unilateral y exclusivista. . . . El espacio y el tiempo forman parte intr nseca de í



nuestra constituci n mental" (2). Zulen also published essays about politics ("La doctrina de Monroe," ó

1924), American literature ("La literatura contempor nea en Estados Unidos," 1922), the á

concept of time ("Ravaisson, maestro de Bergson," 1923), inventions ("La g nesis de una invenci n," é ó

1908), and many other scientific and philosophical topics.

137  "los fen menos de orden mental no son, como cree Spencer, una transformaci n de hechos f sicos y fisiol gicos; ó ó í ó

porque, si un modo de movimiento, como el calor, puede transformarse en otro modo de movimiento, como un trabajo 

mec nico, es absurdo imaginar la transformaci n de un movimiento en alguna cosa que no es un movimiento, como el á ó

fen meno de la conciencia" (1).ó

138 Bergson influenced Mari tegui, among many other Peruvian thinkers.á

139  "Bergson establecer  entonces dos clases de conocimiento: el conocimiento mediante la inteligencia y el conocimiento á

mediante la intuici n" (92).ó

140  "Este salir del seno de la duraci n pura y no perderla de vista, tratando de mantenerse a conveniente ó

distancia de ella, es el secreto, el hilo de todos los desarrollos de Bergson. Mas la realidad que l cree é

manipular, no es ya realidad sino an lisis, y por eso cuando l quiere explicar falla y va contra su propio á é

principio de 'ver todas las cosas sub specie durationis' que es lo que est  en la base de su filosof a" (93-94).á í

141  "al pretender dar una explicaci n positiva de problemas que la Metaf sica tradicional considera fuera ó í

del terreno de la experiencia . . . cae ya en el franco intelectualismo que precisamente trat  de rebasar, ó

como respecto del primero; ya en un argumento aparentemente reducido de la experiencia psicol gica, pero en ó

realidad racionalista, como respecto del segundo" (95).



142  "Nosotros no sabemos, pues, aun en el caso en que materia y esp ritu no fuesen esencialmente distintos, si lo de í

afuera, materia, se ausculte o simpatice con nosotros. Lo nico que sabemos es que esta simpat a, esta ú í

auscultaci n, positivamente s lo est  en nosotros" (101-02).ó ó á

143  "as  como a la simple vista no percibimos las c lulas de un tejido, con la simple intuici n no cogemos lo que sea la í é ó

realidad exterior misma; no se puede decir, pues, que esa realidad sea movilidad en s , por el solo hecho de que í

aparezca como tal en la intuici n" (102-03).ó

144  "El bergsonismo queda as  reducido a un ilusionismo psicol gico, a un espejismo de la duraci n real, que en í ó ó

cuanto quiere constituir un sistema filos fico, no avanza m s que el agrietado racionalismo" (104).ó á

145  "representa el fruto de su peregrinaci n intelectual en Estados Unidos" (83).ó

146 "El pensamiento de Peirce es, a nuestro juicio, evitar que la mente considere lo accidental como 

inexplicable, que ella se declare insuficiente para comprenderlo . . . Suponer que una cosa es inexplicable 

es no solo fracasar en la explicaci n de ella y hacer as  una hip tesis injustificable, sino algo peor, poner una ó í ó

barrera en el camino de la ciencia y prohibir todo intento de comprender el fen meno" (n.p).ó

147  "A los diecinueve a os era un joven grave, de criterio ponderado, de meditaci n profunda. Los tristes ñ ó

relatos de los ind genas que a diario le llegaban cuando desempe aba la Secretar a General de la Asociaci n í ñ í ó

Ind gena, laceraban su coraz n en donde dorm an los ecos del sufrir" ("Un buen" n.p.).í ó í

148  "trataba de encontrar el punto medio entre el entusiasmo intelectual y el deber comprometido" (88).

149  "L' uvre de Zulen est  la base du grand tournant indig niste p ruvien des ann es 1920 autour de la revue œ à é é é

indig niste é Amauta que fonda, en 1924, Jos  Carlos Mari tegui; celui-ci reprit bien des id es mise para é á é é



'L'Association Pro-Indig ne' avant d'organiser le Parti Communiste P ruvien" (è é C ceresá  "De Zulen" 

138). 

150 "Creo que el 'vuelco' hacia la cuesti n ind gena tiene que ver, tambi n, con su encuentro con ó í é

Zulen. . . . Mari tegui se present  en los congresos ind genas de 1923 y 1924. . . . Seg n el relato de á ó í ú

Mari tegui, eran l y Zulen los nicos no-indios que asist an a los debates" ("Pensamiento" n.p.).á é ú í

151  "Madura en Zulen, lentamente, la fe en el socialismo. Y se dirige una vez a los indios en t rminos que alarman é

y molestan la cuadrada estupidez de los caciques y funcionarios provincianos. Zulen es arrestado" (294). 

The first sentence of this passage is also quoted in Adolph's Dora.

152  "Tras estudiar su archivo y seguir su trayectoria pol tica e intelectual, Zulen no aparece ni como un í

socialista definido, ni tampoco como un liberal 'ingenuo' o 'inofensivo,' como a veces se le alude desde tiendas 

marxistas a liberales idealistas" ("Pedro" 30).

153  "El car cter sustancialmente radical del manifiesto de la Asociaci n no escap  a los anarco-sindicalistas, á ó ó

quienes reprodujeron algunos p rrafos en su peri dico La Protesta, junto a elogiosos comentarios sobre sus á ó

actividades y honestidad. El acercamiento a los anarquistas se hab a iniciado a partir de abril de 1912, como í

reacci n com n frente a la huelga y masacre en las haciendas azucareras del valle de Chicama" ("Pedro" 35).ó ú

154  "El problema ind gena dijo Zulen es el nico problema del Per " (295).í — — ú ú

155  Gamonalismo is a Peruvian term that began to be used in the mid-nineteenth century to refer to unrefined, 

upstart landowners who extended their local power by illegally expropriating lands from the communal, 

indigenous ayllus. Juan Velasco Alvarado's 1968 Agrarian Reform brought an end to gamonalismo.



156  "Muy f cil me ser a cambiar mi nacionalidad y desligarme completamente de mi patria, pues la necesidad es á í

muy mala consejera; . . . ¿permitir  que tenga que desvincularme completamente del pa s?" (Del á í

Castillo 177). 

157  "No me parece propio que piense usted en la tonter a de cambiar de nacionalidad. Venga al Per  que aqu  somos í ú í

ya no pocos los que pensamos como usted, los que amamos sinceramente el estudio y trabajamos por la realizaci n de ó

ideales superiores a los que mueven aqu  a los hombres que atienden solo a sus intereses ego stas" (Del Castillo í í

178).

158 The renowned indigenist ethnologist Luis E. Valc rcel was part of the delegation in Cusco.á

159  "devinrent rapidement des interm diairesé  entre les communaut s andines, les grands propri taires é é

terriens et ceux des mines , expos rent leurs id es et programmes issues des principes de libert  de — è é é

r union, du droit  la terre et du travail libre" ("De Zulen" 138).é à

160 "Por definici n, la Asociaci n Pro-Ind gena era una organizaci n paternalista de car cter tutelar. ó ó í ó á

No pod a ser de otra manera, ya que se trataba de una organizaci n de criollos y mestizos que pretend an í ó í

favorecer a una supuesta inerte raza ind gena" ("Pedro" 31).í

161 "Zulen, ya muy enfermo, estaba ah  de espectador, consecuente con sus conclusiones no paternalistas, í

viendo c mo surg an dirigentes ind genas que tomaban su destino en sus manos, luchando en el mbito nacional y ó í í á

moderno" ("Pensamiento" n.p.). 

162  "su impulso no se agot  en esta funci n tutelar de abogado o cuerpo protector de los indios, pues su objetivo final ó ó

era la promoci n de la consciencia c vica ind gena" (n.p.).ó í í



163  "Las ligas del tipo de la extinguida Asociaci n Pro-Ind gena son una voz que clama en el desierto. . . . Su ó í

acci n se redujo gradualmente a la acci n generosa, abnegada, nobil sima, personal, de Pedro S. Zulen y ó ó í

Dora Mayer" (23).

164 "Ocurrir  lo que quiz s, en condiciones ideales, debi  suceder desde un comienzo: que los ind genas mismos, á á ó í

saliendo de la tutela de las clases ajenas, conciban los medios de su reivindicaci n. . . . Ha nacido el Comit  Pro-ó é

Derecho Ind gena Tahuantinsuyo: esa es la semilla que nosotros, y especialmente Zulen, fecundamos" (54).í

165 Ayllus are the traditional socioeconomic and political units among Quechuas and Aymaras in the Andes. They 

were sibs or clans that considered themselves descendents of a putative common ancestor and shared collective 

labor in a common parcel of land. The chief of the ayllu was the curaca, who was in charge of distributing lands, 

organizing collective works, and serving as judge.

166 "El d a de la victoria no est  lejano. Si hoy la frase 'no hay justicia' acude, a cada instante, a vuestros í á

labios, no deb is desesperar. El d a que la libertad y la justicia triunfen ver is a vuestros pies a los mismos é í é

que hoy os vejan, que hoy os arrebatan vuestro patrimonio. Ese d a el suelo ser  de nosotros solos, como lo fue í á

antes" (n.p.).

167 "La Asociaci n Pro-Ind gena cumple, pues, el deber de avisar  los braceros del Per  y en particular  los ó í á ú á

ind genas, que la causa de su liberaci n y derechos de ciudadan a contin a hoy, como estaba en la poca de la í ó í ú é

dominaci n espa ola; y que el amparo de la Constituci n y las leyes de la rep blica acuerda  todos los habitantes del ó ñ ó ú á

pa s, no los comprende  ellos absolutamente" (Leibner n.p.).í á



168  "fue abruptamente detenido por orden del subprefecto del pueblo de Marco. R pidamente, sus amigos á

parlamentarios, Tello y Capelo, iniciaron una campa a a favor de su libertad y la obtuvieron con apoyo del ñ

propio presidente de la Rep blica, el civilista Jos  Pardo" (Castillo 168).ú é

169  "Hay que ser rebelde, hay que ser altivo, hay que ser valiente y tener la energ a de rechazar al que venga í

a herirnos. Los que abusan siguen y seguir n abusando porque no hay una mano fuerte que los detenga. El d a que á í

un pueblo cansado de sufrir tanto atropello se levante como un solo hombre y haga un escarmiento, ya nadie se 

atrever  a cometer los mismos abusos" (43). á Lazarte Oyague reveals that this speech was published as an 

article in Eco de Jun ní , on March 7, 1919, and in La Evoluci nó  in Huancayo, on March 8, 1919.

170  "fil ntropo extremista" (Adolph 45).á

171 "Con su actitud, Zulen cruzaba el Rubic n que separaba al mbito pol tico, social y cultural criollo ó á í

(por m s indigenista e innovador que fuera) del mundo runa andino, apelando a este ltimo. As  traduc a en la á ú í í

pr ctica su convicci n madura de que los ind genas ser an los sujetos de su propia liberaci n" ("Pedro" 38-á ó í í ó

39).

172  "Vendr  la fecha del Centenario de la Independencia y ver is  los oligarcas y opresores,  los explotadores y á é á á

arribistas, presidir los festejos  la Libertad mientras una raza que quiz s espera la santa redenci n á — á ó

social de un nuevo M jico gime  sus pies entre cadenas" (2).é — á

173  "Quiz s solo falte el agitador, el caudillo" (2).á

174  "solo una guerra nacional podr  sacarnos del envilecimiento en que vivimos. Las naciones que no pueden hallar á

dentro de s  mismas las fuerzas para regenerarse, que no son capaces de salir de esa paz que es muerte porque í



han muerto todas las aspiraciones ideales, han menester una fuerza exterior que las remueva y conmocione 

profundamente, tienen necesidad de la guerra . . . Con ella surgir an caracteres y cerebros que hoy no se í

manifiestan y se abrir an nuevos horizontes de vitalidad" (2).í

175  "nuestros irremplazables indios elemento nico de poblaci n nacional con que contamos eran expoliados, — ú ó —

asesinados y perseguidos como criminales por defender o reclamar lo suyo" (2). In contrast with Zulen, 

Mari tegui, in his essay "La Revoluci n Mexicana," praises its spirit but does not present it as an á ó

appropriate model for Peru to follow: "the character and objectives of this revolution, because of the men 

that led it, because of the economic factors that caused it, and because of the nature of its processes are those of a 

democratic-bourgeois revolution. Socialism cannot be brought about but by a social-class party." ("el 

car cter y los objetivos de esta revoluci n, por los hombres que la acaudillaron, por los factores econ micos a á ó ó

que obedeci  y por la naturaleza de su proceso son los de una revoluci n democr tico-burguesa. El socialismo no ó ó á

puede ser actuado sino por un partido de clase" [439]).

176  "Camacho sufre las hostilidades del cura, del gobernador, de los comerciantes de alcohol, quienes consideran 

que si el indio se educa, ya no podr n vivir a expensas de su explotaci n" (3).á ó

177  "Y en la mirada del paria, del ap stol y del m rtir, he visto como el reverberar de la justicia" (3). ó á

178  Similarly, in his essays "Notas pedag gicas sobre la segunda ense anza" (Pedagogical notes about secondary ó ñ

education, 1908) and the 1909 articles "El problema nacional de la educaci n" (The national problem of ó

education), "Educaci n y cr tica I" (Education and criticism I), "Eduaci n y cr tica II," "El ó í ó í

pragmatismo en la educaci n" (Pragmatism in education), and the unpublished "El movimiento contempor neo ó á



de las ideas pedag gicas en el Per " (The contemporary movement of pedagogical ideas in Peru), Zulen ó ú

promotes education and self-education, as well as altruism, ethics, and morals. 

179  "Y ¿qu  ambiente educativo puede haber donde el pan de cada d a es el aprendizaje mec nico y los actos inmorales de é í á

profesores, que no servir an para porteros y  quienes el ltimo alumno de la clase podr a reemplazar en í á ú í

cualquier momento?" (332).

180  "R gido eticamen que sostienes mi vivir, / l gica irrefracta que doblegas y agitas mi querer, / que í ó

normas y dirijes (sic) mis acciones, / que anonadas o resuelves mi quietud, / ¿Qu  ser a yo sin t ?" (2).é í í

181  "El esfuerzo del hombre perseverante, as  no lograse el fin propuesto, jam s se pierde; porque sirve de í á

escuela viva, de lecci n educadora  los dem s hombres, estimul ndoles hacia la pr ctica, hacia la acci n, ó á á á á ó

hacia la vida misma" (1). Adolph borrowed this passage in his novel Dora.

182  "afinidad espiritual y de parentesco ideol gico" (293).ó

183  "Ambas vidas tienen de com n, en primer lugar, su profundo idealismo. Las mueve una fe obstinada en la ú

fuerza creadora del ideal y del esp ritu. Las posee el sentimiento de su predestinaci n para un apostolado í ó

humanitario y altruista. Aproxima e identifica, adem s, a Zulen y Morel una honrada y proba filiaci n á ó

democr tica" (293).á

184  "para comprender una obra hay no s lo que estar familiarizado con la material de que trata, sino que ó

(sic) pensar en la lengua en que fu  escrita. Todo esto exigir  tiempo con la respectiva dosis de voluntad de é á

estudiar, pero no producir  intelectuales forjados  las veinticuatro horas para hablarnos de autores á á

extranjeros sin conocer m s de ellos que las malas traducciones que nos venden los libreros" (1).á



185  "La biblioteca de San Marcos, s lo cuenta con 20 mil vol menes puestos en los estantes sin orden ni criterio de ó ú

ninguna clase. El cat logo no obstante tan peque sima cantidad de libros, es todav a un problema intrincado, á ñí í

un lat n abstruso que no saben all  c mo entenderlo" (3).í í ó

186 "¿qui n se animar a a crear c tedras para que las obtengan paniaguados o vividores? ¿Qui n dar a é í á é í

para acrecentar la biblioteca si esta se considera como un hacinamiento de libros y no presta la utilidad debida?" 

(3).

187 "No dudamos que usted contribuir  en esta forma al realce de nuestra Biblioteca. El xito de una organizaci n á é ó

es obra com n, es obra de todos, de quienes la manejan y de quienes la utilizan" ("Carta abierta" n.p.).ú

188  "m s que un conflicto entre la capital y las provincias, denuncia el conflicto entre el Per  coste o y espa ol y á ú ñ ñ

el Per  serrano e ind gena" (92).ú í

189  "Sale este peri dico en momentos de intensa inquietud por la Rep blica, las provincias comienzan a darse ó ú

cuenta de la depresi n de todo g nero en que las han mantenido las oligarqu as que a trav s de toda nuestra ó é í é

historia independiente se han asentado en la Capital" (qtd. by Henr quez Ay n n.p.).í í

190  "Luchando contra el gamonalismo absorbente, integrando a nuestros abor genes en la consecuci n de un ideal í ó

nacional, es la manera como el Per  debe prepararse para la forma federativa" (332).ú

191 "Ser amos federalistas si no vi ramos el peligro del gamonalismo. Creemos que el centralismo es un mal, y í é

que acabar  por destruir el pa s si no reaccionamos contra l, pero no vemos en la federaci n el remedio" á í é ó

(qtd. by Henr quez Ay n n.p.). í í



192  "Una revoluci n que cambie radicalmente este estado de cosas, tendr  que ser una revoluci n agraria ó á ó

que logre la subdivisi n de las haciendas para que no haya ninguna familia peruana sin su lote de terreno ó

propio . . . ¡Destruyamos el latifundio! ¡He aqu  el lema de la futura revoluci n social peruana!" í ó

(55).

193  "La subdivisi n de las haciendas en peque os lotes familiares, asegurar an que 'no faltara nunca a nadie ó ñ í

hogar y pan.' Se puede ver en este art culo, el primer paso de Zulen, a fines de 1915, en direcci n al í ó

socialismo" ("Pedro" 37).

194  "Ve a en el federalismo la posibilidad de romper el bloque oligarca y el soporte mutuo entre gamonales de í

provincias y el poder central. El federalismo permitir a una aut ntica democracia" ("Pedro" 36).í é

195  "Fue un peruano modernista y nacionalista, quien reprochaba la modernidad neocolonial, y propuso 

modernidades alternativas, reconciliadas de la cultura andina y la occidental, al reconocer a los ind genas í

como sujetos que pod an fundar su propia modernidad" (88).  í

196  "He querido m s que nada, triunfar, y comprendo ahora que esa voluntad no era sino una sublimada sed de á

venganza. Venganza de pobre, de oriental, de hombre sin atractivos que se refugi  en los libros al sentirse ó

excluido de la vida" (127).

197 "Erudito, con erudici n de mandar n" (n.p.).ó í

198  "la nica reflexi n cr tica que falta en su obra, trate de su marginalidad, de su propia alteridad como ú ó í

'chino' lime o" ("Pedro Zul n" 43).ñ é



199  "avec le soutien de quelques personnalit s, notamment le Consul G n ral de Chine et des membres de la Soci t  de é é é é é

la Colonie Chinoise" ("De Zulen" 138).

200 "es dif cil suponer que podr a identificarse con quien, como alcalde de Lima, usufruct  pol ticamente í í ó í

desmanes anti-chinos en 1909. . .  No hemos encontrado referencias de Zulen al respecto, ni a su ascendencia 

china, lo que induce a pensar que prefer a escudarse en una identidad peruana indigenista renegando de su í

propia alteridad" ("Pensamiento" n.p., note 22).

201  Although Felipe Guam n Poma de Ayala's á (ca. 1535-after 1616)  manuscript of Nueva cor nica y buen ó

gobierno came into public view at the Danish Royal Library in 1908, it was not published until 1936. 

Therefore, Zulen could not have had access to it.

202  Huaqiao in Mandarin and wa kiu in Cantonese, a term often translated as "sojourners" or "migrant, 

temporary workers."

203  The Sam Men school was initially located in Lima's Chinatown, but it was later expanded and moved to a 

different site in Lima.

204 Siu has also published a book, Deconstructing Art (Morrisville: Lulu, 2004), and the one-act drama 

¿Vino alquien despu s del funeral?é  (Debate XIII.65 1991: 57-64). Several of his short stories were 

published in Peruvian journals. According to C ceres, the author also translated and annotated twenty á

Chinese classical poems in "Poemas chinos: traducci n y notas de Siu Kam Wen," published in ó Kuntur, revista de 

la Asesor a Cultural de la Presidencia de la Rep blicaí ú  4 (March-April 1987) ("Siu Kam Wen" 118). 

Siu received an "honorable mention" at the 1981 Cop  contest on account of "La historia de dos viejos;" in 1983, he é



also received an honorable mention at the literary award of the magazine Caretas on account of his short story 

"Azucena." 

205  Set in nineteenth-century France, La estatua en el jard ní  narrates French doctor Charles Beauclair's 

efforts to manage his own dreams (assisted by the professional entertainer Joseph "Le P tomane" Pujol) so as to é

fulfill his amorous fantasies.

206  "Con crueldad y pretensiones de fisonomista, describ a como 'los ojos de una rata en la cabeza de una culebra.' El í

tendero sol a advertir a su hijo que alguien con semejantes facciones no era de fiar" (37).í

207  "Lorsqu'il compose les neuf contes sur la vie du quartier chinois de Lima, il souhaite que ce soit presque un 

t moignage" ("Siu Kam Wen" 126).é

208  "La vida de los tenderos, por supuesto, es cualquier cosa menos una t mbola" (326).ó

209  "pude observar a la multifac tica vida humana desfilar delante de m  . . . Ese contacto directo con la vida é í

del hombre com n fue la mejor educaci n sentimental que pudo haber recibido alguien que estaba destinado a ser un ú ó

escritor alg n d a" (Pulido Ritter 7).ú í

210  "Es b sicamente un disfraz que me puse a fin de tomar distancia con un traum tico pasado al que todav a no puedo á á í

evocar sin sentir tristeza" (325).

211  "¿Terminar  siendo otro tendero, como lo son mi padre, el se or Wong y todo el mundo que conocemos, y como lo han é ñ

sido generaciones y generaciones de chinos antes que nosotros?" (24).

212 "Sinti  que una pena profunda se apoderaba de l. La imagen de s  mismo comiendo de una lata de conserva en la ó é í

soledad de su cuarto le produjo el mismo efecto de una mala escena en un mal melodrama. H ctor se daba cuenta de que é



era l stima por s  mismo lo que sent a y que era contraproducente sentir de esa manera" (55).á í í

213 "S lo agrav  su sensaci n de estar completamente solo en el mundo, un hu rfano de cari os" (167). ó ó ó é ñ

214 "No quiero terminar siendo la mujer de un tendero; es suficiente haber sido la hija de uno. Estoy harta de esa 

vida miserable. Es un oficio que no da tiempo para nada, que esclaviza como ning n otro; que roba de nosotros la ú

juventud y los goces m s simples de la vida ." (177).á …

215 "Esta pobreza aparente en que viv an sus dos hermanos chocaba y dejaba confuso a El as, quien estaba seguro de í í

que sus condiciones econ micas eran mucho mejores que las que dejaban entrever. Ni don Augusto ni don Manolo ó

parec an darse cuenta de que viv an en la pobreza o al borde de la pobreza; su miseria material no parec a í í í

molestarlos en absoluto" (73).

216  "Los observadores de afuera llamaban a eso taca er a; los hermanos prefer an pensar de eso como una actitud de ñ í í

prudencia" (73).

217  "Se dio cuenta de que viv an pr cticamente en la pobreza, y lo peor de todo era que se trataba de una pobreza í á

voluntaria, como la pobreza de un monje franciscano. El viejo Lo hab a hecho bastante dinero como para adquirir í

uno o dos departamentos y hasta una casa entera en alg n barrio cercano, pero nunca lo hizo" (11).  ú

218 "El deterioro" was the first piece of fiction written by Siu in Spanish. According to Maan Lin, Siu 's 

preferred translation is "The falling off" (Lin 68). Siu also suggested translating "La vigilia" as "The 

Wake."

219 "A los s n-haksé  se les pagaba con poco menos que el sueldo m nimo fijado por la ley, cosa í a la que los mismos s n-h ksé á  

no prestaban demasiada importancia, ya que a la mayor a de ellos les interesaban m s aprender el oficio, el í á



vocabulario necesario en la atenci n al p blico, que chapuceaban como mejor pod an, y experimentar lo que es ó ú í

ser dependiente de alguien fuera del c rculo familiar" (21).í

220  The Sociedad de Beneficencia China is an umbrella organization that unites all the Chinese societies and 

represents all the members of this ethnic group in Peru. As C ceres explains, "á Cr e en 1881, devint un é

organisme central charg  de l'int gration des nouveaux arrivants et des relations entre les gouvernements é é

chinois et p ruvien" ("De Zulen" 135-36). (é "Created in 1881, it became a central organism in charge of 

the integration of the new arrivals and of the relationship between the Chinese and Peruvian governments"). 

Lausent-Herrera dates its creation in 1885 ("La cristianizaci n).ó

221  In the glossary, Siu translates "Lou" as "old man" and notes that the word is used as a term of endearment among 

family members.

222 "Hasta la abolici n, durante los a os postreros de los cincuenta, de las restricciones impuestas ó ñ

originalmente por el gobierno del General Odr a, estas transacciones eran una pr ctica muy com n entre los í á ú

chinos" (27). 

223 Velasco's leftist policies included an agrarian reform that contributed to the end of gamonalismo, the 

expropriation of foreign companies, and the nationalization of a wide arrange of industries. His government 

also censored the news media and in 1974, he expropriated all the newspapers in Peru. Velasco considered 

himself a "progresista" (progressive), but he chose not to ally Peru with either communism or capitalism. 

However, his tense relations with the United States after his government expropriated several U.S. 

companies, ultimately led him to seek alliances with the Soviet bloc. In February 1969, for example, Velasco 



established diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union and in October 1973, Peru became the only South American 

country to purchase a sizable amount of weapons from the Soviet Union.

224  "Lo cierto era que, por m s que intent  y por m s que lo negaba, no pudo evitar que se contagiara tambi n á ó á é

del p nico generalizado que se hab a hecho presa de la colonia y de medio pa s; era imposible tener la cabeza fr a en á í í í

medio de una estampida" (258).

225 " Estuve en Oroya por tres o cuatro a os. Hab a all  m s paisanos de lo que pens ; la mayor a eran — ñ í í á é í

descendientes de los cul es que se hab an refugiado en la sierra por culpa de la guerra con Chile; en otras í í

palabras, ten a m s competencia de la que me conven a" (78).í á í

226  According to Lausent-Herrera, the other two important events are the 1870 coolie revolt in the Araya 

hacienda, in the northern valley of Pativilca, in which three hundred of them were killed, and the Treaty of 

Tientsin in 1874, which ended the coolie trade (33-34).

227  "Eran los a os de la dictadura del General Manuel A. Odr a, quien era enemigo ac rrimo de aceptar ñ í é

inmigrantes de origen asi tico y quien, entre las primeras cosas que hizo cuando tuvo el privilegio de sentar su á

culo en el sill n tallado de San Mart n, fue prohibir la entrada de los chinos al Per " (14-15).ó í ú

228 "Yo s  que a é mí  me gustar a que me enterraran en el cementerio de mi aldea natal y no en el de Lima, cuando me í

llegue el turno de morir. Por m s agradecido que estemos del Per , estamos s lo de paso por sus tierras; nunca á ú ó

seremos algo m s que turistas" (67).á

229 "Eran conscientes de lo que un acto como el hurto pudiera significarles: no s lo su despido inmediato, sino la ó

imposibilidad de hallar en el futuro cualquier otro trabajo dentro del restringido per metro de la Colonia, su í



nica fuente de empleos. Perder el buen nombre entre sus propios compatriotas no s lo era ignominioso: era ú ó

suicida" (76).

230 "Y como muchos de su raza, era terco como una mula y persistente como un moscard n" (198-99).ó

231 "Ten a veinti n a os de edad, pero s quicamente me sent a mucho m s viejo, y emocionalmente me sent a como un í ú ñ í í á í

tullido" (11).

232 "Pero mi padre escuch  lo que yo tuve que decirles, reanud  la acci n de sus palillos chinos, y sigui  hablando ó ó ó ó

con el se or Wong, nuestro dependiente. Nadie se levant  de su sitio para abrazarme o darme la mano, nadie me ñ ó

dio palmaditas en la espalda, nadie me felicit " (13).ó

233 "esa prensa manipulada logr  crear una imagen de color de rosa del pa s que logr  engatusar y enga ar a ó í ó ñ

idiotas o idealistas incurables como yo, que so aban en utop as" (14).ñ í

234 "tuve que construir una coraza de indiferencia y de orgullo alrededor de mi psique. Aprend  a vivir sin í

amistades ni afectos; aprend  a pasarme sin compa a femenina. Y por eso, cuando ingres  a San Marcos, yo no í ñí é

sent a como otros muchachos de mi edad el deseo hormonal de contar con una enamorada" (47).í

235  "R mac, el barrio obrero donde ten amos nuestra tienda y trastienda (estoy tentado a usar la palabra í í

'casa' para referirme a donde viv a mi familia de seis personas, pero pienso que es inexacta)" (16). í

236   "no tanto real como voluntaria" (64).

237  "ser un tendero era para m  el m s humillante de los oficios, y vivir en una trastienda, en vez de una casa í á

propiamente dicha, era de una pobreza de tugurio de Calcuta" (63).



238 "hizo la pretensi n bastante exitosa de esbozar una sonrisa y de estrecharles la mano, pero yo sab a muy bien lo ó í

que estaba pensando" (63).

239 " No tanto ser racista dije muy lentamente, escogiendo con cuidado las palabras , como temeroso de dejar — — —

mi cascar n racial. Pero, franco, si no fuera por ese incidente de la mostaza, nunca nos hubi ramos hecho ó é

amigos. Habr a preferido salir con personas de mi propio color " (67). í …

240  "era preferible ser tildado de 'amarillo' que convertirme en un m rtir a quien nadie recordar a ya un á í

mes o dos despu s de los honores del funeral y de los discursos acalorados" (43).é

241  Undoubtedly inspired by his autobiographical novel El verano largo, Siu's poem "La juventud s  vuelve" í

(Youth Does Return), appearing in his personal blog Tierra de nadie (No One's Land), contradicts 

Rub n Dar o's poemé í  "Canci n de oto o en primavera" (ó ñ Song of Autumn in the Springtime). Siu's poem 

stipulates that a sense of youth may return in middle age to a man who recovers an earlier love, if their feelings 

remain reciprocal: "La juventud s  vuelve": "Dice el pobre Dar o / en su delirium tr mens, / desenga ado de í í é ñ

la vida / y de las muchas mujeres, / que la juventud viene, / pasa y no vuelve. / Y yo teniendo ya / la misma edad 

oto al / en que escribi  su canci n / donde lament  melanc lico / c mo quiso llorar y no pudo, / y c mo llor  sin ñ ó ó ó ó ó ó ó

quererlo, / donde enumer  una a una / su harem de mujeres bonitas / e igualmente sus desenga os. / Yo que ó ñ

teniendo la misma edad, / habiendo vivido menos mundano, / gozando menos placeres, / siendo menos incontinente, / 

le doy aqu  la contra, / le digo que no es cierto, / que la juventud s  puede / volver con la primavera / en el oto o í í ñ

de la vida: / todo lo que se necesita / es que seas el recipiente / del amor de una buena mujer / que vivi  en tu ó

juventud, / que te am  esa vez, / y que te vuelve a amar hoy, / una mujer que te es devota, / que te ó



acurruca en su seno / cuando arrecia el fr o, / que te habla todos los d as / cuando te sientes solo, / que te canta í í

canciones de cuna / y susurra cosas de ternura; / en fin, alguien como mi *****, / como mi cholita linda, / para 

que sonr as otra vez, / se enverdezcan tus canas, / d  animaci n a tus ojos, / se te alegre el coraz n, / te í é ó ó

embriagues sin licor, / tengas un 'high' sin drogas, / y en poca de ca da de hojas, / sientas que te est s é í á

agarrando / una fiebre de primavera" (n.p.).

242  "La cabeza profundamente enterrada en la arena" (27). 

243  "Hab a escrito a mi padre expresando su creencia de que era tiempo de profundizar los ya existentes lazos de í

amistad entre las dos familias, y que a ese efecto estaba dispuesto a darme en matrimonio a una de sus dos hijas no 

casadas" (15).  

244 "Madre sufre como siempre de sus problemas mentales, cuya naturaleza ya conocen. Me duele decir que 

todav a va, de tiempo en tiempo, hasta las afueras de la aldea a esperar por el regreso de ustedes mis hermanos í

mayores. Si vieran su desilusi n cuando, despu s de estar esperando por horas, la convencemos finalmente a ó é

volver a casa. Y si ella s lo sospechara " (30).ó …

245  "Que la mujer sea tierna, sumisa y obediente cuando el marido es bueno; que sea circunspecta y paciente si el 

marido es malo" (45).

246  "Los chinos carecen t picamente del sentido del humor" (81).í

247  "Su exuberante personalidad, sus maneras directas y despreocupadas, y hasta cierto punto la 

sensualidad de su prosa" (45).  



248  "Un buen n mero de chinos ha perdido su vida en incidentes parecidos, durante los nefastos d as de la Guerra del ú í

Pac fico, cuando 80 de ellos fueron masacrados en la capital y m s de mil en Ca ete" (53).í á ñ

249  "1881. 16 de enero. Saqueo de Lima. Despu s de la batalla de Miraflores y con las tropas de ocupaci n a é ó

punto de entrar a Lima, un populacho encabezado por oficiales del ej rcito en retirada saquea e incendia las é

tiendas de los chinos, en venganza por la colaboraci n que miles de cul es de esa nacionalidad prestan al ej rcito ó í é

invasor. Seg n Spenser St. John, el enviado brit nico en el pa s, unos 70 chinos son muertos en el curso del ú á í

saqueo. 1881. Febrero. Saqueos y matanzas en Ca ete. Con Lima ocupada y el pa s en desorden, la poblaci n ñ í ó

india y negra de Ca ete se alza para saldar una vieja cuenta con los cul es chinos que viven y laboran en el valle. ñ í

El pretexto es el altercado entre uno de los orientales y una morena durante el carnaval. Seg n el c lculo ú á

conservador de Juan de Arona, unos mil cul es son muertos en un d a de desmanes desaforados" (99).í í

250 "La elite blanca del pa s se sinti  menos ofendida por la virtual derrota de Vargas Llosa que por la í ó

posibilidad, casi absurda, de un hombre de ascendencia asi tica convertido en el primer mandatario de una á

naci n cuyas riendas pol ticas hab an estado tradicionalmente en manos de criollos" (19).ó í í

251  "solitario como un perro sin due o" (19).ñ

252  "El cuarto de H ctor, que as  se llamaba el nico reto o del tendero, era una combinaci n de almac n y é í ú ñ ó é

dormitorio, donde un visitante dif cilmente podr a discernir cu les de los muebles y de las cajas o fardos í í á

acumulados adentro serv an estrictamente para prop sitos dom sticos y cu les otros ten an un car cter í ó é á í á

puramente mercantil" (14).



253  "Era la expresi n de alguien que hab a pasado por una serie interminable de experiencias amargas, y a ó í

quien ya no le importaba en lo m nimo pasar de nuevo por m s de ellas" (23).í á

254 "Pero Ah-men debi  haberlos puesto al menos en el Sam Men, para que no se echaran a perder ó

completamente" (37). 

255 "extendi  mentalmente sus dos brazos hacia los ngeles que descend an del cielo, en se al de bienvenida y de ó á í ñ

agradecimiento" (44).

256  "Aparentemente, no se hab a dado cuenta de que exist a cierta obligaci n moral no escrita pero s  í í ó — í

sobreentendida de los due os u ocupantes de una casa nueva, sobre todo si se trataba sta de una verdadera — ñ é

mansi n, para con la misma. No cumplir con tal obligaci n revest a la misma imperdonable gravedad de ó ó í

proferir una blasfemia dentro del recinto de una iglesia: resultaba una profanaci n" (31). ó

257  "la oportunidad de rehusar" (69).

258  "el representante de su Gobierno" (67).

259   "Cuando permanec a en silencio, inescrutable la expresi n de su rostro, o cuando se expresaba con lo poco que í ó

sab a del castellano, al T o Keng le asaltaban temores y recelos repentinos" (78-79).  í í

260 "Cualidad o defecto que dif cilmente puede esperarse de un í kuei" (83).

261  "Excepto por un espacio de tres metros de largo y dos de ancho, donde se hab a colocado una sencilla mesa cubierta con í

un mantel a cuadros y algunas sillas, la trastienda hab a sido adaptada para servir de dep sito para las í ó

mercanc as" (99).í

262  "y se escabull  de la casa sin despedirse de su mujer" (97).ó



263  "a la que siempre hab a considerado como leg tima" (97).í í

264  "cobarde fuga" (97).

265 "'La poca de oro de los letrados ha terminado hace tiempo'" (98). é The sentence in "El deterioro" is the 

following: "¡la poca de oro de los letrados termin  hace dos siglos" (the golden age of the learned concluded two é ó

centuries ago, 19).

266  In comparison with the story of t o Keng's reluctant acceptance of Uei-Kuong as Chinese, í when asked what it 

means to be Chinese, Chris Livaccari, Director of Education and Chinese Language Initiatives at the Asia 

Society, answered: "Being Chinese meant being able to use chopsticks, speak Chinese, wear the proper clothes 

and talk about Confucianism. In that sense, people who were not racially or ethnically Chinese could in time 

become Chinese. . . . to become Chinese really means to adopt Chinese culture" (Roell n.p.).

267  "del arte de la nube y la lluvia;" "due o de una rara y vigorosa belleza sub-abdominal" (14).ñ

268  "un hombre carente de sentido del humor puede ser tan peligroso para l mismo como para los dem s" (15).é á

269  "Es preciso se alar que las acciones de este relato discurren en una parte del mundo donde la carne de perro ñ

gozaba--y a n goza--de cierta aceptaci n, que si bien no era amplia, por lo menos era considerada como cosa ú ó

perfectamente normal" (43).

270 "Al fin otra casa  Y otro patr n. Y si no el patr n, su hijo o su sobrino. ¿Por cu nto tiempo podr as seguir … ó ó á í

resisti ndote con xito?" (72).é é

271  "La capital hab a sufrido considerables cambios a ra z de los desmanes del 14 de enero, cuando incendiaron las í í

pulper as de los chinos" (185).í



272  Siu also made a brief incursion into the fantastic with his third short story collection, Ilusionismo, included in 

Cuentos completos (Complete Short Stories, 2004). Its seven stories deal with a world of magic and fantasy. 

273  "L'idealisation ou la chosification de l'amour est pour l' crivain une des rares r ponses  la crise sociale et é é à

conomique qui a d truit tous les espoirs de la jeunesse p ruvienne" ("De Zulen" 145).é é é

274  Julia Wong studied Law and Political Science at the University of Lima, and Humanities and Social Sciences at 

the Catholic University of Peru. She also studied in Germany and Macau, China, but did not finish her studies. 

Since 2006, Wong has organized several festivals of Peruvian-Argentine poetry in Buenos Aires, 

Argentina.

275  "No puedo decir Per  . . . a la luz de / ú otro idioma / circunferencia, carta no escrita, jud o, deutschen, í

mercado, / China / Industria / geschichte // el universo se empeque ece" (13).ñ

276  "mis r os / no est n en un pa s" (14). í á í

277  "Eine posmoderne Frau, ser a mi vida saltimbanqui" (14).í

278  "he aprendido doce nombres de poetas islandeses . . . Para entender al Per  / dibuj  monta as japonesas / fui a ú é ñ

Dubl n" (23).í

279  "La axila pesada de un pa s que quiero olvidar me persigue" (67).í

280 "The freedom of not being, it's not a superfluous flavor. La libertad en este lado de la ciudad es otra 

libertad. Not being it's dificult (sic). No ser. Ni peruana, ni china, ni estudiante de palabras" 

(68).



281   "Lima puede ser una ciudad muy triste en donde te provoca morir constantemente" (72). 

282 "un rey so aba con plantaciones / rebosantes / con Ojo de Drag n" (31). ñ ó

283 "Qu  hago en el Per  / si mi sangre coloreada de abedules / no puede ni debe mezclarse / con la de alg n descendiente / é ú ú

de espa ol asesino" (31).ñ

284 "corriges demasiado tus pasos / como esas geishas asesinas / que han prometido descuartizarte" (n.p.).

285  "una reverencia totalmente inventada / pero detr s del tel n el samur i se ha propuesto / maldecir a todo á ó á

aquel / que no prometa una cabeza a cambio de ser s bdito" (n.p.).ú

286  "Se muere el Per , Wata, / y solo recuerdo lo que me dijiste de mi t a: / 'Estaba buena tu t a Carmen, / no ú í í

parec a china.' / Sonre  sin ofenderme, porque en el Per  nadie / parece nada" (25-26). í í ú Wong dedicates 

her collection Los ltimos blues de Buddhaú  to Watanabe, among other people, and thanks him for correcting her 

manuscript.

287  "Ahora el sushi se ha vuelto idioma / del pueblo / y mis tallarines poderosos / esperan en una olla olvidada" 

(25).

288  "Hab a un chifa. // Tomabas sopa wantan / con tus amigos chinos, / y mientras se buscaba un emblema / que í

superara el cent metro y medio, / de diferencia en los p rpados" (26).í á

289 "Pap  dijo que odiara a los japoneses / como dicen que se odia a los chilenos" (25).á

290  "Mas, de tanto amor, / no encuentro diferencias / entre el cerezo, la sakura, la flor de loto y el olivo" 

(25).



291  The short story "Bocetos para un cuadro de familia" was previously published in the Lima magazine Hueso 

h meroú  47 (Nov. 2005): 87-117. 

292 "casa que realmente era m s un almac n de latas de aceite, sacos de arroz y fardos de canela, pero que se hab a á é í

convertido en un lugar habitable para un viudo y sus cuatro hijos" (12).

293 "pero con personajes de ojos rasgados" (8).

294  "era bastante grande y masculina para ser una mujer descendiente de chinos. El p lido color de su piel la á

delataba como una de aquellas grandes deidades de los chinos Han, colocada en un templo triste de alguna callejuela 

mugrienta de Hong Kong, totalmente fuera de lugar" (17).

295  "Alguna vez me provoc  preguntarle si el padre de Mario y Gilberto era un descendiente de sangre ó

japonesa, pues ambos manten an nuestros rasgos orientales, pero con un agregado de ceremonial nobleza" (22-í

23).

296  "una mujer tambi n oriental que llevaba la cultura ancestral como una joya y no como una carga" (11).é

297  " T  tienes sangre japonesa, Mar a In s. Eso te hace especial, no una vez  dos veces" (22). — ú í é …

298  "Ambas tradiciones iban en ella por separado, sin hacerla un producto elaborado, en ella no cab a la í

simbiosis; se expresaba de uno u otro modo pero no hab a ese modernismo mimetistas y mezclalotodo de nuestra poca" í é

(31).

299 "esa cosa anticuada de estilo oriental sobre el honor y la gloria" (19).

300 "Lo comparaba cruelmente con los otros migrantes a este pa s y lo vi como un solitario narcisista siguiendo el í

p ndulo de la existencia sin mayores pasiones" (61).é

http://huesohumero.perucultural.org.pe/textos/47/474.doc


301  "un s mbolo de identidad para nuestra estirpe" (63-64).í

302  "Me explicaba el punto de vista occidental sobre el arte, y por supuesto el oriental. Me llevaba de la mano 

en el conocer la cr tica y la creaci n" (76-77).í ó

303  "el que ten a los ojos menos rasgados y m s claros de todos los hermanos" (14).í á

304  "un aniquilamiento a la cultura tus n y los lazos primigenios" (25).á

305 "Es muy oriental callar para no comprometerse con los errores" (26).

306  "sigo siendo una flor que se jacta de oriental y melodiosa" (29).

307  "Queda en Nathan Road, en el lado de Kowloon. All  viven musulmanes, hind es, pakistan es, chinos, í ú í

¿japoneses?, japoneses no  porque ellos siempre tienen plata y pueden pagarse mejores hospedajes" (67).  …

308 "Un invierno crudo y fatal, mi abuelo muri  acribillado por un soldado japon s, luego incendiaron la casa del ó é

pueblo, donde mi abuela cocinaba sopa de pato con c scaras de mandarina" (56).á

309  "un pol tico corrupto, una madre infiel, un militar que empieza a reventar un arsenal, un negro que se í

pinta de blanco. Un chino que ama a un japon s" (23).é

310 "Ahora yo creo que los peruano-japoneses se parecen m s a los peruanos chinos que las ra ces de origen, no por á í

el mestizaje si no por el ideal de armon a " (n.p.).í

311  "un grito desgarrado a un desencuentro desesperado con la belleza t pica de pasarela" (n.p.).í

312 "Deutschland, Deutschland / Chep n mi peque o pueblo / est  demasiado lejos" (5).é ñ á



313 "digamos que el futuro amenazaba ser id ntico . . . Hubo algo en m  que empez  a alejarse / go away, é í ó

darling, go away / Que nada ol a a plenitud" (6). í

314 "Cuando l se fue, se apag  algo muy fuerte en m . Para m , se hab a ido literalmente el mundo. Y creo que el é ó í í í

amaba Chep n. Al Per  nunca lo entendi , pero l quer a mucho a Chep n y a la comunidad china" (n.p.).é ú ó é í é

315  "Yo le jur  a mi padre que cuidar a de sus canas" (5).é í

316   "mi apellido;" "no preciso llamarme Julia / puedo ense ar un sello;" "he so ado un barco enorme cruzando el ñ ñ

Pac fico / (mi abuelo muri  sin su trenza de cul  y con h bito morado);" "duerme chinita." í ó í á

317  "por mi piel negr sima / y un agujero sobrante en las costillas / que no concuerdan con la est tica occidental" í é

(9).

318 "antes de morir / se debe hacer el amor / unas mil ciento veintisiete veces" (23-25).

319  "Este amplio pa s me dar  todo nuevo  / un amor omnipotente / un idioma que expanda mi horizonte" (59). í á …

320 "Me parece que el cerebro es un rgano lleno de sonidos y, cuando le damos de comer idiomas distintos, logra una ó

sinfon a maravillosa. Amo las palabras, en todos los idiomas" (n.p.).í

321 "dese  haber nacido en Berl n" (23).é í

322 "yo no quer a parecer china, me avergonzaba un poco; no, ni siquiera era verg enza, era pena, una í ü

compasi n por m  misma por esas ra ces, prefer a ser peruana, chol sima, empleada dom stica de la ó í í í í é

sierra, lavandera  pero negaba mucho la parte china, para m  los chinos eran los malos de la pel cula" … í í

(n.p.).

323 "Buda es solo una estatua / y el Cristo que conoc  no pide de m  enormes sacrificios" (5).í í



324 "Cada vez que me elev  como cometa / sobre los arrozales mojados / T  eras el cordel" (12-13).é ú

325 "Porque te amo tanto / te dejar  descansando en ese c ntaro de tierra rojiza / y un par de naranjas / me har n é á á

recordar c mo viv amos" (5).ó í

326  "Mi peque a voz amarilla / es una herramienta poderosa" (5-6).ñ

327  "mi carne soleada / se ve a bien al lado de tu piel rosada"í  (23-24).

328 "Ese pa s se posa / como un beso / en medio de mi alma llorosa. // all  me sent  fuerte, fuerte" (7). í á í

329 "Me llamas / (¿a m , / Te refieres a m ? / Una mujer china siempre est  plagada de dudas" (10-13).í í á

330 "Como gruesa de l pices / amarrada con cintas brillantes / as  somos las mujeres / as  somos las mujeres á í í

chinas." . . . "Como ramos de claveles raqu ticos / te idos con a il / as  somos la mujeres / as  somos las mujeres í ñ ñ í í

chinas" (17).

331 "Porque hay que entender chino, / para saber por qu  las rayas del tigre / est n pintadas por hombres é á

ricos" (23-24).

332 "Miradme bien la cara / que yo soy no tan igual, no tan igual" (13-14).

333 "yo nac  en Per  / y me arrepiento un poco / de haberme quedado asustada con los / urinarios de Chengd "í ú ú  (21-

24).

334  "porque yo no quiere ser igual / no tal igual" (32-33).

335  "(Shanghai est  rojo y sucio / como mi vestido)"á  (8-9).



336  "Yo quisiera traer / los recuerdos // de mis ropas cosidas / con hilos dorados / China es un r o dorado / flowing down í

the dense centuries" (27). 

337  "Despu s de tanto sol en California // Lima se vuelve una bolsa / pesada para el resto del viaje // Cargar é

esta ciudad / es una condena para indomables." (6-9).

338 "Yo soy Lima" (37-39).

339 "Rotos los grilletes / las mu ecas dolientes / a n sangran" (49).ñ ú

340 "Siete demonios la acompa an / siete cabezas impuras // De Norteam rica a Europa / desde el Puente de ñ é

Margarita / en Budapest / hasta el lago m s alto / del altiplano del Per " (49).á ú

341  "Los hombres tristes, / pintan con los dedos / los hombres chinos / con cabello trenzado" (7).

342  "dame un coraz n de madre india / que exprima rosas en el muelle // Que no atosigue a mi ni a / que no camine ó ñ

sobre vidrios rotos / que llore obsidianas y turquesas" (7).

343  "En qu  poro de tu om plato voy a dejar que mi mejilla asi tica gane el partido entre oriente y occidente" é ó á

(43).

344  "Mezcla de alm bar y paloma" (Mixture of Syrup and Dove) and "Una fiesta en Par s para el se or y la í í ñ

se ora K" (A Party in Paris for Mr. and Mrs. K) likewise mention dragons as a Chinese symbol; in ñ

"Absoluci n" (Absolution), the poet mentions Shintoist poems and Tang dynasty warriors; Chinese lanterns in ó

"Saudade" (Yearning) and "Pek n;" and Chinese bells, calendars, and benefactor ancestors in "A o del mono" í ñ

(Year of the Monkey).

345  "No te vayas todav a / de repente el cangrejo / camina para adelante // Y l retrasa el reloj" (34).í é



346  "Descansar n sus cenizas o las esparcir  en mi cama / As  escuchar  su voz" (35).á é í é

347  "echaba salsa de soja, salsa de aj " (37). í The poetic voice also recalls porcelain fish, fish cake soup, 

burning incense, the seafront, and Friendship Arch in Macau.

348 "hembra trotamundos" (40). 

349 "decide no tener un hijo / que no sea ario" (40).

350 "Que el sur es desgraciado / cruel / lleno de brujos y malhechores / es cadaver" (13).

351  "El sur me come / y me digiere como su ltimo excremento" (14).ú

352  "No me duele la muerte / me duele el brujo / mirando un retablo" (8).

353  "un coraz n europeo est  cerrado" (9).ó á

354 "no te mereces / ni las piedras reventando / al final del precipicio" (9).

355 "Paraje lleno / de muerte y de miseria" (9). 

356  "Pensaste en m  / Mientras esa mujer te besaba" (9).í

357  "I de imperio / hiere mi coraz n. / Grito de Guerra / guerra, / guerra, guerra" (9).ó

358  "Quiz s necesitaba urgentemente encontrar similitudes entre Per  y China" (87).á ú

359  "Y yo quer a ser blanca y rubia, porque el Jes s / cristiano pudo ser ario o semita, cualquier cosa, / í ú

menos una mezcla de cosas raras y nerviosas, con / panza como yo" (44).

360  "Por qu  te averg enzas, chola de mierda" (44).é ü



361  "la compostura de la epidermis peruana / se descascara en m xico en viena en mil n" (45).é á

362  "no supimos hacer un mundo nuevo / alguien nos hizo y deshizo a su manera" (14).

363  "d nde ha quedado mi lejano pa s chino" (59).ó í

364 "la mirada occidental / siembra sus intenciones / ellos quieren llenar / la vacuidad china / con odio y desastres" 

(59).

365 "he visto ni os blancos y de ojos azules provenientes de madres mestizas como yo. todas pasean felices" (73). ñ

366  "soy una peque a mujer latinoamericana que vino terriblemente enamorada a alemania" (73).ñ

367  "do you think am i (sic) glad with this language? yo solo pienso en espa ol, pero no puedo decir qu  pienso. do you ñ é

think am I (sic) happy with the place i was born" (77).

368  "do i need to say i'm peruvian, with little, little indian blood? / the chinese kitchen, ahh  we forget that …

for now! / but I miss so much a good played condor pasa / pasa condor, pasa / borra esta mierda, b rrala con tus ó

alas sagradas" (79).

369  "Como decirle a mi est mago, ahora escribimos, y el recuerdo propio o prestado de la literatura del dolor y la ó

rabia--que es muy peruano y asi tico, por la injusticia y la impotencia, no s lo social, econ mica, de g nero o á ó ó é

de cualquier cosa--permite seguir escribiendo" (n.p.).

370 "y yo tengo el miedo de esa frontera / m s que del sol y sus manchas glandulares / m s que a un tusami" (11).á á

371  "Que hay palabras que trae en sus c lulas / que yo nunca entender a / que entre sus nariz y la m a / por m s é í í á

amor / por m s amor / no puedo abrazarla" (12).á



372  "somos el recuerdo de aquel viaje a tijuana, el idioma del abuelo que queremos aprender juntas, ¿c mo se dice ó

cielo en chino mam ? . . . una dupla que no encaja en ninguna parte" (87).á

373  "no soy de aqu , ni all  / pero sigo siendo / la r e i / n / a" (32).í á

374 "Destruyo mi h bitat con paciencia . . .  miro mi fealdad cans ndome" (20).á á

375 "luego me escupo a m  misma / no deb  ser infiel" (29).í í

376  " l corre hacia m  y me pega, me golpea hasta que mi boca est  / roja / chorro de sangre cae tibio // mi papel en su é í á

universo es un gui apo / una toalla higi nica mal envuelta con indiscreci n" (16).ñ é ó

377  "no es muy diferente ser mujer de ser caracol / ambos babeamos por lo que no tenemos y nos ponemos rojos / cuando una 

mano se acerca y nos calienta" (42).

378  "hay unos vecinos / que sonr en / me detestan / tambi n lloro por ellos / grandes luchadores / mercenarios de í é

reinos aleda os que quieren robarse mis secretos" (35).ñ

379  "Tomo una sopa de huevo con fideos finitos y le agrego casi tres cucharadas de aj  molido. Esa b squeda de identidad con í ú

el fuego m s la adicci n al ardor en la boca, son un acto de liberaci n" (63). á ó ó

380  "Creo que entre personas a las que nos falta algo hay una conexi n casi inmediata. Unaó   atracci n ó

desesperada" (64).

381  "Lo nico que quer a era estarú í  muy cerca del nombre de mi padre, porque su nombre me proteg a, me daba í

fortaleza y alegr a. Ser normal era mi mayor aspiraci n, tener una casita, un marido cari oso" (65).í ó ñ



382 "Es la sordidez m s profunda de su horripilancia que trata de maquillarse de neblina . . . Una ciudad de á

acantilados, peligrosa, enamorada de la muerte" (18).

383 "Cuando Bukowski me dej , ten a una necesidad infame de no comer durante d as para que me doliera todo ó í í

exactamente como su ausencia" (41). 

384 "mi hermano era el que consum  los roles, mi relaci n ed pica la tuve con l. Era la imagen de hombre, de ó ó í é

fuerte, de bueno" (45).

385 "Nuestra generaci n est  signada para hacer una marca producto del Per . Salir despavoridos a ó á ú

vender cosas, a vendernos nosotros mismos, como absurdos payasos, irreconocibles para nuestros m s profundos á

ideales, saltando en un pie, imitando bailes caribe os, yuxtaposiciones ñ yankees e ideolog as europeas para ser í

parte de la masa humana" (12).

386  "queremos ser cualquier cosa menos descendientes de ind genas. Como si tuvi ramos un estigma de mal olor, í é

paganismo salvaje . . . alejadas de los angelitos italianos rechonchos, rubios y acicalados" (12).

387  "Mientras m s blanco, mejor, un pasaporte al á glamour social" (20). 

388  "no quer a parecer nieta de emigrantes cadav ricos medio esclavizados en un ca averal" (13).í é ñ

389 "Un pueblo laborioso y desindividualizado" (22).

390  When I first read part of the unpublished manuscript of Doble felicidad, the original title was "Dos 

hermanas (Entre l grimas de cera)" (Two Sisters [Between Wax Tears).á

391  "Le gusta y le disgusta la Argentina con la misma intensidad. Le gustar a morir en Lisboa, extra a í ñ

irremediablemente Alemania . . . Le gustar a volar sobre las l neas de Nazca y vivir un tiempo entre el sur í í



de China e Indonesia" (n.p.).

392  "es una versi n posmoderna del pudor oriental, son los ancestros que la autora cultiva y a la vez rechaza" ó

(n.p.).

393 "la intolerancia y el miedo a las costumbres diferentes" (133).

394  "muy parco y poco cari oso, como buen chino" (69).ñ

395 "no puedo imaginar otro ser humano a mi lado m s que l. . . . Mi pap  era lo nico que ten a. Pens  que á é á ú í é

nunca existir a otra figura que pudiera suplantar su existencia" (72).í

396  "Muy muy, significa hermana menor" (11).

397  In 1981, Sui Yun's Rosa f licaá  earned an "honorable mention" from Puerto Rico's Mairena Poetry 

Award. A French translation of this collection by Marcel Hennart was published by Les Cahiers du Desert. 

Her poems have also been included in several international anthologies and magazines.

398 "Leg timamente selv tica" (n.p.).í á

399  "Ves el rayo de luz profundiz ndose en el agua? De all  nacen los peces " (99). The same anecdote about fish and á í …

silk is told in Soy un animal con el misterio de un ngelá .

400 "china gen ticamente" (n.p.).é

401  "la China cl sica" (n.p.).á

402 "he ah  otro contraste entre una poeta urbana y í otra de provincia, casi selv ticaá , en el buen sentido de la 

palabra" (Beltr n Pe a 271; nfasis m o).á ñ é í



403 "Antes el ser china causaba bi-polaridad porque no era rubiecita; ahora los tiempos han cambiado. Ser 

china en un mundo globalizado es sin nimo de ser due a de otros potenciales y otra sabidur a... que reci n el ó ñ í é

occidente culto se interesa" (n.p.).

404 "Yo escribo as  porque son mis vivencias, es mi temperamento, naturalmente es una simbiosis de las distintas í

culturas de las que he bebido" (20).

405  "Manifiesto del amor como territorio" (262).

406  "jinet ame / desc lzame / t rbame" (39).é á ú

407  "Quiero / estallar la noche / como una granada // Vuelo crepuscular / que enciende mis antorchas / tu carne 

ya no es mi carne // vuelo de p jaro / de lujo / de pulpo ahorcado // la escarcha de tu b squeda / ensangrenta mi á ú

blusa / atraviesa la vaina de mi espada" (20).

408 "Amor, camino al universo" (12).

409 "B beme, b beme / hasta rociar la pulpa de mi sexo" (90).é é

410  "aj stame a tu vientre de serpentinas doradas" (40).ú

411  "me acerco a beber la danza org smica" (42).á

412  We can find additional erotic verses in other untitled poems in the same collection: "de semen est  cubierta la á

mansa noche" ("Of semen the gentle night is covered" [41]); "S , soy profunda y estrecha cuando me amas / y el í

dolor y el encanto van desvirgando anillos de agua" ("Yes, I am deep and narrow when you love me / and the pain and 

the charm deflower water rings" [58]); and "el sabor de tu sexo junto al cerezo" ("The taste of your sex by the 

cherry tree" [79]). 



413  "Mi poes a es genital, porque nace de las sensaciones de mis genitales, pero, eso s , no soy promiscua. Mi í í

poes a es un acto org nico sinest sico, es decir, recoge sensaciones, colores, sonidos, aromas, tactos e im genes" í á é á

(Escribano 20).

414  "y el recuerdo de faroles chinos" (51).

415  This interview was published in the Peruvian journal La Rep blicaú .

416  This is a self-published edition.

417 "Desde all  la fuerza creadora masculina / inmol  su impulse gen tico en mi vientre" (1). í ó é

418  "Mi llama regir  el vientre de los rboles / los corazones frutales y las fachadas sin rbitros ni l mites" á á á í

(4).

419  "al igual que toda mujer, odio ser usada / como simple mu eca / entre la porcelana" (21).ñ

420 "Bajo mi vientre / REVIENTAN amapolas / tan fuertes como el VIENTO" (54).

421 "Desnudando mi cuerpo / te ahogo en el vaiv n de mis olas / te sofoco en el entusiasmo de mi ira // El mar te é

arrasa / las algas te enraman / est s tejido en mi carne / en mi piel de aromas encendidos // Sobresalen tus á

suspiros / Quiero amamantar / tus gestos y vivir dentro // Am n" (55).é

422  "el or culo de mi boca" and "huellas / rosadas y h medas en el t nel sacro" (1).á ú ú

423  "T  eres el drag n que explora y deja la gema / en la monta a de mi vientre " (2).ú ó ñ …

424  "arritmia ventral" (2).

425  "S lo mi boca / conoce / el abecedario de tu cuerpo / el capullo indolente" (8).ó



426  "c liz carnoso" (8).á

427 "Para apartarme del mal / he a adido cada letra de tu cuerpo / en mi cuerpo, tatu ndome toda" (25).ñ á

428 "el suave alfil penetra / eyaculando mis sue os"  (19).ñ

429 "el vano vaiv n que golpeaba tu vientre / hasta la estampida dual del cosmos" (20).é

430 "llamando las sedas ignotas / que emanan de mi cuerpo" (25).

431 "En mi patria la gente se ocupa de cultivar los muertos / busco la historia de mi pa s entre cad veres / í á

mochicas, nazcas, paracas, de los Inkas" (277).

432  "Todo mi pa s americano est  pendiente / de culturas lejanas / nos enorgullecemos de las ruinas" (278).í á

433  "pero qu  podemos hacer con tanta historia / si nada vale el sufrimiento / si no importa habitar las nuevas é

ciudades / entristecidos, no logrados" (278).

434  "Desde ni a yo escuchaba las narraciones de mis padres. Su traves a por barco desde China al Per , era la ñ í ú

mejor pel cula porque los protagonistas eran mis progenitores. Desde ni a yo s  ansiaba conocer el mundo y í ñ í

romper fronteras. Me disgusta enormemente la mentalidad provinciana sin mayor visi n de las cosas" ó

(n.p.).

435  This title Yo vivo en San Miguel, pero muero por Amalia is also one of the recurrent lines on page 24 of El 

testamento de la tomenta.

436  Mario Wong was also included in the anthology Cuentos migratorios.   14 escritores latinoamericanos en Par sí   

(2000), edited by Rub n Barreiro Saguier. é Wong also writes for the Mexican magazine Archipi lagoé  and for 

the Peruvian journals Maestra Vida and Ciberayllu.



437 "La oscuridad de las calles / es la oscuridad de las carreteras / y el hombre solo camina y camina / el mar de d a el í

mar de noche / solo el instante luminoso de la ola / y el hombre solo camina y camina / y ella ¿d nde est ?" (6).ó á

438  "la locura deambula en las calles" (7).

439  "Hay tantos muertos y tan poca madera para cubrir sus almas" (19).

440 "Hay que librarse de los muertos / esos que vuelven la vida / una pesadilla . . . De los muertos que han 

hecho / de esta ciudad / espacio de muerte / De los muertos / que en autos importados / se retiran a / residencias / 

restaurants / clubes junto al mar / De los muertos que sobre los / huesos del crimen / levantan cada casa de 

familia / y de aquellos otros que / aparecen / desaparecen / en la TV / en los peri dicos / en la radio" (23).ó

441  "la revoluci n de la vida ha de fundarse en poes a . . . ¡Oh dioses! ¡Que sucumba todo y que sobre la ó í

destrucci n / surja el paisaje agreste-maravilloso!" (23).ó

442  "El dolor que atraviesa este pa s de muertos / Y debo reconocer entonces que algo habr  perdido / Si no por qu  í é é

tanto hurgar en la memoria" (32).

443  Sendero Luminoso (Shining Path) is a once powerful Maoist terrorist organization that was born in 1970 

out of a split within the Communist Party of Peru. It resorted, a decade later, to violent guerrilla 

tactics, launching a brutal terrorist offensive. The goal of its founder and leader, the former philosophy 

professor at the National University of San Crist bal de Huamangaó  Abimael Guzm n Reynoso, á alias Comrade 

Gonzalo, was to destroy all Peruvian institutions to replace them with what he envisioned as pure communism, 

through the dictatorship of the proletariat and a cultural revolution. Guzm n was captured in 1992. á

At the height of its power, Sendero Luminoso reached a membership of 10,000. The group's name was taken from 



Jos  Carlos Mari tegui's maxim é á "El Marxismo-Leninismo abrir  el sendero luminoso hacia la revoluci ná ó " 

("Marxism-Leninism will open the shining path to revolution.")

444  Wong uses an epigraph by Cort zar in his á Yo vivo en San Miguel, pero muero por Amalia.

445 "Su majestad el terror no presenta, estructuralmente, una resoluci n argumentativa ó

tradicional, y en ella hay m s de una situaci n narrativa abierta, en la que la causalidad l gica deja el paso a á ó ó

la irrupci n de la absurdidad de lo real" (n.p.).ó

446 "en cuanto a la percepci n de lo real, hay una cierta concepci n expansiva, de flujo, en lo que escribo, una ó ó

concepci n de la obra ó in progress" (n.p.). 

447 "imaginaci n creativa, de la fuerza de la ficci n, poder evadirse de la sujeci n que la realidad ejerce, ó ó ó

como si fuese una trampa, sobre el novelista y el lector" (41).

448  "No es esta en realidad su funci n; ella puede ser testimonio de la desaparici n de la experiencia hist ricaó ó ó  

(1); o de la 'experiencia de choc' que ya constataba en su tiempo Baudelaire (2)" (55-56).

449  "En ese bar se reun an todas las noches para discutir, interminablemente, que si la literatura, bla, í

bla, bla, que si el toque de queda y los militares, AGrr!, que si la lucha de clases, bla, bla  bla, que si …

la revoluci n, bla, bla, bla, BLA! Beb an sin parar hasta que bajaban la reja met lica y cerraban" ó í á

(65).

450 "la asum an como experiencia vital creativa" (n.p.).í

451  "Sum rgete en la realidad de la Lima kloaka, de la Lima linda, de la Lima arrechante, de la Lima heredera é

de encomenderos e inquisidores; ciudad plena de fascistas en estos tiempos de Guerra!" (Testamento 73-74; Su 



majestad 70). The encomenderos were distinguished colonists who had rendered important services to the Spanish 

crown and who, through the gift of an encomienda, became lords of large tracts of land and of the indigenous people 

living on it. The latter were placed under the encomenderos' command and paid taxes to them.

452  "las alima as, al caer la noche, abandonan su madriguera e invaden las calles: polic as, drogadictos, ñ í

prostitutas, homosexuales y alcoh licos" (ó El testamento 11; Su majestad 52).

453  "Los que lo vivieron lo han arrumado y olvidado hace tiempo, y los que nacieron despu s carecen de la fantas a y é í

los conocimientos que ser an necesarios para imaginar aquellos tiempos lejanos. . . . Precisamente por eso, í

los afectados son los peores testigos. Se atrinchera en una amnesia colectiva. La realidad no s lo es ignorada ó

sino, sencillamente, negada. Con una mezcla de letargo, obstinaci n y autocompasi n, regresan las personas ó ó

a una especie de segunda minor a de edad"  (120).  í

454 "Instinto de vivir y el odio que sent amos contra esta sociedad" (n.p.).í

455 "pronto llegamos a la conclusi n de que el ó habla m s pura y salvaje - en estado de efervescencia y creaci n- á ó

estaba en el lenguaje del lumpen" (n.pag).

456 "Los artistas y poetas contribuyeron, de una forma u otra (hasta en la aparente pasividad de algunos), 

a que el fuego se expandiese, como si estuviesen fascinados por la desaparici n y la nada" ("Kloaka" n.p.).ó

457  "¿En qu  momento se hab a jodido el Per ?" (17).é í ú

458  "Qu  de qu ? Sinsentido: sin/sentido: dis-sentido: resentido! El cielo es azul? Es azul!; no busques é é

comunicar. Escritura esquiza; escritura demoniaca: repetici n sin t rmino; encadenamiento interminable ó é

de palabras. La luna te traspasa: cielo: hacia qu ? En total desolaci n" (é ó El testamento 74, Su majestad 



70).

459  "El t o Lac n: poliformismo perverso! DADA: DADa: Dada: dada  dalas! Basta de triangulaciones í á …

ed picas! Descodificar; dar moneda falsa! No otra cosa merecen los tiempos! Lejos de todo control; fuera de las í

c rceles y hospitales; cl nicas y cementerios; oficinas y manicomios. Aprendizaje de la limpieza!" (75).á í

460 "m rbida fascinaci n por el tormento de los cuerpos" (n.pag).ó ó

461 "actitud ambivalente: por un lado, denuncia los alcances de la violencia y, por otro, siente un placer 

morboso al observar los cad veres despedazados y la sangre'" (n.p.).á

462  "El cuerpo de ella yac a sin vida, completamente desnudo, tirado sobre la acera, muy cerca de la í

puerta; . . . Una rata, dando chillidos crueles, mordisqueaba uno de los pezones. . . . te ve as bajo la luz í

blanca, helada, de la luna, abrazando ese cuerpo obscenamente, con una mezcla de odio y deseo que te llevaba al 

orgasmo" (52, 167).

463 "¿es posible que a trav s de la escritura (y la memoria) puedas hacer prospecciones sobre el terreno del é

mal?" (162). 

464 "puede confrontarnos con el mal, con lo monstruoso, con nuestros demonios interiores. Ah  los l mites de lo que se í í

concibe como realidad son sobrepasados y, en consecuencia, las categor as del bien y del mal, que rigen la moral í

convencional, no funcionan m s" (n.p.).á

465 "a un estudiante de psicolog a lo hab an rapado y ba ado en pintura negra, por estar en contra de Sendero í í ñ

Luminoso" (12).



466 "O, como aquella vez, te viste tirado en el suelo, cogi ndole las piernas al PIP, para evitar que te é

pateara, intentaba sacar su arma con la mano izquierda, t  arrinconado junto a un port n, en el jir n ú ó ó

Bel n, todo el mundo miraba, sin que nadie se atreviese a intervenir" (12). PIP is an acronym for Polic a de é í

Investigaciones del Per  (Peru's Investigations Police).ú

467 "Ellos descubriendo, repentinamente, que se les hab a pasado la mano  y, c mo deshacerse del cad ver? Y t , í … ó á ú

qu  es lo que hab a pasado durante ese lapso? Fueron varios intentos desesperados por emerger, tragando é í

cada vez m s agua; tratando de aferrarme, in tilmente, a los juncos podridos de la orilla. Y ellos, que no á ú

quede ninguna prueba" (22).

468  "de cajas cerradas, de vasos no comunicantes" (182). Through the communicating vessels technique, two 

or more interlaced stories, being told simultaneously, complement and modify each other. This is supposed to 

reflect the complexity of a reality filled with contradictions. It requires active readers that take part 

in the creation of meanings. Through the "Chinese boxes" technique, we find a series of stories (some are central, 

others secondary) intercalated.

469  "Todo aquello a ti se te presenta como la consecuencia extrema, dolorosa y sangrienta, en su aplicaci n ó

pr ctica, real, de las teor as revolucionarias que asumieron los grupos de izquierdas, filo-mao stas, á í í

durante los a os 70; se te aparecen los m tines de estudiantes, en el patio de letras de la Universidad de San ñ í

Marcos" (32).

470 "sintiendo que pisaba en falso cuando continuaba defendiendo ideas que, para l, hab an perdido todo sentido y, é í

m s a n, que ya no le permit an poder afirmarse ni, mucho menos, avanzar" (66).  á ú í



471  "el enemigo que le ro a el coraz n, en el eterno tormento de morir. Sonaba cursi; continuaba; su amor se hab a í ó í

convertido en padecimiento, desgarramiento" (22).  

472 "Ni la soledad ni el vac o pueden ya nada contra ti y, entonces, debes partir a explorar nuevos territorios" í

(123).  

473 A series of fragments of this novel was published in the website Ciberayllu under the title "Wild." 

474 "Cad veres pululan infestando esta ciudad y todo est  muertoá á  …¡Lima, puta Lima!" (70).

475 "no hay 'tema,' ni trama narrativa y/o intriga; yo trato de dar cuenta de la experiencia ca tica, ó

subjetiva (de alguien que est  all  y no est  all ), fantasm tica, de la fragmentaci n, de la p rdida del á á á á á ó é

sentido de la realidad, escribiendo sobre lo que viv  en el Per  en los a os 80" (138).í ú ñ

476 "As , creo que s lo la recuperaci n del espacio po tico puede hacer posible el que le encontremos alg n sentido; í ó ó é ú

lo cual supone el cuestionamiento y la ruptura de lo establecido. El creador se convierte, pues, en una 

suerte de criminal; por su pr ctica misma, que desestabiliza el orden y socava el sentido com n" (n.p.).á ú

477 "disimular el inmenso vac o de su condici n de mortal" (16).í ó

478  "como una especie de sustituto de Dios, un demiurgo, el escritor destruye y crea otra realidad" (23-

24).

479 "est tica salvaje"; "antropofagia literaria" (64).é

480 " No, no hay 'tema,' ni trama narrativa y/o intriga; yo trato de dar cuenta de la experiencia —

ca tica, subjetiva (de alguien que est  all  y no est  all ), fantasmag rica, de la fragmentaci n, de la ó á á á á ó ó



p rdida del sentido de la realidad, escribiendo sobre lo que viv  en el Per  en los a os 80" (é í ú ñ Su majestad 138).

481 "¡que era l mismo y no era l mismo!; hab an sido instantes de locura, de horror insoportable, en que l se é é í é

hab a sentido habitado por otra persona; ambos, en el sue o, como enemigos sosteniendo un combate sin finí ñ " (17-

18).

482  "Y nada le parec a m s verdadero que ironizar sobre su propia identidad; as , aparec a el doble, que era í á í í

l mismo y era otro, como en 'William Wilson,' uno de los mejores cuentos de Edgar Allan Poe" (41).é

483  "frente a la irrupci n de lo monstruoso, al paroxismo seductor de la violencia de un mundo inmundo, hedonista y ó

criminal. ¡Seducci n mort fera del terror!" (20).ó í

484  "Las im genes de los atentados ven an a su mente" (133).á í

485  "Escritura esquiza; escritura demoniaca" (70).

486  "Est tica del crimen pol tico" (73).é í

487  "po tica del terror" (79).é

488  "Es la m a una escritura de la fragmentaci n para expresar el desastre, el caos (de una sociedad que í ó

viv a una crisis estructural profunda), el abismo, la ca da, el desvar o; este desvar o y caos, esta í í í í

fragmentaci n, se halla en funcionamiento en la estructura textual misma de la novela" (n.p.).ó

489  "habr a de manifestarse en el arte y la literatura de esta etapa, sobre todo en cierta poes a de los 80s y en í í

algunos narradores (en los que me incluyo), en cuanto expresi n de 'una experiencia social desquiciada, ó

violenta y altamente an rquica.' Producci n sta que, parad jicamente, ser a ubicable dentro de las á ó é ó í

vertientes de la 'post-modernidad'" (Wong "Continuidades" n.p.).



490  The last poem of his collection La estaci n putrefactaó  ends with a poem titled "Fragmenta" (Fragment).

491 "una suerte de desplazamiento, y/o de reemplazamientos 'interart sticos' (pintura, cine, í

citaci n literaria, etc., etc.), lo que ó apriori puede sorprender, para contar lo que no se puede 

contar, lo que hace posible decir, desplaz ndolo, el enigma del horror" (n.p.). á

492  "Aquellos a os que recrean mis textos fueron muy duros para los peruanos y, sobre todo, para la gente de ñ

esa bohemia disidente que s lo quer a ser feliz, pues no se pod a hablar y cuando no se puede hablar se tiene que ó í í

escribir (aunque salga espuma como dice Vallejo). Yo publiqu  y tuve que irme a Francia como muchos. é

Entonces est  el testimonio pero tambi n la rabia y el dolor de lo que se vivi " (n.p.).á é ó

493  Julio Le n also published a fragment of a novel, ó Memoria de la ira, dealing with Catholic priests' 

molestation of young boys and a short story, "No s  c mo ser  si regreso," detailing the life of undocumented Mexican é ó á

immigrants in the United States.

494 "I, desgraciadamente, / el dolor crece en el mundo a cada rato."

495 "obedeciendo a l gicas y absolutas certidumbres, deb a ejecutar ó í [a su examigo] este mediod a sin ninguna í

vacilaci n" (9).ó

496  "'la decisi n vino de arriba,' se repiti , quiz  con la absurda pretensi n de no sentirse tan ó ó á ó

irremediablemente solo" (10). 

497  "Se llen  otra vez de dudas, pero dudas que le llegaron demasiado tarde" (25).ó

498 "grupo armado clandestino" (30).

499  "un desquite contra toda la vida de mierda que vivi  y viven los an nimos como l" (33).ó ó é



500  "literatura prohibida" (42).

501  "en una de las tantas batallas olvidadas de su aldea serrana" (58).

502 "¿Para qu  tanta guerra?, ¿qu  fue lo que se consigui ?, ¿ha cambiado algo acaso? . . . Somos tan é é ó

insignificantes y tan breves como para querer arreglar el mundo matando a otros" (73).

503 "que su identidad es tambi n la desestabilizante identidad del otro, espejo o sombra a la que incorpora é

oscura, desgarrada y conflictivamente como opci n de enajenamiento o de plenitud" (80).ó

504 "El alma de su raza emana su perfume ancestral a trav s de las complicaciones del occidentalismo: las é

delicadezas de asi tico se armonizan con los refinamientos del europeo" (n.p.).á

505 "el sentir hondo y puro y el pensar alto y claro, que son las eternas y supremas virtudes de su raza" 

(n.p.).

506  "Este p lido y ex tico creador de bellezas perdurables" (n.p.). á ó Jos  G lvez also praises how é á Kuan Veng 

has combined his control of the Spanish language while keeping Oriental, stylized traits.

507   "Hay que tener un ideal en la vida" (n.p.).

508  "Vivir, luchar y so ar: he aqu  la trinidad de la existencia " (n.p.).ñ í …

509  "Sus ojos art sticamente rasgados me miraban tiernamente" (n.p.).í

510 "No  los  culpo, abuelo:  m s  all  de  unos  ojos  rasgados, en  todas  partes  ignoramos  lo  propio  como  lo  ajeno. Ená á

Per , todos hemos  sorteado  las primeras decisiones de nuestra vida a ese juego de  manos  infantil del  yan-que-ú

po, sin saber que en chino significan papel, piedra, tijera. Siempre nos hemos alimentado de maravillas sin



saber de d nde vienen" (n.p.). ó

511 "Bailabas marinera, fox trot, vals. Tuviste m s de cien ahijados de matrimonio y de bautizo. Hac as á í

m sica con cucharas para acompa ar a guitarras de una jarana criolla. Fuiste padrino de los equipos de ú ñ

f tbol m s reputados del barrio. No te perd as una sola funci n de zarzuela ni de pera" (n.p).ú á í ó ó

512  "retablo de personajes pat ticos, melanc licos y valleinclanescos" (n.p).é ó

513  "Viaje al centro de la noche" won the 1995 Premio de la Sociedad Interamericana de Prensa.

514 "Si como anta o las calles de Lima se bautizaran seg n los oficios que predominara en ellas Bodegueros, ñ ú —

Espaderos, Mercaderes , el jir n Cailloma ser a hoy — ó í Prostitutas, y Quilca, la popular calle 

Borrachos" (122).

515 "en estos perfiles ha emergido con nuevas verdades sobre sus personajes y tambi n quiz s sobre la é — á —

naturaleza humana" (9).

516 "Cincelo mi propio ser / de absurda geometr a / buscando entre tinieblas / la luz vertical de mi í

principio. // Yo soy lo que no soy, / mi propio tiempo y dimensi n de espacio, / cerebro de un tomo perdido / en la ó á

ruta de la luz y el tiempo. // Soy la forma ponderable del vac o, / verdad, duda y mentira, / pretendiendo í

descifrar mi origen, / en la inc gnita algebraica de mi signo" (n.p.).ó

517 "y me descubro sutilmente hecha de seda y bamb " (29).ú

518  "Los tres eran hombres maduros y graves. / ¿Sent an tristeza oto al? / Jam s una risa desflor  sus í ñ á ó

labios, / Ni sus turbios ojos chispearon jam s  / Tristes, siempre tristes, contagiaron mi alma / de ni o; y les á … ñ

dieron un trascendental / sentido a las cosas de los juegos mismos, / en que ellos pon an cierta gravedad " í …



(Rodr guez Pastor, í Herederos 221).

519  "Quiz  el chino, en cuclillas, como un brujo, / con apostura extra a y gesto impropio, / finge suave y á ñ

ex tico dibujo / en la voluta l nguida del opio " (344).ó á …


	In La vida, Wong criticizes his own ethnic group, the Chinese and tusán. In this context, R.A. Kerr stresses Siu's twofold dilemma: forging his personal identity within his ethnic community and within mainstream Peruvian society: "Implicit in all stories in El tramo final are the predominantly negative consequences of the inevitable encroachment of Hispanic culture on the colonia china. Likewise implicit is the problem of achieving and maintaining a positive sense of individual identity within the minority group itself and within the Hispanic society as a whole" (58). Indeed, criticism of some of his ethnic group's cultural traditions and practices included in both El tramo final and in La vida is not any softer than the negative portrayals of mainstream Peruvian society in Viaje a Ítaca and in several of his short stories. In La vida, it is particularly obvious that the autobiographical protagonist (and by extension, the narrator and the implicit author) resents his harsh life during childhood and adolescence, when he worked as a clerk in a small grocery store that his parents owned in Rímac, a Lima working-class neighborhood. To ensure that no doubt remains about the true message of his novel, the author includes an epilogue where he reveals that Héctor's story is his own: "It is basically a disguise that I used to distance myself from a traumatic past that I cannot evoke without a feeling of sadness." The words "traumatic" and "sadness" make one consider the possibility that the composition of this text had a therapeutic effect on the author. It is important to keep in mind that the conflict causing this trauma is not so much inter-ethnic as it is intergenerational and cultural. According to Ien Ang, the collective identity of Chinese communities and that of the Chinese diaspora are so bounded that they may become a sort of prison house for the individual: "In the case of diaspora, there is a transgression of the boundaries of the nation-state on behalf of a globally dispersed 'people,' for example, 'the Chinese,' but paradoxically this transgression can only be achieved through the drawing of a boundary around the diaspora, 'the Chinese people' themselves" (16). Along these lines, the inhibition that Héctor feels when considering the possibility of becoming a professor because of his linguistic shortcomings also reflects Siu's own fears as a young man.
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